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ABSTRACT

Translation dictionaries are the tools of translators who use them to transfer from the
source text to the target text, as they use them whenever they encounter puzzling words.
Thus, this research investigates the degree of usefulness of these dictionaries when
rendering English and Arabic multi-word items, such as idioms, collocations,
phrasal/prepositional verbs, and compounds/iḍāfas. The aforementioned multi-word
items are known for their metaphorical meanings and fixed structures, as both
characteristics cause confusion to the translator/foreign language learner. The usefulness
of the translation dictionaries was determined based on two criteria. First, by evaluating
the use of these dictionaries for the rendering of the aforementioned multi-word items in
undergraduate translation and lexicography classes. Second, by assessing the
lexicographical documentation and treatment of these items in those dictionaries. It has
been concluded that the percentages of dictionary use in advanced classes of translation
were higher, which indicates the awareness of the importance of dictionaries in these
classes. In addition, students of Arabic-English translation classes used dictionaries less
than the English-Arabic classes since they dealt with texts of their native language and
that English multi-word items were more difficult to render than the Arabic ones.
Moreover, findings show that Arabic multi-word items were treated better than the
English multi-word items in their respective dictionaries even though the English-Arabic
dictionaries document more than the Arabic-English dictionaries.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The purpose of translation is to transfer a text from the source language to the target
language, and when we translate we tend to use dictionaries, which are essential to the
translator's work and are considered a proper technical tool for the task. (Van Hoof, 1995:
229)
During the translation process, there are cases where a translator consults a dictionary
when encountering an unknown word, needs to check spelling, or other reasons, such as
word etymology or pronunciation. In the case of the unknown word, the translator uses
the translation/bilingual dictionary because the word either has a cultural meaning that
does not relate to his/her culture, is a new word s/he does not know, or is a phraseological
unit the collective meaning of which does not make any sense to him/her. This unit has a
figurative meaning and cannot be understood by translating only the individual or literal
meanings of its components. Phraseological units are ready-made expressions, referred to
as multi-word items, and are part of the lexicon in many languages including English and
Arabic.
The focus of this thesis is the use of translation dictionaries, specifically both EnglishArabic and Arabic-English bilingual dictionaries when translating English and Arabic
multi-word items. The English multi-word units covered in this research are collocations,
idioms, compounds and phrasal verbs. The Arabic multi-word items that are discussed
1

are collocations, idioms, construct phrase/iḍāfa and prepositional verbs. Multi-word items
“are classified into a range of subtypes according to their degree of semantic noncompositionality, syntactic fixedness, lexical restrictions and institutionalization”.
Granger and Meunier (2008: XVIV). The reason for choosing these items is the difficulty
they cause to foreign language learners and translation students/translators. They are
idiomatic, fixed/semi-fixed word-combinations and thus in a sense cultural.
The first type of the English multi-word items covered is idioms, which are figurative
expressions that cannot be understood merely by interpreting the individual words that
compose them. Rather, they must be taken as a whole unit, and any deleting or altering of
any of the component words would affect the intended meaning. For example, there is
kick the bucket or spill the beans. The second type of English multi-word items is
compounds, which are word combinations made up of two single words, such as film
society, which can be interpreted as a kind of a society concerned with films. In English,
there are three types of compounds: nominal, adjectival and verbal. The third type of
English multi-word items is phrasal verbs, which are a combination of verbs followed by
an adverb particle. Similarly, phrasal verbs are not to be interpreted by understanding just
the sum of their combinations, such as get over (recover) or run into (meet by accident).
The fourth and final type of English multi-word items is collocations, which are readymade chunks of words a component of which has a dependent relationship, i.e., commit
suicide or commit theft/murder.
In terms of Arabic multi-word items, the nature of collocations and idioms in the
Arabic language is somewhat similar to their English counterparts in terms of figurative
meaning and co-occurrence, such as َڀَ أكَ ڃن حٿـڄ٫ and ًَّٟ كَد. The third type of the
2

Arabic multi-word items is prepositional verbs, which consist of a verb + preposition.
Prepositional verbs can be idiomatic as in انٴـَ ٳِ ًؿيو, or literal as in ًىذ اٿَ حٿڄيٍٓش.
However, they are not as idiomatic as English phrasal verbs, for example, crack up as in
the audience cracked up at his jokes. The fourth and final type of Arabic multi-word
items is iḍāfa. Similar to English compounds, iḍāfa have a head/modifier structure and
can be idiomatic in meaning, such as َّٕق حٿٴَح٣ and ٗزق حٿلَد.

1.2. The Objective of the Study
The objective of this research is to cover the theoretical and practical aspects of two
fields of linguistics; translation studies and lexicography. The former refers to the study
of translation from one language to another, while the latter deals with dictionary making.
In order to achieve this goal, this study addresses the field of phraseology, which refers to
the study of word-combinations and their idiomatic meanings, as well. Accordingly, the
goal of this interdisciplinary study is to bridge the gap between these two fields and
achieve the following objectives:


To analyse English and Arabic multi-word items and indicate the specific
problems in their translations.



To examine the relationship between the translator and the dictionary through
examining previous literature and specific translation tests.



To investigate and assess the coverage of multi-word items in translation
dictionaries.



To evaluate the extent and effectiveness of dictionary use in translation classes at
university level.
3

1.3. Importance of the Study
The distinctive nature of this research can be pointed out in the following areas:
First, this research provides a comparative and contrastive analysis of English and
Arabic multi-word items. It analyses the four types of multi-word items to indicate their
syntactic forms and their semantic metaphorical forms and showcase the problems that
may arise in their translations.
Second, the research recognises and discusses the lack of practicality in some of the
previous studies on dictionary use in translation classes and responds by the application
of translation tests in English-Arabic and Arabic-English in several undergraduate
translation classes at university level. These tests are comprised of English and Arabic
texts that include more than 30 multi-word items and examine not only the identification
of these items in both languages but also the dictionary consultations by the translation
students.
Third, the research presents a corpus of 800 multi-word items: half of this corpus is
for English multi-word items, and half is for Arabic items, compiled by the researcher to
use for dictionary analysis. The compilation of the items was based on corpora frequency
and semantic opacity.
Fourth, this research employs two types of analysis; one is quantitative, and the other
qualitative. The first type of analysis involves a statistical analysis of the documentation
of multi-word items to show the detailed coverage of the multi-word items in translation
dictionaries. The second analysis addresses the lexicographical treatments of the multi-
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word items in the different dictionaries along with suggested treatments for the erroneous
treatments.
Accordingly, based on the above, this research proposes a new lexicographical model
for the documentation and treatment of four types of the multi-word items. This model
will be helpful to the translator whenever s/he encounters multi-word items during his/her
translation efforts.

1.4. Research Questions
This research will try to indicate the relationship between the translator and the
translation dictionary, which can be achieved by assessing and analysing the translation
of multi-word items. The figurative meanings of these items confuse the translator, who
might need the help of a translation dictionary to achieve accurate and natural
translations. The aim is to examine the efficiency and effectiveness of translating such
items using translation dictionaries. In order to do so, the study has developed precise
research questions, which will help in shaping a clear picture of this inter-disciplinary
research. The research questions are as follows:
1. Do English and Arabic multi-word items generate problems in their translations?
2. Are translation students as language learners able to identify multi-word items in
English and Arabic texts?
3. Do translation students consult translation dictionaries when they encounter
multi-word items in a text?
4. To what extent do translation dictionaries cover multi-word items?
5. If so, how are these items treated lexicographically?
5

6. Which English-Arabic or Arabic-English dictionaries are better suited for
translating multi-word items?
The first question will be answered through a comparative/contrastive analysis of
English/Arabic multi-word items. The analysis will start with an explanation of the
English multi-word item and then examine its Arabic counterpart, followed by an
examination of the problems of their translation. This approach will be applied to all four
types of multi-word items in the two languages. The second and third questions will be
answered by the analysis of translated English and Arabic texts in translation classes.
These two texts contain English and Arabic multi-word items. The translations by the
students will show whether they can identify these multi-word items or not, and whether
dictionary consultation takes place or not. The fourth question will be answered by doing
a statistical analysis of the lexicographical documentation of the multi-word items. This
analysis will indicate the amount of coverage of the four types of multi-word items in six
translation dictionaries. In the case of the fifth question, it will be answered by the
detailed analysis of the lexicographical treatment of the covered multi-word items and
demonstrate the quality of this treatment along with suggested recommendations. The
sixth and last question will be answered after an analysis of the fourth and fifth questions,
since the analysis of the former will reveal the level of documentation of the multi-word
items and the analysis of the latter will indicate the way these items are treated in the six
translation dictionaries.

6

1.5. Structure of the Thesis
This section offers an overview of the presentation structure of this thesis. Chapter
Two reviews the literature on multi-word items and explores their importance in
linguistic competence and acquisition by pointing out the characteristics that distinguish
multi-word items from single words. Chapter Two provides definitions, examples, and
explanations of four types of English and Arabic multi-word items examined in this
research: idioms, phrasal/prepositional verbs, compounds/iḍāfas and collocations.
Previous studies on English and Arabic multi-word items are reviewed to indicate the
syntax and semantics of these items, compare their counterparts in the two languages as
well as reveal the difficulties that may arise in the process of translation from the source
language to the target language, and vice versa.
Chapter Three presents an overview of translation and lexicography as two fields in
linguistics, their inter-relationship and their theoretical and practical aspects. It starts with
general information about the history of bilingual dictionaries and highlights the
contribution of translators to the evolution of bilingual dictionaries. Then, a review of the
way bilingual/translation dictionaries assist translators is presented. In addition, Chapter
Three surveys previous studies on dictionary use in translation classes, the linguistic
competence of translation students, dictionary coverage of multi-word items and
suggestions on how to improve dictionary use for translation tasks.
Chapter Four includes a description of the research methodology, addressing the
design of the research along with a summary of the data collection process for the

7

research. It gives the source of the data collected along with the methods used for data
collection and analysis.
Chapter Five provides a detailed analysis of English-Arabic and Arabic-English
translation tests conducted in translation classes in the Department of English Language
and Literature at Kuwait University. It highlights the rationale behind the translation tests
and provides an assessment of the translation performance and non-performance in the
translation classes.
Chapter Six provides the results of the analysis of the lexicographical documentation
of English and Arabic multi-word items in translation dictionaries. The analysis is
divided into nine sections that cover the documentation of multi-word items, their
frequency in on-line corpora, examples, equivalents, definitions, synonyms, linguistic
composition, back-translation and dictionary entry.
Chapter Seven presents the assessment of the documentation and treatment of the
multi-word items in the translation dictionaries. The chapter is divided into four sections
covering entry, equivalents, examples and meaning discrimination. The section on
dictionary entry focuses on the location of the multi-word item in the entry and whether it
is documented in the main entry or a subentry. In the sections on equivalents and
examples, the focus is on the validity of the equivalents and the examples in the
translation dictionaries. The section on meaning discrimination provides the distinctions
to the equivalents of polysemous multi-word items.
Chapter Eight proposes a lexicographical model and its application to English and
Arabic multi-word items. The proposed model shows the ideal manner of multi-word
8

items treatments in translation dictionaries, and the model consists of the entry and its
various components.
Finally, Chapter Nine presents the findings of the study which act as answers to the
research questions. In addition, the chapter discusses the contribution of this research to
both translation studies and lexicography.

9

CHAPTER TWO: MULTI-WORD ITEMS

When we learn a language we must learn its vocabulary. However, the common view
that the vocabulary of any given language is a combination of single words is erroneous.
Vocabulary, as Schmitt and Carter (2000: 6) state, "includes many units which are larger
than individual orthographic words." Indeed, these units are called multi-word items and
are important in understanding language. Multi-word items have certain characteristics
that distinguish them from single words and sometimes from each other as well. Most
importantly, they are part of the lexicon in many languages, including English and
Arabic, learners have to acquire them to achieve native-speaker level. The multi-word
units

under

investigation

in

this

research

are

idioms,

compounds/iḍāfas,

phrasal/prepositional verbs and collocations.

2.1 Idioms
2.1.1 English Idioms
The first multi-word item covered in this research is idioms. Idioms are defined by
Cacciari and Tabossi (1988: 668) as "strings of words whose semantic interpretation
cannot be derived compositionally from the interpretation of their parts". Glucksberg
(2001: 68) notes that the non-logical nature of idioms is what sets them apart from single
words because of the "absence" of the relations between their literal meanings and their
idiomatic meanings. A fine example is kick the bucket, in which he stresses that syntactic
10

and semantic analysis of this item would never produce the meaning of to die. The nonliteral meaning of kick the bucket is what makes it unique, because when the meaning of
individual words of the idiom are taken separately, we end up with an odd meaning and
lose the idiomatic and intended meaning of the combination of words that creates the
idiom. In terms of the ambiguity of the idioms, Jackson (2007: 78) notes that a speaker
who encounters the idiom beat a dead horse may at first understand its literal meaning
which is „the beating of the carcass‟, which can happen in some literal cases or
understand its figurative meaning „wasting time discussing a matter endlessly‟.
Glucksberg also notes that idioms are not just long words, but rather ready-made
words that behave like phrases. This point echoes Newmeyer's argument that "there is far
more regularity to the behaviour of idioms than is generally believed." (1974: 327). He
argues that the behaviour of idioms is not chaotic and examining idioms with respect to
transformational rules shows that their behaviour is not chaotic, but rather normal and
natural.
The first transformational rule under investigation in the study of idioms is the passive
rule. Newmeyer (1974: 329) cites idioms like pull one's leg, bury the hatchet, spill the
beans, pop the question and burn one's fingers as examples of this rule where his logical
argument is that all of the aforementioned idioms allow passivisation, since one's leg can
be pulled literally as well as idiomatically. He goes further by stating that their idiomatic
meaning contains passive-governing predicates, so we can then say that „someone was
teased‟ (someone's leg was pulled), „the old resentment was ended‟ the hatchet was
buried, „the secret was revealed‟ the beans were spilled, and so on.
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That is not to say that all idioms passivise. Newmeyer (1974: 330) also provides
examples of that assertion, such as kick the bucket, on pins and needles, shoot the bull,
make the scene and blow one's top. The verbs kick, sit, shoot, make and blow govern the
Passive rule, and their literal meaning may allow it, but not their idiomatic meaning due
to their semantic fixedness. Thus, idioms like the bucket was kicked, the scene was made
or one's top was blown would be odd, and given that his proposal requires that both the
idiomatic and the literal meaning constitute the rule, these idioms would not allow
passivisation.
The second cyclic rule under investigation is Conjunct Movement where Newmeyer
states that idioms like go out with 'to date someone', come to terms 'agree' allow for
Conjunct Movement as in
-Jack and Jill go out. When we apply Conjunct Movement we get Jack goes out
with Jill.
-Sam and Linda came to terms. When we apply Conjunct Movement we get Sam
came to terms with Linda.
Newmeyer argues that both the idiomatic and the literal meaning allow Conjunct
Movement. However, some idioms do not allow this rule such as:
-Tom and I got the picture (became aware). When we apply the rule we get *Tom
got the picture with me.
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-Ralph and Sam are mixed up (confused). When we apply the rule we get *Ralph
is mixed up with Sam (socialising) (constituting this rule thus produces a new
meaning of this idiom).
The third cyclic rule that Newmeyer investigates is Subject Raising. Kiparsky and
Kiparsky (1971, cited in Newmeyer) argue that non-factive predicates like happen and
sure allow Subject Raising as in:
-It happens that Paul has had a fall – Paul happens to have had a fall.
-It is sure that the bus will arrive late – The bus is sure to arrive late.
In the case of idioms, Newmeyer argues that "idiomatic predicates behave in exactly
the same way as non-idiomatic ones. Non-factive idioms govern Subject Raising, factive
idioms do not." (1974: 333). The four examples provided by Newmeyer support his
claim:
-It turns out that Paul has had a fall –Paul turns out to have had a fall.
-It is anybody's bet that the bus will arrive late – The bus is anybody's bet to
arrive late.
-It knocks me flat that Al lost the fight - *Al knocks me flat to have lost the fight.
-It makes sense that Tom is speaking to Art - *Tom makes sense to be speaking to
Art.
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Tough Movement and There Insertion are the last cyclic rules that Newmeyer
investigates. In the case of Tough Movement, he asserts that idiomatic noun phrases that
are semantically flexible govern the cyclic rule of Tough Movement. For example:
-It's a pain in the neck to humour Hugo – Hugo is a pain in the neck to humour.
-It's easy as pie to solve this puzzle – This puzzle is easy as pie to solve.
Finally, in the case of There Insertion, Newmeyer maintains that if the idiomatic
meaning contains a predicate of existence or occurrence, then it may allow this cyclic
rule to occur as in:
-A new development came to light – There came to light a new development.
-An interesting problem cropped up – There cropped up an interesting problem.
Newmeyer‟s study shows significant findings about the behaviour of English idioms,
as his five transformational rules reveal that the application of these rules provides some
syntactic changes to the idiom. Some idioms allow these rules, while others do not. Still,
this behaviour is natural, since idioms behave like phrases. The examples provided in
Newmeyer‟s study can show the translator as a foreign language learner how the
application of each rule is accepted in some idioms, which provides him/her an
understanding of the nature of idioms.
In the case of the classification of idioms, Gates (1972: 72) notes that there are
different types of idioms and they are classified according to their unique feature, based
on their grammatical form, constituent words or speech sounds.
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The first type is semantic idioms, which Gates defines as "a fixed expression with
peculiarity of meaning." (1972: 72). The meaning of this type of idiom cannot be
understood by just knowing the meaning of its individual parts or the function of its
grammatical construction. Gates states that what is odd about this idiom is that in order to
understand its meaning; we have to understand either the extended meaning of the idiom
as a whole or the unique meaning of one of the words in it. For instance, the meaning of
the idiom in the doghouse has neither relation to dogs nor their houses; instead, it means
that someone is in trouble with someone else. In another example we have the idiom get
off on the wrong foot, which does not relate to feet but rather means 'to make a bad start'.
Gates stresses that these idioms are very figurative and unique to their whole meaning,
and we cannot understand them simply by understanding their individual parts.
The second type of idioms in Gates's classification is grammatical idioms. He defines
this type as "a fixed expression with an irregularity in inflection, syntactic, or
construction." (Gates, 1972: 73). He elaborates by stating that some of these idioms are
signified by an odd inflectional form where there is a subject and a verb or a head and
modifier which do not agree in number as in the idioms like many is the, a good many or
many a man. In addition, Gates points out that some of these idioms have a plural noun
where one would expect to have a singular one as in the idioms like he is friends with
John or in John and the new boy made friends.
The third type of idioms in Gates's classification is lexical idioms. He defines this
idiom as "a fixed expression containing one or more words found only in the expression
or in a small set of related expressions." (Gates, 1972: 74). Examples of this kind of
idiom are to and fro, spick and span, by and by and cut to the quick. Gates also argues
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that other idioms of this same type may be the product of word play, for example, helter
skelter and hocus pocus, or phrases borrowed from other languages such as ad libitum
from Latin or faux pas from French.
Finally, the fourth type of idioms in Gates's classification of idioms is the
phonological idioms. This idiom is defined as "a fixed expression which has an oddity of
pronunciation." (Gates, 1972: 75). Gates argues that these contain a speech sound or a
combination of sounds not ordinarily used in English. For instance, the word tsetse in
tsetse fly is borrowed from an African language. According to Gates, this sequence "does
not occur at the beginning of native English words." (Gates, 1972: 75). He also argues
that this kind of idiom is rare in English and is the least important type, which is the
reason he only provides this single example. However, this odd example does seem to be
more of a lexical borrowing than an idiom. Therefore, it may not be a suitable example to
use to indicate phonological idioms. However, Broeders (1987: 250) provides four valid
examples of phonological idioms. These examples, where the syllable carrying the
nuclear accent is capitalised, are: the penny DROPPED 'the remark was understood', the
mind BOGGLES 'I can't comprehend that', the plot THICKENS 'the affair becomes more
confused' and where the shoe PINCHES 'where the difficulty is situated'. Further, idioms,
as Gates argue, include every form and function class. For example, idioms include not
only nouns and verbs as in a feather in one’s cap and make believe, but also adjectives
and adverbs as in at large, in vain, and out-and-out.
The classification of idioms in Gate‟s study helps the foreign language learner
understand not only the syntax and semantics of English idioms, but also their nature
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based on their classifications. The examples Gate provided in his study clearly indicate
the nature of each classification and support his argument.
Moving on to the processing and interpretation of idioms, scholars like Ortony et al.
(1978) investigate the processing of idioms. They argue that their non-literalness is not
always the factor that makes it difficult to interpret idioms. The authors maintain that
familiar idioms are processed as quickly as and sometimes faster than their literal
interpretations when idioms are given contextual support. However, when there is
minimal contextual support, then the understanding of an idiom takes longer than its
literal interpretation. Thus, the authors point out that relatedness to context and not nonliteralness is what determines the difficulty of idiom processing.
Also, Ortony et al. (1978) argue that familiar idioms are processed faster than their
literal interpretations, because the familiarity of idioms led to them being interpreted
idiomatically before interpreting their meaning literally. The authors also raise another
valid point by stating that the meaning of an idiom is stored in a similar manner to the
meaning of a single lexical item; therefore, they take less time to process when found in
contexts.
Other scholars like Swinney and Cutler (1979), who support the argument offered by
Ortony et al regarding idiom storage in a similar way as a single lexical item, argue
against Bobrow and Bell's (1973) model of idiom processing which they call Idiom List
Hypothesis. According to this model, idioms are stored and accessed from a list where an
attempt is made to process the literal meaning of an idiom before processing its idiomatic
one. Swinney and Cutler's argument is demonstrated in their idiom processing model
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called the Lexical Representation Hypothesis, which suggests that the understanding of
an idiom's figurative and literal meaning occurs simultaneously and the figurative
meaning of an idiom is thus stored in a discrete lexical entry (1979: 525). Swinney and
Cutler point out that the figurative meaning of an idiom is retrieved following the
recognition of the first part of the idiom.
Similarly, Estill and Kemper (1982) support Swinney and Cutler's Lexical
Representation Hypothesis. They argue that the comprehension of the literal and
figurative meanings occur simultaneously. Therefore, their argument is consistent with
that of Swinney and Cutler.
In contrast, Gibbs (1980) argues against Swinney and Cutler's point of view regarding
the simultaneous processing of the figurative and literal meanings of idioms. Gibbs
(1980: 150) affirms that the conventionality of idioms is what affects the ease of
comprehension and not the literal meaning. Gibbs notes that language learners spend
more time processing idioms with literal meaning than they do with idioms with
idiomatic interpretations. Moreover, Gibbs (1980: 155) states that when language learners
encounter an unconventional use of an idiom, they tend to analyse the idiomatic meaning
of the idiom before deciding on the appropriateness of the literal meaning. According to
Gibbs, his findings contradict Bobrow and Bell‟s model, and also that of Swinney and
Cutler in terms of the priority of the literal meaning of idioms.
Similarly, Gibbs (1985: 470) provides further arguments against Swinney and Cutler's
Lexical Representation Hypothesis by stressing that if idioms are extremely familiar and
hold a non-literal meaning associated with them, then people do not need to analyse the
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literal interpretation of idioms. For example, idioms like hand in hand as in Greed went
hand in hand with corruption, and eyeball as in John eyeballed the data cannot be
interpreted literally. Thus, his logical argument against a priority given to literal meaning
in understanding idioms infringes on the psychological validity of the Lexical
Representation Hypothesis (1985: 470).
Indeed, the sound argument of Gibbs indicates that language learners do not need to
process the literal and figurative meanings of the idiom simultaneously because some
idioms cannot be interpreted literally, as pointed out in his aforementioned examples. In
addition, Gibbs‟ argument clearly shows the flaws of both models of Bobrow and Bell
and Swinney and Cutler, as these models depend on both idiomatic and literal meanings
of an idiom.
Gibbs and Gonzales (1985) further refer to the effect of syntactic frozenness when
processing and remembering idioms. They argue that idioms may differ syntactically, but
still retain their figurative meanings. An example they provide is throw in the towel as in
John threw in the towel 'to give up', which can be passivised as in the towel was thrown
in by John and still maintain its idiomatic meaning, which means that this idiom is
syntactically productive.
Gibbs and Gonzales maintain that the degree to which the syntax of idioms is frozen
affects the processing of idioms and the way they are remembered. The two examples
provided in the previous paragraph demonstrate that syntactically flexible idioms retain
their figurative interpretations, while syntactically frozen idioms cannot do the same as
they are restricted to their form. The authors surprisingly indicate that frozen idioms are
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processed faster than flexible ones. Also, flexible idioms, which take longer to process,
are recalled more often and easily than are frozen ones due to the fact that they are more
difficult to process, which makes them memorable.
Based on these findings, Gibbs and Gonzales state that idioms are part of the normal
lexicon yet are represented differently based on the degree of the syntactic frozenness
they bear. For example, frozen idioms like kick the bucket are accessed faster than
flexible idioms like lay down the law since they appear to be more lexicalised and do not
need to account for other syntactic forms. (1985: 256). As a result, idioms will differ in
terms of the speed with which they are processed. Regarding the representation of idioms
in the mental lexicon, Gibbs and Gonzales maintain the possibility that idioms have
representations for each of their syntactic forms. This means that flexible idioms have
multiple entries for their syntactic constructions in the mental lexicon, while frozen
idioms have limited entries.
Other studies by Gibbs et al. (1989: 58-60) shed further light on the matter of the
degrees of syntactic frozenness of idioms and the reason why some idioms are
syntactically flexible while others are frozen. They argue that the lexical flexibility of
idioms is not arbitrary and depends on the parts of the idiom that contribute to its overall
meaning. Gibbs et al. group idioms into two categories: one category to include
decomposable idioms in which the individual components contribute to their overall
meaning, and another that includes nondecomposable idioms in which the individual
components do not contribute to their overall meaning. Then they subdivide the
decomposable idioms into two further categories: one to include normally decomposable
idioms, such as pop the question 'to propose marriage', in which their individual
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components have a literal relationship to their figurative meaning, and the other to
include abnormally decomposable idioms, such as spill the beans, in which their internal
components have a metaphorical relationship to the figurative meaning of the idiom.
Gibbs et al. (1989: 65) argue that substituting a verb or a noun with a synonym is less
damaging to the overall meaning of normally decomposable idioms than it is to the
nondecomposable ones due to the fact that the internal components of the former
contribute to the overall meaning, and replacing the word will not affect it as long as this
change maintains the same contribution to the figurative meaning. For example, replacing
the verb break in the idiom break the ice 'to start a conversation' with burst as in burst the
ice will not impair the metaphorical interpretation of the idiom since burst is related to
the figurative meaning. However, replacing the verb kick in nondecomposable idioms
like kick the bucket with the verb boot as in boot the bucket will not make sense, since the
internal component does not contribute to the figurative meaning of this kind of idiom.
Gibbs et al. (1989: 65) clearly demonstrate that abnormally decomposable idioms are
almost as flexible as normally decomposable idioms. For instance, replacing the verb
spill with drop in spill the beans to form drop the beans may be quite disruptive, but it
still maintains the figurative relation between the individual components and the
figurative meaning of the idiom. This acceptance of the lexical change spill to drop, as
Gibbs et al. point out, is due to the fact that the new word i.e. drop is from the same
semantic field at the substituted word i.e., spill, which means that drop shares the nuclear
concept and/or feature of spill.
Thus, when we replace a word with a similar one in concept and feature, we end up
with an idiom that is figuratively similar to the original one (Gibbs et al, 1989: 66). Gibbs
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et al. provide a couple of examples of same sense productive idioms that may occur with
variants, i.e., hit the hay and button your lips. If we substitute hay with sack in the
former, then we end up with the idiom hit the sack, which reflects the same feature of the
first one, since both hay and sack share the features associated with the figurative
meaning, i.e., „bed‟. The same thinking applies to the idiom button your lips, since
substituting button with fasten will generate the same figurative interpretation of the
original idiom, which means 'do not say anything'. (1989: 66).
Gibbs et al. stress that speakers make assumptions about semantic fields when
determining idiom analysis and their aforementioned examples of substitution support
their claim. However, these semantic fields may not be always the answer, since some
examples of frozen idioms like kick the bucket meaning 'to die' and chew the fat meaning
'talk without purpose' show that their individual components are not in the same semantic
fields of their non-literal meanings. The authors also state while there is a relationship
between the aforementioned idioms and their figurative meanings, it is often historical
and arbitrary (Gibbs et al, 1989: 66).
Gibbs et al. assert that the difference in the semantic compositions between
decomposable and noncomposable idioms indicate that people may process them
differently. Still, Gibbs et al. stress that this does not mean that the literal meaning of the
idiom must be analysed, instead recognising that individual components reference the
overall figurative meaning of the idiom. Gibbs et al. also indicate that even though
unaltered decomposable idioms take longer to process than do unaltered noncomposable
idioms, they permit greater flexibility in terms of comprehension for different forms with
different lexical content. (1989: 66).
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These key studies of Gibbs and Gonzalez and Gibbs et al help explain the idiomatic
nature of English idioms, as they clearly point out that the syntactic frozenness affects the
processing of idioms through the use of examples. Also, the significance of Gibbs‟ study
is that it explains how the different categories of idiom based on their syntactic
frozenness affect the overall figurative meaning of English idioms. The inclusion of
practical examples of decomposable and nondecomposable idioms achieves this purpose.
Both studies assist the language learner in understanding not only the behaviour of
idioms, but also the way their syntax affects their figurative meanings.
Furthermore, Mueller and Gibbs point out that sometimes idioms have two intended
meanings and there is a connection between the multiple meanings of these idioms. Their
examples of these idioms include break the ice and head over heels, which have both
literal and figurative meanings; however, an idiom like to blow your cool lacks a wellspecified and clear literal meaning. (1987: 64).
More interestingly, Muller and Gibbs show that other idioms have linked multiple
meanings, which means that both their literal and figurative interpretations refer to the
same thing. For instance, the idiom out on a limb means that someone is in a dangerous
spot both in its literal and figurative meaning. On the other hand, the idiom kick the
bucket has little if any connection to its non-literal meaning. Mueller and Gibbs also refer
to idioms with two figurative meanings like the idiom give her a hand, which means help
her or applaud her. (1987: 64). Thus, these idioms are polysemous, which means that
they have more than one meaning.
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The investigation of Muller and Gibbs on the processing and understanding of these
types of idioms shows that idioms with more than one intended meaning are harder to
process since both the literal and figurative meanings are intended to be understood, for
instance, as in the idiom throw in the towel where someone tosses the towel signalling
his/her intention to give up. Their examples also demonstrate that processing of idioms
with two well-formed interpretations such as spill the beans, which literally means to tip
the dish and figuratively means to reveal a secret, are understood faster than are idioms,
such as shed some light, which means to help explain, because the latter has no wellformed literal interpretation. (1987: 78-9). In addition, Mueller and Gibbs state that
idioms like out of order, which has multiple non-literal interpretations (meaning not
working/broken and in disarray), are understood faster than are idioms with one nonliteral meaning like on the line, which figuratively means in jeopardy.
Mueller and Gibbs (1987: 79) point out too that the examples above demonstrate that
idioms are part of the normal lexicon and have different representations that will depend
on the meanings associated with them and thus naturally affect the number of entries in
the mental lexicon.

2.1.2 Arabic Idioms
The origin of Arabic idioms, as Shivtiel (2007: 629) reveals, can be traced back to
various sources: (a) The Qur‟an, e.g. ڀَ ٷخد ٷٌْٓن٫ alā qāb qawsayn „very close‟. (b) The
Bible, e.g.  ٻزٖ ٳيحءkabš fidā „scapegoat‟. (c) The Hadith, e.g.  حٿٰنْڄش حٿزخٍىسal-ġanīma albārida „easy prey‟. (d) Poetry, e.g.  ال نخٷش ٿو ًال ؿڄپlā nāqa lahu wa-lā jamal „he has
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nothing to do with it‟. (e) Proverbs/Colloquial Arabic, e.g. ٍ ؿخء رٸَنِ حٿلڄخjāa bi-qarnay
al-himār „to return empty-handed‟. (f) Folklore, e.g.  ًطي ؿلخwatad Juhā „foothold‟. (g)
Historical events, e.g. َسٜي هَحد حٿز٬ رbada xarāb al-Basra „after giving up hope‟. (h)
Technical terms, e.g. َّ حٿٴ٢ ىنخ ڃَرhunā marbat al-faras „there lies the rub‟. (i) Calque,
e.g. ٌْڅ٬ ًٍّ حٿَڃخى ٳِ حٿḏarra al-ramād fī al-uyūn„to throw dust in someone‟s eyes‟.
The significance of Shivtiel‟s examples is that they indicate the sources of the Arabic
idioms, which are religious, literary, historical, and linguistic. These key findings allow
the translator to identify not only the source of the idiom, but also the meaning behind it.
For instance, the idiom  ًطي ؿلخis based on the folktale of Juhā, who is a famous person in
the Arabic folktales, who was attached to a peg in his old house and kept visiting the
house frequently to see the peg. Consequently, a translator who knows the story behind
this idiom will be aware of the figurative meaning of this idiom. Shivtiel‟s reference to
the origin of Arabic idioms is striking, as his key study helps link the history of Arabic
idioms and their comprehension.
Similar to its English counterpart, an Arabic idiom cannot be understood by its
individual components, generally cannot allow alteration of its words, change the order of
its words, delete or add a word or change its grammatical meaning. Similarly, Arabic
idioms are semantically figurative and behave like phrases. Most importantly, Arabic
idioms are similar to their English counterparts in structure. Ṣīni, et al. (1996) state that
the structure of idioms in Arabic has the following three classifications based on Arabic
sentence structure:
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1-Verbal idioms: are simply idioms that begin with a verb.
e.g. ڀٶ ٓخٷْو ٿڀَّق٣ أaṭlaqa sāqayhi li’l-rīhi 'he ran away' as in ڀٶ ٓخٷْو٣ كٸْزظيخ ًأٚٲ حٿڀ٤ه
 ٿڀَّقxaṭafa al-liṣṣu ḥaqībatahā wa aṭ laqa sāqayhi li’l-rīhi 'the thief stole her purse and
ran away'
2-Nominal idioms are idioms that begin with a noun.
e.g. ّخٿِ حٿَأ٫ āliy al-rasi 'confident' as in ّخٿِ حٿَأ٫ ذ٫خٜ ًحؿو أهِ حٿڄwājaha axī almaṣā iba āliya al-rasi 'my brother faced life's hardships confidently'.

3-Prepositional idioms: are idioms that begin with a preposition.
e.g. ڀَ ٷيځ ًٓخٵ٫ ala qadamin wa sāq 'vigorously and ambitiously' as in ڀَ ٷيځ٫ ڄپ٬ٓخٍ حٿ
ًٓخٵ

sāra al-amal ala qadamin wa sāq 'work was carried out vigorously and

ambitiously'.
On the other hand, Abdou (2009: 55) points out that Arabic idioms have five different
syntactic classifications. Three of those five are similar to Ṣīni, et al. However, Abdou
(2009: 63) includes two more, which are adjectival idioms, e.g. ْٲ حٿْي٨„ نacting ethically‟
as in ْٲ حٿِى٨ انو نinnahu naðīf al-yad „he is ethical‟ and adverbial idioms, e.g. ًؿيخً ٿٌؿو
wajhan li-wajh „face to face‟ as in  أٍحى ٓخٿڂ أڅ ّټڀڂ ڃيَّه ًؿيخً ٿٌؿوarād Sālim an yukallim
mudīrahu wajhan li-wajh „Salem wanted to talk to his manager face to face‟
Further, Ṣīni, et al. demonstrate that Arabic idioms, like their English counterparts, are
cohesive semantic units and do allow some changes like a minor change in tense, and can
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come as either the past, present or imperative: (a) Past tense, e.g. َ٠ٌء حأله٠خه حٿ٤٫أ
atāhu al-daw al-axdar 'He gave him the green light'. (b) Present tense, e.g. ٌء٠ْو حٿ٤٬ّ
َ٠ حألهyutīhi al-daw al-axḍar 'He gives him the green light'. (c) Imperative, e.g. ِو٤٫َأ
َ٠ٌء حأله٠ حٿatihi al-ḍaw al-axḍar 'Give him the green light'.

Moreover, Abu Saad (1987: 7) asserts that speakers use idioms for two reasons; one is
to 'embellish' their speech and to give the full intended impact innately manifested in the
metaphorical imagery in idioms. Thus, the inclusion of idioms in the speaker's linguistic
repertoire, as Abu Saad notes, provides a 'stylistic feature' of the intended meaning. His
example,  ّيًٍ ٳِ كڀٸش ڃٴَٯشyadūru fī ḥalaqa mufraġa 'a person is in a vicious circle',
means that what a person is in a problem that gives rise to another problem that affects
the first. The second reason to use idioms is for euphemism, so a speaker does not have to
say directly things like يخ٬ ڃخٍّ حٿـنْ ڃmārasa al-jinsa maahā 'he had sex with her'.
Instead, the idiom  رخَٗىخbāsharahā is used. In addition, idioms can be used to point out
the passing of someone like َْْٲ حٿوز٤ ٿلٶ ٳالڅ رخٿڀlaḥaqa fulān bi al-latīf al-xabīr or انظٸپ
اٿَ ٍكڄش حهلل, intaqala ila rahmati allāhi wa taāla which means 'he passed away/died'.

Abu Saad (1987: 10) stresses that Arabic idioms come in three structures: first, they
either comes as an expression like the examples above; secondly, they may come as two
words joining together to give another word 'new' meaning. Examples of this structure
are زَ أٌّدٛ ṣabru Ayyūb 'Ayyūb's endurance' which means 'endurance', ؼڄخڅ٫ ْٚٷڄ
qamīṣu Uthmān 'Uthmān's shirt' which means an offering of a fake excuse and أځ حٿوزخثغ
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umm al-xabāith 'the mother of all sins' which means 'alcohol'. Finally, idioms may
appear as one word like  أًڅas in ٌ أكڄي أًڅaḥmadun uðunun which means 'Aḥmad listens
to what people say and spreads it without thinking about it.
Interestingly enough, Abu Saad argues that Arabic idioms can be synonymous with
their individual words. For example, ' ٴَ حٿْيّنٛ  'ؿخءjāa ṣ ifra al-yadayni and ' ٝ'هخٿِ حٿٌٳخ
xāli al-wifāḍ have a literal meaning, which is 'he came (back) empty handed' and is
synonymous with their individual words. Also, Arabic idioms can be antonymous with
their individual parts where an idiom has two antonymous meanings. For instance, the
idiom '  'أكڄي ؿڀْ رْظوaḥmad jalasa baytahu could mean literally „Aḥmad stayed home to
stay away from trouble‟, which is used as praise, or it could mean that he has no use nor
value so he stays home, which is used as a derision.
Indeed, the above discussion shows us the syntax and semantics of Arabic idioms.
Similar to English idioms, Arabic idioms have more than one structure, i.e. nominal,
verbal, etc. and allow minor changes in tense. In addition, the significant discussion of
Abu Saad reveals the uses of idioms in Arabic, which provide stylistic feature and
euphemism, as his examples indicate. Similar to Ṣīni, et al, Abu Saad states the different
syntactic structures of Arabic idioms, which are idioms as expressions, e.g. ّيًٍ ٳِ كڀٸش
 ;ڃٴَٯشas two words, e.g. زَ أٌّدٛ, and as one word, e.g. أًڅ. Although Abu Saad‟s
classification of idiom structure is different from Ṣīni‟s, both are correct, as the former
analysed the general structure of idioms, while the latter focused on the sentence structure
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of Arabic idioms. Both classifications enrich the Arabic literature of phraseology, since
there are limited references on Arabic idioms. Their different classifications along with
their clear examples help this comparative analysis of idioms in English and Arabic.
Similar to their English counterparts, the behaviour of Arabic idioms is not chaotic,
but rather normal. For example, the idioms  ًٗٸٌٷيخٍٝ حأل٩ًيٛ  ٯخٍ رْنand ن٣ٯخٍ ٳِ رخ
ٍٝ حألwhich both mean 'he disappeared' do not allow the deletion of one of its elements
as in  ًٗٸٌٷيخٍٝ ٯخٍ رْن حألand ٍٝ ٯخٍ ٳِ حألsince the deleted words ٩ًيٛ and ن٣ رخprovide
the figurative imagery of the disappearance or vanishing of a person in the respective
idioms. Consequently, these idioms do not allow deletion of one of their individual
components. On the other hand, some idioms allow the altering of the individual
components as long as the substituted word does not affect the impact of the idiom and
gives the same figurative meaning. For instance, the idiom ٌٍڀْڂ روٴخّخ حألڃ٫ which means
'he is aware of the secrets' allows for the substitution of  هٴخّخwith ن٣ رٌحas in ن٣ڀْڂ رزٌح٫
ٌٍحألڃ. The substituted word does not lessen the intended meaning of the idiom and
preserves its meaning since both  هٴخّخand ن٣ رٌحare in the same semantic field. However,
an idiom like ْنْو٫ ذٜڀو ن٬ ؿwhich means 'he gave it his full attention and it became his
priority' does not allow the substitution of ذٜ نwith  أڃخځas in ْنْو٫ ڀو أڃخځ٬ ؿsince the idiom
then loses its intended figurative meaning. Thus, this idiom does not allow any
substitution.
As for the figurative meaning of Arabic idioms, Abu Zalal (2007:113) divides the
figurative imagery of Arabic idioms into three types: the metonymy-based, simile-based,
and metaphor-based. Regarding metonymy, Abu Zalal points out that metonymy in
Arabic is used to express or link two entities figuratively. For example, ' َڀْيڂ حٿيى٫ َ 'أطatā
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alayhim al-dahru which means 'they vanished/passed away' or ' ذ٠'رْنِ ًرْن أكڄي ًنذ حٿ
baynī wa bayna aḥmad ðanab al-ḍab which literally means 'between me and Ahmad is a
lizard's tail'; however, the meaning of this metonymy-based idiom is that 'there is
animosity between me and Aḥmad'. Another metonymy-based idiom Abu Zalal provides
as an example is '  'آٻڀش حٿڀلڂākilatu al-laḥmi, which literally means 'meat eater'; however
the intended meaning is '  'حٿٔټْنal-sikkīn 'the knife'. In the case of simile-based idioms,
Abu Zalal (2007: 148) provides several examples as well. For example, ' ڀذ٬ 'ىٌ ػhuwa
thalab, which literally means 'he is a fox'. Thus, the comparison between 'the person' and
'the fox' is that the person is as cunning as the fox. Other examples are ' خڅ٤ْٗ 'ٻؤنو
kaannahu shaytān which literally means 'he's like a devil'. The difference between this
example and the previous one is that the latter includes a tool of similarity, which is ' 'ٻؤنو
kaannahu 'like'. Thus, the meaning of this idiom is that 'he is as evil as a devil'.

Finally, the third type of figurative imagery in Arabic idioms is metaphor-based
idioms. Abu Zalal (2007: 161) provides examples, such as ' خڅ٤ْٗ  'ٍٻزوrakabahu shaytān,
which literally means 'he was mounted by the devil'. However, the intended meaning is
'he became stubborn or he snapped and does not care about the consequences'. Another
example is ' خٜ٬زْي حٿ٫' abīd al-asā, which literally means 'slaves of the stick'; however,
the intended figurative meaning is 'the humiliated and degraded'.
The importance of Abu Zalal‟s study is that it focuses on the figurative meanings of
the Arabic idioms and differentiates between its idiomatic types. His study is one of a few
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studies that shed light on the theory and application of idiomatic meanings of Arabic
idioms. Each one of the three types of figurative meanings serves a purpose in Arabic.
The metonymy-based idioms provide a stylistic role, which, as Abu Zalal (2007: 143)
notes, provides an exaggeration to the description of meaning. In the case of simile-based
idioms, Abu Zalal (2007: 147) points out that they are used to indicate the similarity
between the two entities used in the idiom, as his aforementioned examples showed. As
for the metaphor-based idioms, they are used to provide clarity to entities by indicating
the embodiment of one entity to refer metaphorically to the other one metaphorically, as
shown in Abu Zalal‟s examples.
Indeed, Abu Zalal‟s study is a key study in Arabic idioms‟ literature, since it not only
shows the nature of Arabic idioms, but also provides a sound explanation of figurative
images of Arabic idioms. Most importantly, his study distinguishes the three different
idiomatic based meanings of the idioms. These three distinctions allow the translator to
understand the figurative images conjured up by the Arabic idioms, which leads to a
better translation, since this understanding will not lead to literal translation of the idiom.

2.1.3 Translating Idioms
Based on the above discussion, idioms are not a group of words that can be
understood by simply interpreting their individual words only. They are very complex,
both syntactically and semantically. Indeed, idioms are one of the most crucial concepts
that translators have to grasp because they are, as Cacciari and Tabossi 1988: 668) stress,
problematic and frequent in language. On a similar note, Irujo (1986: 287) points out that
due to the difficulty of idioms; whether in understanding, acquiring or translating them,
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language learners tend to avoid them. Baker (1992: 65), on the other hand, notes that the
main problems idioms pose in translation relate to the ability to recognise and interpret
idioms in the correct way and the difficulties in rendering the idiom's meaning clearly in
the target language. Furthermore, Baker notes that there are cases where idioms can be
misunderstood or misinterpreted by language learners and translators where they
understand only their literal meaning in a text, when the figurative meaning is actually
intended. For instance, idioms like take someone for a ride, which means 'to cheat
someone in some way' will at times "lend themselves easily to manipulation by speakers
and writers who will sometimes play on both their literal and idiomatic meanings."
(1992: 66). Baker states that both language learners and translators who are not aware of
these kinds of idioms will interpret the literal meaning only and miss the intended
figurative meaning, which then affects the coherence of the text.
Baker states that once translators recognise idioms in a text, they must decide how to
translate them into the target language. However, that process of translation is not
without difficulties. For example, idioms may have no equivalent in the target language
because they are culture-specific. For instance, the idiom Jekyll and Hyde (which is used
to describe someone with two different personalities) has no exact equivalent in Arabic
since the meaning is culture- specific
Other scholars like Awwad (1990: 58) maintain that idioms are not only problematic
due to their non-literal meanings, but also because of their cultural input, which is the
reason why translators/translation students at times come up with awkward translations of
idioms. In Awwad's framework, there are categories of idiom correspondence between
Arabic and English idioms, which are as follows:
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One is where both the form and the content of an idiom in the source and target
language correspond like the idiom play with fire which has the same idiom in Arabic
ٍذ رخٿنخ٬ ّڀyalab b’al-nār. Awwad states that idioms like this one will result in correct
translations in both languages. Awwad also indicates that sometimes idioms in the source
and target language are similar in their content but completely different in their forms.
The idiom armed to the teeth corresponds to the Arabic idiom  ڃيؿؾ رخٿٔالفmudajjaj b’alsilāh „armed to the teeth‟. In addition, there are occasions where idioms in the source and
target languages also correspond in their functions but still differ slightly. For example,
the English idiom she was the apple of her father's eye is slightly different from the
Arabic idiom ْن أرْيخ٫  ٻخنض ٷَسkānat qurrat ayn abīhā which means she was the joy of her
father's eye. Finally, Awwad states that there are occasions where both the source and
target language idioms differ in both form and content because they are language and/or
culture specific. (1990: 59).
Arabic has several idioms which might also be difficult into translate to English. The
idiom ٌُـ٬ رَى حٿbard al-ajūz, which if translated literally it would be 'coldness of the
old lady', which does not make sense to non-native speakers due to the fact that this
idiom is culture-specific. The reason this idiom is named or used in this sense is because
there was an old Arab lady who used to tell non-believing people that the weather will be
extremely cold in late winter and early spring and take its toll on their cattle and farms.
This idiom is used to describe the end of winter when people start wearing light clothes,
thinking that spring has started even though it is still early for winter to end. Another
similar culture-bound idiom is ِ حٿٌثذ٫َ ڃٔظmustarī al-ðib 'a person who pastures a wolf',
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which is used to describe a person who trusts a cheating or double-crossing person,
hence, the usage of wolf to describe the unfaithful person. Again, this culture-bound
idiom demonstrates the difficulty of translating idioms that have cultural connotations.
However, the English idiom to nurture a snake in one’s bosom can be the ideal
translation of ِ حٿٌثذ٫َ ڃٔظsince it provides similar meaning, but in a different form.

2.2 English Phrasal Verbs and Arabic Prepositional Verbs
2.2.1 English Phrasal Verbs
The second multi-word item under investigation for this research is phrasal verbs.
Phrasal verbs are, as Alexander (1985: 13) defines them, "any commonly-used
combination of verb followed by preposition or adverb particle.". However, Alexander
argues that verbs that indicate movement and combine freely with particles and
prepositions are not considered phrasal verbs. For example, the verb went in He went
down the hill can be replaced with hurried, ran, or walked; and according to Alexander,
the verb + preposition is used literally here and does not depend on common association.
Alexander points out that based on his definition, the free association (non-phrasal) is
distinguished from the common association (phrasal) (Alexander, 1985: 13).
In addition, Alexander argues that the combination of the verb + particle is considered
phrasal if this combination generates a meaning that is either 'obvious' like take off in I
took off my jacket, or 'highly idiomatic' as in the plane took off. Thus, the verb particle
combination may not be phrasal in one context like Please do not step on that carpet, but
can be phrasal in another like We're late, we'd better step on it. (Alexander, 1985: 13).
Thus, the difference between the particle and the preposition in English is that a particle
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can affect the meaning of the verb and provides a figurative meaning to the verb, but
prepositions do not change the literal meaning of the verb.
Further, Alexander (1985: 13) properly distinguishes four types of phrasal verbs with
different characteristics as follows:
Verb + preposition (transitive): The preposition cannot be separated from the verb, and
not all phrasal verbs in this type allow passive construction. For example:
A-Non-idiomatic examples: believe in, approve of.
B-Idiomatic examples: get over (recover), run into (meet by accident).
Verb + particle (transitive): The particle here can be separated form the verb, as all
transitive verbs allow passive construction. For example:
A-Non-idiomatic examples: drive away, cut down and call out. (Alexander
stresses that the particle here and strengthen the verb's effect.).
B-Idiomatic examples: bring up the children and bring off a deal.
Verb + particle (intransitive): This type of phrasal verbs does not allow passive
construction and thus cannot be followed by an object. For example:
A-Non-idiomatic examples: hurry up and move out.
B-Idiomatic examples: break down (collapse) and die away (become quiet).
Verb + particle + preposition (transitive): The passive construction is not possible here
and this must be followed by an object. For example:
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A-Non-idiomatic examples: come down from and stay away from.
B-Idiomatic examples: look up to (respect) and run out of (use up).
The above examples show that some phrasal verbs are idiomatic and cannot be
interpreted literally, as Cowie (1993: 38) indicates. These phrasal verbs are among the
most difficult lexical items for foreign language learners. Still, Cowie notes that in order
to achieve native-like proficiency, language learners must acquire understanding of this
multi-word unit. Furthermore, Side (1990: 144) elaborates on the difficulties of phrasal
verbs that affect foreign language learners and points out that different combinations of a
verb and a particle such as make up, take up, make out, put out, etc. are confusing. Also,
he refers to the idiomatic phrasal verbs that cannot be interpreted by the sum of their
combinations: e.g. hang out in my tongue is hanging out to visit Europe, which means the
speaker is looking forward to visiting Europe. Similarly, Hampe (1997: 239) confirms the
difficulty of idiomatic phrasal verbs. However, she argues that not all phrasal verbs are
restricted in the same syntax, since some phrasal verbs do allow movement and even then
although the meaning of the idiomatic phrasal verbs cannot be predicted from their parts,
they are not at all arbitrary.
In addition, Side holds that whether a verb is transitive or not is another confusing
area in learning phrasal verbs. Most importantly, he argues that source language
interference affects a student's ability to understand phrasal verbs since interference in
particles is not only linguistic, but also conceptual and cultural. For example, radios are
turned up or down in English speaking countries but are opened or closed in Greek and
Arabic speaking nations. (1990: 145).
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Further, McArthur (1989: 40) states that adverbial particles such as aback, about,
along, over, past, round, etc, occur in phrasal verbs. He also remarks on the variation of
the uses of adverbial particles about and (a)round in British English and American
English. For instance, about is favoured in BrE as in running about while around is
favoured in AmE as in running around.
In addition, McArthur argues that phrasal verbs relate to positions and movement and
may contain a meaning of the verb along with the meaning of the particle or a meaning
generated from the union of the verb and the particle in a particular context. For instance,
get up is intransitive in They got up, transitive in Get them up (means from lower to
higher), to mean organise in He can get up the plot of a new film in no time at all or to
mean from far to near in He got up to him and passed him. (1989: 40)
With regard to the relevance of the particle, Side (1990: 146) argues that the particle
plays an integral part in determining the meaning of phrasal verbs, and there are indeed
occasions where the meaning is carried more by the particle than by the verb. For
instance, off in I told him to bog off carries the meaning of the phrasal verb, which means
'leave' in a rude way, but the intended meaning has nothing to do with bog, which means
„to sink in‟. According to Side (1990: 146), the particle in this example carries the main
communicative function and the verb conveys the depth of the feeling.
Most importantly, Side argues that the meaning of the particle cannot always be
interpreted literally. For example, up in give up has nothing to do with an upward
direction, and instead it means to lose interest. Still, Side points out that the particles can
be interpreted either literally or metaphorically. For example, the particle off, which
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indicates a distance in time or space, departure, removal or separation, can be interpreted
very literally in cases like strain off the liquid =removal, come and set me off =departure,
and warn somebody off =distance in space.
Still, there are occasions where phrasal verbs can be interpreted metaphorically e.g.
He was let off =allowed to go free. It could mean by analogy separation or departure. Or
business really took off =succeeded. It could mean by analogy to depart (an airplane
taking off).
Further, up, as Side maintains, is one of the most commonly used particles, and yet, it
is one of the most complex. It may indicate an upward direction, growing, improving,
increasing, etc. Clear examples of up are seen in cases like blow up a balloon and I was
born and brought up here. However, that meaning may not be the case in business is
looking up =improving and you'd better cough up =pay.
Side also points out that up may indicate a stopping or completion of an act. For example,
we're selling up =sell everything and we must settle up =pay the bill.
On a similar note, Hannan (1998: 24) confirms the several uses of up by noting that up
may be used to indicate power, status, and respect; while the particle down may indicate
failure, lack of or losing respect, and other negative concepts. Examples of these different
uses of up include be up =winning, move/come/go up =socially, and look/live up to
=standards or values.
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On the other hand, the negative associations of down are illustrated in the examples let
down =fail to reach someone's expectations, come down =socially, and bring down
=lower the tone or moral level of a conversation.
Similarly, Hannan (1998: 21) notes that the particles up and down can indicate a
physical posture whether in activities or in mental and emotional states. In the case of
physical activities, Hannan states that we are active when we are standing and moving
around, while we are not when we are lying down. Therefore, there is a connection
between 'active' and up and 'inactive' and down. The following examples provided by
Hannan show that connection:
-Wake/get up (rise in the morning).
-Open up (business).
-Sit/lie down (lay)
-Come down (with an illness which causes you to lie down).
In the case of a mental or emotional state, Hannan (1998: 22) notes that cheerful and
lively states of mind are connected with up while dull, tired and sad states of mind are
connected with down. For example, Cheer up =cheerful, be up =happy, feel down.
=depressed, come down.
Indeed, phrasal verbs are some of the most complex items in English. The key studies
of Hannan and Side show the importance of the particle in shaping the meaning of the
verb in this verb + particle combination. The inclusion of the above examples in their
studies clearly indicates that the particle can reveal the meaning of the phrasal verbs. For
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instance, the particle up may indicate power, improvement, or high status, while down
may be associated with low status or negative connotations. This sound analysis proves
the importance of particles for the meaning of phrasal verbs, which can also puzzle the
foreign language learner who may not be aware of the meaning associated with this
combination.
Regarding the syntax of phrasal verbs, Dixon (1982: 22) was able to show that there
are two movements that will occur in the phrasal verb. One is the leftward movement of
prepositions, and the other is the rightward movement of prepositions. An example of the
leftward movement of prepositions is Put the visitors up for a night/Put up the visitors for
a night.
Dixon (1982: 22) argues that leftward movement cannot take place over a personal
pronoun. For example, I put you up, not Fred, for the presidency/*I put up you, not Fred,
for the presidency. Moreover, leftward movement will take place, as Dixon argues, when
a direct object noun phrase contains new information; therefore, the noun phrase will be
positioned after the verb and the preposition. However, once the noun phrase is repeated,
then the leftward movement cannot apply. For example, we'll make up a parcel for
them…On the morning of Christmas Eve together we'll make the parcel up. (1982: 24).
Also, Dixon points out that a "participle, as direct object, almost demands left
movement of the preposition." (1982: 24). Thus, He gave his job/cigarettes up will
alternate with He gave up his job/cigarettes. Further, the preposition moves more freely
across an inanimate noun phrase than across an animate noun phrase. For instance, The
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secretary took through the tea to the boss is better than The secretary took through the
foreman to the boss.
In the case of the rightward movement of preposition, Dixon argues that this
movement is highly restricted and applies to but a few of the phrasal verbs, and most of
them are literal. The following examples, provided by Dixon, show the semantic
differences that are affected by the rightward movement with the preposition over:
-John walked over the field (-to get from one side of the field to the other).
-John walked the field over (-looking for a wallet he dropped).
-The director ran over the idea (with the scriptwriters-to give them a general indication
of how he was thinking).
-The director ran the idea over (in his head-to examine it very closely).
The second and fourth examples include the rightward movement of the preposition
which shows that rightward movement affects the meaning of the phrasal verb involved.
That is not the case with leftward movement. Also, the rightward movement occurs over
a pronoun. For example, He walked over it/He walked it over. (Dixon, 1982: 28).
Another example where the rightward movement affects the meaning in a phrasal verb
with over is in She got over the divorce/She got the divorce over. In the latter, the phrasal
verb means that she is finished with the divorce (procedures), while in the former, the
phrasal verb means that she recovered from the effect of the divorce. (Dixon, 1982: 28).
The findings in Dixon‟s examples show an important feature of phrasal verbs in
English, which is the movement of the particle. The striking results show that a certain
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movement of the particle affects the meaning of the phrasal verb. Dixon raises an
argument that the rightward movement does change the meaning of the phrasal verb,
while the leftward movement does not. This sound argument echoes the ones provided by
Side, Cowie, and McArthur which point out the importance of the combination of the
verb + particle and show, based on their examples, that phrasal verbs cannot always be
interpreted literally. Indeed, the foreign language learner may be aware of neither the
metaphorical meaning nor the change of meaning because of the movement of the
particle. This indicates that the importance of the argument of Dixon and others, as they
clearly showed, with the support of their examples, the difficulty of phrasal verbs in
English.
All of the above examples show that phrasal verbs are part of the English lexicon and
are very complex, yet heavily semantic. The question arises then is why are phrasal verbs
missing in the lexical repertoire of foreign learners and translators? Cornell's test may
provide the answer to this question. He tested non-native English speakers' knowledge of
phrasal verbs with a pair of sentences; one contained a phrasal verb with its particle
missing, while the other was a paraphrase of the meaning. For example:
-I don't think these new bikinis will ever become popular.
-I don't think these new bikinis will ever catch ____.

(The missing particle is on)

Even though Cornell's test was easy to understand, the results showed that foreign
language students' knowledge was poor and unsatisfactory. Cornell clearly argued that
the students were exposed to grammar and vocabulary for a long time, but they were
never introduced to phrasal verbs, as shown by his test results. (Cornell, 1985: 273).
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Most importantly, Cornell notes the importance of phrasal verbs since they are part of
the English lexicon and highly frequent. Thus, using them is an indicator of native-like
proficiency. On a similar note, Jowett (1951: 154) argued that using phrasal verbs in
certain contexts is more natural than using a single word. She compared two contexts,
one with phrasal verbs, and the other with just single words. For example:
-He came into the room, picked up a book, looked at it casually, put it down, and went
out.
-He entered the room, seized a book, examined it, discarded it and departed.
Jowett points out that the first example is easy to understand because the meaning of
the phrasal verb here is the meaning of the verb along with the meaning of the particle.
Jowett does not indicate that all phrasal verbs have literal meanings; however, the use of
phrasal verbs in this example is more natural than single words would be and gives
emphasis to the direction and movement of the entities in the text. (1951: 154).

2.2.2 Arabic Prepositional Verbs
The above discussion shows the construction, meaning and usage of phrasal verbs in
English. Similarly, Arabic includes a linguistic item that shares some features of phrasal
verbs and is called prepositional verbs. Like the English phrasal verbs, the Arabic
counterpart includes a verb which can either be intransitive or transitive; the former does
not govern a noun as in ٴپ٤ نخځ حٿnām al-tifl which means the baby slept. On the other
hand, the transitive, as Heliel (1995: 144) states, governs either the accusative of a noun,
which means that transitive verbs "pass on their objects through themselves, like English
transitive verbs", or a preposition with a noun in the genitive case and not the accusative,
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which means that these verbs "pass on their objects through a preposition''. For example,
ٌحروٛ َ اٿ٪ ٍؿrajia ilā sawābihi means he returned to his senses,  اٿَ رالىه٪ ٍؿrajia ilā
bilādihi means he came back home/to his country or there is  ٳِ ٻالڃو٪ ٍؿrajia fi kalāmihi
means he broke his promise. (Heliel, 1995: 144). In addition, the verb in Arabic
prepositional verbs retains the meaning and the preposition "retain some degrees of its
literal or 'physical' meaning". For example, there is ڀَ ّيه٫  طوَؽtaxarraja alā yadihi
means he learned from him personally or ڄظوٛ ن٫  هَؽxaraja an samtihi which means he
broke his silence.
The aforementioned prepositions are seven and are frequent. The prepositions are َاٿ

ilā,  حٿزخءal-bā, َڀ٫ alā, ْن٫ an, ِ ٳfī,  حٿالځal-lām and ْ ڃنmin, and each, as Ryding
(2005: 367) states, have "a wide range of meanings.". For instance, the one-letter
prepositions  رـbi and

 ٿـli consist of one short consonant plus a short vowel and,

according to Ryding, they "do not exist as independent orthographical items, and they
need to be prefixed to the noun that follows." (2005: 367). For example, َ ىٍٍ رخألڃdarā
bil-amri means he found out and  ٍػَ ٿوrathā lahu means he felt sorry for him. Further,
Ryding points out that  رـbi has a wide range of uses including instrumental, and manner
adverbial. For example, bi is used as an instrument to accomplish something in examples
like نو رخٿٔټْن٬٣ taanahu bi al-sikkīni which means he stabbed him with the knife or in
 ًىذ رْٔخٍطوðahaba b’sayyāratihi which means he went in his car. Also, bi is, as Ryding
(2005: 370) notes, "used with a noun to modify a verb phrase by describing the manner in
which an action took place. When used in this way, the bi-phrase answers the question
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''how?'', and the object of the preposition is usually an abstract noun.". For instance, ٪ّيحٳ
ٴش٫خ٠ ر٘يِس ڃyudāfiu bi shidda mudāafa means to defend with redoubled intensity, or ٌّنڄ
ء٢ رزyanmū bi butin means he grows slowly. In the case of  ٿـli, Ryding indicates that it
is used to express a direction toward a destination as in ش٬ ًىذ ٿڀـخڃðahaba l’al- jāmiati
which means he went to the university.
Arabic also includes two-letter prepositions, such as ِ ٳfī,  ڃنmin and ن٫ an. First,
Ryding (2005: 375) maintains that the ِ ٳfī is an "essential locative preposition in Arabic"
and used to express location, manner, or to express an abstract use. It is used to express
location in an example like َ ؿڀْ ٳِ حٿڄٸيjalasa fi al-maqhā 'he sat in the café', used to
express manner in cases like  حنٴـَ ٳِ ًؿيوinfajara fi wajhihi 'he snapped at him' and used
in an abstract way in an example like السِٜ ٿْخٿْو ٳِ حٿ٠' ّٸhe spends his nights in prayer'.
Second, the preposition  ڃنmin also has several uses; it means 'from' when used in
contexts like ڀٸو ڃن ٓـنو٣ أatlaqahu min sijnihi 'he released him from prison', or is used
in certain contexts to mean 'through' in cases like  ىهپ ڃن حٿ٘زخٹdaxala min al-shubbāki
'he came through the window'. Third, the preposition ن٫ an has a meaning that has to do
ُنو حٿظڀٴخ٫  كـذhajaba anhu al-tilfāz 'he is

with the 'distance away from' in cases like

shielded from television'. Moreover, it has a meaning connected with the concept of
'concerning' or 'about'. For example,

ن طؤّْيه٫ َز٫ abbara an tayīdihi meaning 'he

expressed his support'.
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Arabic also includes three-letter prepositions, such as َڀ٫ alā and َ اٿilā. Ryding
(2005: 382) states that alā designates the concept of 'on' or 'upon' in cases like َڀ٫ َؼ٫
ِڄ٨٫  ىْټپathara alā haykal aðmiy, which means he stumbled upon a skeleton. Also, it
is used figuratively, in which it can denote a range of meanings in contexts like َڀ٫ ٌأه
خطٸو٫ axaða alā ātiqihi, which means he took it upon himself or ڀڂ٬ڀَ ّيه حٿ٫ ٌ أهaxaða alā
yadihi al-ilm meaning 'he learned from him personally'. The other three-letter
preposition َ اٿilā has a general meaning of 'to' or 'toward'. For example, there is ًَىذ اٿ
 حٿڄيٍٓشðahaba ilā al-madrasa as in 'he went to school'. In addition, Ryding (2005: 383)
indicates that "it is necessary to use ilā with the point of destination". For instance, there
is نيڃخ ؿجنخ اٿَ ىنخ٫ indamā jinā ilā hunā 'when we came (to) here' or

ؿجض اٿَ ىنخ ألننِ ًحػٶ

ِ ڃن ٷيٍطjitu ilā hunā li annanī wāthiq min qudratī which means I came (to) here
because I am confident in my ability. Indeed, the classification of the seven prepositions
in Arabic provided by Ryding is supported by a sound analysis, as she indicates in her
analysis the range of uses in these seven prepositions and shows the range of meanings
they bring to the prepositional verbs as shown in her examples of prepositional verbs in
context. Her analysis shows that Arabic prepositional verbs are as complex as English
phrasal verbs, since both are semantically affected by the particle/preposition. The
meaning of the verb in both multi-word items is supported by the particles/prepositions.
The prepositions are integral in the semantics of prepositional verbs. In fact, the
meaning of prepositional verbs may change completely depending on the preposition
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used with them. For instance,  طؤىّپ رـhas a different meaning from طؤىّپ ڃن, as the former
means „he welcomed him warmly‟ as in طؤىّپ رو, whereas the latter means „he married
somebody‟ as in طؤىّپ ڃن ٳالنش. As shown in these examples, the two prepositional verbs
share the same verb but with different prepositions. The meaning of the first prepositional
verb has a different meaning from the second verb, which is attributed to the semantic
content these prepositions have. This semantic feature indicates the complex nature of
prepositional verbs in Arabic, which will affect the quality of the translation if the Arab
translator is not aware of the change of meaning caused by the change of prepositions.

2.2.3 Translating Phrasal Verbs and Arabic Prepositional Phrases
Based on the above discussion, English phrasal verbs and Arabic prepositional verbs
have their own syntactic and semantic structures, albeit with some similarities. Heliel
(1995: 146) argues that the differences in these two linguistic items generate several
problems for Arab translators. He indicates that some Arabic verbs may use more than
one preposition with different meanings like

ڄخڅ٫ َ ًىذ اٿðahaba ilā umān which

means he went to Oman, نو حألٿڂ٫  ًىذðahaba anhu al-alam which means pain left him
or َّٶ٤ ًىذ ڃن ىٌح حٿwhich means he went from this road. However, Heliel asserts that the
verb guides the translator to the meaning, and some verbs are not difficult to understand
with or without the prepositions, e.g.  ٿلٶlahaqa vs.  ٿلٶ روlahaqa bihi 'he followed' vs.
'he followed him'. Thus, Heliel argues that the verb in this verb + preposition
combination is rarely idiomatic and is also used in extended ways. On the other hand, the
particles in the English phrasal verbs may affect the idiomatic meaning of the
combination making it difficult for the Arab translator to understand the meaning. For
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instance, burn out 'no longer capable' is not going to make the Arab translator's task any
easier since the particle out has no clear connection to the verb burn when used to
generate the intended meaning.
Heliel (1995: 147) indicates that other problems might arise from English phrasal
verbs. According to him, some English verbs "form a combination with almost every
particle, e.g. 'get'. Others are more selective but still quite versatile, e.g. 'make' or 'do'.".
Heliel stresses that some combinations are productive in the sense that new meanings are
given to old ones such as the conference took off vs. the plane took off or new
combinations are invented like pig out meaning to 'overeat'. Again, to the Arab translator,
having new meanings added to old ones is nothing but trouble. Regarding such idiomatic
usage, English phrasal verbs with idiomatic meanings are considered natural to the native
speaker. However, this is quite odd to the non-native speaker. In this case, Heliel
provides a solid example of the phrasal verb crack up which when used in an example
like the audience cracked up at every joke has a quite different interpretation when the
verb is used without the particle is in the vendor cracked the coconut with a machete.
Heliel also argues that what puzzles the Arab translator is when certain phrasal verbs
take a direct object even though they are intransitive. For example, there is the students
laughed versus the students laughed off their failing grades. What puzzles the translator
here is that there is nothing similar in Arabic. The Arab translator must know that the
meaning of transitive phrasal verbs differs based on the object, namely, whether that
object is a thing as in take something in or whether it is a person as in take someone in.
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Heliel demonstrates that several English phrasal verbs, whether transitively or
intransitively, can have the same meaning, e.g. they helped out at the church vs. they
helped us out for three months. On the other hand, there are occasions where certain
transitive phrasal verbs have different meanings when they are intransitive. For example,
the engine cut out vs. I cut out some photographs from the magazine. Finally, Heliel
concurs that another difficulty Arab translators encounter is coming across figurative
cultural-bound phrasal verbs. For instance, the tired boy lagged behind the group vs. the
price is rising sharply while incomes are lagging behind. The former phrasal verb has a
literal sense to it while the latter is used figuratively and is thus culture-bound.
Heliel‟s arguments show the problem that might arise when an Arab translator tries to
translate phrasal verbs because of their figurative meanings, cultural-bound, or semantic
complexity. The significance of Heliel‟s comments is that they always concern the Arab
translator who may not be aware of the metaphorical element in phrasal verbs, as his
examples clearly show. In fact, the new meaning provided by the change of the particle is
what puzzles the Arab translator, who needs to know the production of new meaning in
these combinations. As pointed out in his comments, Heliel‟s inclusion of the Arab
translator when discussing the semantics and syntax of phrasal verbs indicates the
importance of these items in English and how their acquisition affect native speakerlevel. The same can be said about Arabic prepositional verbs, as they can be metaphorical
and can be ambiguous in meaning based on the preposition, as the examples in the
previous section showed. The awareness of the figurative meaning of phrasal and
prepositional verbs and their importance in language will affect the quality of translation.
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2.3 English Compounds and Arabic Iḍāfa
2.3.1 English Compounds
The third multi-word item under investigation then is compounds. Compounding, as
Plag (2003: 132) argues, is "the most productive type of word-formation process in
English, >and< …is perhaps also the most controversial one in terms of its linguistic
analysis.". He basically defines compounds as a "combination of two words to form a
new word" (2003: 133) and then elaborates more precisely by noting that a compound is
"a word that consists of two elements, the first of which is either a root, a word or a
phrase, the second of which is either a root or a word." (Plag, 2003: 135).
Regarding the structure of compounds, Plag states that the left-hand member modifies
the right-hand member in English compounds. For instance, the compound film society
can be interpreted as a kind of a society that is concerned with films. Other examples
include knee-deep and parks commissioner where the former refers to the deepness of
water, while the latter is interpreted as a commissioner occupied with parks. The structure
these compounds exhibit is called a modifier-head structure, which means that the head in
these compounds is modified by the other member of the compound. (2003: 135).
In addition, Plag elaborates on compound heads by pointing out the right-hand head
rule, which explains how compounds function. The rule basically states that most of the
syntactic and semantic information the compound inherits are from the head. Thus, a
compound is a verb if the head is a verb like in deep-fry, a compound is a noun if the
head is a noun like beer bottle or a compound has a feminine gender if the head has a
feminine gender like head waitress (2003: 135). Plag also states that if the compound is
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pluralised then the head is pluralised and not the non-head. For example, park
commissioners is the plural of park commissioner and not parks commissioner.
Moreover, Plag states that there are different compounding patterns in English and it
is the same in many languages, but he solidly emphasises the fact that words from all
word classes do not combine freely to form compounds. According to Plag, compounding
patterns can be established according to the nature of their heads, which means that
compounds may have nominal heads, verbal heads, and adjectival heads. Still, Plag
claims that there are occasions where classifying compounds based on the syntactic
category of their heads may not be as clear as it should be because there are several
words in English which belong to more than one category. For example, walk can be a
verb and a noun; blind can be an adjective, a verb and a noun. Plag (2003: 142) then
categorises compounds into four major categories:
1-Nominal compounds (N):
e.g. N. film society
e.g. V. pickpocket
e.g. Adj. greenhouse
e.g. Prep. afterbirth.
2-Verbal compounds (V)
e.g. N. brainwash
e.g. V. stir-fry
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e.g. Adj. blackmail
e.g. Prep. downgrade
3-Adjectival compounds (A)
e.g. N. knee-deep
e.g. V

ـــــــ

e.g. Adj. light-green
e.g. Prep. inbuilt
4-Prepositional compounds (P)
e.g. N. ــــــــ
e.g. V. breakdown
e.g. Adj. ـــــــ
e.g. Prep. into
Munat notes that that compounds belong to a word class and can be identified by their
head constituent, while nominal compounds are „part of the word class known as nouns,
serving to identify objects, people, or concepts‟ (2002: 148). These nominal compounds,
as Plag points out, fall into three subclasses and are: nominal compounds involving a
noun as a non-head, nominal compounds involving a verb as a verb-head and nominal
compounds involving an adjective as a non-head. In English, nominal compounds are the
most common type of compounds and most are right-headed. Still, nominal compounds,
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as Plag (2003. 145) maintains are not easy to analyse, e.g. laser printer, letterhead,
bookcover, redneck, loudmouth, greybeard, pickpocket, cut-throat, and spoilsport.
The compounds laser printer, letterhead, and bookcover are examples of nominal
compounds denoting a subclass of the referents of the head: a laser printer is a kind of
printer, a bookcover is a kind of a cover and a letterhead is the head or top of the letter.
Plag states that "the semantic head of these compounds is inside the compound, which is
the reason why these compounds are called endocentric compounds." (2003: 145). On the
other hand, the compounds redneck, loudmouth, greyhound, pickpocket, cut-throat, and
spoilsport are not endocentric compounds but rather exocentric compounds, which,
according to Plag, mean that their semantic head is outside the literal meaning of the
compound. These compounds refer to persons since redneck is a kind of a person and not
a kind of neck. Similarly, loudmouth and spoilsport denote types of persons and not a
kind of a mouth or sport, as the former refers to a kind of person and the latter to a person
who spoils other people's good time.
The adjectival type of compound, as Plag (2003: 152) notes, can have nouns or
adjectives as non-heads. The non-heads in adjectival compounds can function as a
modifier or as an argument for the head.
Plag argues that compounds such as blood-red, dog-lean, and knee-deep can be
interpreted in various ways, depending on the semantics of the members of the compound
and on the relationship between them. Blood-red means red like blood, dog-lean means
lean as a dog and knee-deep means deep to the height of the knees. The interpretation
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here involves a comparison and quite often the first element functions as an intensifier in
these compounds. (2003: 152).
On the other hand, the first element in compounds like sugar-free, structuredependent, and girl-crazy functions as an argument position for the adjective and appears
next to a preposition when interpreted by the reader. For instance, there is free of sugar,
dependent on structure and crazy for girls.
In the case of the verbal compounds, the following sets illustrate the three types of
verbal compounds:
1-Noun as non-head
e.g. proof-read, chain-smoke, ghost-write
2-Adjective as non-head
e.g. deep-fry, shortcut, blindfold
3-Verb as non-head
e.g. stir-fry, dry-clean, freeze-dry
Plag argues that the best way to analyse verbal compounds is through back-formation
or conversion process. Therefore, the compounds in (1) are back-formations from
nominal compounds such as proof-reading or ghost-writer. On the other hand, the
compounds in (2) are involved with conversion as in to take a shortcut or to blindfold.
However, Plag also argues that the compounds in (3) are the product of neither back-
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formation nor conversion since they refer to events that involve two events joined
together. For example stir-fry means to stir and fry simultaneously.
Even though Plag demonstrates the nature of compounds and the various types of
compounds, he does not elaborate on the relationship between the two (or three) elements
of the compound. On the other hand, Warren's study (1978) sheds light on this
relationship and determines the nature of the semantic relationship of the two components
of the compound. Warren's study does focus only on noun-noun compounds.

2.3.1.1 Warren's Semantic Patterns of Noun-Noun Compounds
Warren points out that there are four types of semantic classes for these compounds.
The first type expresses the constitution and resemblance class, the second class
expresses belonging to, the third class displays location and the fourth class expresses
purpose and activity as follows.

2.3.1.1.1 Constitution and Resemblance
In this type, Warren (1978: 82) includes two classes of compounds. The first includes
the Source-Result compounds, which Warren defines as "compounds in which what is
indicated by one member is that which wholly constitutes what is indicated by the other
member." (1978: 82). Also, Warren subdivides source-result compounds into the
Material-Artefact, Matter-Shape, Parts-Whole and Non-Material Substance-Whole.
The second class of compounds in the constitution and resemblance is the Copula
compound. They are defined as compounds "in which both members can be said to be
two alternative "names" for the same referent." (Warren, 1978: 82). Similarly, this class
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of compounds is subdivided into the Attributive, Subsumptive and Adjective-Like
Modifier.
1-Source-Result compounds
The first subdivision of the Source-Results compounds is Material Artefact. Warren
points out that the source noun indicates that the source "must have the feature + Material
for a compound to fit in this group." (1978: 82). Examples of this compound category are
paper sack, leather belt, silver bowl and tin cup. In addition, the result noun must have
"the feature + Man-made and + Concrete." (Warren, 1978: 83). For example, there are
rubber boots, cornbread, steel roof and brick wall. These compounds permit a
prepositional paraphrase which involves of, for instance, bowl of silver and door of metal.
Further, Warren argues that the Material-Artefact compounds are not problematic since it
is possible to describe their semantic nature.
The second subdivision of Source-Result compounds is Matter-Shape compounds.
The result noun here suggests the shape or form of the substance which is indicated by
the source-noun. The result noun may be the result of main activity such as gold leaf,
land site or land plot, or the shape is natural for the source-noun to occur like raindrop,
airwave or silicone fluid. (Warren, 1978: 85).
Next subdivision is the Parts-Whole compounds. In this type of compound, A
represents the parts or the whole of B. The source-noun, as Warren states, is necessarily
countable like student group, two-storey mansion, 34-hour week or National Symphony
Orchestra League. Moreover, the result-noun is a noun that indicates a plural quantity
like class, group or team. The result-noun may also indicate a whole of the
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subcomponent as indicated by the source-noun like two-part bridge or four-lane freeway.
(1978: 88)
The fourth subdivision is the Non-Material Substances-Whole compounds. Warren
states that the Source-noun and the Result-noun in this kind of compound indicate an
abstract entity with an abstract connection between them like tax-exemption, divorce case
or family-community. In addition, Warren divides the Non-Material Substances-Whole
into two subgroups; the Tennis-Match compounds and the Subject Matter-Whole
compounds. Regarding the Tennis-Match compounds, Warren points out that "A and B
are combined in these combinations to express an abstract Source-Result relation, A
representing the non-material Substance, sometimes implying Cause which constitutes B,
the Whole or the Outcome." (1978: 92). Examples of this compound are tennis match,
sandwich snacks and base-ball game. Regarding Subject-Matter-Whole compounds, in
this compound, A implies information about B which is the Whole of A. For example,
drainage problem implies that drainage constitutes a problem. A similar example is
language problem which implies that people do not understand other languages which of
course is a problem. (1978: 93).
2-Copula compounds
According to Warren, these compounds "consist of nouns that are alternative names
for the same referent." (1978: 98), and she divides them into Attributive, Subsumptive
and Adjective-like Comment-Noun. Regarding Attributive Copula compounds, Warren
states that if A indicates status, age, sex, or race of B, then B is animate as in baby
brother, veteran salesman, free-lance investigator or Baptist teetotaler. However, if A
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indicates the function or sometimes the kind of B, then B is inanimate like nursery
school, market place, or ransom money or gala concert. In the case of Subsumptive
Copula compounds, Warren argues that compounds with an animate B like hound dog,
codfish or bossman are few. Compounds with an inanimate B are greater where which A
represents B's function such as study room or hotel building or the subspecies of B like
guerilla war or maple trees (1978: 101). As for Adjective-like Comment compounds, as
the name says, Warren points out that adjectives are part of these compounds. The
Comment-Noun here "suggests properties rather than entities, which is shown by the fact
that synonyms of the comment-noun are often adjectives and not nouns." (1978: 101).
For example, there are chief store, fellow student, key issue and favourite painting.

2.3.1.1.2 Belonging To
In this second type of Warren's compound classes, three divisions occur: Whole-Part,
Part-Whole and Size-Whole.
1-Whole-Part
In this type of compound A indicates the whole of B which is the part of A, which is
illustrated in four subdivisions. The first subdivision is Object-Part compounds. A here is
concrete and so is B, however A is inanimate. There are examples of this compound
where A is a building, room, plant, area or a body and B is a part of a body like prison
door, hotel porch, garlic clove, lobby floor or eyelid or ghetto wall. (Warren, 1978: 126).
The second subdivision is Group-Member compounds. A here is a group of people,
organisation, or community and B is a member of this group like family man or union
member. In addition, B may have a function as a member of a subunit like school board.
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The third subdivision is Object-Geometrical Outline compounds. B here may be the
top or base of A like roof top, cigarette butts, or may be the width or height of A like
heart girth or water level, or the centre of A like nerve centre, or may be the front or side
of A like pool-side or water front, or may be the corner of A like street corner or
loophole. (1978: 131). The fourth subdivision is the Residual Cases. B here is not part of
A in the same sense as in the previous divisions. However, it is linked or is belonging to
A like bank customers or TV audience where B is animate. It may also be inanimate in
examples like telephone number or household chore. (1978: 133).
2-Part-Whole
This second class of belonging to compounds has three subtypes of compounds under
it. The first type is the OBJ-Place where B indicates the place or container of the
occurring entities like flower garden or featherbed. B may also indicate the time of A in
OBJ-Time type compounds like golf season or springtime. (1978: 146). The third type of
the Part-Whole is the Part-OBJ where it is the reverse of Whole-Part compounds. B here
may indicate the feature of A as in high-speed buses or top-quality hand-gun, or it may
be the possessor and defined by the possession like gunman or horseman. (1987: 148).
3-Size-Whole
The third type of belonging to compounds has five subtypes of compounds under it. A
may refer to the physical size of B like 19-foot female or half-mile track. It may also
indicate the duration of B as in 4-year contract, a ten-hour day or a full-time student
(1978: 153). Warren also states that it may indicate a currency as in $200 dinner or it may
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indicate the power size as in 20-megaton bomb. Finally it may indicate the position on a
value scale like low-class crook. (1978: 155).

2.3.1.1.3 Location
This is the third type of Warren's compound classes and it has four classes: GoalObject, Place-Object, Time-Object and Origin-Object. In Goal-Object, A indicates the
place the aim of B is directed toward, which represents its goal. For example, moon
rocket or downhill trend. (1978: 163). The second compound class is the Place-Object
where A represents the place of B and may indicate a concrete place-concrete, inanimate
entity like ghetto street, home offices and island base. It may indicate a concrete placeanimate entity like farm people, hospital nurse and classmate and may also indicate a
concrete place-abstract entity like school dance and workshop session. In addition, A may
represent an abstract-place-concrete entity like school friend and World Series hero.
Finally, A may represent an abstract place-abstract entity like law degree and showbiz
career. (1978: 174).
The third compound class is Time-Object where A represents a period or a point of
time. A here may indicate a time-animate entity like weekend guests and afternoon clerk,
and it may represent a time-concrete, inanimate entity like night club, Sunday paper and
Friday mail. (1978: 179). B may, just like A, represent a time or an event resulting from a
human activity like Thursday evening or summer music festival.
The fourth compound class in the Location compounds is Origin-Object, which
includes two main groups; one is the Place of Origin-Object, and the other is the Causer
Result group. The former group may indicate a place of origin with an animate entity
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where B is animate and A is the background like Harlem boy and Hollywood girls. A also
may represent the place of origin of an inanimate entity which is B as in hospital bill,
welfare check and government funds. (1978: 184).
The second group of Origin-Object is the Causer Result compound. A here is not the
place of origin, but rather the causer of B. A may be inanimate like bullet hole, hay fever
and poll figures or animate like student newspaper, Nobel prize and Christian Dior
shoes. (1978: 186).

2.3.1.1.4 Purpose and Activity
The fourth and last type of Warren's compound classes expresses purpose and activity
whereas in purpose-class B as Warren points out it "may be an object, an event or an
animate being, is defined by the indication of its purpose." (1978: 197). Warren uses the
two linguistic terms Goal and Instrumental in this class to deal with the semantic roles. B
as an instrument may be a container for the goal of containing A as in mail box, beer
bottle, and salad plates. B may also be a place for fixing or putting A like drink tray and
flag-stick. In addition, B may be a vehicle for transporting A as in sewer pipe and laundry
truck. (1978: 201).
Furthermore, B may be defined by A in which A indicates the intended place for B as
in tablecloth, bedside table, or table spoon. Also, A may be used to indicate the event or
social activity of B like sports car, evening gown or emergency telephone. However,
other compounds in this class have A as the Goal or event to define B which is the time
of the event as in dinnertime and labour day. (1978: 204). Moreover, A may be the Goal
that is achieved by the Instrumental/Causer, which is B as in car key and teaspoon.
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Finally, B may be an object intended for use by a body part, which is the Causer A, such
as football, hand grenade and mouthpiece. (1978: 208).
In the activity class, B may refer to a single animate being, a group of people or an
organisation. In the case of a single human being, it may refer to one with a specific
reference like probation officer, Foreign Secretary, or Mortgage banker. In the case of a
group of people reference, we may have compounds like Bible Society and Foreign
Relations committee, while in the case of organisational reference, we may have
compounds like fire department, power company and personnel office. (1978: 212).
The above classes demonstrate that the constituents of the compound have a semantic
relationship that then affects the compound. However, Warren's pattern of nominal
compounding has not been without criticism. Benczes (2006: 34) argues that this pattern
covers the endocentric compounds and does not pay attention to the metaphorical
exocentric ones. According to Benczes, the only way to interpret and understand these
compounds is by analysing conceptual metaphor and metonomy. She states that metaphor
is "based upon two entities that resemble one another." (2006: 48), while metonomy is
when "we are using one entity or thing to provide mental access to another thing that is
related to it in some way." (2006: 51).
Moreover, Benczes points out that conceptual metaphor and metonomy act upon
compounds on either one or both of the compound constituents (modifier and profile
determinant). For example, the compound heartland is an example of a metaphor-based
modifier, which means the central part of a land or country, where heart is a metaphor for
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the central location of the land. Thus, the modifier specifies the location of land. (2006:
91).
In addition, Benczes includes jailbird, which means a person serving a prison
sentence, as an example of a metaphor-based profile determinant. Benczes argues that in
order to interpret this compound we have to understand the concept of the two inputs
involved: the source domain 'imprisoned person' and the target domain 'caged bird'. The
compound here illustrates the imprisoned person as an image of a caged bird, and,
therefore, links the two domains yielding a blend of the two concepts manifested in the
compound. (2006: 97).
Furthermore, Benczes shows that there are occasions where both the modifier and the
profile determinant are metaphorical. For example flame sandwich, which means a note
consisting of a negative comment between two positive comments, is an example of
compounds with three concepts. The first is a 'sandwich' domain, the second is a 'line of
comment' domain, and the third is 'argument/fire' domain. Benczes indicates that the
negative comment is situated between the positive ones which are metaphorically similar
to the filling of a sandwich situated between two slices of bread. The second domain is
illustrated by the following: the slices of bread are the positive ones while the sandwich
filling is the negative one and the third domain is understood by linking argument to
flame metaphorically. The reason for choosing flame instead of fire is because, as
Benczes logically argues, there is an element of suddenness with in flame and it is not as
big as fire which is followed by a positive comment (2006: 105).
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In addition, Benczes argues that metonomy also plays a part in yielding creative
compounding. For example, phone neck, mouse wrist and Nintendo thumb are
compounds with metonomy in both constituents. These examples denote the pain caused
by using the aforementioned gadgets, therefore, phone neck is metonymical for the pain
felt in the neck caused by the holding of the phone for a long period of time. The same
interpretation applies to the other compounds (2006: 156).
Indeed, the creative compounds that Benczes demonstrates are metaphorical and
metonymical, which means that the only way to interpret them is that we have to
understand the source and the target domains involved along with their conceptual
blending. Therefore, any text that includes these compounds will puzzle translators since
they carry non-literal meanings.
The two studies of Warren and Benczes focused on the semantic content of
compounds. Warren‟s study focused on the semantic classes of nominal compounds
based on the purpose, location, constitution, and belonging and provided examples for all
types. This study is one of the most important studies in compounding because of the
detailed classification of nominal compounds and the semantic relationship between the
components. However, Warren‟s semantic focus was on endocentric compounds, which
can be understood by interpreting the literal meaning of the components of the
compound. Indeed, all the examples provided by Warren were understood by rendering
the compound word for word. Yet, Warren did not cover the exocentric compounds, the
ones that cannot be understood by interpreting the components of the compound. On the
other hand, the study of Benczes shows that the literal interpretation of compounds is not
always applicable because of the metaphorical meaning of the exocentric compounds. In
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fact, the analysis of the conceptual metaphor and metonomy is the only way to interpret
the meaning of the exocentric compounds, as shown in her examples. Both studies are
significant because they refer to the semantic content of compounds, with each study
focusing on a type of compounds (endocentric/exocentric) and indicate the meaning they
have. The difference between the two studies is that Warren‟s study refers to the
endocentric compounds only, whereas both the endocentric and exocentric compounds
are included in Benczes‟s study. Foreign language learners can benefit from both studies,
but relying on the classification of Warren is not enough for the understanding of the
English compounds.

2.3.2 Arabic Iḍāfa
Like English, Arabic includes a two item combination in its linguistic repertoire.
Emery (1988: 34) states that the components of this item in Arabic are referred to as
words  ٻڀڄظخڅkalimatān or as a root. However, Emery also argues that roots in Arabic
cannot form compounds since they cannot occur independently. Likewise, Ryding (2005:
205) notes that "in Arabic, two nouns may be linked together in a relationship where the
second noun determines the first by identifying, limiting, or defining it; thus the two
nouns function as one phrase or syntactic unit". Ryding states that this Arabic linguistic
item is خٳشٟ اiḍāfa whereas in English, the item is referred to as a 'genitive construct',
'construct phrase' or 'annexation structure'. Emery notes that iḍāfa in Arabic also has a
head خٱ٠ ڃmudāf /modifier خٱ اٿْو٠ ڃmudāf ilayh type and can be divided in endocentric
and exocentric iḍāfa, which are similar to the English ones.
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Ryding (2005: 205), on the other hand, elaborates by pointing out that the first noun
خٱ٠ حٿڄal-mudāf has "neither the definite article nor nunation because it is in an
''annexed'' state, as determined by the second noun" while the second noun خٱ اٿْو٠ حٿڄalmudāf ilayh is "marked either for definiteness or indefiniteness, and is always in the
genitive case." (2005: 205). Emery points out that the construct خٳشٟ اiḍāfa is "a typically
Arabic construction. The "idafa [sic] is primarily a structure in which two nouns or
nominals are linked together in a head/modifier relation" (1988: 36). Moreover, Hassan
(1975: III, 3-29, cited in Emery) divides iḍāfa into two types: namely, pure ش٠ ڃلmuhda
and not pure ش٠ ٯَْ ڃلghayr muhda, and points out that the head in the former is an
inanimate underived noun and is not separated from the modifier, while the first element
in the latter is animate and is a derived or deverbal noun and is separated from the
modifier by a pronoun. This point is echoed by Al-Khateeb and Mosluh (2002: 95), who
elaborate by pointing out that the reason pure iḍāfas are termed 'real' iḍāfa is because the
function of the modifier is to define or specify the head and link relation between them.
Likewise, Ryding (2005: 221) maintains that 'unreal', 'false' or 'unpure' compounds are
called 'adjective' iḍāfa because the adjective serves as the first term where it acts as the
modifier of the noun. Ryding elaborates by stating that this adjective ''may take the
definite article if the phrase modifies a definite noun", which then violates the general
rule of genitive structure. This 'adjective' iḍāfa, as Ryding (2005: 222) asserts, is frequent
in Modern Standard Arabic because of its use to express newly coined, 'long-range'
terms.
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Also, Ryding stresses that the first term of the adjective iḍāfa does not have the
definite article when modifying an indefinite noun, e.g. They are called evergreen trees
َس٠ طٔڄَ أٗـخٍح ىحثڄش حٿوtusammā ashjār dāimat al-xidra (the adjective iḍāfa as a predicate
of an equational sentence modifying an indefinite noun).
Moreover, the first term of the adjective iḍāfa, according to Ryding (2005: 223), does
not have the definite article when serving as the predicate of an equational sentence, in
which it agrees with the noun it refers to in case, number and gender, e.g. The Earth is
circular in shape ْڀش حٿ٘ټپ٤ ڃٔظٍٝ حألal-ard mustatīlat al-shakli
In addition, Eid (2005: 438) argues that pure iḍāfa can have the meaning of the
preposition ِ ٳfī (in, at, on). For example, ٍؼڄخڅ ٗيْي حٿيح٫ uthmān shahīd al-dār means
'uthmān the martyr in the house'. The pure iḍāfa can also have the meaning of the
preposition ' ڃنmin' (of, from). For instance,  هخطڂ ًىذxātam ðahab is 'a ring of gold', or
could be a definite article  حٿالځal-lām as in خٍس حألڃش٠ كhadārat al-umma meaning 'the
nations' civilisation'.
Furthermore, Ryding (2005: 206) states that there are different types of iḍāfa. She
provides examples with each type as follows:
1-Identity relationship
In this type, the second noun defines or explains the 'particular identity' of the first
noun. For example:
e.g. Starfish َ نـڄش حٿزلnajmat al-bahr
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e.g. A police officer ش٣َٗ حٽ٢خرٟ dābit al-shurta
2-Possessive relationship
The first noun in this type belongs to the second noun, e.g. The leaders of the tribes
ڄخء حٿٸزخثپ٫ُ zuamā al-qabāil

3-Partitive relationship
Ryding states that in a partitive relationship "the annexed term (the first term) serves
as a determiner to describe a part or quantity of the annexing term" (2005: 206). Ryding
also notes that this should include a quantifier noun, such as 'some', 'all' or 'most',
numbers and superlative constructions.
e.g. Most of the seats ي٫ڂ حٿڄٸخ٨٬ ڃmuðam al-maqāid (definite)
e.g. A quarter of a Riyal  ٍّخٽ٪ ٍرrub riyāl (indefinite)

4-Agent relationship
The second term, as Ryding notes, is the agent of the action, while the first term is the
name of the action, e.g. The squeaking of the door ََّ حٿزخدٛ sarīr al-bāb
5-Object relationship
Ryding (2005: 208) points out that the second term in this type of structure is the
object of an action and the first term is "either the name of the action, or an active
participle that refers to the doer of the action" (2005: 208). The following examples
illustrate that the first term is a verbal noun that then refers to the action.
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e.g. The solution of the problems  كپ حٿڄ٘خٻپhall al-mashākil

(definite)

e.g. Opening fire ٍالٵ حٿنخ٣ اitlāq al-nār (indefinite)

On the other hand, the following examples show that the active participle, which is the
first term, denotes the doer of the action, e.g. The decision-makers

ٌٍ حٿٸَح٬خنٛ

sāniū

al-qarār (definite)
6-Compositional relationship
Ryding (2005: 209) also states that the second noun in this type of strucutre expresses
the nature of the first noun, e.g. Bouquets of flowers ٌٍ رخٷخص ُىbāqāt zuhūr and A chain of
mountains  ٓڀٔڀش ؿزخٽsilsilat jibāl.
7-Measurement relationship
Ryding maintains that in this type of structure, the first noun expresses "the nature of
the measurement and the second (and third) the extent or the measurement itself" (2005:
209), e.g. A stone's throw َ ڃَڃَ حٿلـmarmā al-hajar and a kilo of bananas ٌُ ٻْڀٌ حٽڃkīlu
al-mawz.
8-Contents relationship
In this type, Ryding simply states that the first noun denotes a container while the
second noun denotes its contents, e.g. Boxes of gold نخىّٶ حٿٌىذٛ sanādīq al-ðahab.
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9-Purpose relationship
Here, the particular purpose or use of the first term is explained or defined by the second
term, e.g. A rescue plane

ًخثَس حإلنٸخ٣ tāirat al-inqāð and Greeting cards

خٷخص حٿظينجش٤ر

bitāqāt al-tahnia.

10-Quotations or Title relationship
Ryding (2005: 210) indicates that in this type the second term is a quotation or a title
where "the words of the title or quotation in quotation marks are considered to be set off
from the case-marking requirements of the second term of the iḍāfa, and are inflected
independently, not necessarily in the genitive" (Ryding, 2005: 210), e.g. The book The
Thousand and One Nights  ٻظخد أٿٲ ٿْڀش ًٿْڀشkitāb alf layla wa layla and A lecture entitled
''The Middle East and its Challenges"

" ًطليّخطو٢ًٓنٌحڅ "حٿَ٘ٵ حأل٬َس رٟ ڃلخmuhādara

b’inwān al-sharq al-awsat wa tahaddiyātih.
As for Emery (1988: 37), he classifies Arabic noun and adjective iḍāfa according to
the various types of meaning relationships as follows:
1-Endocentric iḍāfa:
a. Noun Head + Noun Modifier
i-'Head that is a modifier', e.g. َخثَس ىڀْټٌرظ٣ tāirat halikubtar 'helicopter'
ī-'Head that belongs to/comes from the modifier', e.g.  ٍأّ حٿٔيڂras al-sahm
'arrowhead'
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īi-'Head contains/is made up of a modifier', e.g. ٪خث٠ ٓٴْنش حٿزsafīnat al-badāi 'cargo
ship'.
iv-'Head is verb-ed by modifier', e.g.  ٓٴْنش روخٍّشsafīna buxāriyya 'steamship'
v-'Head that is like the modifier', e.g. خثْش٣ َس٤ٔ ڃmastara tāiyya 'T-square'

b. Deverbal / Noun Head + Deverbal / Noun Modifier
i-'Head of the modifier (modifier being the goal), e.g.  حألكٌّش٪خنٛ sāni al-ahðiya
'shoemaker'
ī-'Head + modifier' (modifier being location, time), e.g. ش٨ كڀڂ حٿْٸhilm al-yaqaða
'daydream' or ش٫ٍِخڃپ حٿڄ٫ āmil al-mazraa 'farm worker'
īi-'Head that is a modifier+s), e.g.  ىًٽ حٿڄٌحؿيشduwal al-muwājaha 'confrontation
states'
iv-'Head that is Modifier+ed), e.g.  أڃالف حٿ٘ڂamlāh al-shamm 'smelling salts'
v-'Head at / on / where something is modifier-ed', e.g. ٪ش حٿظ٘ز٤ نٸnuqtat al-tashabbu
'saturation point'
2-Exocentric iḍāfa
Emery argues that exocentric iḍāfa are not ''apparently productive in MSA" (1988:
38). He uses a couple of examples from Classical Arabic, such as ًٍارن آ
'jackal' and ّ ًحص حألؿَحðāt al-ajrās 'rattlesnake'.
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ibn āwā

Most importantly, Arabic iḍāfa have their own contexts as al-Hagawi (2005: 172)
argues. Al-Hagawi demonstrates that the modifier of the Arabic iḍāfa appears after an
adverb of time or place. For instance, there is َي٨ ٷزپ حٿqabl al-ðuhr 'before noon', ٌڃن
زخفٜ حٿmunðu al-sabāh 'since morning', َّنٜ رْن حٿٸbayn al-qasrayn 'between the two
castles', or ٩ هالٽ حإلؿظڄخxilāl al-ijtimā 'during the meeting'. In all these examples, the
modifier comes after the adverbs of time and place. Thus, the modifiers are َي٨ حٿal-ðuhr,
زخفٜ حٿal-sabāh, َّنٜ حٿٸal-qasrayn, and ٩ حإلؿظڄخal-ijtimā. Also, the modifiers come after
numbers such as َ ٓظش أٗيsittat ashhur 'six months',

ُ أٿٲ ؿنيalf jundiy 'a thousand

soldiers', ِ ػخٿغ ڃٌؿthālith mūjaz 'third news(flash)' or ٍ ڃڀٌْڅ ىًالmalyawn dūlār 'million
dollars'. Another context is after the superlative adjectives as in 'the smallest creature',
'best case/condition' or 'the greatest explorer'. Clearly, the modifier in these iḍāfa is َٰٛأ
 ڃوڀٌٵasghar maxlūq 'the smallest creature', پ كخٽ٠ أٳafdal hāl 'best condition' and ڂ٨٫أ
 حٿڄټظ٘ٴْنaðam al-muktashifīn 'the greatest explorer'. Finally, modifiers may come after
dependent words, as in َحٱ٣ حأل٪ْ ؿڄjamī al-atrāf
shaxsayn 'both persons' or ّٻپ حٿنخ

'all parties', ْنٜ ٻال حٿ٘وkilā al-

kull al-nās 'all the people'. As shown in these

examples, the modifiers are َحٱ٣ حألal-atrāf, ّ حٿنخal-nās and ْنٜ حٿ٘وal-shaxsayn.

2.3.3 Translating English Compounds and Arabic Iḍāfa
Based on the above discussion, compounds and iḍāfa are some of the most creative
linguistic entities in English and in Arabic. They make languages economical since two
words or concepts can be introduced as one linguistic item. Compounds and iḍāfa share
certain characteristics, such as having a head and a modifier as components of their
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compounds and having endocentric and exocentric types. Most Arabic endocentric iḍāfa
can be translated into English with ease. For instance, زخفٜخٍ حٿ٤ ٷqitār al-sabāh has a
literal meaning and is translated 'morning train'. Other similar examples are ٳنخء حٿڄيٍٓش
finā al-madrasa 'school yard' and ڀڄٌ حٿڄيٍٓش٬ ڃmuallimū al-madrasa 'school teachers'.
The same concept applies when translating English endocentric compounds into Arabic.
For example, TV audience and bank customers are translated as ُ ڃ٘خىيًح حٿظڀٴخmushāhidū
al-tilfāz , and 'ڄالء حٿزنٺ٫' umalā al-bank, respectively.

However, translating compounds that do have an idiomatic meaning can be difficult
for translators. For examples, translating exocentric compounds like jailbird can be quite
puzzling since the word has no literal meaning and the intended meaning is complex due
to the blending of two concepts. (Benczes, 2006: 97). This compound is an example of a
metaphor-based profile determinant and means 'a person serving a prison sentence' and
can only be understood by the two concepts involved (see above). The Arab translator
cannot understand this compound unless s/he blends the two concepts successfully.
Another puzzling example is the compound flame sandwich which is 'a note consisting of
a negative comment between two positive ones'. Benczes (2006: 105) suggests that this
compound has three domains (see above). When an Arab translator encounters this
compound in a text s/he will not be able to translate it mainly because of the metaphorical
element involved in its meaning. The translator needs to understand that the negative
comment lies in between the two positive ones.
Similarly, Arabic has several iḍāfa that can be difficult to translate into English. For
instance the iḍāfa

 ْٗن حٿڄظَؿڄْنshayx al-mutarjimīn literally means 'sheikh of the
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translators', which does not make sense to non-native speakers, as this iḍāfa is culturespecific. This iḍāfa means that a person is knowledgeable and has a high status in
translation. The reason the word 'sheikh' is chosen for this iḍāfa is because 'sheikh' in
Arab culture denotes a person of high rank or stature, and it is also honorific for people
versed in religious ways or even village elders. Thus, blending the concepts of 'sheikh'
and 'translator' produces this unique iḍāfa that emphasises both high status and
knowledge in the field of translation. Other iḍāfa that might cause some difficulty in
rendering them to English are '  'حرن كَحځibn harām and '  'حرن كالٽibn halāl. Both are used
as adjectives; however, the former has a literal meaning along with the figurative one.
The former literally means 'a bastard son/love child', but when used figuratively, it may
mean something like 'cheater', 'deceiver' or 'disloyal', depending on the context.
Therefore, this iḍāfa is definitely used when degrading a person. On the other hand, ' حرن
 'كالٽibn halāl is used to praise a person and may mean something like 'trustworthy',
'helpful' or 'kind' , again, depending on the context.
Regarding the translation of compounds and iḍāfa, al-Abdali's study (2002: 93)
focuses on these two linguistic concepts regarding their equivalent in Arabic. Her corpus,
which is the translation of an English novel The Good Earth, focuses on the nature of the
equivalent in Arabic which took the form of iḍāfa and has semantic, syntactic and
morphological relationships.
In the case of a semantic relationship between the components of iḍāfa, al-Abdali
states that Y may be a part of X : e.g. ٌٍَحٱ حٿزو٣أ, which is the equivalent of the ends of
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incense or ّي حٿلالٵ, which is the equivalent of the hand of the barber. al-Abdali notes
that the English corpus came either with the preposition „of‟ as in the ends of incense or
with the possessive 's as in the hand of the barber. al-Abdali also notes that there are
cases in the corpus where Y has X, e.g.,  كخٍّ حٿزٌحرشand رٌحرش حٿڄيّنش, which are the
equivalents of the English compounds gate keeper and city gate, respectively, and where
she notes that these two English examples are compounds and are translated as iḍāfa.
alAbdali also notes that there are cases in the corpus where Y produces X, e.g., ٌءٟ
ْ حٿ٘ڄwhich is the equivalent of the compound sunshine. There are cases where Y is the
specification of X, e.g.,  ىٷْٶ حٿٌٍسand ْ حٿڄخء٤ٰ ڃwhich are the equivalents of the English
compounds corn flour and water bath. Other cases from al-Abdali's corpus includes
examples where the equivalent is an adverb of place + Y, e.g., ٲ حٿلـَسٜ ڃنظwhich is the
equivalent of the center of the room or is an adverb of time + Y, e.g., زخفٜڃْخه حٿ/ ًؿزشand
َ٫ً ش٨ ٿلwhich are the equivalents of morning meal/water and moment of fear,
respectively. The English examples here came either as compounds or with the
preposition „of‟.
In the case of a syntactic relationship between the components of iḍāfa, al-Abdali
states that there may be a subject relationship, e.g., خٽ حٿَؿپ٬ٓ and  ڃْ٘جش حٿٔڄخءwhich are
the equivalents of man's cough and heaven's will, respectively, whereas the English
examples came with the possessive 's. Other examples of this relationship are  ًٳخس أڃوand
ِ حٿٔنْن٠ ڃwhich are the quivalents of death of his mother and passing of the years
respectively, where they came with the preposition „of‟. al-Abdali also notes that the
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relationship between the components of iḍāfa may be an adjective relationship, e.g., ظڄش٫
َ حٿٔظخثand  ٓټٌڅ حٿَٰٳشwhich are the equivalent of the darkness of the curtains and the
stillness of the room. Both the English examples from the corpus came with the
preposition „of‟. In addition, alabdali notices that neither the Arabic examples of the
subject and adjective relationship are equivalents of an English noun compound.
Moreover, al-Abdali pounts out that the relationship between the components of iḍāfa
may be an object relationship, e.g.,  طخؿَ حٿٸڄقand خكذ حٿيٻخڅٛ which are the equivalents of
grain dealer and shop keeper, respectively, and where the English examples from the
corpus are noun compounds. Other examples of the object relationship are ُ َٗد حٿ٘خand
خځ٬٤َْ حٿ٠ طلas they they are the equivalents of drinking tea and cooking meals,
respectively, when these English examples take the form of infinitive/-ing participle +
object.
In the case of a morphological relationship between the components of iḍāfa, alAbdali (2002: 106) notes that the Arabic equivalents might be equivalents of a noun + of
+ noun like the best of his field whereas the Arabic equivalent is هَْس كٸٌٿو. al-Abdali also
points out that the Arabic equivalent might be the equivalent of an adjective in-est +
subject like the farthest shop and nearest neighbour where the equivalents are ي ىٻخڅ٬أر
and َؿخٍه حألىن.
Consequently, al-Abdali (2002: 107) shows that the structure of the English corpus,
whose equivalent in Arabic is in the form of iḍāfa, is either a noun + of + noun as in
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moment of fear, has the possessive 's as in the son's servant, or is a noun compound as in
sunshine or appears as an adjectival compound as in pock-marked.
Finally, al-Abdali (2002: 119) refers to Quirk's classification of the English
compounds and points out that in order to understand the meaning of the compound, we
have to identify the syntactic relationship between the components of the compound. She
notes that Quirk classifies noun compounds into five classes, three of which have verbs
as part of their components, while the other two classes are verbless compounds. Quirk et
al. (1985) classify adjective compounds into three classes and one is verbless and the
translation equivalents are of alAbdali‟s:

I-Noun Compounds:
a. verb + subject, e.g. rattlesnake ََّ حٿـ٬أٳ
b. verb + object, e.g. punch card ذ٬ًٍٵ حٿڀ
c. verb + adverbial, e.g. daydreaming ش٨كڀڂ حٿْٸ
d. subject + object (verbless compound), e.g. doorknob  حٿزخدٞڃٸز
e. subject + complement (verbless compound), e.g. darkroom َْي٨ٯَٳش حٿظ
II-Adjectival Compounds:
a. verb + adverbial, e.g. good-looking َي٨كٔن حٿڄ
b. verbless, e.g. dustproof ٙخَٛي حٿٟ
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Based on the above classification, al-Abdali (2002: 123) demonstrates that the
equivalents of Quirk‟s English compounds are the Arabic iḍāfa. There are occasions,
however, where the equivalents might be single words instead of iḍāfa. Still, the majority
of the noun and adjectival compounds will have iḍāfa as their equivalents, which shows
that iḍāfa are semantically the closest thing to English compounds in Arabic.
Indeed, the comparative study conducted by al-Abdali helps show the similarity
between compounds and iḍāfa in terms of their semantic meanings. Both consist of a
combination of two words that produce a new meaning and both can be literal and
metaphorical in meaning and both have a head and a modifier. However, the only
difference is at the syntactic level, as compounds are made of two words that behave as
one word, whereas it is different in iḍāfa. The latter consist of two words that give a new
meaning, but they do not behave syntactically as one word. Nonetheless, the results of the
sound study of al-Abdali shows that iḍāfa are semantically the closest item to English
compounds in Arabic.

2.4 Collocations
2.4.1 English Collocations
The fourth and last multi-word unit under investigation in this research is collocations.
Teubert has pointed out (2004: 187) that there is a combination of words that are "readymade chunks of language" and different from single words; these ready-made chunks are
called collocations. Collocations, as Jackson (1988: 96) defines them, are "the
combination of words that have a certain mutual expectancy. The combination is not
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fixed expression, but there is a greater than chance likelihood that the words will cooccur."
According to Sinclair (1987: 319), there are two different principles of text
interpretations. One is the 'open choice principle', and the other is the 'idiom principle'. In
terms of the open choice principle, Sinclair notes that "this is a way of seeing language
text as the result of a very large number of complex choices." (1987: 319). This wide
range of choices opens up each time a word is completed and the only thing that restrains
them, as Sinclair notes, is the grammar. Sinclair considers this interpretation principle as
a normal model for describing language and says it can be described as a slot-and-filler
model since it looks at the text as a series of slots that need to be filled with words that
satisfy the constraint.
In the case of the idiom principle, Sinclair argues that this particular model does not
support the idea that words appear randomly in a text, but rather that words occur
together based on a stronger chance of being together. Based on the idiom principle,
language contains semi-preconstructed phrases that are treated as single choices.
Collocations illustrate the idiom principle due to the fact that their constituents expect to
co-occur with each other. Cruse (1986: 40) argues that collocations are easy to
distinguish from idioms due to their semantic cohesion. Components are mutually
selective and on occasions can be understood and interpreted from their individual parts.
Gabrys-Biskup (1990: 32) states that collocations can be either established or
potential. Collocations are considered established if they have been commonly found in
the usage of a certain language. For example, fish and chips and eggs and bacon are
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established in English because of constant repetition by the native speakers; therefore, the
familiarity of these collocations makes them established. On the other hand, collocations
like mild and bitter or salt and pepper are, as Gabrys-Biskup argues, potential
collocations they have not yet been commonly established in English even though they
are identified by native speakers. (Gabrys-Bskup, 1990: 32).
In addition, Gabrys-Biskup states that collocations are either open or restricted.
Collocations are open if they are free to collocate with many words within the syntax and
semantics of the language like nice car, nice weather, nice perfume or nice glasses.
Restricted collocations do not collocate as freely as open collocations, they collocate with
a limited list of words. Aisentadt (1981: 54) defines restricted collocations as "a type of
word combinations consisting of two or more words, unidiomatic in meaning, following
certain structural patterns, restricted in commutability not only by semantics, but also by
usage". Aisentadt indicates three points of interest for restricted collocability: (a) Their
structural pattern. (b) The commutability restrictions. (c) The meanings of components.
The following structural patterns are those for restricted collocations in English:
1-Verb + (art) + (Adjective) + Noun
e.g. command admiration/attention/respect, give a (loud, low, soft, etc) laugh
2-V + prep + (art) + (Adjective) + Noun
e.g. leap to a (sudden, rash, etc.) conclusion, leap to a conviction.
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3-Adjective + Noun
e.g. cogent argument/ remark
4-Verb + Adverb
e.g. take off, sit down
5-I (intensifier) + Adjective
e.g. dead tired, stark mad
In terms of the commutability restriction in restricted collocations, Aisentadt points
out two: restricted collocations where both components are restricted in their
commutability, and other restricted collocations with one restricted component and one
free component. Aisentadt provides examples of restricted collocations with both
components being restricted, such as shrug one’s shoulder, shrug something off, pay
attention, and attract attention.
On the other hand, examples like have a walk, have a smoke, give a laugh, take a
glance or make a move are of restricted collocations with one restricted component and
one free component that follow the verb + (art) + N structural pattern. Aisentadt argues
that the nominal component is not always restricted to one verb only, e.g. make/take a
move and have/take a look.
In addition, restricted collocations like auburn hair and hazel eyes are examples where
one component is restricted and the other is free in commutability. Aisentadt points out
that auburn is restricted to hair and hazel is restricted to eyes. However, eyes and hair are
nouns that commute freely with many adjectives. (Aisentadt, 1981: 57).
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In terms of the meaning of the components, Aisentadt indicates three types of
meanings: (a) A very narrow and specific meaning. (b) A secondary meaning of a word,
which in its main meaning commutes freely. (c) A grammaticalised and vague meaning.
In an example like shrug one's shoulders the verb shrug has the main meaning of a
person's shoulder movement, which commutes the noun shoulders only. Thus, the
meaning of this example has a very narrow and specific meaning.
Aisentadt states that the following examples are of restricted collocations with
secondary abstract meanings:
-pay attention/heed/a call/a visit/homage.
-carry conviction/persuasion.
-command respect/attention.
According to Aisentadt, these verbs, namely, pay, carry and command in their main
meaning denote concrete actions and commute freely. However, in these examples they
also denote secondary and abstract meanings and are thus restricted in their
commutability by usage. Accordingly, we pay respect, but we do not pay greetings.
In the case of restricted collocations that have a grammaticalised and vague meaning,
Aisentadt precisely uses examples of the type have a fall. In the case of this type of
meaning, the nominal component, as Aisentadt points out, "commutes with one or more
of the verbs used in such a vague meaning that sometimes they become synonymous,
which they are not in their other uses." (Aisentadt, 1981: 59). For example, shrug one's
shoulders, grind one's teeth, or grit one's teeth shows that the verbs shrug, grind, and grit
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are restricted to one noun only. On the other hand, the nouns shoulders and teeth can
collocate with several verbs.
Indeed, restricted collocations are an integral part in collocations, and the study of
Aisentadt shows that restricted collocations do not collocate in the same manner as open
collocations. In fact, the significance of this study is that it focuses on the syntactic
structure of restricted English collocations and the semantic nature they have. The
provided structures along with their examples show the complexity of restricted
collocations and indicate all their different structural patterns, the place of restrictions in
the components of the collocation, and the types of meanings of restricted collocations.
Thus, this study reveals the complex nature of this type of collocation and links between
the semantic content and syntactic form of English restricted collocations.
In addition, collocations, as Benson (1985: 61) states, can be divided into two types,
i.e. grammatical and lexical. According to Benson (1985: 61), grammatical collocations
are "a recurrent combination, usually consisting of a dominant word (verb, noun,
adjective) followed by a grammatical word, typically a preposition.". Benson cites the
eight types of grammatical collocation found in Benson‟s BBI Combinatory Dictionary of
English along with their examples:
1-Noun + preposition
e.g. blockade against, apathy towards
2-Noun + to- infinitive
e.g. a pleasure to do something, an attempt to do something
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3-Noun + that-clause
e.g. he made an oath he ..., we reached an agreement that we would …
4-Preposition + noun combinations
e.g. by accident, in advance
5-Adjective + preposition combinations
e.g. they were fond of children, they were ashamed of him
6-Predicate adjectives + to-infinitive
e.g. it was necessary to work, he was difficult to convince
7-Adjective + that clause
e.g. she was afraid that, it was nice that
8-English verb pattern
e.g. they began to speak, he kept talking
Moreover, Benson (1985: 62) defines the other type of collocation, the lexical ones as
the collocations that "contain no subordinate element, they usually consist of two equal
lexical components.". Similarly, Benson cites the seven types of lexical collocations from
Benson‟s BBI Combinatory Dictionary.
Benson (1985: 10) points out that there are two types of verb + noun collocations; one
is CA collocations and the other is EN collocations. The former consist of a verb
denoting creation and/or activation and a noun, while the latter consist of a verb denoting
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eradication and/or nullification and a noun. The latter are explained in the second type of
lexical collocations. Benson (1985: 11) states that CA collocations are both nonpredictable and arbitrary. For instance, we can say hold a funeral, but not *hold a burial,
or make a mistake, but not *make a misprint. Thus, Benson properly demonstrates that
the arbitrary nature of CA collocations particularly indicated when translated into a
foreign language. For example, the English CA collocation give a lecture when translated
in Arabic is َسٟأٿٸَ ڃلخ

alqā muhādara which demonstrates that even though the

meaning is the same, the verb used in Arabic is different from the ones used in English.
1- CA (creation, activation)
Verb + noun (pronoun, prepositional phrase)
e.g. to reach a verdict, to launch a missile.
2-EN (eradication, nullification)
Verb + noun
e.g. to lift a blockade, to revoke a licence
The second type of lexical collocations involves EN collocations. These EN collocations,
as pointed out by Benson (1985: 13), consist of a verb that denotes eradication and/or
nullification and a noun. For example, reject an appeal or reverse a decision.
The CA and EN collocations are the first two types of lexical collocations. The
remaining types are the following:
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3-Adjective + noun
e.g. reckless abandon, sweeping generalisation
4-Noun + verb (action characteristic of a person or a thing)
-e.g. alarms go off.
5-Noun + of + nouns
e.g. a piece of advice, a bouquet of flowers
6-Adverb + adjective
e.g. deeply absorbed, closely acquainted
7-Verb + adverb
e.g. to apologise humbly, to affect deeply
Benson‟s examples show that CA and EN collocations are in the verb + noun
structure. However, the remaining lexical collocations are not in this syntactic form, as
some have verb + adverb forms, while others have adjective + noun forms.
Benson‟s study is a key study of English collocations, as it focuses on the two types of
collocations (grammatical and lexical) and refers to the different structures of the two
types of aforementioned collocations. All of which were cited in Benson‟s BBI dictionary
of collocations. Regarding the importance of the study, the citations of the various
syntactic forms of grammatical and lexical collocations along with their examples help
show the semantic and syntactic manner of these collocations, which assist the language
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learner in knowing how these collocations behave based on their form. For instance, the
EN collocation revoke a licence, which has a verb + noun structure, denotes nullification
based on the semantic field of the verb revoke. Therefore, the aforementioned
classifications assist the language learner understand collocations.

2.4.2 Arabic Collocations
Like English, Arabic is rich with collocations that are similar in nature to their English
counterparts. Certain words in Arabic co-occur with either a range or a restricted list of
words e.g.

 اٍطټذ ؿَّڄشirtakaba jarīma 'commit a crime' or may be literal or

metaphorical e.g.  ٗزق حٿلَدshabah al-harb 'the spectre of war'. Moreover, Arabic
collocations are similar to their English counterparts when it comes to their
classifications, as shown by Emery's (1991: 60) classification of the types of Arabic
collocations:
1-Open collocations: in this type, a literal combination of two words co-occurs with each
other with no restriction involved, e.g.  انظيض حٿلَدintahat al-harb 'the war ended'

2-Restricted collocations: as the name suggests in this type of Arabic collocation, two or
more words co-occur in a restricted way, where a word collocates with a restricted list of
other words. Emery accurately states that this type of collocation occurs in different types
of syntactic configurations: (a) Adjective + noun, e.g.  ؿَّڄش نټَحءjarīma nakrā 'heinous
crime'. (b) Verb + object, e.g. خصًٟ حٿڄٴخٝهخ

xāda al-mufāwadāt 'he embarked on

negotiations'. (c) Subject + verb, e.g. ض حٿلَد٬ حنيٿindalaat al-harb 'the war broke out'
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3-Bound collocations: this type of collocation exhibits ''unique contextual determination;
in other words, one of the elements is uniquely selective of the other" (1991: 61), e.g.
ًَّٟ ' كَدfierce war'
Furthermore, Hoogland argues that restricted collocations are the most difficult type
of collocations since the co-occurrence of words is limited and restricted, an aspect that is
considered problematic to translators when rendering collocations in the target language
or producing them in the foreign language. Consequently, Hoogland classifies Arabic
restricted collocations into the following groups:
1-Noun + Verb, the noun being the subject
e.g.  اٗظيص حألُڃشishtaddat al-azma 'crisis increased'

2-Noun + Verb, the noun being the object
e.g.  أكَُ طٸيڃخahraza taqadduman 'to advance'

3-Preposition + Noun + Verb, the noun being the direct object
e.g. ڀَ نٴٔو٫ ٌ أهaxaða alā nafsihi 'to take it upon one self'

4-Noun + Adjective
e.g.  اٍحىس كيّيّشirāda hadīdiyya 'strong will'

5-Noun + Noun
e.g. ٩نيًٵ حٷظَحٛ sandūq iqtirā 'ballot box'
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6-Verb + Adverb
e.g. ظٸي ًحىڄخ٫ حitaqada wāhiman 'he mistakenly thought/believed'

7-Adjective + Adverb
e.g. ڃليًى ٿڀٰخّش

mahdūd l’al-ghāya 'extremely limited'

8-Noun + Preposition + Noun
e.g. ش٤ڀَ حٿٔڀ٫ ٩َحٛ sirā alā al-sulta 'a struggle for authority'

9-Adjective + Noun
e.g.  كٔن حٿنْشhusn al-niyya 'good intention'
10-Word + Synonym
e.g.  كٴخًس ًطَكْذhafāwa wa tarhīb 'hospitality and welcoming'
11-Word + Antonym
e.g.  ٗلن ًطٴَّٮshahn wa tafrīgh 'loading and unloading'
Hoogland‟s classification of restricted Arabic collocations enriches the Arabic literature
and shows the various syntactic forms of Arabic collocations. Indeed, the above
classifications assist the Arab translator in knowing the way Arabic restricted
collocations behave syntactically, which allow the translator to indicate the words that
collocate with each other based on the syntactic form they belong to. Similar to Aisentadt
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and Benson‟s study, this key study of Arabic collocations helps in the understanding of
collocations in their respective languages.

2.4.3 Translating English and Arabic Collocations
Collocations are part of the lexicon in languages. Thus, learning them is a must.
However, several studies have revealed that collocations are a problematic area for
foreign language learners and translators. A study by Bahumaid (2006: 135) classifies
these collocational problems into 'intralingual' and 'interlingual'. Intralingual problems
relate to problems of identification and establishment of collocations within a language.
As a matter of fact, only native speakers of a language will easily distinguish between
'habitual', 'occasional' and 'unique' collocations and the figurative collocability of a
certain combination. For example, Bahumaid notes that barren not only has material
collocates like land and region, but also figurative ones like discussion and argument.
Significantly, Bahumaid (2006: 136) considers collocations that are associated with
specific registers as another intralingual problem for translators. For example, dull
highlights is a specific register collocation that relates to the registers of meteorology and
photography and thus rose another intralingual problem for translators. Regarding
interlingual problems, Bahumaid affirms that these problems ''revolve around questions
of collocability across languages'' (2006: 136), and he argues that these problems are the
translators' main concern to find acceptable collocations in the foreign language. He
correctly argues that what constitutes a collocation in one language does not necessarily
in another language and that languages will differ in the collocational range. For
example, the English collocations catch a fish/a cold/a train/fire are different from their
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Arabic counterparts ٍپ ٳْو حٿنخ٬ط٘ظ/ٍخ٤ّڀلٶ رخٿٸ/خد رنِٿش رَىّٜ/خى ٓڄټش٤ّٜ. Other problems can
constitute culture-bound collocations like the English collocation Hercules of his time
and the Arabic collocation نظَ ُڃخنو٫ antar zamānihi, or language specific ones like the
English collocation eat one's soup and the Arabic collocation drink one's soup.
Other scholars like Shakir and Farghal (1992: 229) point out that "natural language
should be looked upon as fundamentally constituting syntagms rather than paradigms,
thus viewed as being highly prefabricated or preconstructed rather than original or
creative.". They argue that languages do not only consist of single words, as the nature of
multi-word items shows that ready-made phrases do exist in languages. Shakir and
Farghal argue that translators and/or interpreters should be competent in the target
language and embody a good knowledge of the multi-word items, especially collocations.
Farghal and Obiedat (1995: 320) indicate there are four strategies adopted by
translation students and foreign language learners when translating collocations. These
strategies are: synonymy, avoidance, transfer, and paraphrasing. When using synonymy
when translating collocations, Farghal and Obiedat stress student unawareness of
collocational restrictions. For instance, the student translation of rich food is oily food in
Farghal and Obiedat‟s study. The authors precisely pointed out that students fail to
recognise the collocability of rich with food because of their reliance on the open
principle instead of balancing it and the idiom principle.
According to Farghal and Obiedat, avoidance is the second most used strategy, and is
used when the target lexical item is avoided in favour of another that affects and alters the
meaning of the collocation. The use of this strategy indicates the students' failure to
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understand the collocation. For example, students avoid the translation of heavy drinker
when they render it as great drinker. Here, they pick a word that is a related natural
collocation, but it does not reflect the true intended meaning. (Farghal and Obiedat, 1995:
322). Moreover, the authors accurately point that students may rely on their native
language when translating target language collocations and assume the existence of a
one-to-one correspondence between the collocations. For instance, translating ' 'ٗخُ ػٸْپ
shāy thaqīl as heavy tea instead of strong tea shows that translators relied on native
language knowledge, which caused them to render an erroneous collocation.
The last strategy utilised by translation students is paraphrasing. Farghal and Obiedat
point out that this strategy relies on the description of the target collocation, which may
lead to the correct translation, yet one that is unnatural or unidiomatic. Students who rely
on this strategy will show a deficiency in English collocations.
On a similar note, Nesselhauf (2003: 230) indicates the common types of mistakes in
collocations. They are as follows:
1-verb: wrong choice of verb, e.g.*carry out races instead of hold races.
2-noun: wrong choice of noun, e.g. *close lacks instead of close gaps.
3-usage 1: combination exists but is not used correctly, e.g.*take notice instead of to
notice.
4-usage 2: combination does not exist and cannot be corrected by exchanging single
elements, e.g.*hold children within bound instead of show children where the boundaries
lie.
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5-preposition (verb): the preposition or the prepositional verb is either missing, wrong or
present but not acceptable, e.g. *fail in one's exam instead of fail one's exam.
6-preposition (noun): the preposition of a noun is either wrong or present but not
acceptable, e.g.*raise the question about instead of raise the question.
7-determiner: the pronoun or article is wrong or present but not acceptable, e.g. *get the
permission instead of get permission.
8-structure: syntactic structure is wrong, e.g. *make somebody friends instead of make
friends with somebody.
This echoes Heliel's (1990: 131) argument about the translation errors in collocations.
He iterates that the collocability of a word may be different in different languages. For
example, the word heavy may collocate with smoker/drinker to indicate 'excessiveness' or
meal to indicate 'a difficulty in digestion'. However, heavy may also collocate with other
words like blood to indicate 'the dullness of a person', or hearing to indicate 'deafness'.
Heliel argues that in order to provide the correct rendering of the collocation, translators
should be aware of the differences between the two languages.
Further, Heliel states that collocations function in languages differently since each
language has a system of lexical collocations that are in accordance "with its semantic,
structural valencies and usage". There are verbs with wide and vague meanings, and each
will collocate with different nouns in English, such as take, give, run, do, get, have, make
and put. These verbs are problematic to translators since they are grammaticalised and
have a weakened meaning whereas their meaning and function is expressed in the noun.
For example, In English we make a distinction, take an examination or give advice,
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whereas in Arabic, we either use specific verbs or just verbs for the whole collocation,
e.g. to give advice =ْلشٜ أٓيٍ نasdā nasīha or to take a walk = طنِهtanazzaha

The examples provided in this section show that collocations are problematic to
language learners and unpredictable, restricted co-occurance can cause errors in
translation. Thus, Hussein (1998: 45) suggests that foreign language students enrich their
reading experience by gaining exposure to English newspapers, magazines, and novels
because doing so „not only broadens their vocabulary range but also vastly enhances their
capability of collocating words‟ (Hussein, 1998: 45).
In conclusion, multi-word items are part of the English lexicon. Based on their
frequency, they can prove that language is not just a combination of words and that
language does balance the open choice principle and the idiom principle. Thus, multiword items can be literal, idiomatic or both. Therefore, they will be nothing but trouble to
foreign language learners and translators, since idiomaticity constitutes a hurdle to
achieve the right interpretations of these items. To reach native-speaker proficiency,
translators and learners alike must acquire the phraseological units that manifest in
idioms, compounds, phrasal verbs, and collocations.
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CHAPTER 3: TRANSLATION AND LEXICOGRAPHY

This chapter covers the theoretical and practical aspects of two fields of linguistics;
translation and lexicography. This interdisciplinary approach has the goal of bridging the
gap between the two fields. Van Hoof (1995: 229) has insightfully stated that "translators
and dictionaries go hand in hand. After all, isn't the dictionary essential to the translator's
work?''. Clearly, translators need dictionaries whenever they are translating a text, which
indicates the importance of that resource to translators. Another scholar who underscores
this aspect is Newmark who resoundly claims that "the bilingual dictionary is the
translator's single, first, and most important aid, and a translator who does not consult one
when in doubt is arrogant or ignorant or both." (1998: 29). In short, dictionaries are not
just a reference book, but rather the truly indispensable tools for precise translation.

3.1 The Relationship of Translators and Dictionaries
This argument by Van Hoof is based on the history of bilingual dictionaries, as he
solidly points to the truth that translators have contributed to the evolution of bilingual
dictionaries throughout history. He reports that bilingual dictionaries originated with the
Sumerians; however, after the Akkadians supplanted the Sumerians, bilingualism
developed. During that period, Sumerian scribes, who drew up lists of words of one
language, started to include Akkadian translations of the Sumerian word and bilingual
dictionaries were born. (1995: 233). Van Hoof provides a further example of the
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relationship between translators and dictionaries and reports that in the West, the Church,
which had the most knowledge in its hand, wanted to facilitate the process of
Christianisation. In order to achieve that goal, lists of Latin expressions, that were
necessary for reading the Bible, were drawn together by religious officials, who then
translated them into various languages. In addition, for political, commercial and
educational reasons, the interest in foreign languages grew even further in the
seventeenth century, which led to the publishing of dictionaries devoted to the vernacular
languages, primarily English and French. Turkish was also prominent in the era of the
Ottoman Empire, as shown in the publication of the Turkish-French/French-Turkish
dictionary by Francois de la Croix, who "served as interpreter to the King and who
translated A History of France into Turkish." (1995: 235).
Van Hoof also notes that interest in Sanskrit gave a new direction to lexicography in
the nineteenth century and helped the spread of dictionaries of Sanskrit, Assyrian, Persian
and other languages, some of which were authored by translators. Also, Van Hoof points
out that the political upheaval caused by World War II, affected the development of
bilingual dictionaries and gave birth to bilingual dictionaries for many languages,
including previously scarcely heard of languages. Consequently, there was as increase in
the demand for translators and lexicographical work. Van Hoof's solid historical
overview of bilingual dictionaries shows that the foundation of that lexicographical work
came from the work of translators, a point that supports his claim that translators and
bilingual dictionaries go hand in hand and the involvement of translators in lexicography
has then solidified by their contributions to the development of dictionaries throughout
history.
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Another scholar interested in translation and lexicography and the ongoing interrelationship of the two is R.R.K Hartmann, who generously contributed to both fields.
Hartmann (1989: 9) has asserted that translation is "a complex operation which involves
both paraphrase and metaphrase, or the skill to express the same thing in many different
ways, either within the source language or in the target language.". Thus, bilingual and
monolingual dictionaries are considered translator tools as they are, and as Hartmann
rightfully finds them, also very relevant to the translation process.
Interestingly enough, Hartmann argues that the contribution of translation and
lexicography in languages differs, that is, the distribution of the activities of both fields is
uneven from one language to another. For instance, Hartmann notes that the larger
bilingual dictionaries up to the 1960s were compiled by Germans; therefore, the
profession of translation was better developed quantitatively and qualitatively in Germanspeaking countries than in English-speaking countries, a realization that indicates that
languages also will differ in their contribution to both translation and lexicography.
(1989: 10).
Hartmann delves into the relationship between the two fields by developing seven
specific parameters to gain a better understanding of the missing link between translation
and lexicography. These parameters are as follows:
1-WHO?
2-WHAT?
3-FOR WHOM?
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4-WHEN-WHERE?
5-HOW?
6-WITH WHAT MEANS?
7-WITH WHAT EFFECT?
In the first parameter WHO?, Hartmann states that the translator or lexicographer is
the person who initiates the act, which is simply what this parameter is actually. In the
second parameter, WHAT? Hartmann refers to "the things that are conveyed in the act of
teaching or dictionary making or translation" (1989: 12). Truly, both fields deal with
contexts and the meaning of the lexical units in texts. This progression brings us to the
third parameter FOR WHOM? which references the person who receives the act of
translation or dictionary making. The fourth parameter WHEN-WHERE? refers to the
time and place for the act of translation and dictionary making.
Hartmann elaborates here by saying that this parameter is concerned with the way
translators and lexicographers perform their duties, i.e which country they work in, what
sort of organisations and users they work for, which pair of languages they work with,
and whether their professional training has prepared them properly for their duties. The
fifth parameter in Hartmann's framework is HOW?, which refers to the methods used in
the process of translating or dictionary making. The sixth parameter WITH WHAT
MEANS? refers to the tools used in the process of translating or dictionary making.
Hartmann finds that the primary tool for language learners and translators is the bilingual
dictionary, and they make use of it in their work by double-checking certain spellings or
meanings, verifyng certain lexical equivalents, or filling in gaps in their own factual
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knowledge. However, he understands also that the working tool of the bilingual
lexicographer is less well known. Finally, the seventh parameter in Hartmann's
framework is WITH WHAT EFFECT?, which is the intended goal of the act of
translating and dictionary making. According to Hartmann, what determines the success
or failure of the process of translating or dictionary making is the relationship of the
translator and the lexicographer with their users. Hartmann's seven parameters indeed
offer an intriguing mainfistation of the sometimes missing inter-relationship between
translation and lexicography. The alluring element here is that these parameters refer to
all the parties involved, the action conveyed, tools used and goals planned, and these all
shed important light on the connection of the two fields.
Based on his framework, Hartmann truly believes that certain parallels between
translation and lexicography do indeed exist. For instance, both are involved in
communication in language, as a joined reference point. However, both fields also
display "an ambivalent attitude to their main parent discipline, linguistics" (1989: 14). On
the other hand, translation and lexicography contrast in some areas. For example, in terms
of training facilities and professional representation, the field of translation is better than
that of lexicography. The field of translation has a better known role in society, and
Hartmann logically elaborates here by saying that translation is concerned with 'ad-hoc
acts of mediation', while lexicography is concerned with codification efforts which
allows it to make a long-term impact instead. Thus, language is considered a means of
communication in translation and results in text performance. However, it is considered
the object in lexicography, wherein it examines the shape of text descriptions 'for the
purpose of explaining usage‟ (1989: 15).
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Hartmann's well-founded framework shows us that translation and lexicography are
two fields of linguistics and they have their own distinct fields along with interesting
parallels and contrasts. This view may generate a question or two regarding dependency
or, for the lack of a better term, reliance of the one field on the other. In other words, how
do dictionaries assist translators? To answer this question, we have to determine the
purpose of the bilingual dictionary, which as Zgusta (1971: 296) notes, is "to coordinate
with the lexical units of one language those lexical units of another language which are
equivalent in their lexical meaning". Based on this definition, Zgusta in effect affirms and
acknowledges the assistance provided by the dictionary through the equivalence in the
target language. However, absolute equivalents are not that frequent. According to
Svensén (1993: 143), there are various types of equivalence, however, only three types
are important in lexicography: complete, partial, and no equivalence.
The first type is complete equivalence, where there is ''complete correspondence
between words and expressions in two languages as regards content and register"
(Svensén, 1993: 143): e.g. leap year

ٓنش ٻزْٔش. In the case of partial equivalence, the

agreement of the content and register of the words in the two languages is incomplete:
e.g. tv show ratings

طٸيَّ حٿزَحڃؾ حٿظڀٴٌِّْنْش. Finally, the third type of equivalence in

lexicography is no equivalence, in which there is neither a complete nor a partial
equivalence in the target language due to culture-specific concepts that relate to terms:
e.g. air guitar, spring break or sweet sixteen.
Regarding the nature of an equivalent, Zgusta divides it into two types; one is
'translational' or an 'insertable' equivalent and the other is 'explanatory' or a 'descriptive'
equivalent. Thus, the distinction is that translational equivalence is "a lexical unit that can
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be immediately inserted into a sentence in the target language" (aL-Kasimi, 1983: 60),
whereas the explanatory equivalent 'is chosen to give more information about the lexical
unit of the target language‟ (Zgusta, 1971: 319). Moreover, a bilingual dictionary, which
helps the user produce a sentence in a foreign language, does not, as Zgusta (1971: 320)
argues, tolerate explanatory equivalents since bilingual dictionaries must indicate
translational equivalents. However, the inclusion of explanatory equivalents is allowed
when translational equivalent is lacking. In addition, although explanatory equivalents are
not the priority of the dictionary compiler, they do have the advantage of being very
general because they are ''situated on the notional rather than on the purely linguistic
level" (Zgusta, 1971: 320). This focus means that if the translator understands the
explanation given by this type of equivalent, then s/he will adapt the translation based on
the context. Indeed, Zgusta maintains that successful use of this specific equivalent is
based on competence in the target language. On the other hand, the main advantage of the
translational equivalent is that it is purely linguistic and the comparison between the
source and target language remains on the translational equivalent and not the notion
described. The other advantage of the translational equivalent is that it provides ready
expressions to help the user.
Returning to the previous question then, how do dictionaries assist translators? Tarp
tries to answer this question by surveying the nature and concept of the bilingual
dictionary and how it is actually used during the translation process. Tarp (2004: 27)
notes that the theory of lexicography is based on the idea that dictionaries are produced to
satisfy the needs of certain users and emphasises that lexicographers should keep the
user, user situations, and problems that cause the user to use the dictionary in mind when
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compiling a dictionary. Tarp suggests there should be a methodology for making,
planning, or reviewing a dictionary, where it should make a typology of users, user
situations and potential problems for each user for each situation and its functions. Based
on this analysis, not only can the problems be determined by the lexicographer, which
s/he tries to solves them by a dictionary, but also certain corresponding items can be
included and presented in the dictionary in such a way as to satisfy the needs of the user.
For the translation process, Tarp states that the generally accepted three-phase model
is the proper one and supports his argument. These three phases of the translation process
are:
1-Reception of the source-language text
2-Transfer of text from the source language into the target language
3-Production of target-language text
Tarp describes this translation model as simple and believes that the three phases are
fundamental to the translation process. They allow lexicography to assist the translator.
Thus, when translators encounter problems during these phases, they will consult
dictionaries to solve these problems. However, Tarp does not state that dictionaries solve
all problems that might arise in texts during the transfer from one language to another.
Phases 1 and 3 correspond to two user situations, i.e. reception of the native or foreign
language and production in the native or foreign language. Still, there are differences. For
instance, in a reception situation, a person who only needs to understand a text is not the
same as a person who needs to understand a text in order to transfer it to another
language.
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Furthermore, Tarp (2004: 31) asserts that dictionaries do not provide translations.
They provide 'assistance' to the person who is working on the translation, as they analyse
the problems encountered during the process and determine whether they are solvable by
consultation of the dictionary. More importantly, Tarp's indication that problems may
arise at three different situations in the translation model means that problems can arise
during the reception phase, the transfer phase and the production phase. These problems
may differ according to the phase it is in, which clearly influences precisely how
dictionaries do provide assistance to translators.
Tarp concludes that working out a typology of all problems, hence, giving an
indication of problems that are expected to be solved by dictionaries, is quite realistic.
Based on this sound indication, Tarp indicates there are six phases that one can expect to
be solved by dictionaries, namely, the three phases of translation from the mother tongue
into a foreign language. These are the translation-related reception of a mother tongue
text, transfer of a text from the mother tongue into a foreign language, and translationrelated production of a foreign-language text, and the three opposite phases of translation
from a foreign language into the mother tongue, namely, translation-related reception of a
foreign-language text, transfer of a text from a foreign language into the mother tongue
and translation-related production of a mother-tongue text.
In the case of the translation-related reception of a mother-tongue text, Tarp notes that
the translator has to understand the meaning of the text as well as the phrases, the idioms,
the collocations, etc. The role of the dictionary stands out here as an assistant in solving
any problems that might arise when understanding the text. That assistance might be in
the form of lexicographic definitions which may include synonyms, paraphrasing,
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hyponyms, and text examples or explanations. Tarp signifies that a second type of
problem arises, which is identifying the right entry to find the required answer once the
translator decides to consult the dictionary.
In the case of the transfer of a text from the mother-tongue into a foreign language,
Tarp notes that in the transfer phase, a dictionary cannot assist in transferring at text level
as a whole; however, it assists the translator by providing equivalents at a word,
collocation and idiom level. Additionally, the dictionary in the case of partial
equivalence, as Tarp (2004: 32) asserts, provides information about difference in
meaning between collocations, words in the source language and their equivalents in the
target language, all of which help the translator to find the right equivalent.
In the translation-related production of a foreign language text phase, the translator
has to produce or 'reproduce' a text in the foreign language from the text in the source
language and do so both correctly and adequately. Correspondingly, Tarp (2004: 32)
maintains that the assistance the translator get from a dictionary now is when
orthographic, grammatical or pragmatic dilemmas arise at the word, collocation, idiom
level. The assistance of the dictionary is manifested in lexicographic items, such as
orthography, gender, irregular inflection, syntactic properties, pragmatics, collocations,
idioms, and synonyms or antonyms.
Tarp believes that if the translator consults the dictionary for text production in the
second or third step of consultation, then s/he has already identified the right lemma in
the source language, in the earlier phases. However, Tarp's argument that if the translator
encounters the problem at the production phase, then s/he will need the lexicographic
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items to help identify the required lemma. Based on the assumption, Tarp expects that if
the translator has not struggled with problems at the reception and transfer phases, then
the translator has not yet used the dictionary for consultation. Once the translator
encounters any problem at this phase, s/he must find the right lemma at the targetlanguage section.
In the case of the translation-related reception of a foreign language text phase, Tarp
states that ''this first phase of translation from a foreign language into the mother tongue
resembles the corresponding first phase of the translation the other way around, but also
here a major difference is to be observed'' (2004: 33). Tarp indicates that the foreign
language takes the place of the source language in this phase, and therefore, the translator
will encounter some reception-problems in semantics in the foreign language, which will
be solved, as Tarp asserts, by the same items in the first phase, i.e. the translationreception of a mother tongue text where the best solution is the mother-tongue
equivalents.
In the case of transfer of a text from a foreign language into the mother tongue, the
problems and the assisting lexicographic items are similar in this phase to those that
occur when transferring from a mother tongue to a foreign language. Likewise, if the
translator consults the dictionary during the reception phase, then the right lemma has
already been determined. However, if the translator encounters the problem for the first
time during this phase, then s/he needs, as Tarp (2004: 34) suggests, a brief explanation
in order to identify the lemma and find the equivalents.
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In the case of translation-related production of a mother-tongue text phase, Tarp
affirms that text production in this phase is not different from text production in a foreign
language, which is quite natural since the knowledge the translator needs to produce a
correct text is the same. The translator might struggle with certain problems during this
phase; however, they are likely to be less than the translation phase into a foreign
language, since logically mother-tongue knowledge is greater than knowledge of a
foreign language. On a similar note, if the translator consulted the dictionary in the
previous steps, then s/he already distinguished the right lemma in the source language
which then leads to an identification of the required lemma. However, if the translator
encounters a problem during this phase for the first time, then naturally the same
lexicographic items in the corresponding phase in the foreign language will be needed to
assist him /her in identifying the lemma in the mother-tongue.
Based on the six phases of the translation process presented here, Tarp shows that
problems can arise in different phases and although the problems encountered may arise
in corresponding phases, the difference in the direction of translation from one language
to another shows that these problems are not identical. Consequently, Tarp stresses that
in order to solve these corresponding problems; the translator needs different
lexicographic items in each phase. Most importantly, Tarp shows the importance of
translation/bilingual dictionaries during the translation process. Tarp notes that if the
translator encounters a problem at the reception phase, then a monolingual dictionary
might still suffice. Tarp argues that bilingual dictionaries are indispensable in helping the
translator in the translation process.
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Tarp indicates two fundamental reasons for the significance of bilingual dictionaries.
First, the bilingual dictionary actually saves the translator time because once s/he
encounters a problem at the reception phase, there is the possibility that s/he might
struggle with yet another problem in the transfer stage. Using one dictionary, i.e. the
bilingual dictionary for the two purposes will save time. Second, when the translator
translates form the foreign language into the mother tongue, then logically the mothertongue equivalents are the ones that will provide assistance to the translator when
encountering reception problems in the foreign language. Therefore, monolingual
dictionaries, as Tarp fittingly contends, are not compulsory for the translated-related
reception.
Tarp shows that dictionaries are essential to translators whether they are used during
the reception, transfer or production phase. Translators do need the dictionary to help
them produce a correct text.

3.2 Previous Translator-Dictionaries Studies
Varantola (1998: 179) also affirms that the dictionary is the translator's tool most of
the time, and translation work should include dictionary consultancy, whether it is during
the translation process, preceding it, or at various stages. Varantola states that to
understand the needs of translators and the habits of dictionary use, we must analyse their
experience in L1-L2 translation of a general text within a special field. Even though,
translators do not consider the dictionary as the ultimate tool, they do acknowledge the
collection of information it brings to the process, which, as Varantola (1998: 180)
affirms, ''facilitates their decision-making and make the results more reliable''. Translators
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do not always look up lexical information when consulting dictionaries. In fact, they also
consult a dictionary to look up how an expression behaves grammatically and the kind of
text in which it appears.
As stated here, Varantola conducted a research on dictionary use and habits by
monitoring four advanced translation students and recording their dictionary use and
where each looked up a word on an answer sheet. Whenever these translators looked up a
word in a dictionary, they were asked for the reason for consulting dictionaries and the
value of these dictionaries in translation.
Based on the analysis, there were differences in dictionary use and habits along with
differences among users' English skills. Regarding user habits, the results show that one
look-up in the dictionary totaled 64% and the four look-ups in the dictionary totaled 5%;
87% of the first look-ups involved a bilingual Finnish-English dictionary and 10%
involved a monolingual dictionary. As far as the reasons for the dictionary look up,
searching unknown L2 equivalents totaled 55% while checking for reassurance or
additional information totaled 45%.
Regarding translators look-up satisfaction, 76% of the users were satisfied with their
look-ups, while 24% were uncertain. Regarding the translation task, the results show that
the longer the text was, the more look-ups that text generated. Interestingly enough,
Varantola's translation observation shows that although the dictionaries used were often
identical, the searches by users were different and did not produce identical results,
Varantola (1998: 187) argues that "this reflects the interaction between the user and the
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dictionary during the decision-making process, as well as the L2 competence and
dictionary use skills of the user".
Furthermore, Varantola confirmed that there is a difference in user skills in terms of
linguistic and translation competence. Moreover, equivalents are needed by translators,
and still they need reassurance and do not like finding unrecognised equivalents.
Regarding dictionary search, Varantola asserts that what determines the success or failure
of a dictionary search is user skills. Most importantly, translators as dictionary users
should not place high hopes on bilingual dictionaries all the time, as they need to, as
Varantola suggests, consult a range of dictionaries due to the fact no bilingual dictionary
can contain all the information needed or even if so, full satisfaction of the equivalent is
not always attained. Varantola's experiment did come up with concrete results about
dictionary consultation. The research demonstrates that bilingual dictionaries are not
always to blame when producing translation errors. In fact, fingers have to be pointed at
translators since they misuse the consulted dictionaries and still make mistakes in
translation. Varantola's experiment offered an exceptional approach, as most of the
dictionary and translation literature has ignored dictionary use to focus on the
shortcomings of bilingual dictionaries. More studies should be directed at the users of
those dictionaries. Indeed, the invaluable findings of this study indicate the importance of
the dictionary skills of the translator who needs training for better dictionary use. The
experiment shows that 76% of users were satisfied with dictionary look-up, while 24%
were uncertain, which reveals that some of the translators in this experiment knew how to
use dictionaries, but the remaining users did not. Therefore, training and developing the
dictionary skills of translators affects the quality of translation.
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On a similar note, Nuccorini (1994: 586) monitored dictionary use, but through errors
made on exam papers translated from English into Italian by university students in
English as a foreign language who did not have any formal instruction on dictionary
activities. Nuccorini indicates that the percentage of passes and fails of these student
translation tests were compared to those of the previous year who were not allowed to use
bilingual dictionaries. The goal was to check whether student lack of dictionary skills
could be improved. However, the rate of errors was the same. Thus, the difference, as
Nuccorini (1994: 588) puts it, was between being and not being able to use bilingual
dictionaries. In order to reinforce the hypothesis, Nuccorini selected student
lexicographic errors that occured because of dictionary misuse, and classified them based
on 'linguistic status' and 'lexicographic relevance'.
The students' lexicographic errors were divided into five categories, based on the
problematic areas. The first category was polysemous and homonymic items, the second,
derivatives, the third, compounds, the fourth, idiomatic expressions and phrasal verbs,
and the fifth, abbreviations, false friends, etc. However, only the third and fourth
categories, compounds and idioms and phrasal verbs, relate to this current research.
Compounds were recognised and successfully looked up in dictionaries, but still there
were cases where ambiguity struck at the linguistic status of the compound and its
lexicographic treatment. For example, taxpayer, which, as Nuccorini (1994: 592) notes,
embodies an element of derivation, was mistranslated by some students while others
simply left it blank. Another example was belttightening, which is not recorded in any
dictionary. According to Nuccorini, the idiom to tighten one's belt was documented in the
dictionaries used by the students under belt or tighten, but still it was correctly translated
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by the majority of the students. The results shows that the idiom's linguistic status was
understood and the dictionaries were consulted properly. However, five students could
not translate the term and left it blank, which shows that these five students were aware
of their inability and failure to analyse this word.
Regarding idioms, Nuccorini (1994: 593) notes that idioms were correctly translated,
except very few students who had trouble locating them in the dictionaries. For instance,
two students mistranslated follow suit. An interesting example of a proverb labeled as an
idiom in all of the used dictionaries was easier said than done, which was translated by
all the students. Interestingly enough, its dictionary treatment was not identical, as it was
documented under do in one dictionary, and recorded under easy in another.
Regarding phrasal verbs, it was pointed out by Nuccorini (1994: 593) that phrasal
verbs were not as recognised as idioms and were mistaken for prepositional verbs by
students, a finding that led them to not be able to locate them in the dictionaries.
Nuccorini notes that the mistaken phrasal verbs were ones with common verbs, such as
call in and call for, and thus this was a case where the lexicographic abilities of students
were challenged instead of their linguistic ones.
Similar to Varantola's experiment, Nuccorini's striking dictionary observations show
that translation errors are not always generated by bilingual dictionaries, and there are
occasions where translation students, as dictionary users, are the ones responsible for the
errors. In an interesting approach, Nuccorini's classification of dictionary misuse into
'linguistic status' and 'lexicographic relevance', reflects her emphasis that translation
students are less, if not totally, aware of bilingual dictionary formats. Her observation
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clearly shows that most translation students correctly translated compounds and idioms. It
is a finding that shows that Italian-English bilingual dictionaries do to a certain extent
document multi-word items. As one of the few studies that have tackled dictionary
misuse, Nuccorini's observation demonstrates that translation students with poor
linguistic competence and unclear dictionary entry formats are two reasons for translator
dictionary misuse.
Other scholars like Roberts (1992: 49) have focused on translation pedagogy, where
Roberts focuses on improving dictionary use. According to Roberts (1992: 49), even
though bilingual dictionaries are tools for translation, they have been constantly criticised
in the translation literature for not assisting the translator in every problem s/he
encounters. However, she maintains that the reason that bilingual dictionaries are not the
'perfect tool' for translators is because lexicographers have not paid enough attention to
translators' needs, which is, as Roberts notes, their fault. Still, the fact that there are
different types of translators means that they will have different needs, and it will in fact
be difficult to produce a bilingual dictionary that can cater well to all of their needs.
Roberts notes that the teaching of translation techniques and approaches has further
developed over the last twenty years. However, this ciccumstance has not been the case
with dictionary use. Roberts (1992: 50) argues that there is importance in teaching
dictionary use to translation students. Still, both professional translation courses and
academic translation courses and programmes at the university level do not include this
study in their curriculum, which is quite surprising since translation students need that
skill so badly.
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Roberts suggests strategies for improving dictionary use and divides them into four
categories: (a) Familiarisation with different types of lexical items, (b) Familiarisation
with different types of dictionaries, (c) Familiarisation with dictionary entry format, and
(d) Illustration of ways to combine text analysis, translation and dictionary consultation.
Roberts (1992: 53) indicates that these four suggested categories address the four main
problems that translation students face: (a) Knowing what to look up in a dictionary, (b)
Knowing where to look for lexical information, (c) Knowing how to interpret lexical
information that is provided, and (d) Knowing when and how to consult dictionaries
during the translation process.
Regarding the first strategy, Roberts notes that the incapability to identify 'complex
lexical' items in the source text will affect dictionary consultation, especially if the source
language is the translation student's second/foreign language. She provides an example
where French-English students rendered simple soldat into simple soldier, when the
rendering should have been private instead. According to Roberts (1992: 53), students
should be aware of 'bonding words'; yet, knowing all existing bonding words is not a
must. However, students must distinguish between compounds, idioms and collocations,
as these are all treated differently in bilingual dictionaries. Compounds, as Roberts notes,
are found as headwords and they, along with idioms, are grouped into "separate
subdivisions in entries for simple lexical items in bilingual dictionaries" (1992: 53), while
collocations are located with free combinations in the examples section.
Accordingly, before consulting bilingual dictionaries for multi-word item look-ups,
translation students must learn to identify these phraseological items. Roberts points out
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that analysing specific examples of collocations, compounds, and idioms in a text,
preferably a general text, is the ideal way to introduce students to these multi-word items.
Roberts also suggests that tutors should include discussions after each scan of multi-word
items in the text(s) to illustrate that context to those translation students who did make
errors in identifying them. In addition, a clear discussion of the different types of multiword items will be beneficial since these items are often treated differently in bilingual
dictionaries.
Regarding the second strategy, Roberts (1992: 54) asserts that there are indeed
different types of dictionaries. Yet, only bilingual dictionaries are known to translation
students, as these students heavily rely on them in translation. Few translation students
are aware of other types of dictionaries. Consequently, Roberts suggests that translation
tutors and instructors should give presentations on a variety of dictionary types that can
be useful for translation work and then allow the students to examine these new
dictionaries in a workshop.
The instructors should also introduce students to other types of bilingual dictionaries,
since bilingual dictionaries are popular among translation students. For example, tutors
should learn to distinguish between general bilingual dictionaries and specialised
bilingual dictionaries and between specialised bilingual dictionaries, which specialise in
just one field and special purpose dictionaries, which are specialised in one aspect of
language like dialect, slang, idioms, collocations or phrasal verbs. Roberts also suggest
that instructors should introduce monolingual dictionaries to translation students, both in
the source and target languages. Tutors should encourage translation students to use
monolingual dictionaries for foreign language learners along with monolingual
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dictionaries for native speakers, as these can expose them to clearer definitions and
examples, and collocations. Consideration should also be given to the size of the
dictionaries, as pocket dictionaries are not recommended for translation. They do not
contain enough lexicographic information for good translation.
Once the translation students are exposed to these different types of dictionaries, they
should use them for practical exercises. Roberts (1992: 56) suggests that instructors hand
out a source text to the students that contains various underlined multi-word items and let
them consult two dictionaries for translation. The reason for limiting dictionary use to
two is to give translation students a chance to choose the related dictionaries. Then,
students should discuss their own consultations with the instructor to become more aware
of the different quality of dictionaries in use.
Regarding the third strategy, Roberts contends that entry formats will differ from one
type of dictionary to another as in bilingual vs. monolingual dictionaries. Also, entry
formats can differ from one dictionary of a specific type to another. Roberts (1992: 56)
elaborates on this issue by indicating that bilingual specialisation in a field dictionary
provides a definition, quasi-synonyms and related words, and other dictionaries do not.
Roberts suggests that instructors show and expose their students to the entry formats of
general bilingual dictionaries, so they can note the information given in these entries.
Often, translation students err because of their own poor reading of the given information
in entries. Once the students are shown the entry formats, instructors can devise a series
of questions about the sample dictionary entries for the multi-word items found in the
source text. These questions, as Roberts (1992: 57) stresses, should cover the meanings
along with their order, the type and number of examples, the inclusion of collocations and
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idioms, the way contextual information is presented, meaning discrimination devices, and
the stylistic discrimination devices that are used.
Regarding the fourth strategy, Roberts contends that knowing which and when to use
dictionaries and, at which stage and how to combine dictionary and text information is
what defines efficient dictionary use and its success. This essential skill is better acquired
with tutors' supervised guidance and practice, and it is helpful to translation students.
Roberts stresses that tutors should guide translation students through the three stages of
translation by utilising dictionaries for each stage. These three stages of translation are
analysis of the text, translation, and revision of translation. According to Roberts (1990:
75), analysis of the source language text is the first stage of translation. The goal of this
stage is a full understanding of the source language text. There are several steps
translation students must take to move to the next step, they are: reading of the text,
contextual analysis, and documentation and lexical research.
The second stage of translation is transfer of the text into the target language or actual
text translation if we want to simplify this stage. Roberts (1990: 78) notes that the goal of
this stage is the "production of a draft translation". Here, the role of the bilingual
dictionary shines because it is specific for translation equivalents.
The third and last stage is the revision of translation. Roberts (1990: 79) stresses that
translation students have to revise their translations in order to edit and make needed
adjustments to it and improve the quality of the final translation. According to Roberts,
all meaningful elements found in the original text must be included in the translation.
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Roberts (1992: 58) divides the lexical items in a text into three categories: those items
known by the translation students where their meanings are clear in the text; items
considered vague by translation students and cause students to look them up the bilingual
dictionary; and those items that are puzzling to translation students. Roberts argues that
immediate consultation of the dictionary will result in inadequate translation and
recommends that translation students refrain from consulting the dictionary at this stage
until they have read the entire text and have a full, clear understanding of the text.
Roberts also suggests that translation students should underline any puzzling lexical
items as they encounter them and then go back to them once they have analysed the text.
The syntactic and semantic markers in the text will help translators have a better
understanding of the text.
The actual practice of translation, which is the second stage, begins after the
completion of the analysis of the source text. Here, Roberts (1992: 60) warns translation
students not to rush to dictionary consultation until they are unable to translate lexical
items by understanding the text and making a clear distinction between the unknown
lexical items as to whether they are collocations, idioms, standardised terms or nonstandardised terms. Then they can proceed to look them up in the dictionary. Most
importantly, at the revision stage, students should consult various types of monolingual
dictionaries instead of only bilingual ones in order to attest to the validity of the
equivalents provided by the bilingual dictionaries during the previous stage. Roberts
(1992: 61) also suggests that translation students resort to collocational and other
specialised multi-word items dictionaries to verify that they used the right collocates to
reflect the intended impact of the source text.
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Roberts's study offers a series of suggestions on how to improve dictionary use, and
they focus not only on dictionary use, but also on the proper place of dictionary use in
academic translation programmes. Her insightful argument suggests that the absence of
dictionary use in these academic programmes results in ignorance toward the nature and
purpose of dictionary consultation, and she warns that consulting dictionary use at the
earliest stage of the translation process will result in mistakes. In a thought-provoking
way, Roberts suggests observing and analysing the text and knowing the different types
of dictionaries. It is a remarkable suggestion, since most of the literature focuses on the
importance of dictionaries without noting when it is most appropriate to consult them.
The four strategies proposed by Roberts show a clear grasp of the translators and
dictionaries and help improve the skills of multi-word item translation. Still, it would be
appropriate to expand the strategies. For instance, Roberts (1992: 53) states that students
should be familiarised with different types of multi-word items in a general text and that
contexts of these items should be illustrated. It would be appropriate to explain the story
behind idioms, for example, in order to illustrate the difference between the literal and
figurative meanings of the idiom. Thus, students will be able to identify multi-word items
in the text once they are aware of difference of meanings. Learning the story behind
idioms will make the translators remember them and in effect makes idioms easy to
identify in a text.
The second strategy of Roberts suggests that tutors should present the different types
of dictionaries (monolingual/bilingual general and specialised) to students when
translating multi-word items in the source text using two dictionaries. Although this
strategy achieves item exposure in context in one direction, this strategy will yield better
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results if the students translate multi-word items in both native and foreign language
texts, e.g. Arabic and English texts, which gives them exposure to both source and target
multi-word items, rather than to one direction. Applying this proposed strategy allows
students to translate items using general and specialised dictionaries in both directions.
In the case of the third strategy, Roberts (1992: 56) suggests that students should be
familiarised with bilingual dictionary entries because students lack the knowledge of the
information in entries. According to Roberts, tutors should ask the students about the
dictionary entries of the multi-word items found in the source text, the examples covered,
collocations, idioms, and the different meanings in the entries. Still, this strategy focuses
on the items in one direction, but it would be appropriate to focus on items in two texts
because students should be familiarised with entries in bilingual dictionaries in both
directions, e.g. English-Arabic and Arabic-English. In addition, tutors should encourage
students to read the preface of the dictionary, as it includes the policy of covering multiword items in the dictionary. For example, phrasal verbs are documented under the entry
of the verb. Reading the preface will save time in findings the multi-word items in the
text rather than looking up entries of all the components of the items.
As far as the fourth strategy is concerned, Roberts (1992: 78) suggests that tutors
should guide students through the three stages of translation (analysis of the text,
translation of the text and revision). Roberts state that tutors should not allow
consultation of dictionaries in the first stage (analysis of the text) in order to have a full
understanding of the text. The use of bilingual dictionary consultation begins in the
second stage, which is the actual translation of the text. Also, Roberts suggests that
students use monolingual and specialised dictionaries at the third stage (revision) to test
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the equivalents provided by the bilingual text. Indeed, this sound strategy shows the
importance of the dictionaries in the stages of translation and indicates the interrelationship between translators and dictionaries.
Based on this discussion, it is clear that bilingual dictionaries are essential for
translation; they are the translator's tool. They provide translation equivalents of a source
item to their users and help them understand vague and unknown lexical items. Other
scholars focus on the treatment of multiword items in bilingual and monolingual
dictionaries. One scholar is Gates who covers the treatment of multi-word items
(collocations, idioms, phrasal verbs or compounds) in English dictionaries (1988: 99) and
states that "conventionalised phrases, clauses and sentences make up a considerable part
of the English lexicon and merit more adequate treatment than has been given them in
existing dictionaries". Gates states that collocations are included in dictionaries as they
pose problems of understanding because they are understood literally, and dictionaries
have unique grammatical features like in in the know, at random.
Regarding the treatment of multi-word items, Gates (1988: 102) argues that treating a
collocation or an idiom as a single meaning is erroneous because the meaning of an idiom
involves all the individual words, and each is just one of the components of an idiom. For
example, Webster's Ninth Collegiate Dictionary (henceforth W9) does do so. For
example, the idiom pain in the neck is treated under the entry of neck. According to
Gates, five of six dictionaries examined include multi-word units as a main entry. Some
dictionaries document compound nouns and adjectives, noun phrases like rule of thumb,
and hyphenated verbs like rubber-stamp as main-entries. Webster's New World
Dictionary (henceforth WNWD), as Gates (1988: 103) notes, has a policy of
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documenting idiomatic expressions under their key words. For example, chew the fat,
curry favor and scratch the surface are documented at the verb entry. Furthermore,
location in the dictionary is a problem if the word where the multi-word item is found is
unique to the lexeme. For instance, Chambers 20TH Century Dictionary (henceforth
CTCD) documents Achilles heel at the related word Achillean. Gates maintains that not
only do dictionaries differ on the placement of entries for multi-word items, but they also
differ on the placement within an entry.
Regarding the form of the lemma, Gates demonstrates that dictionaries may show
some variation of multi-word expressions in the lemma. For example, some dictionaries
might show one variant after the other; e.g. chew the rag (fat). On the other hand, W9
includes the entire phrase twice as in chew the rag or chew the fat, while WNWD
includes the variant at the end of the entry after the meanings as in bend over backward
"also lean over backwards". If there are many variants, then some dictionaries like the
Longman Dictionary of the English Language (henceforth LDEL) include the different
variants of an idiom in the entry as in the case of the idiom up to the ears, where it is
included with its variants as in up to one's armpits/ears/eyes/eyebrows/neck.
Indeed, these striking findings indicate that the documentation of multi-word items in
dictionaries is not always identical, as there are cases where a dictionary includes an
idiom under the entry of one component, while other dictionaries document it under an
entry of another component. The different lexicographical documentation of items in
dictionaries will make dictionary use difficult because the Arab translator as a dictionary
user might expect an idiom is included under the entry of component X, but finds it under
the entry of Y. The difference in the documentation will cause the translator to check all
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the entries of the components of the item, which is time-consuming. It would be
appropriate for lexicographers as dictionary makers to state their policies of item
documentations in the preface/introductory part of the dictionary. The clear inclusion of
these policies will indicate the documentation of each multi-word item in the dictionary.
For example, phrasal verbs are documented under the entry of the verb and compounds
are documented in the main entry.
As for the variation of the items in the dictionary, the inclusion of the variants of a
multi-word item raises awareness about the different forms of an item, but dictionaries
should indicate whether the variation affects the meaning of the item or not. The Arab
translator is not a native speaker of English and should be supported by information from
the dictionary that states whether this alteration affects the meaning of the item or not.
This can be achieved by including definitions and/or examples of the multi-word items in
context in order to show the effect of the variation.
Other scholars like Ivir also discuss the documentation of collocations in monolingual
and bilingual dictionaries. Ivir (1988: 46) suggests there are three approaches for
documenting and treating collocations in a monolingual dictionary. One approach is
where the lexicographer collects a massive corpus of collocations in order to specify their
meanings. A second approach is to list all meanings of each word followed by a supply of
collocations so as to discriminate between the meanings of a given word. Finally, the
third approach to give the core meaning(s) of each word "and show, with suitably chosen
examples of collocations, in what direction these meanings can be specified by different
collocations" (Ivir, 1988: 46).
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Ivir asserts that all three approaches have advantages and disadvantages, and each can
serve some purposes better than another approach. If the purpose of the dictionary is to
provide a 'fairly exhaustive list' of collocations to use, then the first approach is useful.
The second approach is ''very orderly in that meanings are individually labeled and thus
kept apart'' (Ivir, 1988: 48). Therefore they are easy to recognise. However, with this
specific presentation, very little insight is gained into the interpretation of meaning; even
the 'clear' indications of meaning are not accurate. Finally, the third approach, even
though it is less easy for quick reference, still it is more instructive since it starts with a
small number of core meanings and then through collocations. However, Ivir (1988: 48)
argues that this presupposes a greater refinement of the techniques of semantic analysis,
which is a major disadvantage.
In the case of bilingual dictionaries, Ivir maintains that the same considerations apply
here. Many more examples of collocations will be needed, since the foreign learner does
not possesses the same intuition and exposure to the language as the native speaker. Still,
the lexicographer has to encounter the contrastive pattern of collocations in the source
language and the target language, and since collocations are language-specific, then what
is considered a collocation in one language may not be the same in another.
Consequently, bilingual dictionaries, in the case where collocation patterns of two
languages agree, will indicate a difference in meaning for collocations by listing
synonyms and examples.
The significance of Ivir‟s discussion is that it identifies the different approaches of
documenting and treating collocations in monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. Ivir‟s
discussion of each approach along with the advantages and disadvantages should be
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referred to by the Arab lexicographers when compiling bilingual (English-Arabic/ArabicEnglish) and/or monolingual dictionaries. It would be suitable to choose the third
approach where a dictionary provides the core meaning for a word with a list of words
that form collocations with it. Native speakers of English are exposed to collocations;
however, Arab translators are not. Consequently, applying this approach will make
dictionaries list words along with other words that collocate with them. When the Arab
translator looks up a certain word in the dictionary, s/he will be able to find the range of
words that collocate with the word s/he looked it up. Thus, this approach enriches his/her
collocational repertoire.
On the other hand, Benson (1996: 26) accurately argues that what results from the
efforts of the translators depends on the quality of available dictionaries; translators ''(and
language learners) have a right to expect that dictionaries which they use will give
correct, essential, up-to-date information'' (1996: 26). Still, Benson, as well as other
researchers, argues that even though dictionaries are considered an invaluable assistant to
translators, they do tend to have problems providing translators with accurate translations
from the source language to the target language. Benson identifies phrasal verbs as a
major translation problem that can face the compiler of any bilingual dictionary with
English as the source language.
What makes phrasal verbs special is that their use in English is more complex than it
is in other languages, and for that reason they have received a lot of attention from
linguists, translators and lexicographers. Interestingly, Benson notes that translators do
benefit from the complete and accurate treatment of phrasal verbs in English. However,
Benson criticises the status of phrasal verbs in bilingual dictionaries, and he argues that
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their descriptions of phrasal verbs are incomplete, which is the complex problem of word
order, which is important for a translator.
Based on his analysis of phrasal verbs‟ entries in the English-Serbo-Croatian
Dictionary (henceforth ESD) in his studies, Benson finds that some entries do include the
different word orders of a phrasal verb, e.g. to turn a lamp on or to turn on the lamp; and
to turn the television on or to turn on the television. However, Benson finds that other
entries include only one word order and that will confuse the translator, since changing
word order changes the meaning, which is covered in the previous chapter as leftward
and rightward movements. For example, he turned on the crowd is different from he
turned the crowd on. The former means 'he attacked the crowd' while the latter means 'he
aroused the crowd'. A case like this one will definitely confuse the translator because
word order shapes the meaning of the phrasal verb and will not allow an alternative.
Based on the treatment of these phrasal verbs, any reviewing of examples in the bilingual
dictionaries, as Benson properly suggests, should indicate the effect of particle movement
on the meaning of the combination.
Indeed, phrasal verbs are one of the most problematic items in English because of
their complex nature and non-literal meanings, both of which confuse the translator, who
is not aware of their meanings. In this case, s/he consults the bilingual/translation
dictionary in order to find any information that explains the meaning of the phrasal verbs.
However, if the bilingual dictionaries document one order of phrasal verbs, which have
more than one meaning based on their word order as in turn on the crowd vs. turn the
crowd on, then the translator will believe that both cases have the same meaning. This
confusion will lead to inaccurate translations, which can be avoided by providing the
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different word orders of this type of phrasal verbs in the dictionary. The valid findings of
Benson indicate that then can help a translator achieve natural and correct translations or
cause erroneous ones.
Other scholars like Hoogland focus on Arabic collocations, particularly their
documentation and representation in bilingual dictionaries that contain Arabic. Hoogland
(1993: 81) raises two valid questions, the first one on the place of documentation of
collocations in a dictionary, and the second about the collocation equivalent in the target
language. Indeed, the answers to these two questions help translators and language
learners achieve the correct rendering of collocations in the target language. Naturally,
source language collocations are contained as 'a point of departure' in the bilingual
dictionaries, in which the translation or paraphrase is given in the target language. Still, in
a concrete indication, Hoogland notes that the rendering of the source language
collocations does not have to be a collocation in the target language.
The type of bilingual dictionary, as Hoogland argues, is a factor that also affects the
type and number of collocations that are included in a dictionary. Dictionaries are
commonly divided into active and passive dictionaries. An active dictionary is used for
production, while a passive dictionary is used for understanding. For example, an active
English–Arabic dictionary targets foreigners who are writing or speaking Arabic, while a
passive English-Arabic dictionary targets Arabs reading English. The same can be said
about dictionaries with Arabic as a source language, depending on their type. (1993: 82).
This point echoes al-Kasimi's (1983: 157) distinction of dictionaries; he also points out
that there are four types of interlingual dictionaries: (a) For speakers of the first language
(L1) to comprehend the target language TL texts. (b) For speakers of L1 to produce TL
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texts. (c) For speakers of the second language (L2) to comprehend SL texts. (d) For
speakers of L2 to produce SL texts.
In terms of dictionary effect on the treatment of collocation, Hoogland solidly finds
that the type of dictionary will affect the storage of collocation. He found that an active
dictionary lists the collocation with the core word, while a passive dictionary lists the
collocation with the collocator. For example, when looking up the collocation vicious
crime in an active English-Arabic dictionary, translators will find that it is listed under
the core word crime. On the other hand, this word will be listed under the collocator
vicious in a passive English-Arabic dictionary.
In terms of the documentation of collocations in Arabic-English dictionaries,
Hoogland's test of the documentation of the small corpus of collocations clearly shows
that well known passive dictionaries, such as al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr do not document
the collocations of this small corpus. Similarly, Hoogland‟s test of an active EnglishArabic dictionary, such as al-Mawrid unfortunately shows that it does not document the
collocations of his corpus. Hoogland's test clearly shows that both active and passive
Arabic dictionaries do not contain the collocations that Hoogland collected as results
from his pilot study.
Similarly, Bahumaid investigated the documentation of collocations in bilingual
dictionaries with Arabic as one of the two languages, and assessed the help these
dictionaries give the Arab translator. Bahumaid conducted a two-part translation test that
consisted of 30 sentences that contained 15 English collocations and 11 Arabic
collocations. His choice of informants was four Arab university instructors. Bahumaid
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claims the reason he chose the data he did was because ''the inclusion of collocations in
sentences rather than in larger stretches of discourse is made on account of the fact that
the sentence is practically the maximum unit in translating" (2006: 139). Significantly,
Bahumaid's test results disappointingly showed that the informants' performance of the
test was not satisfactory. These results show that rendering Arabic collocations into
English are more difficult than rendering English collocations into Arabic.
Bahumaid thus logically states that competence in the foreign language is not as
important as it is in the mother-tongue. According to Bahumaid, the informants failed to
render correct collocations in Arabic and English because of the non-existence of most of
the English collocations in the English-Arabic dictionaries that were used for the study,
i.e., al-Mawrid English-Arabic Dictionary and the Elias Modern English-Arabic
Dictionary. Examples of the absent English collocations were bleak prospect, towering
palm trees, to make an appointment, domino effect, project rationale, etc. The same can
be said of the Arabic collocations, as most of them were not included in the bilingual
dictionaries used, i.e., the Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic and alMawrid Arabic-English Dictionary. Examples of the absent Arabic collocations were
ْش٫نخ٤ٛ أٓنخڅ اasnān istināiyya, خص نخٗجش٫نخٛ sināāt nāshia,  كڄْيس٩ ڃٔخmasā hamīda,
 ّـَُ ڃزخكؼخصyajrī mubāhathāt, etc.
Based on the above findings, both Hoogland and Bahumaid affirmed that collocations
present a major difficulty to an Arab translator, as most collocations cannot be
understood literally. Truly, collocations can be metaphorical, and the core word and the
collocator can have a figurative meaning that is completely natural to the native speaker.
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On the other hand, non-native speakers find it illogical and problematic to understand the
collocations, which will of course then affect the rendering of collocations into the target
language. The same can be said of cultural collocations. Bahumaid accurately maintains
that culture-bound collocations are the most difficult for translators to render to the target
language.
In terms of the use of bilingual dictionaries in translation, both authors claim that
bilingual English-Arabic and Arabic-English dictionaries are lagging behind monolingual
dictionaries. However, both authors used a small corpus of collocations. For instance,
Hoogland's corpus consisted of 14 Arabic collocations, while Bahumaid's corpus
consisted of 15 English collocations and 11 Arabic collocations. Indeed, the results for
both researchers show that the bilingual dictionaries do not document most of the
collocations, a circumstance that clearly affected the performance of one of the author's
informants when rendering the chosen collocations into the target language. Still, the
small corpus used by Hoogland and Bahumaid does not necessarily show that all
bilingual dictionaries are unsuitable for translation.
Both authors fairly argue that English monolingual dictionaries include more
collocations than do English-Arabic dictionaries. Still, bilingual dictionaries cannot
include all collocations, or all idioms, or all phrasal verbs for space reasons. The
argument then is that in order to criticise bilingual dictionaries for their documentation of
multi-word items, one need to analyse a larger corpus of phraseology. Only analysing
documentation of the collocations or any multi-word items found in a small corpus like
the ones used by both researchers discussed here is not enough. Further, none of the
authors compared here offered a larger amount of documentation, English collocations or
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Arabic ones. Most importantly, both scholars only focused on collocations, instead of
including other multi-word items, such as idioms, phrasal verbs, and compounds to test
the amount of documentation these phraseological items have in bilingual dictionaries
and possibly rate the significance of each item in translation.
Likewise, Abu-Ssaydeh‟s (2005: 55) study examined the status and translation
strategies of English multi-word items in English-Arabic dictionaries, i.e. Atlas
Encyclopedic Dictionary: English-Arabic, Munir Bālbaki's Al-Mawrid: English-Arabic,
and Hasan al-Karmi's Al-Mughni Al-Akbar. The scholar picked one hundred English
multi-word units, including proverbs, similes, idioms, and fixed phrases to determine the
depth of documentation for these multi-word units in these English-Arabic dictionaries.
However, fixed phrases, proverbs, and similes are not included in this current study since
their coverage is beyond the scope of this research effort. Abu-Ssaydeh notes these
English multi-word items are divided into two categories. The first category is that they
are borrowed into Arabic and became part of its lexicon such as shed crocodile tears ًٍٱ
 حٿظڄخْٓق٩ٌ ىڃðarf dumū al-tamāsīh or with a stroke of a pen  رـَس ٷڀڂbi jarrati qalamin.
The second category is multi-word units that can be translated by their equivalents in
Arabic as in a drop in the ocean ْٞ ڃن ٳْٞ ٯghaydun min faydin and run with the hare
and hunt with the hounds ڀَ حٿلزڀْن٫ ذ٬ ٿlaiba ala al-hablayn.

Abu-Ssaydeh (2005: 58) found that out of one hundred multi-word units, Atlas cites
fifty-one, al-Mawrid cites thirty nine and al-Mughni al-Akbar cites sixty-two.
Consequently, Abu-Ssaydeh rightfully voices his concern that these bilingual dictionaries
poorly cover and document multi-word items. However, he also indicates that general130

purpose dictionaries are not capable of documenting all English multi-word units because
of the space constraints, which then allows specialised dictionaries a purpose. Yet, AbuSsaydeh points out that English monolingual dictionaries cover multi-word units in a
similar depth as single words and offers a vital case where the corpus-based Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English cites and documents eighty-nine out of one hundred
multi-word units. Based on the low percentage of coverage of English multi-word items,
Abu-Ssaydeh stresses that it gives language learners and translators the impression that
these items have little or no significance for the acquisition of English and even generate
the erroneous view that a language consists of only single words only.
There are five strategies to use to establish an equivalence between English and
Arabic multi-word items in a dictionary. The first is including an Arabic multi-word unit
which has the same form and meaning as the English counterpart like the lesser of the
two evils ٞ٬ حٿَ٘ أىٌڅ ڃن رٞ٬ رbada al-sharr ahwan min bad. The second strategy is to
include an Arabic multi-word item that has the same meaning, but a different form like a
drop in the bucket َْ ٷڀْپ ڃن ٻؼqalīl min kathīr. The third strategy is one of calque or
translation, in which the multi-word units have already been translated into Arabic and
become common among the native speakers like an iron fist in a velvet glove ش كيّيّش٠ٷز
ِ ٳِ ٷٴخُ ڃوڄڀqabda hadīdiyya fī qufāzin muxmalī. The fourth strategy uses paraphrasing,
where the meaning of the English multi-word item is explained in Arabic, such as out of
the frying pan and into the fire ڂ ڃنيخ٨٫ ٳِ ٗيس أ٪ هَؽ ڃن ٗيس ٳٌٷxaraja min shidda fa waqaa
fi shidda aðam minha and wash his dirty linen/laundry in public

َڀ٫ خثڀْش٬ّنخٷٖ هالٳخطو حٿ

َطيڂ٠ ڃن حٿنخّ أً ٳِ ك٪ ڃٔڄyunāqish xilāfātihi alā masma min al-nās aw fī hadratihim.
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Finally, the fifth strategy used by the lexicographer to establish equivalence is providing
a literal translation, in which that literal translation "usually reflects individual efforts to
produce a short and (what is thought to be an) accurate translation of an English MWU"
(Abu-Ssaydeh, 2005: 61). Examples of this strategy are stick to his guns طڄٔٺ رزنخىٷو
tamassaka bi banādiqihi, lame duck َؿخء٬ش حٿ٤ حٿزal-batta al-arjā, or can walk and chew
gum at the same time ڀټش ٳِ حٿٌٷض نٴٔو٬ٮ حٿ٠ڀَ حٿڄِ٘ ًڃ٫ ٍ ٷخىqādir alā al-mashyi wa madgh
al-ilka fī al-waqt nafsihi. Interestingly enough, the first three strategies are ones that
provide, as Abu-Ssaydeh (2005: 61) asserts, idiomatic, accurate and elegant translations
of English multi-word items in the bilingual dictionary.
Abu-Ssaydeh does raise a valid argument, in which he indicates that even though the
first strategy preserves both form and meaning, the number of multi-word items in Arabic
that fall into this category is not huge. On a similar note, the strategy of paraphrasing may
generate a correct translation, yet it also produces an 'awkward and lengthy' translation of
the equivalence; and if the first three strategies do not apply, then paraphrasing can be
applied. For instance, Abu-Ssaydeh provides the equivalent of the multi-word unit buy a
pig in a poke found in al-Mawrid, which is

َٱ ٷْڄظو٬ّ ً ّ٘ظَُ ْٗجخ ڃن ٯَْ أڅ َّحه أyashtari

shayan min ghayri an yarāh aw yarif qīmatahu. Furthermore, literal translation, as Abu
Ssaydeh (2005: 62) maintains, fails "to meet even the level of minimum acceptability
because it produces lexical strings that are usually incomprehensible to the native
speakers of Arabic" (2005: 62). Consequently, the Arab lexicographers' failure to deal
with multi-word items in the bilingual dictionaries is linked to and responsible for the
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translation errors of English idioms through the use of literal translation by Arab
translators.
Indeed, Abu-Ssaydeh's critical investigation sheds light on the documentation of
multi-word items in English-Arabic dictionaries and demonstrates how they poorly cover
these lexemes. Most importantly, Abu-Ssaydeh's sharp study investigates the five
strategies lexicographers do resort to when documenting English multi-word units and
demonstrates that the reason translators tend to make mistakes when rendering English
multi-word units into Arabic is because of some of these strategies. This insightful and
unparalleled study investigated the source of translator‟s errors, but yet it might have
been more useful if Abu-Ssaydeh had provided groundwork for further research and a
clear attempt to lead Arab lexicographers into a new stage of establishing equivalence for
English multi-word units. For instance, his study should have stated which multi-word
items should have the most dictionary coverage or even suggest a proper lexicographical
documentation of each type of multi-word items in both directions, i.e. English-Arabic
and Arabic-English. In addition, his study should have indicated which strategy is best
for translating items for dictionaries based on the semantic content and syntactic form of
the multi-word items.
Moreover, Abu-Ssaydeh (1991: 65) suggests that specific areas, in spite of their
significance to translators, are not understood and should ''constitute an integral part of
any general bilingual dictionary designed for translators'' (1991: 65). These areas are
collocations, synonymy, and phrasal verbs. Abu-Ssaydeh argues that dictionaries are
compiled to be used, and even though they are used by a variety of users, translators are
the most 'overlooked' users and have different and specific needs from the other groups.
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In addition, translators are the ones who use the dictionaries at all levels. Moreover, AbuSsaydeh asserts that most translators learn a foreign language at school and at the
university level, so they should be viewed as advanced learners of a foreign language.
Consequently, they are exposed to idiomatic language and resort to a variety of languages
to produce an accurate and idiomatic translation.
In the case of collocations, a translation is considered a good translation if the
vocabulary used is similar to the vocabulary used by the native speaker in a similar
context. Yet, a translator cannot reach the level of the native speaker unless s/he acquires
collocations and produces acceptable collocations in the foreign language. Abu-Ssaydeh
(1991: 66) demonstrates that collocations are used by lexicographers to determine 'the
distributional range of lexical entries' in their dictionaries. (a) For lexical items with fixed
collocations, the dictionary provides such collocations as in barren: (of land) not good
enough to produce crops. (b) A lexical entry occurs frequently with another lexical item
without being in its environment in a restricted way as in savage: (especially of an
animal) to viciously attack. (c) A lexical entry occurs in different lexical environments as
in deport: (e.g. an undesirable alien).
In addition, Abu-Ssaydeh (1991: 68) affirmed that intralingual errors are not the only
errors in collocations. There are occasions where the errors are 'translated collocations'.
These are ''translations of words in the mother tongue which are used in lexical
environments identical with those in which the item in question occurs in the mother
tongue" (1991: 68). Example are, *commit (make) a mistake, *finish (adjourn) a meeting,
and the *resistance rows (ranks).
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In the case of synonymy, Abu-Ssaydeh (1991: 69) argues that this concept is a major
problem for translators since sameness in meaning does not mean that words allow
'complete interchangeability'. In addition, lexicographers tend to include synonymy as a
practical solution in dictionaries in order to limit the number of equivalents and simplify
their methodology. However, little attention is, as Abu-Ssaydeh (1991: 70) warns, paid to
the treatment of synonymy. Because of this lack, translators may have the misconception
that equivalents that are similar in meaning can be replaced without any effect on the
intended meaning of the context.
As for phrasal verbs, Abu-Ssaydeh maintains that they have received some coverage
by lexicographers. Still, based on his experience as a teacher of English as a foreign
language and translation, Abu-Ssaydeh indicates that phrasal verbs pose problems to
language learners and translators because they are difficult to master. Another problem
they pose for translators is that many phrasal verbs do not correspond to their Arabic
counterparts, which can lead to mistakes in translation.
In order to develop a translator-oriented dictionary, all of the above must be included
and have adequate treatment, and this dictionary must list semantic, syntactic,
collocational, grammatical and stylistic information. (Abu-Ssaydeh, 1991: 73). AbuSsaydeh maintains that a compilation of such a dictionary is not an easy task, but it will
be beneficial to translators because it will include the information they need to produce a
truly native-speaker level text.
Based on the above discussions, Abu-Ssaydeh's intriguing study (1991) offers specific
areas in which bilingual dictionaries can be developed. Indeed, collocations and phrasal
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verbs are puzzling to foreign language learners and translators, so in order to reach
native-speaker level, one must acquire these multi-word units. Abu-Ssaydeh's proposed
study is one of many that can help language learners and especially translators achieve
correct and accurate translations. Abu-Ssaydeh's critical study can be regarded as one of
the significant studies on linking the gap between translation studies and lexicography,
and indeed, it focuses on the dire lexicographical needs of translators as those who most
use dictionaries.
Arab lexicographers should pay attention to the needs of the Arab translator who is
also a foreign language learner. Arab lexicographers should give priority to the
lexicographical documentation of multi-word items, such as idioms, collocations; phrasal
verbs, etc. because these items puzzle the Arab translator who may not be aware of their
idiomatic meanings. The low/lack of documentation of multi-word items in dictionaries
indicates the lexicographer‟s ignorance of the importance of these items in acquiring
native speaker-level of language. Dictionaries that cater to Arab translators should
include various items along with proper equivalents that lead to accurate translations of
these items. Thus, to satisfy their needs, dictionaries aimed for translators are a necessity.

3.3 Lexicographical Resources for Arabic and English Translation
The previous two sections presented the overview literature on the relationship
between translators and dictionaries and multi-word item documentation in these
dictionaries. In this section, the focus is on the existing lexicographical resources
(general/specialised) for English and Arabic multi-word items. The printed general
purpose bilingual/translation dictionaries for the English-Arabic direction are
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Balabakki‟s al-Mawrid (e.g. 2006) (English-Arabic), Karmi‟s Al-Mughni (1996),
Costantin‟s al-Mounged (1991), Cambridge Essential English-Arabic Dictionary (e.g.
2010), Lubbadeh‟s al-Nibras (1994) and Concise Oxford English-Arabic Dictionary of
Current Usage (e.g. 2010). As for the printed Arabic-English dictionaries, there are a few
like Bālbaki‟s al-Mawrid (Arabic-English) (e.g. 2003), Cowan‟s Hans Wehr (1979),
Hava‟s al-Faraid (1964), and Elias‟s Elias (1991). In addition, few pocket dictionaries
have been printed, such as Elias (Arabic-English), Majani Ajaib (English-Arabic), and alJazeera (English-Arabic). Pocket dictionaries do cover words and multi-word items but
not as much as the larger printed dictionaries due to size constraints. Thus, translators
should never use pocket dictionaries as their only lexicographical references. In the case
of the aforementioned printed dictionaries, some are regularly published like al-Mawrid,
Oxford, and Cambridge; however, others like al-Mounged, al-Mughni, Elias, and Hans
Wehr were published once or twice. As for al-Nibras and al-Faraid, they have been out
of print for years.
In the case of specialised dictionaries, there are several dictionaries that cover English
and Arabic multi-word items. Specialised dictionaries for English items are Benson‟s BBI
Dictionary of English Words Combinations (1997), Oxford Collocations Dictionary for
Students of English (2002), Longman Phrasal Verbs Dictionary (2002), Terban‟s
Scholastic Dictionary of Idioms (1996), Spears‟s NTC’s Idioms Dictionary (2000),
Muwafi‟s Dictionary of English Idioms English-Arabic (1985), and Heliel‟s Dictionary
of Phrasal Verbs and their Idioms. Also, there are several dictionaries that cover Arabic
items, such as al-Hāfið„s Mujam al-Hāfið lil-Mutasāhibāt al-Arabiyya: Arabī-Inglīzī
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(2004), Abu Sad‟s Mujam al-Tarākīb wa al-Ibārāt al-Isti lāhiyya al-Arabiyya alQadīm minhā wa al-Muwallad (1987), Qīqānū‟s Mujam al-taābīr (2002), Qīqānū‟s AlMutqan: Mujam taaddiyy al-afāl fī al-lugha al-Arabiyya (2005), and Sīnī‟s Al-Mujam
al-Siyāqī l’al-Tabīrāt al-Issti lāhiyya: Arabī-Arabī (1996).

These specialised dictionaries cover English and Arabic multi-word items, where they
define them and provide them in their context. Some of these dictionaries provide the
equivalent of these multi-word items, such as Muwafi‟s Dictionary of English Idioms
English-Arabic (1985), al-Hāfið„s Mujam al-Hāfið lil-Mutasāhibāt al-Arabiyya: Arabi

Inglīzī, and Heliel‟s Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs and their Idioms. These three
dictionaries provide equivalents of items in the target language in context along with
definitions. On the other hand, the remaining dictionaries are monolingual specialised
dictionaries and do not include equivalents. Still, they provide definitions and examples
of the items.
As shown, the above monolingual and bilingual dictionaries cover English/Arabic
idioms, phrasal/prepositional verbs, English/Arabic collocations, and iḍāfa. However, the
lexicographical resources lack a dictionary of compounds, whether a monolingual or
bilingual. Compounds are important in English learning and a compilation of a dictionary
of compounds is a must, since compounds are complex and are as idiomatic as the other
multi-word items. In addition, it would be appropriate to compile bilingual dictionaries of
Arabic idioms, prepositional verbs, and iḍāfa in the direction of Arabic-English. The
compilation of these dictionaries should follow the treatment of al-Hāfið„s dictionary of
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Arabic collocations (Arabic-English), which includes translation equivalents and
examples of collocations in context. In the case of the English items, there is an urgent
need for the compilation of bilingual dictionaries of compounds and collocations in the
direction of English-Arabic and should follow the lexicographical treatments of Sīnī and
Heliel‟s dictionaries because they provide equivalents, definitions and examples of the
multi-word items in context. This treatment shows the translator/dictionary user what the
item means, how it behaves in a text, and how it should be translated. The only available
bilingual dictionaries are dictionaries of Arabic collocations, English idioms, and phrasal
verbs.
In sum, this chapter presented an overview of translation and lexicography and how
these two fields are connected. Previous studies on the relationship between the
dictionaries and translators were discussed in relation to this research along with a listing
of the lexicographical resources for translators. The next chapter will indicate the
methodology used for data collection, subjects, and procedures of data analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the detailed methodology of this research, the goal of which is
used to answer the questions posed in this study. Also, the chapter indicates the source of
the gathered data and the method of collection using the methods presented and how they
are analysed to achieve the goals of the research.

4.1 The Present Study
This study can be viewed as an exploratory document study that focuses on
consultation of translation dictionaries, both English-Arabic and Arabic-English used
when translating English and Arabic multi-word units. The aim of the current study is to
examine the usefulness of these dictionaries in this regard by analysing their
documentation and lexicographical treatment of multi-word items. In addition, the study
provides a practical approach to the research by testing translation students. These
students will translate texts that contain these lexical items by using translation
dictionaries. The method will show whether the students are able to identify multi-word
items in the text, and how this task affects their translation decisions. The findings of this
study will bridge the gap between translation and lexicography and indicate the degree of
usefulness of translation dictionaries when translators encounter multi-word items items
in a text.
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4.2. The Subjects
First, a systematic stratified sample was drawn from 100 undergraduate students, all
of whom are undergraduate students in the Department of English Language and
Literature at Kuwait University. Respondents were selected from various levels of
translation classes as well as one class of lexicography. Class level is used to help
indicate the students‟ proficiency in English, translation skills and dictionary
consultation, and these levels are for higher levels of translation skills and language
competence. The class levels are Principles of Translation', 'Translation Level 1',
'Translation Level 2', 'Translation Level 3', 'Translation Level 4' and 'Introduction to
Lexicography' for Years 2, 3, and 4. The courses, except the lexicography class, are part
of the Minor in Translation Studies at Kuwait University and are attended by those on the
Major pathway in both the linguistics and literature BA degrees.
In the Faculty of Arts at Kuwait University, students in the English Department spend
their first year studying Arab history in general and Kuwaiti history in particular. In
addition, they attend courses in Arabic linguistics and literature and general courses in
psychology, sociology, philosophy, and the mass media. In the second year, students
choose their Major pathway which is either English Linguistics or Literature, and their
Minor pathway in Translation Studies. Thus, all of the tested students in this study are in
their second year of study and beyond.
The research sample focuses on (KU) only, even though there are several universities
in Kuwait because KU is the only university that provides translation classes in the
English major. Other universities like the American University of Kuwait and the Arab
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Open University do offer programmes in English, but they do not offer translation classes
and linguistics. Furthermore, this research focuses on undergraduate students only, and
excludes postgraduate students because of the number of students involved. The MA
programme has only 12 students, whereas the BA programme has 100 students. Most
importantly, the reason the number of the research sample is 100 is that the total of
students in the aforementioned six levels of study is 100, and that number is an
appropriate number of subjects from which to draw the most meaningful conclusions.
Another reason why the subjects for this study were selected from translation and
lexicography classes is they fit the required sample characteristics. Their work allows
both suitability and practicality in terms of the collected data. They are more suitable for
this research topic than are students attending other linguistics or even literature classes.
They are the best targeted audience for this research, the aim of which is to bridge the
gap between translation studies and lexicography. The practicality of the sample then lies
in the fact that these subjects translate texts in classes and are exposed to multi-word
items and thus are the best match for the focus of this research both in total number and
kind.
Second, a set of six translation dictionaries were included in this research. The
research requires that the proposed compiled corpus of multi-word items be checked
against bilingual dictionaries in two directions, namely English-Arabic and ArabicEnglish. Thus, three English-Arabic and three Arabic-English dictionaries are included as
the second sample for this research. These six are included because they are the widely
available printed dictionaries for use as bilingual/translation dictionaries. The six
translation dictionaries are:
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1- al-Mawrid: A Modern English-Arabic Dictionary. (2006)
2-al-Mughni Al-Kabir: A Dictionary of Contemporary English-Arabic. (1991)
3-al-Mounged English-Arabic. (1996)
4-al-Mawrid: A Modern Arabic-English Dictionary (2003)
5-Hans Wehr: A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (1974)
6-Elias: A Modern Dictionary Arabic-English (1991)
There are other English-Arabic and Arabic-English dictionaries, such as Cambridge
Essential English-Arabic Dictionary, Concise Oxford English-Arabic Dictionary of
Current Usage, and Merriam Webster’s Arabic-English Dictionary. However, they are
not included in this research because they are not as widely available as the above six
dictionaries.

4.3. Research Tools
In this study, three research tools were used to collect the data to better help answer
the research questions. The tools were: translation tests, specialised English and Arabic
dictionaries and two English and Arabic corpora.

4.3.1 Translation Tests
Translation tests were used on two texts, one in English and one in Arabic. Each text
contained various multi-word items in their respective languages to be translated by the
subjects. The criteria for the selection of the two texts was their inclusion of figurative
multi-word items that cannot be understood literally. The aim of these tests was twofold,
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namely: to ascertain whether the subjects could identify the multi-word units in the two
texts and translate them as a whole entity rather than translating each component as a
single word and also to establish whether their translation of these lexical items would
involve a consultation of the translation dictionaries.

4.3.1.1 English-Arabic Translation Test
An excerpt from a book on the effects of television titled 'Remotely Controlled' was
used as the source text for the study. This 600-word text deals with the negative effects of
television on television viewers and how watching television relates to obesity, violence
and lack of social skills. The text includes various multi-word items.

4.3.1.2 Arabic-English Translation Test
Similar to the English-Arabic translation test, in the Arabic-English test an excerpt
from a Kuwaiti novel was used, titled خٗٶ ڃيًِځ٫ (Defeated Lover). It is about a young
boy remembering his school sweetheart with a detailed description of his first day in
school. Like its English counterpart, the 486-word Arabic text used for the test, contained
numerous multi-word units. The following multi-word items were found in the English
and Arabic texts:
English multi-word items
1-Drip, drip, drip of arguments
2-Television viewing
3-Television violence
4-Look at
5-Focus on
6-Relay by
7-Conscious decision
8-Lifestyle

Arabic multi-word items
1 َىخ٫كَٹ ڃ٘خ
2  رـ٦حكظٴ
3أٳٔي ٳَكظيخ
4 أػخٍ ؿنٌنيخ
5 ًَٱ٨ڃلظٌّخص حٿڄ
6 َطَٹ حألػ
7 الٷظيڄخ حٿلڄْڄش٫
8 ّټ٘ٲ ٿـ
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9 ّٔظڄَ رـ
10  حألكيحع٪ًٷخث
11  ڃن٪ّٔظَؿ
12 حٿڄَكڀش حٿؼخنٌّش
13 ٌرش٬ٛ ٌّحؿو
14 ي ٿـ٬ّٔظ
15 حٿٌْځ حٿټجْذ
16 َٱٜٻْٴْش حٿظ
17 ًىذ اٿَ ؿٌحٍ ٍرو
18 ِأٻڄپ ىٍحٓظ
19 حٓظـزض ٿـ
20 َ رـ٬ٗأ
21 أىٍٍ رـ
22 ن٫ أطنخُٽ
23 َاٿظٴض اٿ
24 أطزخىَ رـ
25 ٍپ٫ طٸڀٶ
26 َيخ اٿ٬أٍؿ
27 ّڀٌف ٿيخ
28 ظخد٬طالَٗ حٿ
29 ًَىزخ اٿ
30 َ أڅ٬ٗ
31 ّليٷٌڅ ٳْو
32 ٌس٤حٷظَد ه
33 ًحُىحى ّٸْنخ
34 ٿڄق ڃن
35 َ٨ي حٿن٬ّز
36 ُحى طٌطَه
37 ِّزظٔڄٌڅ ٳ
38 ًِٷٲ ٳ
Table 4.1: English and Arabic multi-word items in the two texts

9-Arise from
10-Understatement
11-Key studies
12-Overdose
13-Accepted concept
14-Cosy-sounding
15-Overstatement
16-Slob out
17-Buy time
18-Straightforward
19-Additive agents
20-Hidden fats [sic]
21-Blame for
22-Honest look
23-Tend to
24-Base on
25-Waiting lists
26-Sunbathing
27-Sitting room
28-Junk food
29-Passive smoking
30-Screen time

4.3.2. Specialised Dictionaries
Specialised dictionaries were used to collect multi-words items. In order to evaluate
and analyse these printed translation dictionaries, a corpus of both English and Arabic
multi-words units were compiled. This corpus was culled from specialised English and
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Arabic dictionaries of collocations, idioms, phrasal verbs, prepositional verbs, and
expressions. The following specialised English and Arabic dictionaries were selected:

The English Specialised Dictionaries
1-Oxford Collocations Dictionary for Students of English (2002)
2-Longman Phrasal Verbs Dictionary (2002)
3-Scholastic Dictionary of Idioms (1996)
4-NTC's American Idioms Dictionary (2000)
5-A Dictionary of English Idioms English-Arabic (1985)
6-Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs and Their Idioms (2000)

The Arabic Specialised Dictionaries
1-Mujam al-Hāfið lil-Mutasāhibāt al-Arabiyya: Arabī-Inglīzī (2004)
2-Mujam al-Tarākīb wa al-ibārāt al-Istilāhiyya al-Arabiyya al-Qadīm minhā wa alMuwallad (1987)
3-Al-Mutqan: Mujam Taaddiyy al-Afāl fī al-Lugha al-Arabiyya (2005)
4-Al-Mujam al-Siyāqī l’al-Tabīrāt al-Istilāhiyya: Arabī-Arabī (1996)
5- Mujam al-Taābīr (2002).
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As shown, the specialised dictionaries were dictionaries of English and Arabic
collocations and idioms, phrasal verbs, prepositional verbs, and iḍāfa. However, there
were neither monolingual nor bilingual dictionaries that cover English compounds.
Therefore, all the compiled compounds were provided by the author of this research.

4.3.3 On-line corpora
Before analysing the translation dictionaries, the compiled corpus of English and
Arabic multi-word units was tested for frequency to check for the inclusion of the
selected multi-word items in the corpora. For this purpose, two on-line text corpora, the
British National Corpus (henceforth BNC) (www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk) and Brigham Young
Arabic Corpus (henceforth BYUAC) (http://arabicorpus.byu.edu/) were used. On-line
text corpora are defined by Hartmann and James as ''a systematic collection of texts
which documents the usage features of a language or language variety'' (1998: 30). These
two corpora are available on-line for free and were used to show samples of written and
spoken language and their frequencies. In this research, they are used to show the
frequency of the compiled multi-word items.
The BNC samples a collection of 100 million word samples from both written and
spoken texts. The written sample is taken from newspapers, journals, academic books,
academic essays and popular fiction, while the spoken sample is taken from informal
conversations and spoken English from a variety of sources, such as radio shows and
formal meetings. The BYUAC samples a collection of 68 million words that are samples
of written and spoken texts. The written samples are taken from medieval science and
philosophical texts, the Quran, the Penn Treebank news data, Arabic newspapers, such as
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al-Ahrām, al-Hayāt, al-Tajdid and al-Watan and Arabic literature. In both of the on-line
corpora, the frequency of a word is cited once it is typed in the search bar. For the
BYUAC, users must register by submitting their e-mails before using it; however, the
BNC can be used without any registration at all. In the BNC, the user can search the
corpus by typing a word or phrase in the search box, in which the BNC then shows the
total frequency of the word/phrase and up to 50 examples. In the case of the BYUAC, the
search for the word/phrase is the same by typing it in the search box. In addition, the user
must choose whether s/he wants to search for a noun, verb, adjective, adverb or the whole
string, and whether s/he wants to search for a particular newspaper or from all sources of
the BYUAC.

4.4. Procedures
4.4.1 Translation Tests
The two translation tests were distributed personally by the researcher to
undergraduate students in the Department of English Language and Literature at the
Faculty of Arts. Prior to the distribution of the tests, the tutors for the translation and
lexicography courses were contacted for permission to test their students in the lectures
using the printed translation dictionaries as needed. All the tutors agreed and suggested
that both the English and Arabic texts should be divided since a single lecture hour would
not be enough time for all students to translate the whole text. Accordingly, each class
was divided into two groups, with each group translating half of the selected text.
After obtaining the tutors' permission, the tests were distributed to the translation and
lexicography students, who were then asked to translate them within the lecture hour.
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Prior to the test, the tutors told the students they would earn extra credit for their
participation in the exercise. In addition, the translation students were asked by the
researcher to write down on the translation sheet, if used, the dictionariy(s) consulted
because it will be indicated in the section of analysis in Chapter Five whether students
used translation dictionaries or not. In addition, the students were asked by the researcher
to write down the words/expressions they used the translation dictionaries for in order to
determine whether they consulted dictionaries for the translation of the multi-word items
or not. The students might write down words which might not be part of the multi-word
items; however, only the competence and performance of multi-word items is related in
this research. The students were not informed about the aim of the test, as this might
interfere with their identification of the multi-word items in the texts.
The subjects for the study were divided into six groups according to their course level
and direction of translation. The classes of Principles of Translation, Translation 1 and 2
deal with English-Arabic translation, and the classes of Translation 3 and 4 deal with
Arabic-English translation. Therefore, the English text Remotely Controlled was handed
to the English-Arabic translation classes and the Arabic text خٗٶ ڃيًِځ٫ (Defeated Lover)
was handed to the Arabic-English translation classes. In the case of the class of
Lexicography, half the class was given the Arabic text, while the other half received the
English text. This class does not focus on a specific direction of translation. Moreover,
the division of subjects helped with the analysis of the variable, which will be elaborated
on in the next section. The different groups are depicted in Table 4 below.
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Level

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

Principles

Translation

Translation

Translation

Translation

Introduction

of

1

2

3

4

to

Translation

Direction
Students

Lexicography

English-

English-

English-

Arabic-

Arabic-

Both

Arabic

Arabic

Arabic

English

English

directions

25

5

8

18

20

24

(12

English/12
Arabic)
Title of text

Remotely

Remotely

Remotely

Controlled

Controlled

Controlled

خٗٶ ڃيًِځ٫

خٗٶ ڃيًِځ٫

Both texts

Table 4.2: Translation groups

4.4.2 Corpus Compilation
The 800 multi-word items were picked from specialised dictionaries. Due to the
interdisciplinary approach of this study, a corpus of 800 multi-word items was deemed
appropriate to determine the degree of multi-word items coverage in the six translation
dictionaries. Two criteria were considered for the compilation of the multi-word items
from the specialised dictionaries, namely: semantic transparency and frequency. For the
former, most multi-word items were figurative in nature; however, some could be
understood literally. Therefore, the compiled corpus of multi-word items would cover
more figurative than literal items. As far as frequency is concerned, that element is
discussed in the next section.
Accordingly, the 800 multi-word items were first selected from the specialised
dictionaries based on their figurative image and were then tested for their frequency in
the on-line corpora. Once the on-line corpora indicated the inclusion and existence of a
particular multi-word item in its sample, it was included in the 800 multi-word corpus.
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The rationale for that inclusion was that the corpus of the multi-word items must contain
figurative and idiomatic items which might not be understood literally and also have a
frequency in the on-line corpora. Multi-word items with no frequency were not included
in the corpus because infrequent multi-word items are not normally included in
dictionaries. A sample of the compiled corpus of the English and Arabic multi-word
items are offered in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
The English Multi-word Items
Idioms

Phrasal verbs

Compounds

Collocations

1-Kick the bucket

1-Call off

1-Overtake

1-Commit suicide

2-A chip off the old

2-Bottle up

2-Egghead

2-Show respect

block

3-Die down

3-White-collar

3-Bad blood

3-When the chips are

4-Even up

4-Redhead

4-Strong tea

down

5-Figure out

4-Let the cat out of the

6-Hammer out

bag

7-Keep under

5-Flash in the pan

8-Lash out

6-Hanging by a thread

9-Turn up

7-Buy a pig in a poke

10-Wear down

5-Brainwash
6-Download
7-Loudmouth
8-Jellyfish
9-Turncoat
10-Poorhouse

5-Declare bankruptcy
6-Heavy drinker
7-Quench thirst
8-Tackle a problem
9-Take advantage
10-Raise a question

8-Tip of the iceberg
9-No strings attached
10-Turn the tables

Table 4.3: Sample of compiled English Multi-word Items
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The Arabic Multi-word Items
Idioms

Prepositional verbs

idāfa

Collocations

1-رِ٭ نـڄو

1-أرو ٿـ

1-أٍرخد حٿٌٔحرٶ

1-ٌٽ٬پ ڃٴ٤أر

2-رْن نخٍّن

2-َڀ٫ ريڂ

2-ڀڂ٬رخد حٿ

2-ش٨ْأػخٍ كٴ

3-يحء٬ٜطنٴْ حٿ

3-َؿنق اٿ

3-ًؿٌه حٿْٔخٓش

3-ػْخد ٍػش

4-َٷش ًحٿٔنيحڅ٤رْن حٿڄ

4-َڀ٫ كيد

4-ڄضٜؿيحٍ حٿ

4-َطټزي هٔخث

5-َ٤ىٵ نخٷٌّ حٿو

5-ن٫ يٱٛ

5-ٍطالٷق حألٳټخ

5-ًَّٟ كَد

6-ٌْڅ٬ًٍ حٿَڃخى ٳِ حٿ

6-هخٽ ڃن

6-ٍكَ حٿلَد

6-ىٿْپ ىحڃٮ

7-َُهش ٳِ ًحىٛ

7-ٌرَ ٿـ٣

7-ْٖ٬ٲ حٿ٨ٗ

7-ٓي ٍڃٶ

8-ْن رڀش٤ُحى حٿ

8-ِٯپ ٳ

8-َ٬ٌْ٘څ حٿ٫

8-خٱ٫ُ ٓڂ

9- خء ڃن٠ٻخٿڄٔظـَْ ڃن حٿَڃ

9-َڀ٫ َٻ

9-َد حٿَڃپٟ

9-ٌحٷذ ًهْڄش٫

ٍحٿنخ

10-ىٖ ٿـ

10-ذ حٿٔزٶٜٷ

10-٪ـ٠ ڃٞٷ

10-ٴَّض٫ ڀَ ٻٲ٫

Table 4.4: Sample of compiled Arabic Multi-word Items

For the on-line corpora, the researcher used BNC and BYUAC to check the frequency
of the selected multi-word items. The corpora showed how frequently a multi-word item
appeared in the text corpus by citing all the contexts of the multi-word item as well as the
frequency of that item in actual numbers. Moreover, the corpora revealed that frequency
varied among the items; some multi-word items were more frequent than others, while
other items were not frequent at all. The infrequent items were not included in the
compiled corpus, while those items with low and high frequencies were all included.
Regarding the specification of low and high frequencies, based on survey of the
literature, there has been as yet no treatment of multi-word items based on their
occurrences and frequencies in the BNC and BYUAC. Further, based on the multi-word
items collected for this study, most occurrences in the on-line corpora are 10 and above.
Hence, any occurrences of 9 and below would be considered to be low frequency.
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4.5 Data Analysis
The analysis of the English-Arabic and Arabic-English translation tests discussed in
Chapter 5 will focus on the multi-word items in the tests. The aim of these translations is
to test the student identification of these multi-word items in texts and whether they are
translated as ready-made chunks of words or as single words. In addition, Chapter 5 will
point out whether translation dictionaries were consulted or not and also will indicate the
accuracy of the equivalents provided by the translation students.
In addition, the analysis of the coverage of multi-word items in the six translation
dictionaries, the object of Chapters 6 and 7, will focus on both the documentation and the
treatment of the English and Arabic multi-word items. Chapter 6 contains a descriptive
analysis of the documentation and treatment of the 800 multi-word items in the six
dictionaries, while Chapter 7 provides a further detailed analysis of these items based on
the lemmatization of the multi-word items and the accuracy of their equivalents. Each
chapter focuses successively on idioms, phrasal /prepositional verbs, compounds/iḍāfa,
and collocations.
As stated already, Chapter 6 is divided into nine sections, each section focusing on an
aspect of the documentation and lexicographical treatment. The first section focuses on
the documentation of the multi-word items in the dictionaries, i.e., whether they are
covered or not. The second section indicates the relationship between the frequency of
the multi-word items and their documentation in the translation dictionaries. The third
section indicates the location of the multi-word items in the six dictionaries. The fourth
section notes the types of equivalents provided in the dictionaries. The fifth, sixth and
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seventh sections focus on definitions, synonyms and contextual examples, respectively.
The eighth section highlights the linguistic composition involved in translaton and finally
the ninth section indicates the back-translation.
In sum, this chapter has covered the focus of the study for this research, indicated the
subjects of the study and how the sample of 100 undergraduate students was compiled.
The chapter also focuses on the tools used for data collection which were the translation
tests, the specialised dictionaries and the on-line corpora and elaborates on the procedures
of data collection as well as their analysis. In the next chapter, the focus will be on the
translation tests that occured in the translation and lexicography classes at KU and that
data analysis.
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS OF THE TRANSLATION
TESTS

This chapter presents an analysis of the English-Arabic and Arabic-English translation
tests conducted in translation classes at the Department of English Language and
Literature at Kuwait University. That analysis checks the translations of the English and
Arabic multi-word items in both English and Arabic texts.
As stated in Chapter 4, the rationale behind conducting translation tests was to check
the competence and performance of translation students when encountering English and
Arabic multi-word items in actual texts. These tests will show whether the translation
students identify the aforementioned multi-word items as ready-made phraseological
items or as single words. In addition, these tests can indicate whether the students consult
translation dictionaries or not, as the students were asked by the researcher to write down
both the name of any dictionary(s) they consulted along with the word/expression that the
dictionaries used for on the translation sheet. As noted in Chapter 4, the total number of
students in the translation and lexicography classes was 100, and due to time constraints,
the classes were divided into two sections for the translation test with each part
translating. Of the 100 students; 91 finished and handed in their translations. The
remaining 9 students were enrolled in the Introduction to Lexicography, and 4 of these
were doing Arabic-English, and 5 were doing English-Arabic translation. Nevertheless,
the number of completed translations was 91, a solid number of translations that can
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serve as a basis for this analysis. Regarding that analysis, each multi-word item was
tested and reviewed against the translation students according to their classes.

5.1 The English Multi-word Items
Drip, drip, drip of Arguments
The first English multi-word item in the text Remotely Controlled was the collocation
drip, drip, drip of arguments, which was included in the first half of the text. As stated,
each class was divided into two sections, and each group translated half of the text. Thus,
thirteen out of twenty-five students translated the first half of the text in the Principles of
Translation class; four out of eight did so in Translation 2; four out of seven translated
that text in the Lexicography class. That group should have been six out of twelve, but,
two students did not hand in their translation for the first part of the text, which included
this multi-word item. In addition, one out of five students handed in the translation of this
text in the Translation 1 class. This class contained five students, so two were supposed
to translate this part of the text, while the remaining three students were to translate the
other half. However, four students translated the second half of the text and only one
student translated this part. Thus, the translations that were submitted show that all the
students who translated this part of the text translated this multi-word item.
Most of the students in the mentioned classes consulted the English-Arabic al-Mawrid
for the translation of drip, drip, drip of arguments, as three students had used this source
in the Principles of Translation class, one in the Translation 1 class, two in the
Translation 2 class, and two in the Lexicography class. This collocation was not
documented in al-Mawrid. Regarding other dictionaries, two students used the
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monolingual Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, one in Principles of
Translation, and one in the Lexicography class. Also, the Oxford English-Arabic
Dictionary was consulted. Four used it in the Principles of Translation class, two in the
Translation 2 class and one in the Lexicography class, the latter was the same student
who used Longman.
For the translations of the multi-word item, only five students provided literal
translations of drip, drip, drip of argument. Three were in the class of Principles of
Translation and two in the class of lexicography. These were incorrect translations.
However, of these four students, three consulted al-Mawrid and one used Oxford, and
managed to translate the figurative meaning of the collocations such as:


( حٿټؼَْ ڃن حٿڄنخٷ٘خصTranslation 1)



 ڃن حٿڄنخٷ٘خصٞ٬ ًحٿزٞ٬( حٿزPrinciples of Translation)



 حٿـيٿْش ًحٍٓحء حٿڄوظڀٴش٪ْٟ( أىٵ حٿڄٌحTranslation 2)



( ٻؼَس حٿڄنخٷ٘خصTranslation 2)

Most of the translations in the classes were partially correct translations of the
collocation:


( حٿڄوخًٱ ًحٿوالٳخصPrinciples of Translation)



ـَس٠( حٿنٸخٗخص ًحألڃٌٍ حٿڄPrinciples of Translation)



٪ْٟ( أٷپ حٿلٌحٍحص ًحٿڄٌحTranslation 2)



( ٷڀْپ ڃن حإلىظڄخڃخص ًحٿنٸخٗخصIntroduction to Lexicography)
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In sum, the percentage of correct translations of drip, drip, drip of arguments in the
Principles of Translation class was 8% and incorrect translations was 92%. In the
Translation 1 class, the correct translation was 100% and the incorrect was 0%; in the
Translation 2 class, the correct translation was 50% and the incorrect translations was
50%. In the Lexicography class, the percentage of correct translations was 0% while the
incorrect percentage was 100%.

Television Viewing
The next multi-word item in the first half of the text was the collocation television
viewing. All the translation students in the English-Arabic direction classes submitted
their translations of the first half of the text, and all translations showed that all translated
this collocation. In terms of dictionary consultation, five students did not consult a
dictionary in the Principles of Translation class and one did not in the Lexicography
class. Regarding the use of dictionaries, as with the previous item, most of the translation
students looked up television viewing in al-Mawrid, followed by a using Oxford EnglishArabic.
The majority of the translations in the aforementioned classes provided correct
translations of television viewing, which would be:


 حٿظڀٴٌِّڅ/ ُڃ٘خىيس حٿظڀٴخ
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However, three translation students produced incomplete translations of this
collocation, one in the Principles of Translation class and two in the Translation 1 class.
Their translations were:


ُحٿظڀٴخ



حٿظڀٴٌِّڅ

In addition, one student provided a partially-correct translation of television viewing as
„‟حٿڄ٘خىيس حٿڄَثْش. However, it would be more appropriate to provide the correct translation
„ ُ‟ڃ٘خىيس حٿظڀٴخ. Most importantly, the translation students did not have any problem
translating television viewing.
In terms of the percentage of correct and incorrect translations, 69% were correct and
31% were incorrect in the Principles of Translation class. 0% were correct and 100%
were incorrect in the Translation 1 class; 100% were correct and 0% were incorrect in the
Translation 2 class. In the Lexicography class, the percentage of correct translations was
100% and there were 0% incorrect translations.

Television Violence
The collocation television violence, included in the first half of the text, was translated
by all translation students in the English-Arabic translation and lexicography classes.
Like the two collocation cases discussed above, most of the translation students relied on
translation dictionaries to translate this particular collocation, al-Mawrid was the most
used dictionary in the classes, followed by Oxford English-Arabic. However, six students
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did not consult translation dictionaries for a translation of television violence, five in the
Principles of Translation class and one in the Lexicography class.
In the case of the translations, few students translated this collocation literally, which
shows that these students perceive language as single words joined together. Those literal
translations were the following:


ُنٲ حٿظڀٴخ٫



ِنٲ حٿظڀٴٌِّن٬حٿ



ُُنٲ حٿظڀٴخ٬حٿ



نٲ٬حٿظڀٴٌِّڅ حٿ

These translations are literal translations and incorrect equivalents of television
violence, which six students in the Principles of Translation class and two in the
Lexicography class produced. Also, there were a few errors in the translation of this
multi-word item by the students in the Principle of Translation and Translation 1 classes,
where students provided incorrect translations of television violence such as:


ُنٲ ًحٿظڀٴخ٬حٿ



ٍَُ حٿظڀٴخٟ



نٲ٬حٿظڀٴٌِّڅ ًحٿ

These translations are erroneous translations of the multi-word item but the difference
between them and the previous translations is that these translations are not literal word
for word translations of television violence. That indicates that the translation students
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recognised the metaphorical element of the collocation, but did not produce the correct
translation nonetheless. Most of the translation students in the English-Arabic and
Lexicography classes managed to translate this multi-word item accurately and maintain
the intended meaning which is „ ُنٲ ٳِ حٿظڀٴخ٬حٿ/ ُنْٴش ٳِ حٿظڀٴخ٬‟حٿڄ٘خىي حٿ.
In terms of the percentage of correct and incorrect translations of this collocation, 23%
were correct and 77% were incorrect in the Principles of Translation class; 0% were
correct and 100% were incorrect translations in the Translation 1 class; 75% were correct
and 25% were incorrect in the Translation 2 class. In the Lexicography class, the
percentage of correct translations was 50% and the percentage of incorrect was thus 50%

Look At
The next multi-word item was the phrasal verb look at, which was in the first part of
the text. Like the previous cases, all the translation students in the classes Principles of
Translation, Translation 1 and 2 and Lexicography handed in text translations. In the
Principles of Translation class, the percentage of correct and incorrect translations was
85% and 15%, respectively. In the Translation 1 and 2 and also Lexicography classes, the
percentage was 100% correct and 0% incorrect.
The majority of the students used al-Mawrid, which covers look at along with the
following equivalents:
-ََ اٿ٨ّن
-نخّش٬ حٿِ٘ء رّٚٴل
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The translations provided by the students show that only two students used the first
equivalent, one in the Principles of Translation class, and one in the Translation 1 class.
In the text, look at was included in the sixth line as a study looking at the effects of
television, and was correctly translated by the majority of students. These translations
were:


ن٫



ِطزلغ ٳ



ََٵ اٿ٤طظ



ََ اٿ٨طن

As shown, all the translations were correct and maintained the meaning of looking at
in the text and also showed that the first equivalent covered in al-Mawrid was used.
However, two students in the Principles of Translation did provide an flawed translation
of the phrasal verb as „َ ‟ڃظـيش اٿand „‟ٿزلغ.

Focus On
The first half of the text included another phrasal verb, focus on. The translations
showed that all the translation students in the Principles of Translation, Translation 1,
Translation 2 and Lexicography classes translated focus on, as the majority of students
used al-Mawrid, which does not document this phrasal verb.
In these translations, the percentages of correct and incorrect translations in the
Principles of Translation class were 92% and 8%, respectively, and then 100% correct
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and 0% incorrect translations in the Translation 1 class, and 75% correct and 25%
incorrect translations in the Translation 2 and Lexicography classes. All the translation
students in the Principles of Translation class accurately translated focus on except one
student who rendered it as „ ِ‟ٳټَ ٳ. The other students translated it as „ َڀ٫ ‟ٍٻِص.
Similarly, all the students in Translation 1 and 2 classes provided the same correct
translation, except for one student in Translation 2 who included the correct verb „ِ‟طَٻ
but picked the wrong particle as „ ‟دinstead of „َڀ٫‟. In the class of Lexicography, three
students provided correct translations, in which two students used „ ‟حىظڄض دand one used
„َڀ٫ ِ‟ٍٻ. However, one student did provide an incorrect translation of focus on as „زقٛ‟أ.

Relayed By
The phrasal verb relayed by, which is included in the first half of the text, shows
different results than those for the previous multi-word items. All the translation students
handed in their translations, and they showed some interesting results. Similar to the
previous cases, the majority of students used al-Mawrid, however, that dictionary does
not cover relayed by. The translations show that all the translation students translated this
multi-word item, except for one student in the Translation 2 class. Moreover, the
translations showed that eight of the thirteen translation students in the Principles of
Translation class provided incorrect translations (62%), such as:


حٿڄٔظويڃش



٪حٿڄظخر



َڀ٫ ظڄيس٬حٿڄ
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طنخٓض



ڀٶ رـ٬حٿڄظ



حٿڄَكڀش ٿـ



٪طظخر



َڀ٫ )٪طنخًد (طظخر

The above translations indicate that these students did not understand the meaning of
relayed by in the issue of the messages relayed by television in the text. However, five of
the thirteen students in this same class managed to translate the correct meaning of
relayed by even though it was not documented in al-Mawrid. The correct translations
(38%) were the following:


طَٓپ ڃن



ّٸيڃيخ



ش ڃن٫حٿڄٌح



ؼش ڃن٬حٿڄز



َّٶ٣ ن٫ نٸپ

In the other classes, most of the translations by the students in the Translation 1 and 2
classes rendered relayed by accurately, (100%) and (75%) for the Translation 1 and 2
classes respectively, even though they did use al-Mawrid, which does not include this
multi-word item. Their translations were the following:
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َز٫ ( طنٸپTranslation 1)



( ّزؼيخTranslation 2)



( طزغ رـTranslation 2)



َّٶ٣ ن٫ َٝ٬( طTranslation 2)

On the other hand, three out of four students (75%) in the Lexicography class did not
provide correct translations of relayed by, as they provided the following translations:


ش٤ٓحٿڄَكڀش رٌح



ظڄي ڃن ٷزپ٬ط

This means that only one student (25%) in this class translated this phrasal verb correctly
as ن٫ نٸپ.

Conscious Decision
The first part of the text included the multi-word item conscious decision; however,
that item is not covered in al-Mawrid. Even though this multi-word is not covered in the
translation dictionaries, the majority of the translation students did produce correct
translation equivalents of conscious decision. In the the Principles of Translation class,
twelve (92%) out of thirteen students accurately translated this item as '٩ 'ٷَحٍ ًحor ' ٍٷَح
٩'حٿڄ٘خىيس ر٘ټپ ًح. The remaining student (8%), however, translated it as ' َ رخإلػڂ٫'ٷَحٍ ٗخ,
which is not what the multi-word item means. In the Translation 1, 2 and Lexicography
classes, most of the students provided the correct equivalents ' ٩ 'ٷَحٍ ًحor 'ْشٜ'اٍحىس ٗو,
except for two students in Translation 2, who did not produce the whole equivalent and
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their translations were simply 'ٍ'ٷَح. The percentage of correct translations in the
Translation 1 and Lexicography classes was 100%, whereas correct translation was 50%
in the Translation 2 class.

Lifestyle
The next multi-word item in the first half of the text was lifestyle. All the students
submitted their translations, and they all translated this multi-word item. The students
consulted al-Mawrid and Oxford English-Arabic dictionaries, but they did not cover this
item. Still, all the translation students in the class of Principles of Translation translated
lifestyle correctly as:


أٓڀٌد حٿلْخس



 حٿلْخس٢نڄ



ْ٘ش٬أٓڀٌد حٿڄ



َّٸش حٿلْخس٣

Still, two students did not succeed in their translations of lifestyle in this class, as they
translated it as „َٜ٬ ‟أٓڀٌد حٿand „‟ىْجش حٿلْخس. Neither consulted translation dictionaries as
they indicated on their translation sheets, which indicates, judging by their translations,
that they did not identify lifestyle as a multi-word item and thus translated it literally. In
the case of the other classes, students in Translation 1, 2 and Lexicography classes,
mostly consulted al-Mawrid, and their translations varied. One student in the Translation
1 class incorrectly rendered the multi-word item as „َٵ حٿلْخس٣‟. In the Translation 2 class,
three out of four students who translated this first half of the text, accurately translated
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lifestyle as „ ‟أٓڀٌد حٿلْخسand „ حٿلْخس٢ ;‟نڄhowever, the fourth student simply rendered it as
„َٜ٬‟حٿ. In the Lexicography class, three out of four students translated the item as „ أٓڀٌد
ْٖ٬َّٸش حٿ٣/‟حٿلْخس, whereas the fourth student incorrectly translated it as „َٜ٬‟حٿ.
In sum, the percentages of correct and incorrect translations in the Principles of
Translation class were 85% and 15%, respectively, and 0% and 100% in the Translation 1
class respectively. In both Translation 2 and Lexicography classes, the percentages of
correct and incorrect translations were 75% and 25% respectively.

Arise From
The first half of the text included the multi-word item arise from in the line a guilt
arising from knowing that you watch too much television. All the students in the EnglishArabic classes translated this multi-word item except for one student in Principles of
Translation and one student in Translation 2. The majority of students relied on alMawrid for the translation, which does not cover arising from. The tests show that the
correct and incorrect translations in the Principles of Translation class were 54% and
46% respectively. In the Translation 1 and 2 classes, the percentages of incorrect
translations were 100% and 50% respectively. In the Lexicography class, the correct
translations were 25% while the incorrect translations were 75%.
The translations of the text show that some students translated arising from literally
even though its figurative meaning was indicated in the text. Three students translated
this item literally in the Principles of Translation class, one in the Translation 1 class and
three in the Lexicography class. Their translations were:
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ني٫ ٪( طَطٴPrinciples of Translation)



ٍ( ِّّي ٿيPrinciples of Translation)



ي رـ٫خٜ( طPrinciples of Translation)



( رخُىّخىTranslation 1)



ڀٌ ڃن٬ّ (Lexicography)



ني٫ ٪( طَطٴLexicography)

The above translations demonstrates that these students did not recognise arising from
as a multi-word item and, therefore, translated it word by word, which did not maintain
the figurative meaning of arising from. Also, the translations show that one student in the
Translation 2 class provided an incorrect translation which is „٩ ‟حٍطٴخand one in the
Principles of Translation class which was „نيه٫ ‟ّوڀٶ. However, several students, most of
whom used al-Mawrid and Oxford English-Arabic, did accurately translate arising from
even though these dictionaries do not cover this item. Seven students in the Principles of
Translation class provided the following translations:


يَ ڃن٨ّ (three students)



ڃن ؿَحء



ّټڄن رـ



ن٫ نخؿڂ



ن٫ حٿنخٗجش
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In addition, two students in the Translation 2 class and one in the Lexicography class
provided the following translations:


ش ڃن٬نخر



ن٫ نخؿڂ



طن٘ؤ

The translations of arising from show that several students managed to understand the
meaning of this item and deliver correct translations even though they were not covered
in either al-Mawrid or Oxford English-Arabic. In addition, the translations show that
some students did not identify the idiomaticity of arising from, and thus resorted to literal
translations, which then yielded incorrect translations.

Understatement
The first half of the text included the multi-word item understatement in the fourth
paragraph in the first line to consider television as a habit forming is an understatement.
All the translation students in the English-Arabic and Lexicography classes translated
understatement except one student in the Principles of Translation class. The tests show
that the percentages of correct and incorrect translations in the Principles of Translation
class were 46% and 54% respectively; 100% for correct and 0% for incorrect translations
in the Translation 1 class; 75% for correct and 25% for incorrect translations in the
Translation 2 class; and 50% for correct translations in the Lexicography class. The
translations show that al-Mawrid was the most used translation dictionary in translation
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classes. The dictionary covers this multi-word item and provides one translation
equivalent along with its lexicographic definition in Arabic:
- َّقٜحٿڄټزٌف )أً حٿلټڂ(حٿظ: ْو حٿلٸْٸش٠ٲ أً أٷپ ڃڄخ طٸظ٬ٟڀَ نلٌ أ٫ ٌٍ حٿٴټَسّٜ ٌى رو أڅَّٜق ڃٸٜط.
In the Principles of Translation class, one student did not translate understatement
even though s/he used al-Mawrid. In addition, the translations indicated that six out of
thirteen students in this class provided incorrect translations of this item as follows:


َّقٜط



ڃظٴيڄش



ِٗء ڃٸزٌٽ رو



َ ٳْيخ٨ال طٔظلٶ حٿن



ال ّ٘ټپ ڃخ ّٔظلٶ حإلىظڄخځ

These translations show that the translation students did not understand the meaning
of understatement, and that misconception affected their translations. On the other hand,
six other students in this class were able to identify this multi-word item and did produce
the correct translations even though most of them did not consult al-Mawrid, which does
cover the item. The student translations were:


ْٲ٬ٟ َّقٜط



َّق حٿڄټزٌفٜحٿظ



حٓظيخنش ريًٍه
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ٍ ڃن حٿٸي٢طل



ّٸڀپ ڃن ٗؤنو ًٷيٍه



طٸڀْپ ڃن ٗؤنو

In the other classes, the one student in Translation 1, who translated this first half of
the text, provided the same equivalent that was covered in al-Mawrid, which was „ َّقٜحٿظ
‟حٿڄټزٌف. In the Translation 2 class, one student produced an inaccurate translation of
understatement as „ لْقٛ َْ‟ٯ, whereas the other three students managed to translate it
correctly as „ َّق ڃټزٌفٜ‟ط. In the Lexicography class, two students provided the
equivalent covered in al-Mawrid and Oxford, whereas the other two students provided
incorrect translations as „  ‟ٻ٘ٲ ٯَْ ٻخڃپand „ٲًٛ‟ even though they also looked it up in
al-Mawrid and Oxford English-Arabic. Their translations reveal that they were not aware
of the idiomatic meaning of understatement.

Key Studies
Key studies was the next multi-word item included in the first half of the text in the
line Jeffrey Johnson, who has published a number of key studies on the effects of
television. Like the previous cases, most of the students looked this item up in al-Mawrid,
followed by searching Oxford English-Arabic. Both do not document key studies. The
translations of these students showed that many students produced correct translations of
key studies in the target language. In the Principles of Translation class, seven out of
thirteen students correctly translated key studies even though the aforementioned
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translation dictionaries that they used did not include this item. Three students translated
it as „‟حٿيٍحٓخص حٿَثْْٔش, another three as „ ‟حٿيٍحٓخص حٿڄيڄشand one as „‟حٿيٍحٓخص حٿـٌىَّش.
The tests submitted also showed that four students provided incomplete translations of
key studies as simply „‟حٿيٍحٓخص. In addition, two students‟ translations showed that they
did not identify key studies as a multi-word item, leading to the literal translations „ حٿڄٴخطْق
 ‟ٳِ ىٍحٓخصand „‟ڃٴخطْق ىٍحٓخص. In the Translation 1 class, one student managed to translate
the item as „  ‟حألرلخع حألٓخْٓشand in the Translation 2 class, three out of four students
produced incomplete translations of key studies „‟حٿيٍحٓخص, while one translated it literally
as „‟حٿيٍحٓخص حٿڄٴظخكْش, indicating a lack of knowledge of multi-word items.
In the Lexicography class, one out of four students translating this part of the text did
not produce the complete equivalent of key studies, as s/he translated as „‟حٿيٍحٓخص. It was
correctly translated by three students as „  ڃيڄش/ ‟ىٍحٓخص ىخڃش. In terms of percentages, 54%
of the students managed to translate key studies correctly in the Principles of Translation
class, 100% provided correct equivalents in the Translation 1 class, 0% provided
inaccurate translations in the Translation 2 class, and 75% translated this item correctly in
the Lexicography class.

Overdose
The next multi-word item in the first half of the text was overdose. All the translation
tests demonstrated that the students were able to produce accurate translation equivalents
of this multi-word item. Most of the students in the English-Arabic translation and
Lexicography classes consulted al-Mawrid, which does document overdose with the
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equivalent „ ش٣َش ڃٴ٫َ‟ؿ. In the class of Principles of Translation, all thirteen students
produced accurate translations such as:


ش حٿِحثيس٫َحٿـ



ش٣َش ڃٴ٫َؿ



ِ ٳ١حإلٳَح



ِحٿڄزخٿٰش ٳ



حٿڄزخٿٰش

The same can be said for the Translation 1, 2 and Lexicography classes, as the
students translated overdose as either „ش٣َش ڃٴ٫َ ‟ؿor „ش ُحثيس٫َ‟ؿ. Thus, the percentages
of correct translations in the classes of Principles of Translation, Translation 1, 2, and
Lexicography were 100%.

Accepted Concept
The first half of the text included the collocation accepted concept, which was
translated by the majority of translation students. The tests show that 92% of the students
translated accepted concept correctly, 100% in the Translation 1 and Lexicography
classes and 50% in the Translation 2 class.
Like the previous cases, al-Mawrid was the most consulted translation dictionary,
followed by Oxford English-Arabic. In the Principles of Translation class, twelve out of
thirteen students translated accepted concept correctly, but one students did not translate
this item. The translations were:
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 ڃظٸزپ٩ٌٌٟڃ



( ڃٴيٌځ ڃٸزٌٽtwo students)



ٳټَس ٷي ّظڂ طٸزڀيخ رٔيٌٿش



حٿڄزخىة حٿڄٸزٌٿش



يحىح أً ٷزٌال٬ٳټَس أٻؼَ ٍٯزش أً حٓظ



ش٫َٔڃٴيٌځ ڃظٸزپ ر



حٿڄٴيٌځ ڃٸزٌٽ



( ڃٴيٌڃخ ڃٸزٌالthree students)

In the Translation 1 class, one student translated the collocation as „‟ڃٴيٌڃخ ڃٸزٌال, and in
the Translation 2 class, one student produced an incomplete translation „‟ڃٸزٌال, one
incorrect translation „٪ْٟ ‟ڃٌحand two correct translations „  ڃٸزٌٽ ٻڄٴيٌځ/ ‟ڃٴيٌځ ڃٸزٌٽ. In the
Lexicography class, all four students, who translated this item, correctly rendered this
collocation ranging from the translation „ ‟ٳټَس أٻؼَ طٸزالto „‟ڃٴيٌځ ڃٸزٌٽ.

Cosy-sounding
The first part of the text included the compound cosy-sounding in the line is the cosysounding expression telly addiction really an overstatement. The translation tests
revealed that most of the translation students in the targeted classes were not aware of the
idiomatic element of this multi-word item, as there where many cases where the
translation students did not produce correct translations. In the Principles of Translation
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class, the translation mistakes totaled 100%. One student did not provide any translation
of cosy-sounding and four students translated this item literally, which indicates that they
were not aware of the non-literal meaning of the item. The translations were:


ٌحص حٿڄَّلشٛحأل



ٌحص حٿيحٳجشٛزَْحص حأل٬ط



َّقٌٜص حٿٜحٿ



ڀنخّٜ ًٌُص حٿيحٳت حٽٜحٿ

In addition, tests in this class show that eight students did not produce correct
translations and offered the following:


ٍحٿوي



ٌحصٛحأل



ڃٴيٌځ



ْٗت



زَْ حٿلڄْڂ٬حٿظ



زَْ حٿيحٳت٬حٿظ



َْز٬حٿٔزَ حٿظ



ِزَُْ حٿلڄْڄ٬حألٓڀٌد حٿظ
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In the translation 1 class, the percentage of correct translations was 0%. One student
translated this multi-word item literally while the translation is „َّق حٿيحٳتٜ‟حٿظ. This result
was similar in the Translation 2 class, as one out of four students there translated it
literally as „ ٌص حٿڄَّقٜ‟حٿ. Also, two students produced inaccurate translations, namely
„ڀق٤ٜ ‟ڃand „زخٍس٫‟. Only one student (25%) managed to produce a correct translation of
cosy-sounding as „

 كٔن٩زخ٤زَْ ًً حن٬‟ط. In the case of the Lexicography class, the

percentage of correct translations was 0%; two students did not translate this item, and
one translated it literally as „ زَْ حٿٌُ ّزيً ىحٳت٬ ‟طand one offered the erroneous translation
„زخٍس٫‟.

Overstatement
The last multi-word item in the first half of the text was overstatement, which was
translated by the majority of students. Most students looked up overstatement in alMawrid, which covers this item with the equivalents „ ...ِ‟ڃزخٿٮ أً ڃٰخٿِ ٳ. In the Principles
of Translation class, all thirteen students (100%) correctly translated overstatement and
their translations ranged from „ ‟ڃزخٿٮ ٳْوto „‟أٻزَ ڃن كـڄو. Likewise, all students (100%) in
the Translation 1 and 2 classes provided the same translation equivalent of overstatement
as „‟ڃزخٿٮ ٳْيخ. In the Lexicography class, two students (50%) chose the same equivalent as
the other classes. That was not the case with the other two students who did not translate
the item at all.

Slob Out
The multi-word item slob out was the first item in the second half of the text. This part
of the text was translated by twelve out of the twenty-five students in the Principles of
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Translation class, four out of five in Translation 1, four out of eight students in the
Translation 2 class, and three out of seven in the Lexicography class. In terms of
translation of slob out, one student in the Principles of Translation class did not translate
this item, while six students produced incorrect translations as:


ٌى٬ن



نڄْپ اٿْو



٪زغ ڃ٬ن



نظټخٓپ



ِ٠نٸ



خد رخٿوڄٌٽٜن

These translations show that the six students were not aware of the meaning of this
multi-word item, which led them to use al-Mawrid and Oxford English-Arabic. However,
neither al-Mawrid nor Oxford provided the item. Still, five out of the twelve students
translating this part of the text managed to render this multi-word item correctly. Their
translations were the following:


حإلٓظڀٸخء



حإلٓظَهخء



حٿوڀٌى اٿَ حٿَحكش



خ ڃن حٿَحكش٤ٔنؤهي ٷ
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ِنٔظَه

In the class of Translation 1, two students used al-Mawrid, but to no avail, as that
dictionary does not cover the item lexicographically. One out of the four students
translated this item literally as „‟حٿٔيحؿش, which indicates this student treated this item as
single words joined together freely, which of course is erroneous. On the other hand, the
three other students managed to provide correct translations, even though al-Mawrid did
not cover this item. Those translations are:


ِنٔظَه



نٔظَّق



حٿَحكش

Next, in the Translation 2 class, one student did not translate slob out, one provided a
literal translation as „‟حٿٔخىؽ ريخ, which showcased the lack of knowledge of the non-literal
nature of multi-word items. Two students managed to translate slob out correctly as
„ ‟نَطخفand „‟نوڀي ٿڀَحكش, which reflects their awareness of the idiomatic feature of slob out.
However, this was not the case in the Lexicography class, as the three students translating
this part of the text did not translate slob out at all. The percentages of correct and
incorrect translations in the classes were 42% and 58% respectively, in the Principles of
Translation class; 75% and 25% respectively, in the Translation 1 and 2 classes; and 0%
and 100% respectively in the Lexicography class.
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Buy Time
The second multi-word item in the second part of the text was buy time in the line we
use television to occupy our children in order to buy us some time. The majority of
students looked up this item in both al-Mawrid and Oxford English-Arabic. However,
neither dictionary covers buy time. Still, most of the students understood the metaphorical
meaning of buy time and that understanding led to correct translations. Regarding the
translations, the translation tests of twelve students translated this text in the class of
Principles of Translations show that eleven students provided correct translations of buy
time. Their translations ranged from „  حٿٌٷض ألنٴٔنخٞ٬ڂ ر٬ ‟ٿننto „ ‟ٿْظٔنَ ٿنخ حٿٌٷض ألنٴٔنخ. One
student did not translate the multi-word item and thus ended up with the equivalent „ ٞ٬ر
‟حٿٌٷض. It should have been like the equivalents used by the aforementioned nine students.
In the Translation 1 class, all four students translating this part translated buy time.
One provided an incomplete equivalent „ حٿٌٷضٞ٬‟ٿز, while the remaining three students
translated it correctly as:


 حٿٌٷضٞ٬ِ أنٴٔنخ ر٤٬ٿن



 حٿٌٷض ألنٴٔنخٞ٬ٿنٔظٰپ ر



 حٿٌٷض ألنٴٔنخٞ٬ڀَ ر٫ ٌٽٜٿڀل

In the case of the translations in the Translation 2 class, one out of the four translating
this second half of the text translated buy time literally as „  حٿٌٷضٞ٬‟َٗحء ر, which
indicates a lack of knowledge of the figurative feature of multi-word items. In addition,
the remaining three students provided the translations below:
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 حٿٌٷضٞ٬ٿنڄنق أنٴٔنخ ر



 حٿٌٷض ألنٴٔنخٞ٬َ ٿز٨نل



 حٿٌٷض ألنٴٔنخٞ٬ڀَ ر٫ ٌٽٜٿڀل

None of the translation students attending the Lexicography class translated buy time,
which was not the case in the other three classes Principles of Translation and Translation
1 and 2. The percentage of correct and incorrect translations in the classes were 92% and
8% respectively in the Principles of Translation class; 75% and 25% respectively in the
Translation 1 and 2 classes, and 0% and 100% respectively in the Lexicography class.

Straightforward
The next multi-word item is straightforward, which was included in the second half of
the text in the line; however, unlike straightforward health debates a la Fast Food
Nation. Most of the translation students, for translation of this item, did consult alMawrid and Oxford, as both dictionaries documented straightforward and included the
equivalents „َّقٛ‟ and „َٗ‟ڃزخ. Regarding the translations by the students, 67% translated
the item correctly in the Principles of Translation class, 25% and 50% did the same in the
Translation 1 and 2 classes, and 100% did the same in the Lexicography class. Eight
students in the Principles of Translation class translated straightforward using the
equivalents found in the two referenced dictionaries. However, two other students did not
translate the item even though one of the two stated that she had consulted Oxford. Also,
two other students translated straightforward incorrectly as „ ‟ٯَْ ڃلززشand „‟حٿڄٔظٸْڄش, and
neither student consulted the dictionary(s).
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Moreover, the four students in Translation 1 showed mixed results, as two did not
translate straightforward. One translated it incorrectly as „ش٤ْٔ‟حٿز, but only one student
rendered it accurately; he consulted al-Mawrid and used „َّلشٜ ‟حٿas the equivalent. In
the Translation 2 class, two students, who did consult Oxford, inaccurately translated
straightforward as „ڀنْش٬ ‟حٿand „لشٟ‟حٿٌح. On the other hand, all three translation students
(100%) in the Lexicography class produced correct translation equivalents of
straightforward. Two of them looked it up in Oxford, and their translations ranged from
„َّلْنٜ ‟حٿto „‟حٿڄزخَٗس.

Additive Agents
In the second half of the text, the multi-word item additive agents was included and
most of the students identified and translated it. The majority of students used al-Mawrid
and Oxford for their translations of additive agents; however, neither reference
documents this multi-word item. In the translations, the translation tests showed that most
of the translation students were able to translate this item correctly, even though it was
not lexicographically covered. In the the Principles of Translation class, eight of the
twelve students (67%) were able to translate additive agents accurately as „خٳش٠‟حٿڄٌحى حٿڄ,
„ خٳْشٟ ‟حٿڄٌحى حإلor „خٳخصٟ‟حإل. On the other hand, the remaining four students (33%) had
different results. Two of these students did not translate this item, one did not provide a
complete equivalent as that equivalent consisted of only „‟حٿڄٌحى. One student translated
additive agents and included a complete equivalent, but it was not correct, it should have
been „خٍس٠‟حٿڄٌحى حٿ.
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In the Translation 1 and 2 classes, the four students in the former translated additive
agents, and three of them (75%) provided the same correct translations in the Principles
of Translations class. One did not produce a complete translation as he translated additive
agents as simply „ٌحڃپ٬‟حٿ. In the Translation 2 class, the four students translating this part
of the text had mixed results. Two (50%) provided correct translations as „ خٳش٠‟حٿڄٌحى حٿڄ
and „خٳْشٟ‟حٿڄٌحى حإل, while one did not provide a complete equivalent „خٳش٠ ‟حٿڄand one did
not translate the item at all. As far as the results for the class of Lexicography are
concerned, the three students translating this part of the text had similar results to those in
the Translation 2 class. One did not translate additive agents, one translated it as
„خٳخصٟ‟حإل, which is a correct translation, and one produced an erroneous translation,
which is „‟حٿڄنيًرْن. The percentage of correct translations in this class was 33%.

Hidden Fats
The multi-word item hidden fats was the next item in the second part of the text
translated by the translation students. Although hidden fats is not documented in either
al-Mawrid or Oxford, the majority of students translated this item correctly. In the the
Principles of Translation class, ten (83%) out of twelve students translated hidden fats as
„  ‟حٿيىٌڅ حٿڄوٴْشor „ ‟حٿيىٌڅ حٿڄوزجش. The other two students did not provide satisfactory
translations as one did not produce a complete translation equivalent „ ‟حٿيىٌڅand one
offered the incorrect equivalent „‟حٿزيحنش. In the Translation 1 class, all four students
(100%) translating this part of the text translated hidden fats using the same correct
equivalents used in the previous class. Similarly, three (75%) out of the four students
translating this part of the text in the Translation 2 class translated hidden fats correctly,
except for one (25%) student who did not produce the complete equivalent, which is
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„ ‟حٿيٌٓځ ًحٿيىٌڅ. In addition, two students in the Lexicography class translated this item
correctly (67%), and they both translated it as „ ‟حٿيىٌڅ حٿټخڃنش, except one student (33%)
who provided an incorrect equivalent of hidden fats as „‟حٿلٸخثٶ حٿڄوظٴْش.

Blame For
Next, the multi-word item blame for was included in the second half of the text in the
line hidden fats can be revealed and blamed directly for causing cancer. The translation
tests showed that all of the students (100%) in the English-Arabic translation and
Lexicography classes translated this item correctly, except for one student (25%) in the
Translation 2 class. For example, all twelve students attending the Principles of
Translation class managed to translate blamed for correctly as the equivalents ranged
from „  ٿيخ حٿٔزذ٪ ‟َّؿto „ُ‟طئى. Likewise, all four translation students in the Translation 1
class were able to render blamed for successfully with such translations as:


طالځ رـ



ڃالڃش ٿـ



ٿٌڃيخ



ٍِِ اٿْيخ ٳ٬ّ

In addition, three out of the four students translating this part of the text in the
Translation 2 class translated blamed for correctly, and their translations are the
following:


طالځ
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... أىًحٍ ٳِ حٿظٔزذ



...حٿڀٌځ ٿـ

Similarly, all three students working on this half of the text in the Lexicography class
were able to render blamed for successfully, and these translations are:


...ٿٌځ ٿـ



...طالځ ٿـ



...ڃٔززش ٿـ

Honest Look
Another multi-word item in the second half of the text was honest look in the line
perhaps the biggest obstacle to having an honest look at the effects of television.
Although most of the translation students consulted al-Mawrid and Oxford EnglishArabic, neither dictionary covers this multi-word item, which may relate to the fact that
almost all of the translation students in the English-Arabic Translation and Lexicography
classes did not produce a correct translation of honest look. In fact, the majority of
equivalents produced were literal translations of honest look like „ َّلشٛ َس٨ ‟نor „ َس٨ن
خىٷشٛ‟. The translation tests showed that only one student (25%) attending the Translation
2 managed to understand the non-literal meaning of honest look, which is „ َّقٛ ‟طٸْْڂ.
However, this student did not provide the whole equivalent and ended up with only „‟طٸْْڂ.
Indeed, the results of the translation tests demonstrate that some foreign language
learners are not aware that language does not always consist of single words freely joined
together.
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Tend To
The next multi-word item included in the second part of the text was tend to. Most of
the students in all the classes looked up the item in al-Mawrid and Oxford EnglishArabic. Neither covers tend to. Nevertheless, the majority of the students managed to
translate this item and provide correct translation equivalents, such as „َ ‟ّڄْپ اٿand „ ُّئى
َ‟اٿ. In the Principles of Translation class, ten (83%) out of twelve students used these
equivalents, whereas the other two students did not. One did not translate this item, and
the other student translated it as „‟ّلـذ, which is not correct. In the Translation 1 class,
two students (50%) offered the aforementioned correct equivalents, whereas the other
two did not, as they translated tend to as „ْزنخّٜ‟ and „ ‟ّـڀذ ٿنخ, which is not the right
translation. Regarding these results of the Translation 2 class, three (75%) out of the four
students who translated this item chose the equivalent „ َ ;‟طڄْپ اٿhowever, the fourth
student did not, as he inaccurately translated tend to as „َ‟ّـَنخ اٿ. On the other hand, all
three students (100%) who translated this item in the Lexicography class translated tend
to as „ِ حٿظٔزذ ٳ/ َ‟طڄْپ اٿ, which is an accurate rendition of this multi-word item.

Base On
Base on is the next multi-word item in the text presented as if we based our health
policies on how much we enjoy things. Like the previous cases, most of the translation
students used al-Mawrid and Oxford English-Arabic; however, neither dictionary covers
base on. Nonetheless, all students, except one in the Principles of Translation class,
translated this item correctly with translations like the following:


َڀ٫ حٓنينخ
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َڀ٫ ٍٻِنخ



َڀ٫ ٷٔنخ



َڀ٫ رنْنخ

The percentage of correct translations was 92% for the Principles of Translation class
and 100% for the classes Translation 1, 2 and Lexicography.

Waiting Lists
The next multi-word item was waiting lists, which was understood by most of the
translation students. Most of the students used al-Mawrid for lexicographic consultation.
It does cover waiting list and includes one translation equivalent „ ٍخ٨‟ؿيًٽ أً ٷخثڄش انظ. In
the Principles of Translation, Translation 1, 2, and Lexicography classes, the majority of
students used the aforementioned equivalent for the translation, except for the following
instances:


ََٟيى حٿڄ٫ (in Principles of Translation, Translation 1 and 2)



(( ٷخثڄشPrinciples of Translation)



( ٿٌحثق حألٓڄخءLexicography)

In sum, the percentages of correct and incorrect equivalents were 75% and 25%
respectively in both the Principles of Translation and Translation 1 classes and 50% in
the Translation 2 class. In the Lexicography class, correct translations were 67% and
incorrect translations were 33%.
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Sunbathing
The second half of the text included sunbathing, which is covered in al-Mawrid with
the equivalent „ ِٔ‟أهي كڄخځ ٗڄ. Like the previous cases, al-Mawrid was used by most of
the students who used the aforementioned translation equivalent, as the translation tests
showed. The translation tests showed that nine (75%) out of twelve students attending the
Principles of Translation class accurately translated sunbathing using the aforementioned
equivalent or „ ِٔ ٿڀلڄخځ حٿ٘ڄَٝ٬‟حٿظ. The remaining three (33%) students did not translate
sunbathing accurately as their translations were the following:


ْحٿ٘ڄ



َْرخص حٿ٘ڄ٠نخ ٿَٟ٬ط



ْحٿلڄخّش ڃن حٿ٘ڄ

For the other classes, all the translation students attending Translation 1, 2, and
Lexicography classes translated sunbathing correctly using the equivalent available in alMawrid or „ْ‟حٿظ٘ڄ.

Sitting Room
The multi-word item sitting room was one of the most understood multi-word items in
both the translation and lexicography classes. Most of the students consulted al-Mawrid,
which covers this item along with the equivalent „ ْ٘ش٬‟كـَس حٿڄ. Most of the translation
students translated sitting room correctly, as the equivalents used in all classes were „ ٯَٳش
ْ٘ش٬‟حٿڄ, „ ٌّ ‟ٯَٳش حٿـڀand „ ٌّخٿش حٿـڀٛ‟. In the the Principles of Translation class, ten
students (83%) used these correct equivalents; however, one student translated sitting
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room as „ِخثڀ٫ ٌ‟ؿ, which is not the correct equivalent, and one did not provide the whole
equivalent as she translated this item as „ خثڀش٬‟ؿڀٌّ حٿ. In the Translation 1, 2, and
Lexicography classes, all students provided the aforementioned correct equivalent, except
for one (25%) student in the Translation 2 class who did not translate the multi-word item
at all.

Junk Food
The next, the multi-word item junk food was one of the items that translation students
did not have a problem understanding. In fact, most of the translation students translated
it without any problem at all, even though the item is not covered in the dictionaries. All
translation students in the Principles of Translation and Lexicography classes translated
this item using the correct equivalent „ ش٬َّٔڄش حٿ٬٣حأل/ حٿڄؤٻٌالص/‟حٿٌؿزخص. In the case of the
Translation 1 class, two students used the same aforementioned equivalent; however, one
student did not use this equivalent and used „ ڄش ٷڀْڀش حٿٴخثيس٬٣ ‟حألinstead. Also, one student
provided neither „ش٬َّٔ ‟حٿٌؿزخص حٿnor „ڄش ٷڀْڀش حٿٴخثيس٬٣‟حأل, as he translated junk food as „ ڄش٬٣أ
‟ٳخٓيس, an incorrect translation. Similarly, in the translation 2 class, two students translated
junk food as „ِلٜ حألٻپ ٯَْ حٿ/ ش٬َّٔ‟حٿٌؿزخص حٿ, while the other two translated it as „ خځ ٷڀْپ٬٤حٿ
 ‟حٿٴخثيسand „‟حألٻپ حٿِرخٿش. The equivalent „ ‟حألٻپ حٿِرخٿشshows that the student translated junk
food literally, which is not acceptable, as the translation does not preserve the figurative
sense of this multi-word item.

Passive Smoking
The second half of the text included the multi-word item passive smoking, which
means 'involuntary inhalation of tobacco smoke by a non smoker'. It is not documented in
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either al-Mawrid nor Oxford English-Arabic. The proper equivalent would be 'حٓظن٘خٵ ىهخڅ
َْٰ'حٿ, and the translation tests showed that none of the translation students of the
Translation 1, 2, Lexicography, and Principles of Translation classes translated the
intended meaning of passive smoking, as all the translations were inaccurate. These
flawed translations were the following:


ِحٿظيهْن حٿٔڀز



حٿظيهْن حٿڄِڃن



َُٔحٿظيهْن حٿ



حٿظيهْن رخٿوٴخء

Screen Time
The last multi-word item in the second half of the text was screen time in the line we
will finally talk in terms of recommended limits for hours per day of screen time. Neither
al-Mawrid nor Oxford English-Arabic documents this item, which demonstrates how this
lack of lexicographical inclusion affects translations by the students. In fact, most of the
students did not produce the whole translation equivalent as their translations were
incomplete as „ُ‟ڃ٘خىيس حٿظڀٴخ. In the the Principles of Translation class, seven out of twelve
students produced the aforementioned incomplete equivalent, while one translated screen
time literally as „ ;‟ًٷض حٿ٘خٗشtwo produced inappropriate translations, such as „ِ‟حٿٌٷض حٿلخڃ
and „پٛ‟حٿٌٷض حٿٴخ. Only two students provided correct translations (17%) of screen time,
and translated it as „ُ ‟حٿٌٷض أڃخځ ٗخٗش حٿظڀٴخand „ُڀَ ٗخٗخس حٿظڀٴخ٫ ْيخ٠‟نٸ.
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In addition, all four translation students in the Translation 1 class did not translate the
whole item and simply rendered screen time as „  ‟ڃ٘خىيس حٿظڀٴٌِّڅor „‟ٿڀ٘خٗش. However, in
the Translation 2 class, two students translated this item literally as also occurred in the
Principles of Translation class. It was incompletely translated by the other two students.
On the other hand, the three students translating this item in the Lexicography class had
different results. Two incompletely translated it as „ ُ‟ڃ٘خىيس حٿظڀٴخ, but it was correctly
translated as „ُْيخ أڃخځ حٿظڀٴخ٠ ‟نٸby the other students.

5.1.1 Translation and Dictionary Use
The previous section showed the performance and non-performance of the EnglishArabic translation students. This section provides an analysis of the translations,
dictionary use and rationale behind the translation mistakes and their types. Appendix II
shows the percentage of correct and incorrect translation equivalents for the English
multi-word items in the English-Arabic classes, with drips of arguments to overstatement
as the items in the first half of the text and slob out to screen time as the items from the
second half of the text. Appendix II shows that the percentage of translation varied, as
there were high percentages of correct translations in most classes for certain multi-word
items. For example, Appendix II shows that the multi-word items look at, conscious
decision, overdose, accepted concept, overstatement, blame for, base on and sunbathing
had a high percentage of correct translations in the classes Principles of Translation,
Translation 1, 2, and Lexicography. These results show that the translation students in
these classes were able to render the correct translation equivalent. The reason is that look
at, blame for, base on, accepted concept, and conscious desicion were not highly
figurative and can be understood easily. The results in the previous section showed that
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overdose, overstatement, and sunbathing had a high percentage of correct translations
because these items were included in al-Mawrid. Students who translated these items
correctly used the equivalents included in al-Mawrid, which resulted in accurate
translations in the test.
Moreover, Appendix II shows that the multi-word items cosy-sounding, honest look,
screen time, and passive smoking had the lowest percentage of correct translations. In
fact, most of the classes scored 0%, except for the Translation 2 class. Appendix II shows
that only students in the Translation 2 class were able to provide correct translation
equivalents for cosy-sounding and honest look with 25% for the former class and 75% for
the latter. Even though students in the other classes did consult dictionaries, none were
able to translate these multi-word items. Several students in the translation classes
provided translations for these four items; however, these translations were literal,
incorrect, and incomplete. These results show that the higher the metaphorical meaning
of the multi-word item, the higher the percentages of translation mistakes. These
translations show that students had a problem with the semantic content of these items
because of their idiomatic meanings, since these translation students were foreign
language learners and were not able to understand the intended meaning of cosysounding, honest look, screen time, and passive smoking. On the other hand, some
students in the Translation 2 class were able to translate honest look and cosy-sounding
even though these items were not included in al-Mawrid. This contrast in translation
between class levels can be related to the fact that students in the Translation 2 class are
at a higher level of study of translation and linguistics, which allows them to identify
multi-word items more easily.
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In terms of dictionary consultation, Appendix III shows that all the students in the
Translation 1 and 2 classes consulted translation dictionaries for the multi-word items
look at, conscious decision, overdose, accepted concept and overstatement. However,
only half of the students in the Translation 1 class used dictionaries when they translated
blame for, base on and sunbathing, which could be attributed to the fact that these multiword items are easier to render than are accepted concept, overstatement or conscious
decision. However, Appendix II shows that all students in the Translation 1 class
managed to provide correct equivalents of all the aforementioned multi-word items. The
multi-word items blame for, base on and sunbathing were items included in the second
half of the English text translated by half of the class. Thus, the group that translated the
second part of the text did not consult translation dictionaries as much as the group that
translated the first part of the text, as Appendix III shows. The consultation of the
dictionaries for items in the first half of the text were 100%, whereas the consultations
for the items in the second half of the text dropped to 50%, similar to those in the
Principles of Translation and Lexicography classes, where the percentage of dictionary
consultation dropped from 62% to 50% and 75% to 67% respectively.
On the other hand, Appendix III show that all the students in the Translation 2 class
consulted dictionaries for both the first and the second parts of the text. That finding was
a bit odd since students in this class were at a higher level of coursework than those in the
Principles of Translation classes. Yet, they all used dictionaries. Appendix III shows that
students in the lower levels of study did not consult dictionaries as much as did those
students in Translation 2. However, this difference can be related to the fact that students
at higher levels are aware of the importance of translation dictionaries in translation
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classes, especially for the English-Arabic direction, which supports the highest
percentage of dictionary consultation in the Translation 2 class. This class had the highest
level of awareness of English-Arabic translation.
In terms of the relation between class level and correct translation, Appendix II
shows that the percentage of correct translations was slightly higher in the Translation 1
class than in the Principles of Translation class. In addition, the table shows that the
percentage of correct translations is slightly higher in the Translation 2 class than in the
classes Translation 1 and Lexicography, which is normal since the Translation 2 class is
the highest level of translation study and its students are exposed to multi-word items
more often than students in the lower level classes and are at a higher level of linguistic
competence. Thus, their percentage of correct translations are higher than in the other
classes, demonstrating that foreign language students at higher levels will have higher
levels of competence and performance in language including work with multi-word
items.

5.1.2 Types of Translation Mistakes
The previous section focused on the translation of English multi-word items and
dictionary use in the different levels and the reason behind their variation. This section
focuses on the different types of translation mistakes and the reason behind these
mistakes. The results provided in this chapter show that the types mistakes were
incorrect, literal, or incomplete. The most frequent translation mistake is incorrect
translation equivalents, in which translation students provide erroneous equivalents in the
target language. Such incorrect translations appeared for the following multi-word items:
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Drips of arguments



Look at



Focus on



Relay by



Conscious decision



Understatement



Accepted concept



Cosy-sounding



Slob out



Straightforward



Additive agents



Hidden fats



Tend to



Waiting lists



Sunbathing



Sitting room



Junk food
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Passive smoking



Screen time

The translation tests showed that the above multi-word items puzzled some of the
translation students and indicated their lack of understanding of the meaning of multiword items based on the translations provided. For example, some students translated
drips of arguments as ـَس٠حٿنٸخٗخص حٿڄ, which is not correct or translated sunbathing as
ْ كڄخّش ڃن حٿ٘ڄinstead of ِٔأهٌ كڄخځ ٗڄ. These translations show that the students provided
partial equivalents, in which the equivalent did not indicate the intended meaning. The
concept of the multi-word item is partially included in the equivalent but it does not
deliver the whole intended meaning of the multi-word item.
The second common translation mistake was literal translation, in which the
translation students translate the literal meaning of the multi-word item instead of its
figurative meaning. These literal translations were used for the following multi-word
items:


Drips of arguments



Television violence



Lifestyle



Arise from



Key studies



Honest look
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Slob out



Cosy-sounding



Junk food



Passive smoking



Screen time

Some of the translation students were able to render these multi-word items correctly;
however, several students provided unidiomatic translations. For example, some students
translated key studies as  ڃٴخطْق ٳِ ىٍحٓخصinstead of ؿٌىَّش/ ىٍحٓخص ڃيڄشor they translated
passive smoking as ِ حٿظيهْن حٿٔڀزrather than َْٰحٓظن٘خٵ ىهخڅ حٿ. These translations show that
the translation students did not identify key studies and passive smoking as multi-word
items and translated them instead word for word rather than translating the sum of the
whole of the multi-word items.
The third type of translation mistake was the incomplete equivalent where the
translation students did not provide the whole equivalent, but rather just part of it. These
incomplete equivalents were used for the following multi-word items:


Television viewing



Conscious decision



Lifestyle



Honest look
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Hidden fats



Additive agents



Buy time



Screen time

The translation of the above multi-word items shows that their translations were not
complete, as the translation equivalents did not provide the whole intended meaning. This
could be contributed to the fact that the translation students either understood the
figurative meaning of the multi-word item but chose to provide briefer translations or did
not understand the meaning and resorted to translating the component of the multi-word
item that they did understand. For example, hidden fats was translated as  ىىٌڅinstead of
ىىٌڅ ڃوٴْش.
The different types of translation mistakes show that students did not understand the
metaphorical meanings of these multi-word items and had problems with the semantic
content of these items, which caused the students to translate them inaccurately. For
example, conscious decision was incorrectly rendered as in َ رخإلػڂ٫ٷَحٍ ٗخ. However,
correct translations like ٩ٷَحٍ ًح, show that some students understood what conscious
decision means. The literal translations discussed in this section, such as ڃٴخطْق ٳِ ىٍحٓخص
and  حألٻپ حٿِرخٿشfor key studies and junk food, respectively, reveal that students who
provided these translations did not identify these two items as multi-word items. These
two translations indicate that these students translated junk food and key studies word for
word rather than translating the whole multi-word items. On the other hand, several
students translated the two items as ش٬َّٔ حٿٌؿزخص حٿand ىٍحٓخص ڃيڄش, which show that these
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students did identify junk food and key studies as multi-word items and understood their
idiomatic meanings, which led to accurate translations.

5.2 Arabic Multi-word Items
The second text was Defeated Lover and is an Arabic text used for Arabic-English
translation. Like the English text, the Arabic text contains various multi-word items and
was divided into two parts for this translation research due to time constraints. All three
classes of the direction of Arabic-English translation (Translation 3, 4 and Lexicography)
were divided into half with each half translating part of the text. However, the students in
the Translation 4 class, which consisted of twenty students, were the only class to
translate the whole text within the lecture hour.

درن مشبعرٌب
The first multi-word item in the Arabic text Defeated Lover is َىخ٫ كَٹ ڃ٘خin the line
 ريٌه حٿٌٻٍَ حٿـڄْڀش ٻپ ىٌه حٿٔنْن٦زخً حكظٴ٬َٜىخ ىٌ أڅ ڃ٫ًڃخ كَٹ ڃ٘خ. The translation tests show
that few students consulted translation dictionaries and fewer students translated this
multi-word item correctly. For instance, three (18%) out of seventeen students in the
Translation 3 class managed to translate the intended meaning of َىخ٫كَٹ ڃ٘خ, whereas
the remaining students (92%) did not do so, as the translations of the latter were either
literal or flawed as follow:


Moved her feelings



The movement of her feelings



Her feelings were moved
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In the case of the Translation 4 class, two (10%) out of twenty students (90%) were
able to render the correct meaning of the multi-word item, while the remaining eighteen
(90%) did not. The inaccurate translations were similar to those in the Translation 3 class
along with such translations such as tickled her feelings, motivated her feelings, moved
her and galvanize her feelings. On the other hand, all the students in the Lexicography
class produced accurate translation equivalents of َىخ٫كَٹ ڃ٘خ. The correct translation
equivalents in the three classes were the following:


Arouse her feeling



It stirred powerful feelings



Impassioned her



Touched



Moved her



Make her extremely happy

ادزفظ ثـ
The second multi-word item in the Arabic text was  رـ٦حكظٴ, which is covered in the
Arabic-English al-Mawrid in its main entry along with the following equivalents:
-To keep, retain, hold, maintain, keep up, sustain
-To reserve
-To preserve, conserve, save, store, put away
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-To hold or have in custody, take custody of
-To guard, protect, safeguard, shelter, shield, defend
Most of the students in the Translation 3 and 4 classes did not consult translation
dictionaries when they translated this multi-word item. However, the translation tests
showed that the majority of students in the Translation 3, 4, and Lexicography classes
managed to translate this item correctly, whether they consulted al-Mawrid or not, as
most of the chosen equivalents were kept this. Regarding translation mistakes, they were
but few, such as:


Kept memorizing (Translation 3)



Holded this (Translation 4)

The percentage of correct and incorrect translations in these classes was 82% and 18%
respectively in the Translation 3 class; 95% and 5% in the Translation 4 class,
respectively and 100% and 0% respectively in the Lexicography class.

أفسد فردزٍب
The Arabic text includes the multi-word item أٳٔي ٳَكظيخ, but the item is not
documented in al-Mawrid. Few students used the dictionary in their translation and
lexicography classes; however, they were able to produce correct translation equivalents
of this multi-word item. For example, nine students (53%) who attended the Translation 3
class translated the item as ruined her happiness or spoiled her joy, whereas the
remaining eight (47%) students did not provide similar equivalents, and they rendered the
item as thwarted her gladness and corrupted her happiness, both of which are
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unidiomatic. In the case of the Translation 4 class, only two students (10%) provided
inaccurate equivalents like destroyed her happiness, and the remaining eighteen (90%)
managed to produce correct translation equivalents, such as ruined her happiness and
spoiled her joy. In addition, the students in the Lexicography class had mixed results, and
the translations were either the correct translation „ruined her joy‟ (50%) or the inaccurate
destroyed her joy (50%).

أثبر جىُوٍب
The first half of the text also included the multi-word item أػخٍ ؿنٌنيخ, which is not
documented in al-Mawrid. The translation tests show that most of the translation students
managed to translate this multi-word item accurately. In the Translation 3 class, eleven
students (65%) translated this multi-word item as drove her crazy or made her mad. On
the other hand, the remaining six students (35%) did not provide correct translations
because some of the equivalents were literal translations, such as rouse her madness and
enrage her madness. Similarly, most of the students (75%) in the Translation 4 class
translated this item correctly, except for five students (25%), where two did not translate
this item and the other three provided literal and inaccurate translations, such as the
effects of her madness, aroused her craziness and excited her madness. However, all the
students (100%) in the Lexicography class produced correct equivalents such as made her
crazy or drove her crazy.

مذزُيبد اٌمظرَف
The next multi-word item was ًَٱ٨ ڃلظٌّخص حٿڄand it was included in the first half of
the text in the line ًَٱ٨پ د ڃلظٌّخص ىٌح حٿڄٜزخً ك٫حٻظ٘خٳيخ أڅ ػڄش طال. Few of the translation
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students in the Translation 3, 4, and Lexicography classes used al-Mawrid, but it also
does not cover this item. In the Translation 3 class, all the translation students translated
this item as contents of the envelope, except for one student (6%) who translated it as the
envelope, which is an incomplete equivalent. In the case of the students of the Translation
4 class, sixteen students (80%) did provide the correct equivalent the contents of the
envelope, with the exception of four students (20%), where two did not translate this item
at all, and the other two simply translated it as envelope. In the Lexicography class, all
the students (100%) rendered ًَٱ٨ ڃلظٌّخص حٿڄaccurately.

ررن األثر
The multi-word item َطَٹ حألػ, which is included in the line الٷظيڄخ٫ َڀ٫ َڃڄخ طَٹ أٌٓأ حألػ
 حٿلڄْڄشis not covered in al-Mawrid. The translation tests show that few students consulted
translation dictionaries and that revealed the quality of the translations, as most of the
students did not produce the correct translation equivalent of َطَٹ حألػ. In the Translation 3
class, only two students (12%) managed to translate this item as made an impact and
ruined; the remaining fifteen students (88%) did not as most translated it literally as
leaves the effect or leave influence. Similarly, the results of the translation tests for the
Translation 4 class showed that only five students (25%) were able to translate َ طَٹ حألػas
affected or led to deterioration, whereas the remaining fifteen (75%) students could not,
as they translated the item as left its effect or made the impression. The results for the
Lexicography class show that 50% translated the item as affected while the other 50% of
the students translated the item as left a bruise, which is inaccurate.

عاللزٍمب اٌذميمخ
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Next was the multi-word item الٷظيڄخ حٿلڄْڄش٫, which is another item included in the first
half of the text and is not provided by al-Mawrid. However, the majority of students in
the Translation 3, 4, and Lexicography classes were able to translate this item correctly.
Thirteen students (76%) in the Translation 3 class provided the correct translation
equivalent intimate/close relationship, but the remaining four students (24%) did not.
Three did not provide a complete equivalent of relationship and one provided an
incorrect equivalent as warmth relationship. Twelve (60%) out of twenty (40%) students
in the Translation 4 class managed to produce the correct equivalent intimate/close
relationship, while the rest (40%) either provided incomplete relationship or inaccurate
equivalents like warm/cherished relationship. In the Lexicography class, 50% of students
correctly translated this item as close relationship, and the other 50% translated the item
incompletely as relationship.

يىشف ٌـ
The next multi-word item was  ّټ٘ٲ ٿـin the line ذ٬ْٜٓټ٘ٲ ٿنخ ڃ. Like the previous
cases, few translation students consulted translation dictionaries; however, this lack did
not affect their translations, as most of the students in these classes produced the correct
equivalents. For example, sixteen students (94%) in the Translation 3 class correctly
translated this item as reveal to, show or expose, except for one (6%) student who did not
translate the multi-word item at all. In the Translation 4 class, one student (5%)
inaccurately translated the item as find out for. However, the remaining nineteen students
(95%) did correctly translate it as reveal/to. On the other hand, the students translating
this part of the text in the Lexicography class offered different translations, with 50%
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accurately translating it as reveal to and the other 50% inaccurately translating the item as
discover.

يسزمر ثـ
Next was the multi-word item ّټ٘ٲ ٿـ, which is not covered in al-Mawrid. However,
the majority of translation students provided correct translation equivalents of ّٔظڄَ رـ. For
instance, fourteen students (82%) in the Translation 3 class correctly translated the item
as continues/to or keep on, except for two (18%) who did not translate it and one who
translated it as starts, which is not correct. In addition, seventeen students (85%) in the
Translation 4 class translated this item as continue/to or go on, both of which are correct.
However, the remaining three (15%) students did not translate the multi-word item at all.
On the other hand, all the students (100%) who attended the Lexicography class produced
accurate translation equivalents of ّٔظڄَ رـ.

َلبئع األدداس
The first half of the text also included the multi-word item  حألكيحع٪ًٷخث, which is not
covered in al-Mawrid. Unlike the previous case, most of the translation students were not
able to provide appropriate translation equivalents for this item. For example, only six
students (35%) in the Translation 3 class were able to translate this item correctly and
these equivalents were the following:


The events and facts (two students)



The events of the story



Facts of these events
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Facts of the events



Chronicle of events

The majority of students did not provide complete translation equivalents, and simply
translated it as events. In addition, three students did not render the multi-word item at all.
Similarly, most students (70%) in the Translation 4 class did not provide the whole
equivalent of  حألكيحع٪ ًٷخثsince they only translated it as events. On the other hand, only
six students (30%) produced complete equivalents, such as the series/facts of events.
None of the students (100%) in the Lexicography class were able to produce the whole
equivalent, as they translated this item as the events, which is not the full equivalent for
this item.

يسزرجع مه
The next multi-word item was  ڃن٪ ّٔظَؿin the line  ڃن حٿزيحّش٪ًىٌ ّٔظَؿ. Few students
used al-Mawrid, which does not document this item. The translation tests showed that the
results vary in both the translation and lexicography classes. For instance, six (35%) out
of seventeen students in the Translation 3 class managed to translate this item correctly,
as they translated it as recall from. The remaining students (65%) did not translate it
correctly because some translated it literally as getting back or retrieves. On the other
hand, the majority of students (60%) in the Translation 4 class produced correct
translation equivalents of the multi-word item, as they translated it as recalls from or
remembers. In the Lexicography class, 50% of the student group did not translate this
item at all, while the other 50% translated it as recalling.
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اٌمردٍخ اٌثبوُيخ
Moreover, the multi-word item  حٿڄَكڀش حٿؼخنٌّشin the line خٍٳخ ًىڄخ ٳِ حٿڄَكڀش حٿؼخنٌّش٬كْن ط
was translated by the majority of the translation students who were taking the translation
and lexicography classes. For example, all the students (100%) in the Translation 3 and
Lexicography classes translated this item as high school or secondary school. However,
only seventeen (85%) out of twenty students in the class of Translation 4 were able to
provide the aforementioned translation equivalents, as the remaining three (15%) students
translated the multi-word item literally as secondary stage, which is not correct.

يُاجً صعُثخ
Similarly, the multi-word item ٌرش٬ٛ  ٌّحؿوin the line ٌرش٬ٛ  ٻخڅ ىحثڄخً ٌّحؿوwas correctly
translated by all the translation students (100%) in the translation and lexicography
classes even though the multi-word item is not documented in al-Mawrid. The translation
equivalents in the Translation 3, 4 and Lexicography classes were the following:


Faced difficulty



Experiences difficulty



Had a problem



Finds it difficult

يسزعد ٌـ
Likewise, the multi-word item ي ٿـ٬ ّٔظin the line ي حألڅ ٿًِڃو حٿيٍحِٓ حألًٽ٬يّٸنخ ّٔظٛ ًٌىخى,
was accurately translated by all the students (100%) from the translation and
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lexicography classes. The translation equivalents from students in the Translation 3, 4,
and Lexicography classes were the following:


Preparing for



Getting ready for



Ready for

اٌيَُ اٌىئيت
Next, the translation tests showed that most of the translation students in the
translation and lexicography classes did provide correct translation equivalents for the
multi-word item حٿٌْځ حٿټجْذ. In the Translation 3 class, only three (12%) students did not
do so, as two students incorrectly translated it as depressed day and grief day, and the
other students did not translate the item at all. The rest of the students (88%) provided the
following correct equivalents:


Depressing day



Cheerless day



Dark day



Gloomy day



Miserable day



Bad day



Dreary day
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Similarly, most of the students (85%) in the Translation 4 class and all (100%) of the
students from the Lexicography class translated the multi-word item using most of the
aforementioned accurate equivalents, except for three students (15%) in the Translation 3
class, where two provided the incorrect equivalents depressed day, and one did not
translate the item at all.

ويفيخ اٌزصرف
The results of the translation tests for this item showed that all the translation students
attending the translation and lexicography classes managed to translate the multi-word
item correctly, except for one student (6%) in the Translation 3 class, who did not
translate it at all. The translation equivalents produced were the following:


How to act



How to behave



How will I act



How to deal



How could I cope

ًذٌت إٌّ جُار رث
The next multi-word item was  ًىذ اٿَ ؿٌحٍ ٍروwhich was included in the first half of
the text and not covered in al-Mawrid. The results of the translation tests showed various
translations of this multi-word item that ranged from correct to literal equivalents. For
example, nine (53%) out of seventeen students (47%) in the Translation 3 class translated
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the multi-word item correctly as he died or went to heaven/departed this life. However,
six students translated the multi-word item literally, such as went to his vicinity, went to
God protect and he is near God almighty. This translation was not accurate. Two students
did not translate the item at all. Twelve (60%) out of the twenty students in the
Translation 4 class produced correct translation equivalents like he passed away and he
died. Yet, eight students (40%) did not, as three of them provided literal translations,
while the other five did not provide any at all. On the other hand, all the students (100%)
from the Lexicography class managed to translate this multi-word item correctly with
equivalents like he died and he passed away.

أومً دراسزي
The next multi-word item was ِ أٻڄپ ىٍحٓظin the line

ِ أڃِ رؤڅ أٻڄپ ىٍحٓظ٪أڅ أٷن. The

translation tests showed that all the translation students (100%) who attended the
Translation 3, 4, and Lexicography classes produced accurate translation equivalents of
ِ أٻڄپ ىٍحٓظeven though the item is not documented in al-Mawrid. The produced
equivalents were the following:


Complete studies



Continue my studies



Finish school



Finish my education



Pursue my study
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اسزججذ ٌـ
Similarly, the results of the translation tests here showed that all the translation
students from the translation and lexicography classes accurately translated the multiword item  حٓظـزض ٿـin the line ٿټننِ ٻنض أكڄٶ كْن حٓظـزض إلٿلخكيخ. All the students (100%) in
the Translation 3, 4, and Lexicography classes produced the following correct translation
equivalents:


I responded/to



I agreed to/with



Listen to



Surrender to



I complied with



To fall for her



I accepted

أشعر ثـ
Further, the multi-word item َ رـ٬ٗ أhad similar translation results, as the majority of
the translation students were able to translate this multi-word item correctly. In the
Translation 3 class, fifteen (88%) out of seventeen students translated the item correctly,
except for two students (12%) who did not translate the item at all. Likewise, in the
Translation 4 class, seventeen (85%) students provided a correct equivalent, with the
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exception of three students (15%) who provided no equivalents. On the other hand, all the
students (100%) from the Lexicography class translated this item accurately. These
equivalents were the following:


I feel/of



I am feeling

أدرِ ثـ
Likewise, the results of the translation tests here showed that translation students had
no problem rendering the multi-word item أىٍٍ رـ. All the translation students in the
Translation 3, 4 and Lexicography classes accurately rendered the multi-word item,
except for two students; one in the Translation 3 class and the other in the Translation 4
class. The equivalents were also similar in the aforementioned classes and were the
following:


Knows what is



Know better



Knows more



Knows about



Knows the better for



Aware of
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أرىبزي عه
Next came the multi-word item ن٫  أطنخُٽin the line ن كڀڂ٫  ًٿټننِ ٿن أطنخُٽin the first half
of the text. The translation tests show that most of the translation students were able to
produce the intended meaning of the prepositional verb in the text. All the translation
students in all three classes were able to translate the item correctly, except for four
students; two in the Translation 3 class with give away and two in the Translation 4 class
with disclaim. The correct translation equivalents were the following:


Give up



Yield



Abandon



Abdicate



Stop (thinking about)

ٌّاٌزفذ إ
The next the multi-word item َ حٿظٴض اٿin the line ٌٍس ًحٿيهٛ َذ اٿ٬ٜ حٿظٴض ڃwas the first
multi-word item in the second half of the text and is documented in al-Mawrid along with
the following equivalents:
-To pay attention to, to heed, observe, consider
-To take into consideration or account, reckon with
-To take care of, care for
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None of the equivalents were the equivalent of the aforementioned multi-word item
because they indicate the metaphorical meaning of this item, but the intended meaning of
this item in this context was the literal meaning. In addition, few translation students
consulted translation dictionaries including al-Mawrid. Regarding the translations, all the
students (100%) from the translation and lexicography classes translated this item, and all
the translation equivalents in all three classes were accurate, such as:


Turned over to



Looked to/at



Turned his face to



Turned his sight towards



Turned around to

أرجبٌّ ة
The multi-word item  أطزخىَ رـwas the second multi-word item in the second half of the
text in the line ِٿټِ أطزخىَ رٺ أڃخځ ُڃالث. Regarding the translations, the tests showed that the
majority of translation students did not have a problem rendering this multi-word item.
For example, all the students (100%) from the Translation 3 class translated the multiword item correctly. In the case of the Lexicography class, six (86%) out of seven (14%)
students were able to render the multi-word item correctly, as the seventh student did not
translate it at all. As far as students from the Translation 4 class are concerned, nineteen
students (95%) produced correct equivalents, with the exception of one student (5%) who
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provided an inaccurate equivalent, which was to flourish about. The correct equivalents
were:


To show off



Boast about



Be proud of



Crow about



Proud I am to



Brag of

رمٍك عٍي
For this multi-word item ِڀ٫ طٸڀٶ, there were no problems, as the majority of
translation students were able to translate it. For example, all the translation students
attending the Translation 3, 4, and Lexicography classes accurately translated the multiword item as worry or worry about/for, except for one student who did not render it at all.

ٌّأرجعٍب إ
Similar to the translation of the previous multi-word item, most translation students
produced accurate translation equivalents of َيخ اٿ٬أٍؿ. Even though few students used the
translation dictionaries, all the students (100%) in the Translation 3 and 4 classes were
able to translate it, except for two students in the Lexicography class who were not able
to translate the multi-word item. The produced equivalents were the following:
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Put it back



Returned it back to



Placed it back

يٍُح ٌٍب
Similarly, translation students did not have a problem with ّڀٌف ٿيخ. All the translation
students in the Translation 3, 4 and Lexicography classes translated this multi-word item
correctly, except for two students (29%) in the Lexicography class, who did not provide
any translation. Most of the translation equivalents ranged from waving to waved his
hands, which were correct equivalents.

رالشّ اٌعزبة
The translation tests showed that the translation students had a problem translating this
multi-word item ظخد٬طالَٗ حٿ. For example, all the translation students from the Translation
3 class translated it literally without indicating the intended meaning of ظخد٬طالَٗ حٿ. The
translation equivalents were:


Blame faded away



It disappeared

In the case of the Translation 4 class, three students did not translate this item, and
fifteen students produced literal and/inaccurate translation equivalents including:


The blame vanished/disappeared
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Anger fade away



The admonition was gone



(She) got cool



Her satisfied

Only two students (10%) were able to translate the intended meaning of this multiword item and these equivalents are the following:


She forgave him



Everything is fine

Students from the Lexicography class had the same problem, as four students did not
render the multi-word item, and one student translated it too literally. The exception was
two students (29%) who did provide correct equivalents.

ٌّذٌجب إ
In the case of this multi-word item, the results showed that the majority of translation
students did not have any problem translating ًَىزخ اٿ, as the results showed that all the
translation students in the Translation 3 and 4 classes provided accurate translation
equivalents, such as they went to, they left for, and they headed to. On the other hand, the
results showed that three (43%) out of seven students did not render this multi-word item
at all in the Lexicography class. The remaining four (57%) students provided the same
correct equivalents as those in the Translation 3 and 4 classes.
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شعر أن
Similarly, the results of the translation tests showed that all the translation students in
the translation and lexicography classes had no problem when they translated the multiword item َ أڅ٬ٗ, except for three students (43%) from the Lexicography class. The
correct translation equivalents were felt/felt that and he started to have a feeling.

ًيذدلُن في
Similarly, the translation tests showed that all the students of the translation and
lexicography classes accurately translated this multi-word item, except three students
(43%) from the Lexicography class, as they did not render it. The correct equivalents
were staring at, looking at and being watched by.

الزرة خطُح
Next, the translation of the multi-word item ٌس٤ حٷظَد هshowed that most students were
able to translate the item accurately in the target language. The translation tests showed
that all the students (100%) in the Translation 3 class translated it correctly. In the case of
the Translation 4 class, only one student (5%) provided an incorrect equivalent, which
was the more the steps, while the rest of the class (95%) managed to produce the correct
translation equivalents. In the Lexicography class, three students did not translate the
multi-word item, but three (43%) managed to translate it correctly and one produced a
flawed translation he gets more closed. The correct translation equivalents in these three
classes were the following:


Closer he got
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He gets a step closer



He got closer



He is close by one step

ًازداد يميىب
The results of the tests showed that the correct translation equivalents for ً حُىحى ّٸْنخwere
not provided by all translation students. Some produced inaccurate equivalents and others
did not translate the item at all. In the Translation 3 class, 50% did not translate the item;
however, the other 50% did and provided a correct equivalent, i.e. he became sure. In the
Translation 4 class, sixteen (80%) out of twenty students were able to translate the multiword item correctly while the remaining four students (20%) translated it incorrectly as:


The more he is sure



His certainty increases (two students)



He gets a feeling

In the Lexicography class, four students (57%) produced correct equivalents;
however, the remaining three (43%) did not translate the multi-word item at all. The
correct equivalents were the following:


He became more certain



He was sure

ٌمخ مه
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The results for the tests of the multi-word item  ٿڄق ڃنin the line ْي حكيٍ حٿٴظْخص٬ٿڄق ڃن ر
show that most of the translation students in the three classes did not have a problem with
its translation. All the students (100%) from the Translation 3 class translated it correctly,
and fifteen (75%) out of twenty did the same in the Translation 4 class. The translation
mistakes were the following:


He hinted from



He alluded



He alluded from



He waived to [sic]



He hinted

In the Lexicography class, three (43%) out of seven students were able to translate this
multi-word item correctly, the remaining four (57%) students did not render  ٿڄق ڃنat all.
The correct translation equivalents in these three classes were the following:


He saw



He glanced at



He noticed



He caught sight of
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يجعد اٌىظر
For the multi-word item َ٨ي حٿن٬ّز, the translation tests showed that several translation
students were not able to render the required translation equivalent. Some students did
not translate this item correctly, while others did not even translate it. Regarding the
correct equivalents, 50% of the students managed to translate the multi-word item
correctly in the Translation 3 class, while 43% did likewise in the Lexicography class and
70% succeeded in the Translation 4 class. These correct equivalents ranged from turn his
sight away to look away. Translation mistakes in the three classes were the following:


Took his sight away



Overlook them



Take his sight off



Take his eyes away



He moves his sight from them

زاد رُرري
The results of the translation tests for this item show that most translation students in
the three classes had problems when they translated this multi-word item. For instance,
four students did not translate this multi-word item at all and three provided flawed
equivalents in the Lexicography class, as he was more worried, added to his nervousness
and made him more nervous. In the Translation 3 class, 50% provided flawed translation
of this item, which is made him more nervous and 50% with a correct equivalent raised
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his tension and anxiety. In the case of the Translation 4 class, only two students (10%)
were able to render  ُحى طٌطَهcorrectly, and the remaining eighteen (90%) did not. Their
mistakes included increased his tension, his tension and worry increased and make his
worries increase. The correct equivalents were the following:


Raised his tension and anxiety



Made him really nervous



He was more worried and tense

يجزسمُن في
The next multi-word item is ِ ّزظٔڄٌڅ ٳin the line لټٌڅ ًّزظٔڄٌڅ ٳِ ًؿيو٠ّ ٻخنٌح. Here the
results show that the majority of students rendered this item correctly, as all the
translation students from the Translation 3 and 4 classes produced accurate translation
equivalents. On the other hand, only three (43%) out of seven students from the
Lexicography class translated the multi-word item correctly, and four students (57%) did
not even translate ِّزظٔڄٌڅ ٳ. The correct translation equivalents in all three classes were
smiling and smiling to.

َلف في
The last multi-word item in the Arabic text was ِ ًٷٲ ٳin the line ًًًٷٲ ٳِ ڃټخنو ڃڀٌكخ
رْيّو. The results of the tests for this item show that, unlike the previous multi-word item,
several students did not translate ِ ًٷٲ ٳcorrectly. The tests show that 50% in the
Translation 3 class managed to translate the item accurately; however the findings were
not similar to the the class of Lexicography as only 14% provided correct translations. In
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the Translation 4 class, thirteen (65%) out of twenty students (35%) managed to produce
correct translation equivalents; the correct equivalents in all three classes were he stood,
he stood in and stood still.

5.2.1 Translation and Dictionary Use
The previous section presented the results of the Arabic-English translation tests. This
section focuses on the overall performance and non-performance and dictionary use,
Appendix V shows the percentage of correct and incorrect translation equivalents for the
Arabic multi-word items in the Arabic-English classes, while Appendix VI shows the
results using dictionary consultation, with َىخ٫ كَٹ ڃ٘خto ن٫  أطنخُٽas items for the first
half of the text and َ حٿظٴض اٿto ِ ًٷٲ ٳas items for the second half of the text. The table
shows that sixteen out of the thirty-eight multi-word items had scores above 80 % for
correct translations, such as حٿڄَكڀش حٿؼخنٌّش, َٱٜٻْٴْش حٿظ, ن٫  أطنخُٽand حٿٌْځ حٿټجْذ. Thus, this
result indicates that the majority of translation students in the Arabic-English translation
classes did not experience any difficulty in their translations, which one can relate to the
fact that these multi-word items were understood by translation students, who were also
native speakers of Arabic. For example, students were able to correctly translate حٿٌْځ
 حٿټجْذas miserable/dark day,  حٿڄَكڀش حٿؼخنٌّشas high school, ن٫  أطنخُٽas give up, and ٻْٴْش
َٱٜ حٿظas how to act.
On the other hand, Appendix V shows that the translation students had problems
translating ظخد٬طالَٗ حٿ,  ُحى طٌطَهand َ طَٹ حألػas the table shows that the correct translations
of ظخد٬ طالَٗ حٿwere less than 30% in the Lexicography and Translation 4 classes and 0%
in the Translation 3 class. In the case of  ُحى طٌطَهand َ طَٹ حألػ, correct translations were
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50% and below in the Translation 3, 4 and Lexicography classes. This result can be
attributed to the fact that these three multi-word items were the most figurative and
idiomatic among the Arabic multi-word items in the Arabic text Defeated Lover, which
indicates the problem of translation manifested in the use of literal translation equivalents
in most cases. As shown in the translation test, students incorrectly translated َ طَٹ حألػas
leaves the effect,  ُحى طٌطَهas added to his nervousness, and ظخد٬ طالَٗ حٿas admonition was
gone.
In terms of use of dictionaries, Appendix VI shows that students of the Arabic-English
translation classes did not consult translation dictionaries as often as the English-Arabic
translation students, because the Arabic-English students dealt with texts in Arabic, their
native language. Consequently, translating Arabic texts into English was easier for these
than translating English texts into Arabic. This result is supported by Appendix II and III,
as they both show that Arabic-English translation students scored higher in terms of
correct translations than did their counterparts. Appendix II shows that students in all the
English-Arabic classes scored higher than 80% on eight English multi-word items,
whereas the Arabic-English students scored higher than 80% on sixteen Arabic multiword items. These findings show that the translation of Arabic multi-word items in
Defeted Lover was easier than translating English multi-word items in Remotely
Controlled.
Appendix VI also shows that those students who translated the second half of the
designated Arabic text consulted dictionaries less often than did those students who
translated the first half of the text. For instance, students from the Translation 3 and
Lexicography classes scored 29% and 100% respectively when they translated the first
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half of the text. However, students who translated the second half of the text scored
lower. Appendix VI shows that students from the Translation 3 and Lexicography classes
scored 0% and 57% respectively with the exception of students in the Translation 4 class.
They were the only students in all the translation and lexicography classes who were able
to translate the whole text within the lecture hour; they were at the highest level of
translation study and their score of dictionary consultation was 55%.
In terms of the relation between class levels and correct translations, Appendix V
shows that students from the Translation 4 class scored slightly higher than students from
the Translation 3 class in the percentage of correct translations, while students from the
Translation 3 and Lexicography classes scored almost the same in translation
performance. Appendix V also shows that those from the Translation 4 class had a higher
percentage than both from the Translation 3 and Lexicography classes. Those from the
Translation 4 class had the highest level of translation competence and performance of all
the translation classes, documenting the sound translation results of its students. Like
section 5.1.1, the findings in this section show that the more advanced students are in
language, the better will be their competence and performance on multi-word items.

5.2.2 Types of Translation Mistakes
Similar to section 5.1.2, this section focuses on the common translation mistakes and
the reason behind them. The translation tests showed that the most occurring type of
mistake was the incorrect translations; the Arabic multi-word items where these incorrect
translations occurred were the following:


َىخ٫كَٹ ڃ٘خ
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حكظٴ ٦رـ



أٳٔي ٳَكظيخ



أػخٍ ؿنٌنيخ



طَٹ حألػَ



٫الٷظيڄخ حٿلڄْڄش



ّټ٘ٲ ٿـ



ّٔظڄَ رـ



حٿٌْځ حٿټجْذ



أطنخُٽ ٫ن



أطزخىَ رـ



طالَٗ حٿ٬ظخد



حٷظَد هٌ٤س



حُىحى ّٸْنخً



ٿڄق ڃن



ّز٬ي حٿنَ٨



ُحى طٌطَه



ًٷٲ ٳِ



The translation tests showed that several translation students had problems translating
the above multi-word items into English, which caused them to produce erroneous
translation equivalents. For example, some students translated

الٷظيڄخ حٿلڄْڄش٫ as a

warmth/cherished relationship, which is not correct; the correct translation would be
close relationship. Similarly, some students translated  أػخٍ ؿنٌنيخas the effects of her
madness instead of drove her crazy. These translations show that the translation students
in these classes understood the metaphorical meaning of the Arabic multi-word items, but
they did not know their accurate and natural equivalents in English. The second most
frequent type of mistake was the literal translations of the following multi-word items:


َىخ٫كَٹ ڃ٘خ



أػخٍ ؿنٌنيخ



َطَٹ حألػ



 ڃن٪ّٔظَؿ



حٿڄَكڀش حٿؼخنٌّش



حٿٌْځ حٿټجْذ



ًىذ اٿش ؿٌحٍ ٍرو



ظخد٬طالَٗ حٿ



ًحُىحى ّٸْنخ



ٿڄق ڃن
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َ٨ي حٿن٬ّز



ُحى طٌطَه

Some of the translations of the above multi-word items were incorrect, but most
importantly, various translations that students resorted to were only the literal translation
of these items. For example, some translated َ طَٹ حألػas leaves the effect instead of made
an impact. A similar example would be the translation of

ًىذ اٿَ ؿٌحٍ ٍرو.

Some

translation students translated the item as he is near God Almighty rather than he passed
away, which shows that these particular students did not identify these items as readymade multi-word items. These results clearly show that translation students translated
these items word for word, hence the unidiomatic translations.
The third type of translation mistake was the incomplete equivalent, which was not
common and was used for the following multi-word items:


ًَٱ٨ڃلظٌّخص حٿڄ



الٷظيڄخ حٿلڄْڄش٫



 حألكيحع٪ًٷخث

In the translation of the multi-word items, the translation students opted to provide
incomplete translation equivalents instead of using a whole equivalent that would reflect
the actual intended meaning. For instance, ًَٱ٨ ڃلظٌّخص حٿڄwas simply translated as the
envelope instead of the contents of the envelope. Similarly,  حألكيحع٪ ًٷخثwas rendered as
the events rather than the chronicle of events, neither of which maintained the true
intention of the multi-word item. The incomplete translation of these multi-word items
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might have occurred because the students were not aware of the missing components in
their equivalents. This lack indicates their lack of knowledge of accurate equivalents in
the target language, i.e. English. The students might have assumed that the translation of
one of the components would reveal the entire meaning of the whole multi-word items.
The above examples show that the reasons of the translation mistakes in both translation
directions (sections 5.1.2 and 5.2.2) were the same and indicate the same results that
these mistakes were because of misunderstanding of the figurative meanings of the
English and Arabic multi-word items.
In sum, this chapter offered a detailed analysis of the translation tests that were
submitted by the researcher to students at the Department of English Language and
Literature at KU. The tests were submitted to classes in translation and lexicography. The
chapter was divided into two parts with the first part focusing on the results of the
translations of English multi-word items from the English text Remotely Controlled and
second part on the results of translations of Arabic multi-word items in the Arabic text
Defeated Lover. Both parts of the chapter compiled the translations of each multi-word
item in selected translation and lexicography classes and pointed out both the correct and
incorrect translation equivalents delivered by the translation students. Moreover, tables
were provided to indicate the percentages of correct translations and use of dictionaries
for each multi-word item in each class (in the appendices) in order to point out the level
of translation performance of the multi-word items and level of dictionary consultation.
In addition, the tables helped show the link between class level and the translation of
these items. The findings showed that translating Arabic multi-word items into English
was easier than translating English multi-word items into Arabic. Also, Arabic-English
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translation students did not consult dictionaries as often as the English-Arabic students.
The findings in this chapter showed that the more advanced students are in language, the
better will be their competence and performance in multi-word items.
The next chapter covers the statistical results from the analysis of the translation
dictionaries. The analysis focuses on the documentation and lexicographical treatment of
the English and Arabic multi-word items compiled in the translation dictionaries in both
directions
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CHAPTER SIX: DICTIONARY ANALYSIS RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the analysis of the six translation dictionaries to
shed further light on the documentation and treatment of 800 English and Arabic multiword items. These results will help identify the nature of the documentation of these
items and how they are treated in these dictionaries. The results are divided into sections,
and each section focuses on one aspect of the documentation and lexicographical
treatment. These sections cover the six translation dictionaries and are illustrated through
graphs and tables. Each total occurrence of multi-word items in each dictionary is out of a
total of 100 in the tables and figures.

6.1 Documentation of the Multi-word Items
This section focuses on the documentation of both English and Arabic multi-word
items in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni, al-Mounged, Elias and Hans Wehr. These dictionaries
vary in their documentation; there are cases where a dictionary documents most of the
multi-word items, whereas in other dictionaries that is not the case.

6.1.1 English-Arabic Dictionaries
Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1 below demonstrate that al-Mawrid has the least coverage of
idioms selected of the three dictionaries, as it includes only 50 out of the 100 of the
corpus. On the other hand, al-Mughni covers 79 and al-Mounged provides 68 out of the
100, which means that al-Mughni covers the most idioms. Similarly, al-Mughni covers
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the most phrasal verbs, which is 78 out of 100, while al-Mounged includes 71. In its
documentation of idioms, al-Mawrid has the lowest amount since it only includes 68
idioms. Regarding compounds, the documentation of this multi-word item is relatively
high in all three dictionaries, namely, 86 in al-Mughni, 83 in al-Mawrid and 79 in alMounged, which means that al-Mughni has the highest inclusion of compounds. alMounged has the lowest documentation of compounds, as it rated second in documenting
both idioms and phrasal verbs.
The three dictionaries do cover most of the compounds and phrasal verbs and have a
high coverage of idioms, but they have a low inclusion rate of collocations. The results,
as shown in Table 6.1, reveal that the three dictionaries cover less than half of the corpus
of collocations. For example, that coverage is 19 in al-Mawrid, 23 in al-Mounged, and 32
in al-Mughni. Still, al-Mughni includes the most collocations, making it the translation
dictionary that has the highest coverage among the three English-Arabic dictionaries.
Dictionary

Idioms

(out

of

Phrasal

Verbs

Compounds (out

Collocations (out

100)

(out of 100)

of 100)

of 100)

al-Mawrid

50

68

83

19

al-Mughni

79

78

86

32

al-Mounged

68

71

79

23

Table 6.1: English MWIs documentation
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Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.1: English MWIs documentation

Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.2: Documentation in al-Mawrid
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Figure 6.3
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Phrasal Verbs
Compounds
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Figure 6.3: Documentation in al-Mughni

Figure 6.4

Idioms
Phrasal Verbs
Compounds
Collocations

Figure 6.4: Documentation in al-Mounged
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The above table and group of four charts show that even though the English multiword items are covered in all three dictionaries, al-Mughni covers most of them. As
shown in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.3, al-Mughni covers most of the idioms, phrasal verbs
and compounds except for collocations since it covers less than half of that corpus, but
still more than al-Mawrid and al-Mounged. Nonetheless, the documentation of
collocations is still low in all three dictionaries. Regarding al-Mounged, Figure 6.4 shows
that it is second in documenting idioms, collocations, and phrasal verbs; however, it
comes in last in the inclusion of compounds. Figure 6.2 indicates that al-Mawrid is last in
its coverage of idioms, collocations, and phrasal verbs, which is quite striking since it is
the most used English-Arabic dictionary at Kuwait University.
Next, this section focuses on the documentation of the Arabic multi-word items in the
Arabic-English dictionaries, al-Mawrid, Hans Wehr and Elias, as shown in Table 6.2 and
Figure 6.5 below

6.1.2 Arabic-English Dictionaries
Table 6.2 and Figure 6.5 below show that similar to the English-Arabic dictionaries;
Arabic-English dictionaries vary in their documentation of Arabic multi-word items. For
example, Hans Wehr covers 55, al-Mawrid covers 51 out of 100, and Elias covers 39,
which means that Hans Wehr covers more idioms than al-Mawrid and Elias. In the case
of prepositional phrases, both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr cover 72 out of 100
prepositional verbs, which is quite remarkable, due to the fact that they include more than
half of the corpus. As far as Elias is concerned, it only includes 53, which shows that the
amount of coverage is not the same in the three translation dictionaries. Regarding the
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idāfas, Table 6.2 shows that al-Mawrid provides 33 out of 100, whereas Hans Wehr
provides 40, and Elias covers only 29. This indicates that idāfas are not covered as much
as idioms and prepositional verbs are in these dictionaries. Likewise, as presented in
Figure 6.5, the coverage of collocations is not as high as the coverage of idioms and
prepositional verbs as al-Mawrid covers 35 out of 100, Hans Wehr includes 30, and Elias
provides 37.
Prepositional Verb

idāfas

100)

(out of 100)

100)

of 100)

al-Mawrid

51

72

33

35

Hans Wehr

55

72

40

30

Elias

39

53

29

37

Dictionary

Idioms

(out

of

(out

of

Collocations (out

Table 6.2: Arabic MWIs documentation
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Figure 6.5: Arabic MWIs documentation
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Figure 6.6
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Prepositional Verbs
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Figure 6.6: Documentation in al-Mawrid
Figure 6.7
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Figure 6.7: Documentation in Hans Wehr
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Figure 6.8
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Prepositional Verbs
Idafas
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Figure 6.8: Documentation in Elias
The above three figures show that all three dictionaries cover the Arabic multi-word
items. However, as shown in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.7, Hans Wehr covers the most multiword items, as it covers more idioms and idāfas than both al-Mawrid and Elias. Still,
Hans Wehr ties with al-Mawrid in prepositional verbs documentation, as shown in
Figures 6.6 and 6.7. However, perhaps most importantly, Hans Wehr contains the least
covered collocations of the three Arabic-English dictionaries, which is not the case in the
other direction as stated earlier wherein al-Mughni covers most of the four multi-word
items. Elias, as shown in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.8, has the least covered idioms,
prepositional verbs, and idāfas. Yet, it does have the highest collocation documentation
of the three dictionaries. Even though that coverage is still less than half of the corpus,
the number is still higher than both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr.
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Based on the above, the documentation of multi-word items varies in the six
translation dictionaries. In each direction, one dictionary has either the most coverage of
all dictionaries or most of the multi-word items, al-Mughni in the English-Arabic
direction and Hans Wehr in the Arabic-English direction. Overall, the charts and graphs
show that the English-Arabic translation dictionaries cover more English multi-word
items than the Arabic-English dictionaries do with the Arabic multi-word items.

6.2 Frequency
This section focuses on the relationship between the frequency of the multi-word
items and their documentation in the various translation dictionaries. As stated in Chapter
4, the inclusion of the chosen multi-word items relates to their frequencies in the on-line
corpora BNC and BYUAC. Items with either low or high frequencies were included in
the compiled corpus. As stated in Chapter 4, most of the occurrences in the corpora are
10 and above; therefore, occurrences of 9 and below are considered to be a low
frequency. Items with zero occurrences in the on-line corpora were not included in our
compiled corpus. In terms of the link between frequency and documentation, some highfrequency items were expected by the researcher to be documented in the dictionaries due
to their high frequency while the low-frequency items were not expected to be included
in the dictionaries because of their low frequency. However, there were several cases
where high-frequency items are not included in the dictionaries. In addition, other cases
showed that some low-frequency items are included in the dictionaries, when highfrequency items were not documented at all. The tables below illustrate these three cases.
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Table 6.3 references the English-Arabic dictionaries, while Table 6.4 refers to the
Arabic-English dictionaries. In both tables, each multi-word item is shown along with the
three cases of frequency and documentation. In both tables, „F1‟ indicates high
frequency/low documentation, „F2‟ means low frequency/high documentation, and „F3‟
refers to high frequency/no documentation. Table 6.3 for the English multi-word items
shows that there are thirteen cases where high-frequency idioms are not documented in
all three English-Arabic dictionaries, seven cases where the low-frequency idioms are
documented in all or most of the dictionaries, and nine cases where the high-frequency
idioms are not included at all. Next, Table 6.3 shows that phrasal verbs have seventeen
high-frequency phrasal verbs with low documentation and nine high-frequency phrasal
verbs with no lexicographical documentation at all. Interestingly enough, there were no
cases of low frequency phrasal verbs that had high-documentation.
Table 6.3 also shows that the three different frequency/documentation ratios are lower in
compounds. For instance, there are seven cases of low-documentation of high-frequency
compounds, six cases of no documented/high-frequency compounds, and just one case of
low-frequency with high documentation. Table 6.3 shows that there were fifteen cases of
high-frequency collocations with low-documentation, two cases of low-frequency
collocations with high documentation, and thirty cases of high-frequency collocations
with no documentation at all.
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Idioms

Phrasal Verbs

Compounds

Collocations

F1

F2

F3

F1

F2

F3

F1

F2

F3

F1

F2

F3

13

7

9

17

0

9

7

1

6

15

2

30

Table 6.3: English MWIs frequency
Further, the results shown in Table 6.4 indicate that the three cases of frequency and
documentation (F1 / F2 / F3) are more common in Arabic phraseology than in their
English counterparts. For instance, Table 6.4 shows, in the case of idiom, that there are
seventeen cases of high frequency and low-documentation of idioms, thirteen cases of
low frequency idioms with high documentation in the dictionaries and seventeen cases of
high frequency idioms with no documentation in the dictionaries. Regarding the
prepositional verbs, Table 6.4 shows that there are thirteen high-frequency prepositional
verbs with low documentation, twelve low frequency prepositional verbs with high
documentation and eleven cases of high frequency prepositional verbs with no
documentation.
In the case of idāfa, Table 6.4 shows that there are fourteen items in the compiled
corpus with high frequency and low-documentation, thirteen with low frequency and high
documentation and twenty-five cases of undocumented high frequency idāfa. For the
collocations, Table 6.4 shows that the three frequency cases are lower than the ones of
the English collocations. For example, there are nine collocations with high frequency
and low documentation, three with low frequency and high-documentation and seventeen
cases of undocumented high-frequency collocations.
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Idioms

Prepositional Verbs

idāfa

Collocations

F1

F2

F3

F1

F2

F3

F1

F2

F3

F1

F2

F3

17

13

17

13

12

11

14

13

25

9

3

17

Table 6.4: Arabic MWIs frequency
Based on the above discussion, there are three different relationships between multiword item frequency and lexicographical documentation, and they occur with all English
and Arabic multi-word items. In the English items, phrasal verbs have the most
occurrences of high-frequency and low-documentation cases, whereas compounds have
the least. Idioms have the highest occurrences of low frequency and high documentation.
In addition, collocations have the most cases of high frequency and lack of
lexicographical documentation. For the Arabic items, the most frequent cases of high
frequency and low documentation was with idioms. Also, idioms and idāfas ranked the
highest in low-frequency and high documentation. Moreover, the high frequency and no
documentation category is at it highest with idāfas, which may relate to the nature of
idāfa. Idāfas are syntactically constructed items rather than semantically constructed and
are considered multi-word items in the target language. However, these results do show
that even though they have high frequency in the on-line corpora, their absence in the
translation dictionaries shows that Arabic lexicographers are unaware of their relationship
to multi-word items. Overall, the three types of frequency/documentation relations are
frequent in Arabic multi-word items, which clearly shows the arbitrary coverage of multiword items in the Arabic-English dictionaries.
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As shown above then, this section focuses on the frequency of the multi-word items
and the three different types of the relationship that exist between the frequency of the
items and their documentation in the six translation dictionaries. The following sections
focus on the entry of the multi-word items along with their components, such as the
equivalent, the definition, the synonym and the example. Each component, as well as the
entry, is offered in its own section.

6.3 Entry
This section focuses on the location of the equivalent of the multi-word item in the
dictionaries, i.e. where translation students/dictionary users go to look up a certain
phraseological item. In all the dictionaries, multi-word items are either placed in an entry
of their own, which is referred to as the „main entry‟, or listed within the main entry,
which is called a „subentry‟. The specific location of the multi-word items in the subentry
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7. In this chapter, the analysis of the six dictionaries
sheds light on this lexicographical issue and indicates the number of items located in the
two types of entries.
The two tables here provide information on the location of the multi-word items in all
six dictionaries. Table 6.5 covers English multi-word items, and Table 6.4 is for Arabic
multi-word items. In both tables, „main‟ indicates a main entry, while „sub‟ is short for a
subentry. The results of Table 6.5 show that idioms in al-Mawrid are mostly included in
subentries, which means they are listed under the entries of one of the components of the
multi-word item rather than being listed on their own. The same can be said for idioms in
al-Mughni and al-Mounged. al-Mawrid covers half of the idioms from the corpus and, as
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seen in Table 6.5, thirty-six of these idioms are documented in subentries, while the rest,
fourteen idioms, are documented in main entries. In the case of idioms in al-Mughni and
al-Mounged, both of which cover more than half of the compiled idioms, they also
include most of the idioms in subentries. Regarding phrasal verbs, all three EnglishArabic dictionaries cover most of the phrasal verbs from the corpus and cover them all in
subentries except for one in its own entry and two in a main entry in al-Mawrid and alMounged respectively. In al-Mughni, all of the seventy-eight phrasal verbs are in
subentries. Interestingly enough, Table 6.5 reveals that compounds are mostly provided
in their own main entries, rather than within entries in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni, and alMounged. For instance, al-Mawrid documents eighty-two compounds in their own entries
and only one in a subentry, while al-Mughni covers eighty-five in main entries and only
one within an entry, and al-Mounged includes sixty-six compounds in separate entries
and thirteen in subentries. In terms of collocations, they are documented in subentries
except for one collocation in a main entry in both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni.
English-Arabic

Idioms

Dictionaries

Main

al-Mawrid

Phrasal Verbs

Compounds

Collocations

Sub

Main

Sub

Main

Sub

Main

Sub

14

36

1

67

82

1

1

18

al-Mughni

11

68

0

78

85

1

1

31

al-Mounged

6

62

2

69

66

13

0

23

Table 6.5: English MWIs entries
As seen in Table 6.6, al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr document half of the compiled
idioms while Elias covers less than half; however, they all document most of the idioms
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in subentries. Regarding prepositional verbs, Elias covers half of the items compiled
while al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr document most of the prepositional verbs and include
most of them within entries rather than on their own, Hans Wehr is the exception. It
includes all seventy-two prepositional verbs covered in subentries, rather than in main
and sub entries. Furthermore, the documentation of idāfas in the Arabic-English
dictionaries is similar to the documentation of prepositional verbs as both al-Mawrid and
Elias provide the majority of the idāfas covered in subentries while the rest are in their
own entries.
Table 6.6 notes that al-Mawrid includes twenty-seven idāfas in subentries and only six
in main entries, while Elias documents twenty-eight in subentries and only one item in its
separate entry. Similar to the documentation of the prepositional verbs, Hans Wehr
documents all forty idāfas in subentries. Last, the documentation of collocations is
similar to the documentation of idioms, and all three dictionaries cover a few collocations
in main entries and the majority in subentries. Table 6.6 shows that al-Mawrid includes
only five collocations in main entries but provides thirty collocations in subentries.
Likewise, Hans Wehr covers only one collocation in a main entry while the other twentynine collocations are in subentries and Elias includes three collocations in main entries
and thirty-four in subentries.
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Arabic-English

Idioms (out of Prepositional

Dictionaries

100)

Idāfas (out of Collocations

verbs (out of 100)

(out of 100)

100)
main

sub

main

sub

main

sub

main

sub

al-Mawrid

2

49

30

42

6

27

5

30

Hans Wehr

1

54

0

72

0

40

1

29

Elias

2

37

7

46

1

28

3

34

Table 6.6: Arabic MWIs entries
Tables 6.5 and 6.6 indicate that both English-Arabic and Arabic-English dictionaries
document the majority of the compiled multi-word items in separate entries and a few in
main entries. There are cases in phrasal verbs, prepositional verbs and idāfas where they
are all included in subentries. However, Table 6.5 reveals that the compounds in all three
dictionaries are mostly included in main entries. Further detailed discussion on main and
subentries and the rationale of documenting multi-word items in them is discussed in
Chapter 7.

6.4 Equivalent
In this section, the focus is on the equivalent, which is what translation students look
up in the dictionary to understand the meaning of the item. The equivalent is always
located in the entry and is either a translation or an explanatory equivalent. The former is
a direct translation of the meaning of the item in the target language while the latter is an
explanation of the meaning of the item in the target language. The translation equivalent
can be used in the translation text; however, this is not true of the explanatory equivalent
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because it is just a paraphrase of the meaning of the word. The two tables below indicate
the number and types of equivalents provided in the six dictionaries
In both tables, „trans‟ indicates translation equivalent, while „exp‟ is short for the
explanatory equivalent. The results in Table 6.7 show that both the translation and the
explanatory equivalents are provided in both directions with some variation. Table 6.7
indicates that al-Mawrid provides more translation than explanatory equivalents, as it
includes forty translation equivalents and only ten explanatory ones. The same can be
said of al-Mughni and al-Mounged, both of which include fewer explanatory than
translation equivalents. In al-Mughni, only four explanatory equivalents are provided, but
there are seventy translation equivalents. Similarly, al-Mounged includes fifty translation
and seven explanatory equivalents.
For the phrasal verbs, Table 6.7 reveals that the three English-Arabic dictionaries use
less explanatory equivalents than they use with idioms. For instance, all three dictionaries
include only one explanatory equivalent. In the case of the translation equivalents, Table
6.7 shows that al-Mawrid provides sixty-one translation equivalents, al-Mughni offers
sixty-three and al-Mounged covers fifty-two. As far as compounds are concerned, they
are similar to idioms and phrasal verbs, and the majority of equivalents provided for them
are translation equivalents. Table 6.7 shows that al-Mawrid provides seventy-eight
translation and four explanatory equivalents; al-Mughni includes seventy-nine translation
and six explanatory equivalents, and al-Mounged covers sixty-nine translation and nine
explanatory equivalents.
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Lastly, the treatment of collocations is somewhat similar to that of idioms, phrasal
verbs, and compounds. Table 6.7 shows that al-Mawrid covers eighteen translation
equivalents but only one explanatory equivalent, while al-Mounged includes twenty-one
translation and two explanatory equivalents. In al-Mughni, the translation equivalents are
the only equivalents provided, but that is not the case in the other dictionaries for all other
multi-word items.
English-Arabic

Idioms

Phrasal Verbs

Compounds

Collocations

Dictionaries

trans

exp

trans

exp

trans

exp

trans

exp

al-Mawrid

40

10

61

1

78

4

18

1

al-Mughni

70

4

63

1

79

6

28

0

al-Mounged

50

7

52

1

69

9

21

2

Table 6.7: English MWIs equivalents
The results shown in Table 6.8, for the Arabic multi-word items, indicate a similar
pattern of lexicographical treatment. The three Arabic-English dictionaries provide more
translation than explanatory equivalents. For example, in the case of idioms, there are
forty-nine translation and two explanatory equivalents in al-Mawrid, forty-five
translation and nine explanatory equivalents in Hans Wehr and thirty-eight translation
and one explanatory equivalent in Elias. Similar to idioms, prepositional verbs are treated
with translation equivalents more often than with explanatory equivalents. Table 6.8
shows that there are sixty-five translation and four explanatory equivalents in al-Mawrid,
fifty-nine translation and twelve explanatory equivalents in Hans Wehr, and forty-seven
translation and two explanatory equivalents in Elias. However, Table 6.8 reveals that
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both idāfas and collocations are only treated with translation equivalents, as they are not
supported by any explanatory equivalents. For iḍāfas, al-Mawrid includes thirty
translation equivalents, Hans Wehr provides thirty-six translation equivalents, and Elias
covers twenty-seven translation equivalents. Likewise, collocations are treated with
thirty-four, twenty-seven, and thirty-five translation equivalents in al-Mawrid, Hans
Wehr, and Elias respectively. The results in Table 6.7 and 6.8 show that the EnglishArabic and Arabic-English dictionaries both provide more translation than explanatory
equivalents, because most of the English and Arabic multi-word items have ready-made
equivalents and/or because the concept of these multi-word items is understood and/or
exists in the other language. Normally, dictionary makers and lexicographers provide
explanatory equivalents when there is no existing translation equivalent for a multi-word
item. In this case, however, they refer to explanatory equivalents to explain and decode
the meaning of the multi-word item; yet, these explanatory equivalents are not used for
translation, which means that they cannot be included in the translation text. Otherwise, it
would yield an unnatural and incoherent translation. In this case, the translator has to
cope with the situation and either provide his/her own interpretation or translation
equivalent, if possible, or explain the meaning of the multi-word item without
compromising the cohesion and coherence of the text.
Tables 6.7 and 6.8 show that explanatory equivalents are provided for all multi-word
items, except for idāfas and Arabic collocations, which means that the concept of these
Arabic items is understood in English and has ready-made equivalents in English; hence,
the use of translation equivalents in all cases of documented collocations and idāfas.
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Arabic-English

Idioms

Prepositional

Dictionary

Idāfas

Collocations

Verbs
trans

exp

trans

exp

trans

exp

trans

exp

al-Mawrid

49

2

65

4

30

0

34

0

Hans Wehr

45

9

59

12

36

0

27

0

Elias

38

1

47

2

27

0

35

0

Table 6.8: Arabic MWIs equivalents

6.5 Definitions
The previous subsections focused on the documentation of multi-word items, and their
frequencies and locations. However, in this section the focus is on definitions.
Lexicographic definitions or simply definitions are provided in dictionaries to explain the
meaning of the item under question. Definitions are not always included in dictionaries.
Yet, the support they provide cannot be denied, as definitions introduce the meaning of
the word/expression to the translation student before s/he uses the available equivalent to
emphasise not only the meaning, but also the intended impact the word/expression adds
to context. The difference between definitions and explanatory equivalents is not that
significant; but, there are two points that should be noted. First, definitions are provided
at the beginning of an entry, whereas explanatory equivalents are provided in the
equivalent section in the entry. Second, Zgusta (1971: 325) contends that the explanatory
equivalents tend to be similar to the translation equivalent and can be a lexical item in the
target text once it becomes stabilized. However, definitions and/or explanations cannot
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become a lexical unit. The following charts indicate the use of definitions in the six
translation dictionaries.
As noted, Figure 6.9 refers to English-Arabic dictionaries and Figure 6.10 to ArabicEnglish dictionaries. The results shown in Figure 6.9 reveal that definitions are not
widely provided in these English-Arabic dictionaries. For instance, al-Mawrid only
provides three definitions for idioms and twenty for compounds, but it does not provide
any for phrasal verbs or collocations. Regarding al-Mughni, it only includes two
definitions for the compounds, but it provides no definitions for idioms, phrasal verbs, or
collocations. In al-Mounged, only two definitions are provided; one is used for the idioms
and one for the compounds.
Figure 6.9
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Figure 6.9: English MWIs definitions
Figure 6.10 shows that the Arabic-English dictionaries provided more definitions than
the English-Arabic dictionaries. For example al-Mawrid provides two definitions for
idioms, forty-three for prepositional verbs, and two for collocations. In the case of Elias,
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it includes seven definitions for idioms, thirty-five for prepositional verbs, six for idāfas,
and eight for collocations. Thus, definitions are provided more often in the ArabicEnglish dictionaries than in the English-Arabic dictionaries.
Figure 6.10
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Figure 6.10: Arabic MWIs definitions

6.6 Synonyms
Synonyms are the second type of support information provided in dictionaries. Like
definitions, synonyms help the translation student understand the full meaning of the
looked-up word/expression in the dictionary. Synonyms are provided within an entry, and
they are provided as words with similar meanings. This section sheds some light on
synonyms in the six translation dictionaries in both language directions, which is shown
in the two figures below.
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As noted, Figure 6.11 is for the English-Arabic dictionaries. However, the results in
Figure 6.11 show that synonyms are only provided in al-Mughni, and synonyms are not
even used once in either al-Mawrid or al-Mounged. Regarding al-Mughni, it provides
synonyms for all four different multi-word items. For instance, it provides twenty-six
synonyms for idioms, twenty-two for phrasal verbs, thirty-seven for compounds, and five
for collocations. On the other hand, synonyms are not provided in the Arabic-English
dictionaries, which is quite odd since synonyms are more or less used in dictionaries to
provide clearer interpretations of meanings.
Figure 6.11
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Figure 6.11: English MWIs synonyms
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Collocations

6.7 Examples
Examples are provided in order to indicate the context of the equivalent and/or word
under investigation, which helps the translation student understand its intended meaning.
The two tables and figures below indicate the coverage of contextual examples in the six
translation dictionaries.
As shown, the contextual examples are provided in the dictionaries, but with variation.
Table 6.9 and Figure 6.12 for the English-Arabic dictionaries show that al-Mawrid, alMughni, and al-Mounged provide examples for the four different types of multi-word
items. In al-Mawrid, four examples are provided for idioms, in al-Mughni, twenty
examples are included, and in al-Mounged fifteen examples are provided. In the case of
phrasal verbs, all three dictionaries provide contextual examples, as al-Mawrid provides
twenty-six, al-Mughni includes forty, and al-Mounged gives thirty-five. For compounds,
eight examples are provided in al-Mawrid, seven in al-Mughni and fifteen in alMounged. In addition, al-Mawrid provides eleven examples for collocations, while there
are twenty-one in al-Mughni and four in al-Mounged.
The results of the examinations shown in Table 6.10 and Figure 6.13 indicate that
examples are also included in the Arabic-English dictionaries. For instance, Hans Wehr
provides two examples for idioms, and Elias provides one example; however, al-Mawrid
does not include any examples for idioms. For prepositional verbs, al-Mawrid provides
six, Hans Wehr provides eleven, and Elias includes ten. Accordingly, for idāfas, alMawrid provides four examples, Hans Wehr includes five, and Elias provides only one
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example. As far as collocations are concerned, there are two examples provided by alMawrid, seven by Hans Wehr, and two by Elias.

Dictionary

Idioms

Phrasal Verbs

Compounds

Collocations

al-Mawrid

4

26

8

11

al-Mughni

20

40

7

21

al-Mounged

15

35

15

4

Table 6.9: English MWIs examples
Dictionary

Idioms

Prepositional

Idāfas,

Collocations

Verbs

al-Mawrid

0

6

4

2

Hans Wehr

2

11

5

7

Elias

1

10

1

2

Table 6.10: Arabic MWIs examples
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Figure 6.13
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Figure 6.12: English MWIs examples
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Figure 6.13: Arabic MWIs examples
As shown in Figure 6.12 and 6.13, the examples are provided in the English-Arabic
and Arabic-English dictionaries and cover the four types of multi-word items. However,
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the two figures do indicate that the English-Arabic dictionaries provide more examples
than do their Arabic-English counterparts. For example, the two figures show that the
English-Arabic al-Mawrid provides examples for idioms while the Arabic-English alMawrid does not at all. This may indicate an inconsistency of lexicographical treatment
in al-Mawrid in both directions. Overall, the examples were more used in the EnglishArabic dictionaries than in the Arabic-English ones. Examples are very useful to
complement and support definitions when included in bilingual dictionaries since
examples can help explain the meaning of the item through the inclusion of the context of
the multi-word item as well as assisting in meaning discrimination.
Table 6.9 shows that the three English-Arabic translation dictionaries provide more
examples of phrasal verbs than of idioms, compounds, and collocations because of the
polysemous meanings of the phrasal verbs. On several occasions, the aforementioned
three dictionaries list all the polysemous meanings of the phrasal verbs. Thus, the
inclusion of the examples of the phrasal verbs in context distinctively indicates the
difference. Hence, the high use of examples for phrasal verbs more than for the other
multi-word items. On occasion, the other multi-word items may have more than one
meaning, but in most cases, one is literal, and the other is figurative. In the case of the
phrasal verbs, several cases of phrasal verbs may have more than one metaphorical
meaning as well as the literal one. Therefore, examples are very important in the
comprehension of the multi-word items, especially phrasal verbs.
Overall, the above sections provide an insight into the nature of the documentation
and treatment of the English and Arabic multi-word items in the English-Arabic. The
findings show that the inclusion of multi-word items is higher in the English-Arabic
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dictionaries than in the Arabic-English counterparts. The percentages of the subentries
documentation are higher than the main entries documentation in both English-Arabic
and Arabic-English dictionaries, except for compounds. In the case of equivalents,
translation equivalents are more commonly used than explanatory equivalents, which
shows that English and Arabic multi-word items have ready-made equivalents in their
respective languages. In addition, the results show that Arabic-English dictionaries
provide more definitions than the English-Arabic dictionaries. Moreover, the results show
that synonyms are absent in all the English-Arabic and Arabic-English dictionaries,
except for al-Mughni. With regards to examples, the findings show that examples are
more used in English-Arabic dictionaries than in their Arabic-English counterparts.
The significance of these findings is that they shed light on the general direction of
lexicographical documentation and treatment of the multi-word items in these
translation/bilingual dictionaries. As stated, both English-Arabic and Arabic-English
dictionaries tend to document items in subentries rather than in main entries. Yet, no
policy of item documentation is provided in the introductory part of these dictionaries.
The absence of synonyms in all dictionaries, except for al-Mughni, might indicate that
the dictionary makers/lexicographers of these dictionaries believe that the already
documented equivalents serve their purpose without the support of synonyms. In
addition, the results show that definitions are provided less in the English-Arabic
dictionaries. The findings in section 6.5 show that the three English-Arabic dictionaries
provided few definitions for idioms and compounds; however, no definitions were
provided for collocations and phrasal verbs. As for the Arabic-English dictionaries, few
definitions were included for idioms, collocations, and iḍāfas, except for prepositional
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verbs. Dictionary makers of these dictionaries should have provided definitions for multiword items to explain their idiomatic meanings, especially in the English-Arabic
dictionaries, since the dictionary users for these dictionaries are foreign language learners
of English and need to know what the multi-word item means, its equivalent, and its
context. In the case of the latter, English-Arabic dictionaries include examples more than
the Arabic-English dictionaries do, which can be attributed to the fact that the dictionary
makers are aware of the importance of examples to foreign language learners. Still, Table
6.9 shows that the not many examples are provided in the English-Arabic dictionaries.
For example, al-Mawrid includes four examples for English idioms, while al-Mughni and
al-Mounged provide twenty and fifteen, respectively. The inclusion of examples for
collocations and compounds are similar, however, phrasal verbs are supported with more
examples than the other items. For instance, twenty-six examples are provided in alMawrid, forty examples in al-Mughni, and thirty-five in al-Mounged. These results might
indicate that the dictionary makers of these dictionaries believe that phrasal verbs are
more difficult to understand than the other items. Still, compounds, idioms, and
collocations are as figurative as phrasal verbs and should be supported by examples to
show the dictionary user their context in order for translators to translate the item
correctly.
The above discussion focused on the overall assessment of the lexicographical
documentation of English and Arabic multi-word items in the six dictionaries, based on
the previous analysis in the above sections. In section 6.8, the focus is on the syntactic
comparison between the structure of both equivalents and multi-word items.
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6.8 Linguistic Composition
The previous sections focused on the documentation of multi-word items, their
location, types of equivalents and the availability of supporting information. This section
does not focus on the inclusion of an item, but rather on the syntactic nature of multiword items in dictionaries. Indeed, the focus is on the linguistic composition of the
equivalent provided, i.e. whether the translation equivalent is syntactically different or
not from the multi-word item in the source language.
In both of the following tables, „yes‟ indicates that the equivalent of the multi-word
item has a changed linguistic form, while „no‟ means that the equivalent has the same
syntactic form as the multi-word item. The results shown in Tables 6.11 and 6.12 indicate
that a change in the linguistic composition of the translation equivalents occurs in all six
translation dictionaries. Table 6.11 shows that in al-Mawrid, the occasions of no syntactic
change in the translation equivalents of idioms are greater than for translation equivalents
with syntactic changes. The same can be said of al-Mughni and al-Mounged, both of
which have more syntactically intact equivalents than they do syntactically changed ones.
For instance, al-Mawrid includes seventeen syntactically changed equivalents and
twenty-two syntactically intact ones. In al-Mughni, thirty-four equivalents are
syntactically changed, while thirty-eight are not. Similarly, al-Mounged includes eighteen
changed equivalents and twenty-seven equivalents with no syntactic changes.
For phrasal verbs, Table 6.11 shows that the case is quite the opposite from what the
dictionaries provided for idioms, as al-Mawrid, al-Mughni and al-Mounged provide more
syntactically changed equivalents than they do equivalents with no syntactic changes. For
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example, al-Mawrid includes only two syntactically intact equivalents, but provides sixty
equivalents with changes in their syntax; al-Mounged includes forty-eight syntactically
changed items and three equivalents with no syntactic changes. Interestingly enough, all
the translation equivalents provided in al-Mughni have a change in their linguistic form.
In the case of compounds, it is like phrasal verbs where the three translation dictionaries
include more syntactically changed equivalents than equivalents with no changes in
syntax. In al-Mawrid, the changed equivalents are fifty, and the intact equivalents are
twenty-eight. Similarly, al-Mughni provides forty-five syntactically changed equivalents
and thirty-four intact ones, and al-Mounged includes forty-seven changed equivalents and
twenty-two intact ones. Likewise, the three dictionaries provide more syntactically
changed equivalents than they do intact ones. In al-Mawrid, thirteen form-changed
equivalents are provided, and the intact-form equivalents are only five. al-Mughni
provides eighteen syntactically changed equivalents and eleven intact ones, while alMounged includes eleven syntactically changed translation equivalents and twelve intact
ones.
English-Arabic

Idioms

Phrasal Verbs

Compounds

Collocations

Dictionaries

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

al-Mawrid

17

22

60

2

50

28

13

5

al-Mughni

34

38

65

0

45

34

18

11

al-Mounged

18

27

48

3

47

22

11

12

Table 6.11: English MWIs linguistic composition
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Moreover, the results of Table 6.12 reveal that the three Arabic-English dictionaries
provide more translation equivalents with syntactic changes than equivalents with no
syntactic changes, a similar pattern to the English-Arabic dictionaries above. Table 6.12
indicates that, for idioms, al-Mawrid provides more form-changed equivalents than intact
ones as it provides thirty-one of the former and eighteen of the latter. The ratio is the
same in Hans Wehr and Elias. In Hans Wehr, there are twenty-five syntactically changed
translation equivalents and twenty-four equivalents with no change in their linguistic
composition. For Elias, there are twenty-four equivalents changed in form and fourteen
with no syntactic change.
Similarly, the three dictionaries include more syntactically changed equivalents than
form-intact equivalents of prepositional verbs. For instance, al-Mawrid provides fifty
syntactically changed equivalents, whereas the form-intact equivalents are only fifteen. In
Hans Wehr, fifty-three form-altered equivalents are included, whereas the form intact
equivalents are only four. In Elias, there are thirty-four form-changed equivalents and
eleven equivalents with no form change. Likewise, in the case of idāfa, the three ArabicEnglish dictionaries include more equivalents with syntactic changes than they do
equivalents with no change at all. For instance, al-Mawrid, as Table 6.12 shows, provides
twenty-six form-changed equivalents and three equivalents with no syntactic changes,
Hans Wehr includes twenty-seven syntactically changed equivalents and eight
equivalents with no change in linguistic form. Also, Elias includes twenty-five
syntactically changed equivalents and only three syntactically intact ones. The same is
true with collocations. In al-Mawrid, as Table 6.12 shows, twenty-one equivalents have a
change in their linguistic form, while the form-intact equivalents are only fourteen. Hans
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Wehr includes fourteen form-changed equivalents and sixteen equivalents with no change
of linguistic form. Finally, Elias provides twenty-one form-changed equivalents and
fourteen form-intact equivalents.
Arabic-English

Idioms

Prepositional

Dictionary

Idāfas

Collocations

Verbs
yes

no

Yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

al-Mawrid

31

18

50

15

26

3

21

14

Hans Wehr

25

24

53

4

27

8

14

16

Elias

24

14

34

11

25

3

21

14

Table 6.12: Arabic MWIs linguistic composition

6.9 Back-translation
The above sections focused on the documentation and lexicographical treatment of
multi-word items in the six dictionaries by pairing English items with English-Arabic
dictionaries and Arabic items with Arabic-English dictionaries. In this section, the focus
is on one-to-one correspondence at the multi-word item level, i.e. whether these items are
included in the dictionaries in the other direction. For instance, the equivalent „  ‟ڃخصof the
English idiom kick the bucket in the English-Arabic al-Mawrid appears in the ArabicEnglish al-Mawrid as kick the bucket as explained in Figure 6.14. This test was also
applied to Hans Wehr, and al-Mounged and Elias in both directions. The rationale behind
back-translation is to see whether the equivalent of a multi-word item in a direction is
then documented in the translation dictionaries in the other direction and with an
equivalent that corresponds with the multi-word item in the previous direction.
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Figure 6.14: Back-translation of kick the bucket
In this section, the focus is on the back-translation of English multi-word items in the
Arabic-English dictionaries and Arabic multi-word items in the English-Arabic
dictionaries, as illustrated in Appendix VII and VIII, respectively. Appendix VII shows
that only twenty-one English idioms were given a back-translation in the Arabic-English
dictionaries. For example, the idiom around the clock, which is supported by the
equivalent „پٛ ‟ڃظٌحin the English-Arabic dictionaries, is included as an equivalent of the
word „پٛ ‟ڃظٌحin the Arabic-English translation. As shown in Appendix VII, al-Mawrid
provides back-translations for twenty idioms, while Hans-Wehr and Elias provide six and
seven back-translations, respectively.
In the case of phrasal verbs, Appendix VII shows that thirty-nine phrasal verbs are
included in the Arabic-English dictionaries as equivalents; thirty-seven phrasal verbs are
included in al-Mawrid, eighteen in Hans Wehr, and twelve in Elias. Regarding
compounds, fifty-three compounds were provided in the Arabic-English dictionaries as
equivalents; fifty-one in al-Mawrid, and twenty-six in both Hans Wehr and Elias. In
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addition, Appendix VII shows that out of the twelve collocations, seven are included in
Elias, while both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr include eight back-translations.
Appendix VIII shows that thirty-seven Arabic idioms were given back-translations in
the English-Arabic dictionaries; thirteen in al-Mawrid; seventeen in al-Mughni, and
thirty-four in al-Mounged. Also, the results displayed in Appendix VIII show that twentyseven prepositional verbs were included in the English-Arabic dictionaries. Appendix
VIII shows that thirteen back-translations of the prepositional verbs were provided in alMawrid, twenty-one in al-Mughni, and twenty in al-Mounged. In the case of iḍāfas, the
English-Arabic dictionaries included twenty-eight iḍāfas, ten were in al-Mawrid,
seventeen in al-Mughni and eighteen in al-Mounged. As far as the Arabic collocations are
concerned, the English-Arabic dictionaries provided thirty back-translations of Arabic
collocations; there were thirteen in al-Mawrid, fifteen in al-Mughni, and twenty-two in
al-Mounged.
The results shown in Appendices VII and VIII reveal that there were various backtranslations of the different types of multi-word items in English-Arabic and ArabicEnglish dictionaries. These results indicate that dictionaries provide multi-word items as
equivalents for some words, i.e. „  →‟ڃخصkick the bucket, which also indicate that the
lexicographers of these translation dictionaries believe not only in the existence of the
multi-word items, but also of their importance and the value in meaning. In addition, their
inclusion as equivalents for other words shows that the lexicographers believe that multiword items behave as single units instead of expressions consisting of more than one
word.
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In sum, this chapter has covered the statistical results from the analysis of the
translation dictionaries. This analysis focused on the documentation and lexicographical
treatment of the compiled English and Arabic multi-word items in the translation
dictionaries in both directions. The chapter was divided into nine sections with each
section focusing on one aspect. The tables and figures provided helped indicate the
variation in documentation and treatment between the six dictionaries and reach
invaluable findings in relation to each section. The findings of this chapter showed that
the English-Arabic dictionaries document more multi-word items than do the ArabicEnglish dictionaries. Most multi-word items were documented in subentries rather than in
main entries. Likewise, translation equivalents were used more commonly than
explanatory equivalents. In the case of supporting information, synonyms were generally
absent in the translation dictionaries, except for al-Mughni. Also, definitions were used
more in the Arabic-English dictionaries than in the English-Arabic dictionaries. However,
English-Arabic dictionaries provide more examples than do the Arabic-English
dictionaries.
The next chapter provides an assessment of the features of the documentation and
treatment of the multi-word items in the English-Arabic and Arabic-English translation
dictionaries along with proposed lexicographical treatments.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: LEXICOGRAPHICAL TREATMENT
ANALYSIS

This chapter presents the general features of the documentation and treatment of
English and Arabic multi-word items in the English-Arabic and Arabic-English
dictionaries. The emphasis of this chapter is on the main dictionary parts which include
the entry, the equivalent along with meaning discrimination, and examples. Each part
covers both the English and Arabic multi-word items, and also the features found in the
six translation dictionaries. The section on the entry sheds light on the entries of the
multi-word items and the features of their documentation in the six translation
dictionaries. In the sections on the equivalent and examples, the focus is on the accuracy
of the equivalents and examples as provided in the six translation dictionaries. The
section on meaning discrimination provides distinctions for the equivalents of
polysemous multi-word items. In addition, the sections on the entry, equivalent,
examples, and meaning discrimination are provided with proposed treatments.

7.1 Entry
Atkins and Rundell (2008: 200) state that ''a dictionary entry is designed to present
facts as clearly as possible''. It is a valid statement since translation students/foreign
language learners look up the entry of a word/expression when they need to know its
meaning. Indeed, words and expressions are located in the entry and are supported by
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equivalents, definitions, and examples in order to cover the lexical and grammatical
meaning. However, the results displayed in Chapter 6 clearly reveal that the
documentation of the multi-word items varies since their inclusion is not identical. In
fact, not all the items are documented in their own entries since some are covered in
subentries. Botha (1992: 465) argues that since multi-word items linguistically behave as
a unit, then they ''should be awarded lexical item status'', which means that they should be
documented in their own entries; however, these results show otherwise. The results in
Chapter 6 show that some multi-word items are covered in their own entries (lemmas)
while others are within the entries (subentries/sublemmas), that echoes the arguments of
Gates (1988b: 99) who claims that dictionaries lack consistency in the documentation of
the multi-word items. Interestingly enough, Atkins and Rundell (2008: 254) note that
handling multi-word lexical units is complex in dictionaries, which means that
dictionaries do differ in their documentation of such items. Also, Atkins and Rundell
claim that there are five common options for multi-word items documentation. They are
the following:
o Include all the multi-word items in their main-entries.
o Select types of the multi-word items to be included in their main entries.
o Sub-lemmatize multi-word items in separate parts for each type.
o Sub-lemmatize the multi-word items within the appropriate meaning for each
type.
o Sub-lemmatize the multi-word items within the appropriate meaning without
distinguishing the type of the multi-word items.
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In addition, the documentation of the multi-word items, as Nuccorini (1988: 154)
argues, not only differs in the placement of the items in an entry, but also in the same
method of placement. For example, the inclusion of multi-word items in sub-entries can
differ since multi-word items are placed based on ''the 'most' important word in the
idiomatic phrase or sentence'' (1988: 154). This placement clearly means that the multiword item is placed within the entry of the most idiomatic/figurative component of the
item. However, Nuccorini (1988: 154) claims that this method is time consuming for the
foreign language learner and echoes Lorentzen's (1996: 415) argument that such a
method might cause a problem when coinciding with the foreign language learner's
expectations for the 'most figurative component'. Moreover, Lorentzen (1996: 415)
suggests that the principles for the documentation of the multi-word items should be
consistent in order to make dictionary use easier for the foreign language learner and
suggests that the dictionary should sub-lemmatize the multi-word item under the first
noun, if not, then for the first word used as a noun, which can be semantically heavy. For
example, the idiom beauty is in the eye of the beholder should be documented in the entry
of beauty, which is the first noun of that multi-word item.
According to Lorentzen (1996: 415), documenting a multi-word expression under the
first noun is appropriate because the meaning of the phrase is heavily contributed by that
noun. If the expression does not contain a noun, then the documentation is under the first
verb, and if not that, then under the first adjective, then if not that, then under the first
adverb. For example, the idiom bite off more than you can chew should be documented
according to this system under the entry of its first verb bite.
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Furthermore, Botha (1992: 466) shares the views of Nuccorini and Lorentzen and
emphasises that the inconsistency of the lemmatization of the multi-word items in
dictionaries is user-unfriendly due to the fact that the user has to look up the item under
all meanings of the lexical phrase. Botha suggests two possible alternatives for the
lemmatization of the multi-word items; an alphabetical lemmatization based on the first
component and a marked lemmatization in a separate section. In the former, multi-word
expressions should be alphabetically presented in main entries. However, Botha (1992:
466) believes that this method is suitable for noun phrases that do not include
prepositions or definite and indefinite articles as their first components. Thus, this
method, as Botha (1992: 467) contends, is not a feasible solution. In the case of the
second suggestion, which is the marked lemmatization in a separate section, Botha
suggests that multi-word items should be included in a separate section under the entry
that best ''solves the problem of how longer expressions should be entered as lemmas''
(1992: 470). This suggestion, as Botha notes, makes expressions easy to find due to the
convenient arrangement, as it groups multi-word items with the same main component
together.
The above suggestions and statements by the various scholars reveal that they all
agree that documenting phraseological lexical items (idioms, compounds, collocations
and phrasal verbs) is inconsistent and is user-unfriendly to the foreign language
learner/translation student. The next subsection sets out the features of the actual
documentation and lexicographical treatment of the afore-mentioned English and Arabic
multi-word items in the bilingual dictionaries.
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7.1.1 English and Arabic Idioms
As stated by Gates (1988: 99), Atkins and Rundell (2008: 254) and Nuccorini (1988:
154) as well as determined by the results in Chapter 6, the documentation and
lemmatization of multi-word items differ and are inconsistent. In Chapter 6, the results
show that fourteen English idioms are documented in the main-entries (lemmas) and
thirty-six idioms in subentries. The three English-Arabic dictionaries (al-Mawrid, alMughni, and al-Mounged), which do not provide a principle of documenting idioms in
the introductory part, are consistent in the documentation of five out of fourteen main
lemmatized idioms. The five are the following:
o Achilles' heel
o Bread and butter
o Dog days of summer
o Elbow-room
o Red herring
There are other main lemmatized idioms but their documentation show an
inconsistency of lexicographical inclusion due to the fact that the remaining main
lemmatized idioms do not correspond with the documented idioms in the other two
dictionaries. This means that an idiom might be documented in its main entry in one
dictionary and sub-entried in the other two dictionaries, a practice that indicates that the
principle of documenting multi-word items like idioms in the bilingual dictionaries does
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not follow a shared principle. The idioms with inconsistent documentation were the
following:
o Around the clock
o With flying colours
o Kith and kin
o Odds and ends
o Rank and file
o Sweet tooth
o Devil-may-care
o Down-to-earth
These listed English idioms are an example of lexicographic inconsistency in the
English-Arabic dictionaries mainly because they differ in their documentation of the
above idioms. In the first idiom around the clock, the difference in inclusion lies in the
fact that it is documented in a main entry in al-Mawrid as shown in Figure 7.1, but is then
covered in sub-entries in al-Mughni as shown in Figure 7.2 and in al-Mounged. In the
case of with flying colours, the idiom is included in a separate entry in al-Mawrid and in a
sub-entry in both al-Mughni and al-Mounged.
Regarding kith and kin, this idiom is covered in the main entry in both al-Mughni and
al-Mounged and in a sub-entry in al-Mawrid. For odds and ends, both al-Mawrid and alMughni include the idiom in its own lemma, whereas it is covered in a sub-lemma in al271

Mounged. For rank and file, it is included in a sub-entry is in al-Mughni and al-Mounged
while it is main-lemmatized in al-Mawrid. In the case of sweet tooth, both al-Mawrid and
al-Mughni document it in its main-entry, whereas it is sub-lemmatized in al-Mounged.
Similarly, both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni main-lemmatized devil-may-care, but it is
included in a subentry in al-Mounged.

Figure 7.1: Main entry in al-Mawrid

Figure 7.2: Entry of clock in al-Mughni
Nuccorini (1988: 154) states that multi-word items are sub-lemmatized under the most
idiomatic word of the phrase. Table 7.1 tests this documentation and clearly echoes that
claim by Nuccorini (1988: 154), namely, that dictionaries show an inconsistency even in
the same method of placement of the multi-word items. Table 7.1 covers all the idioms
included in sub-entries in the three English-Arabic dictionaries al-Mawrid, al-Mughni
and al-Mounged. However, the documentation of several idioms indicates a consistency
in their lexicographic inclusion. Their consistency is in their placement in the three
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dictionaries, which means that these idioms are included in the same sub-entry. This
means that the three dictionaries agree that the sub-entry of the component for where the
idiom is documented is the most figurative element in the idiom as Nuccorini (1988: 154)
claims.
There is documentation that clearly shows that the sub-lemmatized entry is the most
figurative, and Table 7.1 shows that all three dictionaries cover as the crow flies under
the entry of crow, indicating that all agree that crow is the most important element in the
idiom. For all ears, both al-Mughni and al-Mounged include the idiom in the entry of
ear. Also, all three dictionaries share the same documentation of castles in the air as they
cover it within the entry of castle, which is the most figurative/important word in that
idiom. Similarly, axe is the most important component in axe to grind, which is where the
idiom is included in all three dictionaries. In the case of bring home the bacon, both alMawrid and al-Mughni document it under the entry of bacon, which indicates that bacon
is the most figurative element in the idiom since bacon is used figuratively to indicate
both 'food' and 'livelihood'.
The idiom full of beans is documented in the entry of bean in all three dictionaries
since beans states the metaphorical sense in full of beans, which means 'full of energy'.
Likewise, all three dictionaries agree that colour is figuratively the most important
element in true colours, which means 'real opinions'. Documenting this idiom in the entry
of colour is also economical since the list of words occurring with colour is limited,
whereas that is not the case with true. In flash in the pan, both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni
share the same choice and include flash in the pan in the entry for flash; however, alMughni includes the idiom in both entries of flash and pan. Both dictionaries agree that
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flash is the most figurative element due to the fact that flash in the pan means something
temporary that did not last long and the metaphorical element of the idiom is thus
embedded in flash. Interestingly enough, al-Mughni includes the idiom within both
entries of flash and pan. In the case of lose face, all three dictionaries cover the idiom
under the entry of face. However, al-Mughni includes the idiom under both face and lose.
Regarding the similarity of documentation here, the agreement that face is the most
important element is because it carries the meaning of the idiom which is 'pride'. Thus, it
is better to include the idiom under the entry for face than under the entry for lose. The
same can be said about the idiom storm in a teacup, as both al-Mughni and al-Mounged
sub-lemmatize the idiom in the entry of storm since it carries the intended meaning of the
idiom.
On the other hand, not only does Table 7.1 show consistency in the documentation,
the table also shows that several idioms are inconsistently documented in the three
dictionaries, with the English-Arabic dictionaries varying in their sub-lemmatization of
the idioms. Table 7.1 shows that the dictionaries show an inconsistency in the
documentation of kick the bucket, with an inclusion in the entry of kick in al-Mawrid and
al-Mughni, but this is not the case in al-Mounged where the idiom is covered within the
entry of bucket. In the case of behind the times, it is included in the entry of behind in alMawrid and al-Mounged, but it is documented in the entry of time in al-Mughni. In
addition, al-Mawrid covers break the ice in the entry of break, and al-Mughni covers it in
the entry of ice; however, al-Mounged includes the idiom in both entries of break and ice.
The same can be said about the documentation of at a loose end, as it is included in the
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entry of end in al-Mawrid, in the entry of loose in al-Mounged, and covered in both
entries of loose and end.
Indeed, these examples show that even when the three dictionaries do document the
idioms in sub-entries, they do not follow the same principle and do not share the same
choice of sub-entry inclusion, which may indicate that the three dictionaries disagree on
the choice of the most figurative component in the idioms. Table 7.1 echoes Botha's
(1992:466) claim that ''expressions consisting of more than two components are rarely
included as main entries'' as most of the idioms included in Table 7.1 below are indeed
long phrases.
Idioms

Place of word (entry)
al-Mawrid

al-Mughni

al-Mounged

As the crow flies

crow

crow

crow

All ears

--------

ears

ears

At the drop of a hat

drop

--------

--------

Back to square one

--------

square

--------

Castles in the air

castle

castle

castle

Actions speak louder than words

--------

actions

--------

In the air

air

air

air

Make amends

amends

amends

amends

Axe to grind

axe

axe

axe

Take a back seat

--------

back

--------

Kick the bucket

kick

kick

bucket
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Spill the beans

--------

spill

beans

Behind bars

--------

--------

behind

Throw in the towel

--------

towel

--------

Behind the times

behind

times

behind

Wet blanket

blanket

--------

blanket

A chip off the old block

chip

chip

chip

At first glance

--------

glance

--------

Let the cat out of the bag

bag

bag

bag

Bring home the bacon

bacon

bacon

--------

Bitter pill

--------

bitter / pill

pill

Full of beans

beans

beans

beans

Draw the lines

--------

draw / line

--------

Chapter and verse

--------

chapter

chapter

Fight tooth and nail

tooth

tooth / nail

--------

Best bib and tucker

--------

tucker

bib

Blessing in disguise

--------

blessing/disguise

blessing

Break the ice

break

ice

break/ice

When the chips are down

--------

chip

--------

Come full circle

--------

circle

circle

Around the clock

--------

clock

clock

Behind closed doors

--------

--------

door

Get/have cold feet

--------

cold

cold

True colours

colour

colour

colour
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Cool as a cucumber

cucumber

cucumber

cucumber

Devil-may-care

--------

--------

devil

Down-to-earth

--------

--------

down

At a loose end

end

end/loose

loose

The end justifies the means

--------

end/means

end/means

Green with envy

--------

green

green/envy

More than meets the eye

--------

--------

meet

Face the music

music

face/music

face/music

Flash in the pan

flash

flash/pan

--------

Flotsam and jetsam

flotsam

--------

flotsam/jetsam

Follow your nose

--------

nose

--------

Food for thought

--------

food

food

Go against the grain

grain

grain

grain

Raise an eyebrow

--------

eyebrow

eyebrow

Lose face

face

lose/face

face

Fall on deaf ears

--------

ear

--------

Curry favour

curry

curry

curry/favour

Under fire

fire

fire

--------

Follow suit

follow

suit

follow/suit

Change hands

change

change/hand

change/hand

Hanging by a thread

--------

hang/thread

thread

Under the influence

--------

under/influence

influence

In the same boat

--------

boat

boat
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Jump the gun

--------

jump

Jump on the bandwagon

jump

jump/bandwagon bandwagon

Left out in the cold

cold

cold

cold

Learn by heart

--------

learn/heart

learn/heart

A new lease on life

lease

lease

lease

In the light of

light

light

light

Odds and ends

--------

--------

odd

Buy a pig in a poke

pig

pig

pig

Rank and file

--------

rank

rank

Run amok

amok

amok

amok

Scratch the surface

--------

scratch

scratch

Still waters run deep

--------

--------

still

A shot in the arm

--------

shot

--------

Out of sorts

out

sort

out/sorts

Sweet tooth

--------

--------

sweet

Storm in a teacup

--------

storm

storm

Tongue-in-cheek

--------

tongue/cheek

cheek

The writings on the wall

--------

--------

writing

No strings attached

string

--------

string

Turn the table

table

table

table

With kid gloves

--------

kid/glove

kid

On tenterhooks

Tenterhook tenterhook
Table 7.1: English idioms entries
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--------

tenterhook

In the case of the Arabic idioms, all three Arabic-English dictionaries do not provide
any principle for how idioms are documented or treated in them. This lack is similar to
their English-Arabic counterparts. This leads to the fact that the principles for
documenting idioms in the Arabic-English dictionaries are vague. However, Table 7.2
does show that most of the verb phrase idioms are documented under the entry of „verb‟.
For example,  أػٸپ ٻخىپis included in the entry of  حػٸپin both al-Mawrid, as shown in
Figure 7.3, and Hans Wehr,  أٓڀڂ حٿًَفis covered in the entry of  أٓڀڂand ٍيٛ  أػڀؾis within
the entry of أػڀؾ. Figure 7.3 illustrates the documentation of  أػٸپ ٻخىڀوin the entry of  أػٸپin
the Arabic-English al-Mawrid with one definition and a list of equivalents.
On the other hand, there are occasions where a verb phrase idiom is documented under
the noun. For instance, ٢ حٿلخثَٝ٫ َد روٟ is included under ٢كخث, ْن رڀش٤ ُحى حٿis in the
entry for ْن٣, and ْذ حهلل ػَحه٣ is within the entry of ٍَػ. This principle may be similar to
the one utilised for the English idioms as idioms are documented under its most figurative
components.
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Figure 7.3: Entry of  أػٸپin al-Mawrid

Figure 7.4: Entry of  أٳپ نـڄوin Elias
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Regarding the placement of the idioms in the Arabic-English dictionaries, the idioms
أٳپ نـڄو, ٩يٍٜأد حٿ, ٌٍ ٌٍٗ ڃand ْن٬ ٷََّ حٿare the only main-lemmatized idioms. Still, the
inconsistency in documenting these idioms is quite apparent, as they are main entried in
one dictionary and sub-entried in the others, except for  أٳپ نـڄوsince it is covered in Elias
as shown in Figure 7.4. Figure 7.4 shows that Elias includes  أٳپ نـڄوin the main entry
with a definition and four translation equivalents There are cases where the ArabicEnglish dictionaries do follow a consistent policy of documenting Arabic idioms. For
example, both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr cover ڀٶ ٓخٷْو ٿڀَّق٣ أunder the entry of ڀٶ٣أ, and
all three dictionaries include َ رينو٬٘ حٷwithin the entry of َ٬٘حٷ. Similarly, ٸيىڂ٫ ١َ حنٴis
documented under the entry of ١َ حنٴin al-Mawrid, Hans Wehr, and Elias. Likewise, َدٟ
نخرو٣ أis documented in the entry for َدٟ in all three dictionaries.
Still, Table 7.2 shows that even though the Arabic-English dictionaries are consistent
in documenting some idioms, they are not consistent with other idioms. For example, رْض
ْيٜ حٿٸis covered in the entry of  رْضin al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr, but placed within ْيٜٷ
in Elias. Also,  ػخد اٿَ ٍٗيهis documented in the entry of  ػخدin al-Mawrid and Elias, but
in the entry of  ٍٗيin Hans Wehr. In addition, both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr cover َڀ٫
 ٷْي أنڄڀشin the entry of  ٷْيwhereas it is included in the entry of  نڄڀضin Elias.
Idioms

Place of word (entry)
al-Mawrid

Hans Wehr

Elias

أػٸپ ٻخىپ

أػٸپ

أػٸپ

--------

ٍيٛ أػڀؾ

أػڀؾ

ػڀؾ

ػڀؾ

أٓڀڂ حٿًَف

أٓڀڂ

ٓڀڂ

ٓڀڂ
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--------

٣ڀٶ

أ٣ڀٶ

أ٣ڀٶ ٓخٷْو ٿڀَّق

ٷ٘٪

حٷَ٘٬

حٷَ٘٬

حٷ٘ َ٬رينو

ٳَ١

ٳَ١

حنٴَ١

حنٴَ٫ ١ٸيىڂ

ٷْٜي

رْض

رْض

رْض حٿٸْٜي

نٌٍ

--------

--------

رْن نخٍّن

حٻٴيَ

--------

--------

حٻٴيَ ًؿيو

--------

رْ٬ي

رْ٬ي

رْ٬ي حٿٌٍٰ

--------

أڃَس

--------

طلض أڃَس

٬ٛيحء

٬ٛيحء

٬ٛيحء

طنٴْ حٿ٬ٜيحء

ؿنخڅ

--------

ؿنخڅ

ػخرض حٿـنخڅ

ػٌد

ٍٗي

ػخد

ػخد ٫ /خى اٿَ ٍٗيه

ػٌٍ

ػٌٍ

ػخٍ

ػخٍص ػخثَطو

--------

ؿخٽ

ؿخٽ

ؿخٽ ٳِ نٴْ  /هخً / َ٣ىن

--------

ؿِحء

--------

ؿِحء ٓنڄخٍ

--------

كَٹ

--------

كَٹ ٓخٻنو

--------

--------

كٴ٦

كٴ ٦ڃخء حٿٌؿو

كڀپ

--------

كپ

كپ حٿ٬ٸيس

ًْْ٣

ًْْ٣

ًْْ٣

كخڃِ حٿٌْْ٣

--------

كخڃپ

كخڃپ

كڄڀش حٓٷالځ

ًٳ٠ش

ًٳ٠ش

ًٳ٠ش

هخٿِ حٿٌٳخٝ

--------

ىٵ

ىٵ

ٵ نخٷٌّ حٿوَ٤
ىّ

--------

ىٵ

--------

ىٵ ٫نٸو

ًىذ

ىٍؽ

ًىذ

ًىذ أىٍحؽ حٿَّخف
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ًٍٍ

ًٍ

ًٍ

ًٍ حٿَڃخى ٳِ حٿٌْ٬څ

--------

--------

ٍأد

ٍأد حٿٜي٩

ٍٯڂ

ٍٯڂ

ٍٯڂ

ٍٯڂ أنٴو

ٍىن

ٍىن

ٍىن

ٍىن حإلٗخٍس

ْ٣ن

ْ٣ن

ْ٣ن

ُحى حٿْ٤ن رڀش

ٓلذ

--------

--------

ٓلخرش ْٛٲ

--------

--------

َّٗ٬ش

َّٗ٬ش حٿٰخد

ٌٍٗ

--------

--------

ٌٍٗ ڃٌٍ

ٗڄَ

ٗڄَ

ٗڄَ

ٗڄَّ ٫ن ٓخ٫يه

--------

ٓزْپ

--------

ٟخٷض رو حٿٔزپ

ٟز٢

ٝد١

ٟز٢

ٟز ٢نٴٔو

َٟد

َٟد

َٟد

َٟد أ٣نخرو

--------

كخث٢

كخث٢

َٟد رو  َٝ٫حٿلخث٢

--------

--------

َٟرش

َٟرش ڃ٬ڀڂ

--------

ْٖ٣

--------

٣خٕ ٫ٸڀو

--------

٣ال٩

ػنْش

٣ال ٩حٿؼنخّخ

ٌّ٣پ

ٌّ٣پ

ٌّ٣پ

ٌّ٣پ حٿزخ٩

--------

ػٍَ

ػٍَ

ْ٣ذ حهلل ػَحه

٫ٸي

٫ٸي

٫ٸي

٫ٸي ٿٔخنو

--------

٫ټَ

--------

٫ټَ ٛٴٌه

ؿڄَ

ؿڄَ

ؿڄَ

٫ڀَ أكَ ڃن حٿـڄَ

رټَ

رټَس

رټَس

٫ن رټَس أرْيڂ

نڄڀض

ٷْي

ٷْي

٫ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش
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ٷڀذ

ٷڀذ

كٴ٦

٫ن ٧يَ ٷڀذ

--------

--------

٫نٶ

٫نٶ حٿِؿخؿش

ُّظٌڅ

--------

--------

ٯٜن حٿِّظٌڅ

--------

--------

ٯڀذ

ٯڀذ ٫ڀَ أڃَه

--------

ٳڀٌس

--------

ٳڀٌس ٻزيه

--------

هزَ

--------

ٳِ هزَ ٻخڅ

--------

٧پ

٧پ

ٳِ ٧پ

--------

ڃيذ

--------

ٳِ ڃيذ حٿَّق

ٷٌد

ٷخد

ٷخد

ٷخد ٷٌْٓن

ٷٍَ

ٷََّ

--------

ٷََّ حٿْ٬ن

--------

ٷ٪٤

ٌٗ١

ٷ٣ٌٗ ٪٤خً

ٷڀذ

ٷڀذ

ٷڀذ

ٷڀزًخ ًٷخٿزخً

--------

ٍڃ٠خء

--------

ٻخٿڄٔظـَْ ڃن حٿَڃ٠خء رخٿنخٍ

--------

--------

ٻزٖ

ٻزٖ ٳيحء

ؿڄق

ٻزق

--------

ٻزق ؿڄخف

ٯزَ

ٯزخٍ

ٯزخٍ

ال ٯزخٍ ٫ڀْو

--------

--------

نِ٩

نِ ٩ٳظْپ

--------

ىذ

--------

ىزض ٍّلو

--------

ًٍُ

ً٪ٟ

ً٬ٟض حٿلَد أًُحٍىخ

--------

نيً

--------

رنيٍ ٿو حٿـزْن

Table 7.2: Arabic idioms entries
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Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show that there are no clear policies for idiom documentation in
any of the translation dictionaries, as some idioms are documented under the entry of the
verb while others are covered under the entry of the noun. In this case, a proposed
documentation provides a clear policy of idiom documentation based on Lorentzen‟s
suggestion that idioms should be documented under the entry of the first noun, and if not,
then under the entry of the first verb, if not, then under the entry of the first adjective, if
not, then under the entry of the first adverb (1996: 415). Table 7.3 proposes this same
policy for English and Arabic idioms

Idioms

Proposed place of word (entry)

a.English idioms
As the crow flies

crow

All ears

ears

At the drop of a hat

drop

Back to square one

square

Castles in the air

castle

Actions speak louder than words

action

In the air

air

Make amends

amends

Axe to grind

axe

Take a back seat

seat

Kick the bucket

bucket

Spill the beans

beans
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Behind bars

bar

Throw in the towel

towel

Behind the times

time

Wet blanket

blanket

A chip off the old block

chip

At first glance

glance

Let the cat out of the bag

cat

Bring home the bacon

home

Bitter pill

pill

Full of beans

beans

Draw the lines

line

Chapter and verse

chapter

Fight tooth and nail

tooth

Best bib and tucker

bib

Blessing in disguise

blessing

Break the ice

ice

When the chips are down

chip

Come full circle

circle

Around the clock

clock

Behind closed doors

door

Get/have cold feet

feet

True colours

colour

Cool as a cucumber

cucumber
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Devil-may-care

devil

Down-to-earth

earth

At a loose end

end

The end justifies the means

end

Green with envy

envy

More than meets the eye

eye

Face the music

music

Flash in the pan

flash

Flotsam and jetsam

flotsam

Follow your nose

nose

Food for thought

food

Go against the grain

grain

Raise an eyebrow

eyebrow

Lose face

face

Fall on deaf ears

ear

Curry favour

curry

Under fire

fire

Follow suit

suit

Change hands

hand

Hanging by a thread

thread

Under the influence

influence

In the same boat

boat

Jump the gun

gun
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Jump on the bandwagon

bandwagon

Left out in the cold

cold

Learn by heart

heart

A new lease on life

lease

In the light of

light

Odds and ends

odds

Buy a pig in a poke

pig

Rank and file

rank

Run amok

amok

Scratch the surface

surface

Still waters run deep

water

A shot in the arm

shot

Out of sorts

sorts

Sweet tooth

tooth

Storm in a teacup

storm

Tongue-in-cheek

tongue

The writings on the wall

writing

No strings attached

string

Turn the table

table

With kid gloves

kid

On tenterhooks

tenterhook

b.Arabic idioms
أػٸپ ٻخىپ

ٻخىپ
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ٛيٍ

أػڀؾ ٛيٍ

ًٍف

أٓڀڂ حٿًَف

ٍّق

أ٣ڀٶ ٓخٷْو ٿڀَّق

ريڅ

حٷ٘ َ٬رينو

٫ٸي

حنٴَ٫ ١ٸيىڂ

ٷْٜي

رْض حٿٸْٜي

نخٍ

رْن نخٍّن

ًؿو

حٻٴيَ ًؿيو

ٯٌٍ

رْ٬ي حٿٌٍٰ

أڃَس

طلض أڃَس

٬ٛيحء

طنٴْ حٿ٬ٜيحء

ؿنخڅ

ػخرض حٿـنخڅ

ٍٗي

ػخد ٫ /خى اٿَ ٍٗيه

ػخثَس

ػخٍص ػخثَطو

نٴًْ/ىن/هخَ٣

ؿخٽ ٳِ نٴْ  /هخً / َ٣ىن

ؿِحء

ؿِحء ٓنڄخٍ

ٓخٻن

كَٹ ٓخٻنو

ڃخء

كٴ ٦ڃخء حٿٌؿو

٫ٸيس

كپ حٿ٬ٸيس

ًْْ٣

كخڃِ حٿٌْْ٣

ٷڀڂ

كڄڀش حٓٷالځ

ًٳخٝ

هخٿِ حٿٌٳخٝ

نخٷٌّ

ٵ نخٷٌّ حٿوَ٤
ىّ
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٫نٶ

ىٵ ٫نٸو

ٍّق

ًىذ أىٍحؽ حٿَّخف

ٍڃخى

ًٍ حٿَڃخى ٳِ حٿٌْ٬څ

ٛي٩

ٍأد حٿٜي٩

أنٲ

ٍٯڂ أنٴو

اٗخٍس

ٍىن حإلٗخٍس

ْ٣ن

ُحى حٿْ٤ن رڀش

ٓلخرش

ٓلخرش ْٛٲ

َّٗ٬ش

َّٗ٬ش حٿٰخد

ٌٍٗ

ٌٍٗ ڃٌٍ

ٓخ٫ي

ٗڄَّ ٫ن ٓخ٫يه

ٓزْپ

ٟخٷض رو حٿٔزپ

نٴْ

ٟز ٢نٴٔو

٣نذ

َٟد أ٣نخرو

َٝ٫

َٟد رو  َٝ٫حٿلخث٢

ڃ٬ڀڂ

َٟرش ڃ٬ڀڂ

٫ٸپ

٣خٕ ٫ٸڀو

ػنخّخ

٣ال ٩حٿؼنخّخ

رخ٩

ٌّ٣پ حٿزخ٩

ػٍَ

ْ٣ذ حهلل ػَحه

ٿٔخڅ

٫ٸي ٿٔخنو

ٛٴٌ

٫ټَ ٛٴٌه

ؿڄَ

٫ڀَ أكَ ڃن حٿـڄَ
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رټَس

٫ن رټَس أرْيڂ

ٷْي

٫ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش

٧يَ

٫ن ٧يَ ٷڀذ

٫نٶ

٫نٶ حٿِؿخؿش

ٯٜن

ٯٜن حٿِّظٌڅ

أڃَ

ٯڀذ ٫ڀَ أڃَه

ٳڀٌس

ٳڀٌس ٻزيه

هزَ

ٳِ هزَ ٻخڅ

٧پ

ٳِ ٧پ

ڃيذ

ٳِ ڃيذ حٿَّق

ٷٌّ

ٷخد ٷٌْٓن

ْ٫ن

ٷََّ حٿْ٬ن

ٌٗ١

ٷ٣ٌٗ ٪٤خً

ٷڀذ

ٷڀزًخ ًٷخٿزخً

ٍڃ٠خء

ٻخٿڄٔظـَْ ڃن حٿَڃ٠خء رخٿنخٍ

ٻزٖ

ٻزٖ ٳيحء

ؿڄخف

ٻزق ؿڄخف

ٯزخٍ

ال ٯزخٍ ٫ڀْو

ٳظْپ

نِ ٩ٳظْپ

ٍّق

ىزض ٍّلو

كَد

ً٬ٟض حٿلَد أًُحٍىخ

ؿزْن

رنيٍ ٿو حٿـزْن

Table 7.3: Proposed idiom entries
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7.1.2 Phrasal Verbs and Prepositional Verbs
The results in Chapter 6 show that English phrasal verbs and Arabic prepositional
verbs are covered in both English-Arabic and Arabic-English dictionaries. Interestingly
enough, the English-Arabic dictionaries cover more phrasal verbs than do their ArabicEnglish counterparts. Yet, neither the English-Arabic nor the Arabic-English dictionaries
provide any explanation in their introductory parts regarding the treatment of these verb
particles. Atkins and Rundell (2008: 254) note that the dictionary user should look up the
verb particle in the entry of the verb in case it is not main-lemmatized. In the case of the
English-Arabic dictionaries, there are only three phrasal verbs documented in the mainentries:
o Sell out
o Black out
o Ease off
Although the three phrasal verbs above are included in the main-entries, they are not
main-lemmatized in all three dictionaries. For example, sell out is documented in its entry
in al-Mawrid, but is sub-entried under sell in al-Mughni and al-Mounged. In addition,
black out is covered in a separate-entry with equivalents of the different meanings of the
phrasal verb in al-Mounged, as shown in Figure 7.5, but is sub-lemmatized in al-Mawrid
and al-Mughni under black. Likewise, ease off is included in its main-entry in alMounged, but is covered within the entry of ease in both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni.
Other than that, the rest of the phrasal verbs are documented in sub-entries in all three
English-Arabic dictionaries under the entry of the verbs.
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Figure 7.5: Entry of black in al-Mounged
In the case of the Arabic prepositional verbs, the policy for their documentation is not
included in the preface section of the three Arabic-English dictionaries. Regarding the
documentation, Chapter 6 shows that there is a consistency in the documentation of the
prepositional verbs, as most are included in sub-entries. There are various prepositional
verbs documented in their own entries, but that is not done in the English-Arabic
dictionaries. However, inconsistency does exist since the dictionaries do not provide the
same documentation for the prepositional verbs. Table 7.4 shows that inconsistency in
detail. Table 7.4 shows all the main entried prepositional verbs in the Arabic-English
dictionaries. Most of the main-lemmatized prepositional verbs are covered in al-Mawrid,
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but it still does support the notion that the policy for the multi-word items in the bilingual
dictionaries is inconsistent. One dictionary might lemmatize an item while it then may be
included under the entry of a verb in the other dictionaries. For example,  أرو ٿـis mainlemmatized in both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr, but it is covered in a subentry in Elias. In
addition,  أنٲ ڃنis documented in its own entry in al-Mawrid, whereas it is included in a
sub-entry in both Hans Wehr and Elias. Also, ن٫  ًدis covered in Elias in a separate
entry, but it is documented in a sub-entry in both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr. This shows
that the documentation of prepositional verbs is inconsistent and does not follow any
specific principle. Hans Wehr does not include a single prepositional verb in a mainentry, while al-Mawrid and Elias, on several occasions, do document some prepositional
verbs in main-entries. Table 7.4 shows that the Arabic-English dictionaries document
several Arabic prepositional verbs in the main-entries more than their English-Arabic
counterparts do for the English phrasal verbs.
Prepositional Verbs

Place of word (entry)
al-Mawrid

Hans Wehr

Elias

أرو ٿـ

main entry

subentry

main entry

طؤػَ رـ

main entry

--------

--------

أٓظؤػَ رـ

main entry

--------

--------

أنٲ ڃن

main entry

subentry

subentry

حنزؼٶ ڃن

main entry

--------

--------

َرخىٍ اٿ

main entry

subentry

subentry

َ رـٜر

main entry

subentry

--------

َڀ٫ ؿزپ

main entry

subentry

--------

َؿنق اٿ

main entry

subentry

--------

َڀ٫ ِأؿي

main entry

--------

--------

طلَؽ ڃن

main entry

--------

--------
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كَُ رـ

main entry

subentry

main entry

َڀ٫ ٞك

main entry

subentry

subentry

كخٵ رـ

main entry

subentry

subentry

ن٫ ًد

subentry

subentry

main entry

ٍرؤ رـ

main entry

subentry

--------

ٍَنخ اٿ

main entry

subentry

subentry

َطِٿٲ اٿ

main entry

subentry

main entry

َڀ٫ خ٤ٓ

main entry

subentry

subentry

َ ٿـ٬ٓ

main entry

subentry

subentry

َڀ٫ َأ٣

subentry

subentry

main entry

ڄق رـ٣

subentry

subentry

main entry

َڀ٫ خٱ٣

main entry

subentry

subentry

َْ رـ٤ط

main entry

subentry

subentry

ن٫ َٝ٫أ

main entry

subentry

subentry

ن ٿـ٫

main entry

subentry

subentry

َڀ٫ طٸٌٽ

main entry

subentry

subentry

َڀ٫ َٻ

main entry

subentry

subentry

َڀ٫ ٿؾ

main entry

subentry

subentry

ن٫ ٍنؤ

main entry

subentry

subentry

ن٫ نـڂ

main entry

subentry

subentry

Table 7.4: Prepositional verbs entries

Table 7.4 shows that the Arabic-English dictionaries will vary in their documentations
of prepositional verbs, as some include them in the main entires while others put them in
sub entries. However, the researcher proposes that all prepositional verbs should be
documented under the entry of the verb, as Atkins and Rundell suggest (2008: 254).
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)Proposed place of word (entry

Prepositional verbs

أرو

أرو ٿـ

طؤػَ

طؤػَ رـ

أٓظؤػَ

أٓظؤػَ رـ

أنٲ

أنٲ ڃن

حنزؼٶ

حنزؼٶ ڃن

رخىٍ

رخىٍ اٿَ

رَٜ

ر َٜرـ

ؿزپ

ؿزپ ٫ڀَ

ؿنق

ؿنق اٿَ

أؿيِ

أؿيِ ٫ڀَ

طلَؽ

طلَؽ ڃن

كَُ

كَُ رـ

كٞ

ك٫ ٞڀَ

كخٵ

كخٵ رـ

ًد

ًد ٫ن

ٍرؤ

ٍرؤ رـ

ٍنخ

ٍنخ اٿَ

طِٿٲ

طِٿٲ اٿَ

ٓ٤خ

ٓ٤خ ٫ڀَ

َٓ٬

ٓ َ٬ٿـ

َ٣أ

َ٣أ ٫ڀَ

٣ڄق

٣ڄق رـ
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َڀ٫ خٱ٣

خٱ٣

َْ رـ٤ط

َْ٤ط

ن٫ َٝ٫أ

َٝ٫أ

ن ٿـ٫

ن٫

َڀ٫ طٸٌٽ

طٸٌٽ

َڀ٫ َٻ

َٻ

َڀ٫ ٿؾ

ٿؾ

ن٫ ٍنؤ

ٍنؤ

ن٫ نـڂ

نـڂ
Table 7.5: Proposed prepositional verbs entry

7.1.3 Compounds and iḍāfas
The principle(s) of including compounds and iḍāfas are not included in the
introductory part in the English-Arabic or in Arabic-English dictionaries. Gouws (1988:
91) states that lexicographers are confronted with a 'wide range' of linguistic problems
when documenting compounds in the bilingual dictionaries. In addition, Gouws (1988:
92) argues that compounds should be included based on their semantic value or
idiomaticity, since literal compounds can be understood from their respective
components and the entry that contains a compound should provide the metaphorical
meaning of the compound instead of the individual components. Most importantly,
Gouws (1988: 91) stresses that compounds qualify for main-entry inclusion because they
function as single words even though they are made up of two individual components.
Moreover, Rādik (1996: 452) notes that the first element of the compound is the one
given the 'headword status' in the dictionary and this headword status belongs to complex
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compounds. Furthermore, there are, as Rādik (1996: 452) mentions, three categories of
compounds: main-lemmatized compounds, sub-lemmatized compounds or left-out
compounds. This means that not all compounds are included in the dictionary because of
space constraints. Those that are included are either documented in their own entries or
within an entry of one of the components of the compound. In the case of the EnglishArabic dictionaries, most of the compounds are documented in their main-entries except
for thirteen compounds.
Table 7.6 shows in detail the sublemmatization of the compounds in the three
dictionaries. Table 7.6 shows the thirteen sub-lemmatized compounds in the EnglishArabic dictionaries along with their places in the dictionaries. As shown, most of the sublemmatized compounds are in al-Mounged whereas al-Mawrid sub-lemmatizes only one
compound, namely, that of duty-free. Table 7.6 shows that al-Mounged includes
compounds in the entry of the first component of the compound. For instance, alMounged documents letter-head under the entry of letter as shown in Figure 7.6. Rādik
(1996: 452) claims that compounds are given headword status based on their complexity.
Thus, as shown in Table 7.6, all the listed compounds are complex in meaning and not
really understood literally, yet, they are covered under the entry of the first component of
the compound, that concurs with Gates‟s (1988: 99) claim that the documentation of the
multi-word items in the bilingual dictionaries is inconsistent
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Compounds

Place of word (entry)
al-Mawrid

al-Mughni

al-Mounged

Knee-deep

main entry

main entry

knee

Darkroom

main entry

main entry

dark

Awe-inspiring

--------

main entry

awe

White-collar

main entry

main entry

white

Spoilsport

main entry

main entry

spoil

Checkpoint

main entry

main entry

check

Babysitter

main entry

main entry

baby

Duty-free

duty

main entry

main entry

Letter-head

main entry

main entry

letter

Loudmouth

main entry

main entry

loud

Mastermind

main entry

main entry

master

Bittersweet

main entry

main entry

bitter

Daredevil

main entry

main entry

dare

Table 7.6: Compounds entries
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Figure 7.6: Entry of letter in al-Mounged

Regarding the Arabic-English dictionaries, they also do not indicate the principles
applied for the documentation of iḍāfas in the introductory part. The results in Chapter 5
show that the Arabic-English dictionaries do not lemmatize iḍāfas in the same way that
the English-Arabic dictionaries do with compounds, as most iḍāfas are included in subentries rather than in main-entries. Also, the results presented in Chapter 6 show that only
seven iḍāfas are included in main-entries. Table 7.7 provides the details. As shown in
Table 7.7, the documentation of iḍāfas in Arabic-English dictionaries is not like the
documentation of compounds in English-Arabic dictionaries. Clearly, the choice of
lemmatization is different in the dictionaries in both directions, as English-Arabic
dictionaries tend to cover most of the compounds in the main entries while their ArabicEnglish counterparts cover the majority of iḍāfas in sub-entries. Table 7.7 shows that
there are only seven iḍāfas included in their own main-entries; six are in al-Mawrid and
one is in Elias. Still, the documentation of iḍāfas does reveal an inconsistency in the
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lexicographic documentation, as the seven main-lemmatized iḍāfas are not consistent in
their documentation in all three dictionaries. For example, ٩ حٿڄظخ٢ ٓٸis included in its
main separate entry, but it is documented within the entry of ٢ ٓٸin both Hans Wehr and
Elias. Similarly, ٪ حٓظَحٵ حٿٔڄis covered in a main entry in Elias, whereas it is documented
under the entry of حٓظَحٵ/ َٓٵin al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr.
Moreover, Table 7.7 shows that the inconsistency is not only between main-sublemmatized items, but also between the sub-lemmatized iḍāfas in the three dictionaries.
For instance, al-Mawrid covers ّ ٗيّي حٿزؤin the entry for ّرؤ, whereas it is included in the
entry of  ٗيّيin Hans Wehr and Elias. Likewise, ْن٬ ٍأُ حٿis included in the entry of ُ ٍأin
al-Mawrid, but it is covered in the entry of ْن٫ in Hans Wehr as shown in Figure 7.7.
Furthermore, Table 7.7 shows that the majority of sub-lemmatized iḍāfas are documented
under the first component, which is similar to the sub-lemmatized compounds in Table
7.6. However, there are a few occasions where the sub-lemmatized iḍāfas are included in
the second component. For instance,  أٍرخد حٿٌٔحرٶis covered in the entry of  ٓخرٸشin alMawrid. Also,  ٓڄٌ حألهالٵis documented in the entry of  هڀٶinstead of ٌٓڄ. The
aforementioned examples prove that the documentation of iḍāfas is not consistent and
indicates that iḍāfas are not given headword status even though they are as complex and
figurative as compounds are, which does not support Rāndik‟s (1996: 452) claim that
compounds are given a headword status based on their complexity.
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)Place of word (entry

Iḍāfa

Elias

Hans Wehr

al-Mawrid

--------

ٍد

ٓخرٸش

أٍرخد حٿٌٔحرٶ

حٓظَحٵ حٿٔڄ٪

َٓٵ

حٓظَحٵ

حٓظَحٵ حٿٔڄ٪

--------

َ٣ٱ

--------

أَ٣حٱ حٿليّغ

نٴْ

--------

--------

حنټٔخٍ حٿنٴْ

طـخًُ

--------

--------

طـخًُ حٿلي

ٷيځ

ٷيځ

--------

طٸخىځ حٿ٬يي

--------

ٻڀڄش

--------

طٌكْي حٿټڀڄش

--------

--------

طنټْْ حٿ٬ڀڂ

طنټْْ حٿ٬ڀڂ

--------

--------

طٌٻْي

طٌٻْي حٿٌحص

كَ٠

كٌٍ٠

كٌٍ٠

ك ٌٍ٠حٿٌىن

ك٤خځ

ك٤ڂ

ك٤خځ

ك٤خځ حٿينْخ

--------

--------

ه٢

ه ٢حٿنخٍ

--------

هَْ

--------

هْخٍ حٿنخّ

ىڃغ

--------

--------

ىڃخػش حٿوڀٶ

ًؿو

ًؿو

--------

ًؿيخص حٿنَ٨

ُِ٫

ُِ٫

 ِِّ٫حٿـخنذ

 ِِّ٫حٿـخنذ

ًٍ٩

ًٍ٩

ٍحث٬ش

ٍحث٬ش حٿنيخٍ

--------

ْ٫ن

ٍأُ

ٍأُ حٿْ٬ن

--------

ًحٓ٪

--------

ًحٓ ٪حٿٜيٍ

ٍع

ٍع

ٍع

ٍع حٿيْجش

--------

ٍكَ

ٍكَ

ٍكَ حٿلَد
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كـپ

كـڀش

كـڀش

ٍرخص حٿلـخٽ

ٍٯي

--------

ٍٯي حٿْٖ٬

ٍٯي حٿْٖ٬

--------

ٍىن

ٍىن

ٍىن حٿظلٸْٶ

--------

ٍحث٬ش

--------

ًٍحث ٪حٿٴن

--------

ٍّ٬خڅ

--------

ٍّ٬خڅ حٿ٘زخد

--------

ُڃخځ

ُڃخځ

ُڃخځ حٓڃٌٍ

ٓٸ٢

ٓٸ٢

ٓٸ ٢حٿڄظخ٩

ٓٸ ٢حٿڄظخ٩

--------

--------

ٓال٣ش

ٓال٣ش حٿڀٔخڅ

--------

ٓڄٌ

هڀٶ

ٓڄٌ حٓهالٵ

ٗزق

--------

--------

ٗزق حٿلَد

ٗيّي

ٗيّي

رؤّ

ٗيّي حٿزؤّ

ٗيّي

ٗيّي

--------

ٗيّي حٿٌ٣ؤس

--------

ٗ٨ٲ

ٗ٨ٲ حٿْٖ٬

ٗ٨ٲ حٿْٖ٬

َٛٱ

َٛٱ

َٛٱ

ًَٛٱ حٿيىَ

ٛنيًٵ

--------

ٛنيًٵ

ٛنيًٵ حٿينْخ

--------

َٟد

َٟد

َٟد حٿَځ حٽ

ْٟٶ

طْْ٠ٶ

--------

طْْ٠ٶ حٿونخٵ

-------

ْٟٶ

--------

ْٟٶ حٿن٤خٵ

َّ٣ق

َّ٣ق

َّ٣ق

َّ٣ق حٿٴَحٕ

٣ڀٶ

٣ڀٶ

٣ڀٶ

٣ڀٶ حٿْيّن

٣ڀٶ

٣ڀٶ

٣ڀٶ

٣ڀٶ حٿڄلْخ

٫ٴٌ

٫ٴٌ

--------

٫ٴٌ حٿوخَ٣

--------

ْ٫ن

--------

ٌْ٫څ حٿَ٘٬
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--------

ٯَِّ

--------

ٯَِّ حٿڄخىس

--------

ٷخٛڂ

ٷخٛڄش حٿ٨يَ

ٷخٛڄش حٿ٨يَ

--------

--------

ٷَٝ

ٷَ ٝحٿَ٘٬

-------

ٷٜذ

ٷٜذ

ٷٜذ حٿٔزٶ

ٿڄق

ٿڄق

ٿڄق

ٿڄق حٿزَٜ

ٿْن

ٿْن

ٿْن

ٿْن حٿَّ٬ټش

ڃخء

ڃخء

--------

ڃخء حٿ٘زخد

ڃټٌٍٔ

--------

--------

ڃټٌٍٔ حٿوخَ٣

ڃ٘ٶ

--------

--------

ڃڄٌ٘ٵ حٿٸٌحځ

نٴق

--------

نٴلش

نٴلش حٿْ٤ذ

Table 7.7: Iḍāfa entries
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Figure 7.7: Entry of ْن٫ in Hans Wehr

Table 7.6 shows that thirteen out of a hundred compounds are documented in subentries instead of main entries. In addition, Table 7.7 shows that only seven iḍāfas are
included in main entries. Gouws (1988: 91) argues that compounds should be placed in
main entries because of their complexity and single word behavior, which is applied in
the researcher‟s proposed documentation of compounds and iḍāfas in Table 7.8. This
table reviews the compounds and iḍāfas covered in Tables 7.6 and 7.7, all of which need
amendments.
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Compunds and Iḍāfas

Proposed place of entry(word)

a.Compounds
Knee-deep

knee-deep

Darkroom

darkroom

Awe-inspiring

awe-inspiring

White-collar

white-collar

Spoilsport

spoilsport

Checkpoint

checkpoint

Babysitter

babysitter

Duty-free

duty-free

Letter-head

letter-head

Loudmouth

loudmouth

Mastermind

mastermind

Bittersweet

bittersweet

Daredevil

daredevil

b. Iḍāfas
أٍرخد حٿٌٔحرٶ

أٍرخد حٿٌٔحرٶ

٪حٓظَحٵ حٿٔڄ

٪حٓظَحٵ حٿٔڄ

َحٱ حٿليّغ٣أ

َحٱ حٿليّغ٣أ

ْحنټٔخٍ حٿنٴ

ْحنټٔخٍ حٿنٴ

طـخًُ حٿلي

طـخًُ حٿلي

يي٬طٸخىځ حٿ

يي٬طٸخىځ حٿ

طٌكْي حٿټڀڄش

طٌكْي حٿټڀڄش

ڀڂ٬طنټْْ حٿ

ڀڂ٬طنټْْ حٿ

طٌٻْي حٿٌحص

طٌٻْي حٿٌحص

ٌٍ حٿٌىن٠ك

ٌٍ حٿٌىن٠ك

خځ حٿينْخ٤ك

خځ حٿينْخ٤ك

ٍ حٿنخ٢ه

ٍ حٿنخ٢ه

ّهْخٍ حٿنخ

ّهْخٍ حٿنخ

ىڃخػش حٿوڀٶ

ىڃخػش حٿوڀٶ

َ٨ًؿيخص حٿن

َ٨ًؿيخص حٿن
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 ِِّ٫حٿـخنذ

 ِِّ٫حٿـخنذ

ٍحث٬ش حٿنيخٍ

ٍحث٬ش حٿنيخٍ

ٍأُ حٿْ٬ن

ٍأُ حٿْ٬ن

ًحٓ ٪حٿٜيٍ

ًحٓ ٪حٿٜيٍ

ٍع حٿيْجش

ٍع حٿيْجش

ٍكَ حٿلَد

ٍكَ حٿلَد

ٍرخص حٿلـخٽ

ٍرخص حٿلـخٽ

ٍٯي حٿْٖ٬

ٍٯي حٿْٖ٬

ٍىن حٿظلٸْٶ

ٍىن حٿظلٸْٶ

ًٍحث ٪حٿٴن

ًٍحث ٪حٿٴن

ٍّ٬خڅ حٿ٘زخد

ٍّ٬خڅ حٿ٘زخد

ُڃخځ حألڃٌٍ

ُڃخځ حٓڃٌٍ

ٓٸ ٢حٿڄظخ٩

ٓٸ ٢حٿڄظخ٩

ٓال٣ش حٿڀٔخڅ

ٓال٣ش حٿڀٔخڅ

ٓڄٌ حألهالٵ

ٓڄٌ حٓهالٵ

ٗزق حٿلَد

ٗزق حٿلَد

ٗيّي حٿزؤّ

ٗيّي حٿزؤّ

ٗيّي حٿٌ٣ؤس

ٗيّي حٿٌ٣ؤس

ٗ٨ٲ حٿْٖ٬

ٗ٨ٲ حٿْٖ٬

ًَٛٱ حٿيىَ

ًَٛٱ حٿيىَ

ٛنيًٵ حٿينْخ

ٛنيًٵ حٿينْخ

َٟد حٿَڃپ

َٟد حٿَڃپ

طْْ٠ٶ حٿونخٵ

طْْ٠ٶ حٿونخٵ

ْٟٶ حٿن٤خٵ

ْٟٶ حٿن٤خٵ

َّ٣ق حٿٴَحٕ

َّ٣ق حٿٴَحٕ

٣ڀٶ حٿْيّن

٣ڀٶ حٿْيّن

٣ڀٶ حٿڄلْخ

٣ڀٶ حٿڄلْخ

٫ٴٌ حٿوخَ٣

٫ٴٌ حٿوخَ٣

ٌْ٫څ حٿَ٘٬

ٌْ٫څ حٿَ٘٬

ٯَِّ حٿڄخىس

ٯَِّ حٿڄخىس

ٷخٛڄش حٿ٨يَ

ٷخٛڄش حٿ٨يَ
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َ٬٘ حٿَٝٷ

َ٬٘ حٿَٝٷ

ذ حٿٔزٶٜٷ

ذ حٿٔزٶٜٷ

َٜٿڄق حٿز

َٜٿڄق حٿز

َّټش٬ٿْن حٿ

َّټش٬ٿْن حٿ

ڃخء حٿ٘زخد

ڃخء حٿ٘زخد

َ٣ڃټٌٍٔ حٿوخ

َ٣ڃټٌٍٔ حٿوخ

ڃڄٌ٘ٵ حٿٸٌحځ

ڃڄٌ٘ٵ حٿٸٌحځ

ْذ٤نٴلش حٿ

ْذ٤نٴلش حٿ
Table 7.8: Proposed compounds/iḍāfa entries

7.1.4 English and Arabic Collocations
As in the case of idioms, phrasal/prepositional verbs and compounds/iḍāfa, the applied
principles applied to collocations are discussed in neither the English-Arabic nor the
Arabic-English dictionaries. The results presented in Chapter 6 show that both EnglishArabic and Arabic-English dictionaries do not cover many collocations and that they do
vary in their documentation. Tables 7.9 and 7.10 provide this detailed documentation.
Like the other multi-word items, Table 7.9 shows that collocations are varied in their
documentation in the English-Arabic dictionaries. As shown in Table 7.9, only one
collocation is documented in its own entry and that collocation is bad blood. Still, even
though both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni main-lemmatize it, this is not the case in alMounged since it is covered within the entry of bad and is supported with two translation
equivalents as shown in Figure 7.8. There are occasions when the three dictionaries are
consistent in the documentation of the collocations. For example, all three dictionaries
cover take shape under the entry of shape. Also, take a walk is covered in all three
dictionaries in the entry of walk. In addition, both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni cover dim
light in the entry of dim. However, Table 7.9 shows that although the dictionaries share a
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common documentation of some collocations, they are still generally inconsistent when
documenting collocations. For instance, raise a question is covered in the entry of raise
in al-Mughni, whereas it is included in the entry of question in al-Mounged. Moreover,
take advantage is covered in the entry of advantage whereas it is covered in both entries
of take and advantage in al-Mughni and al-Mounged.
Furthermore, Cop (1990: 42) claims that collocations are often documented under the
entry of the collocator, which is the second component of the collocation and less often
under the entry of the base, which is the first component and very rarely in both entries.
Table 7.9 shows that the English-Arabic dictionaries cover many collocations under the
base as well as under the entry of the collocator and in same cases under both, a finding
that does not support Cop's claim that dictionaries tend to include collocations more
under the entry of the collocator than the entry of the base. In fact, Table 7.9 shows that
they are several cases where the dictionaries cover the collocation under both entries of
the base and collocator. For instance, pay attention is covered in both entries of pay and
attention in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged.
Collocations

Place of word (entry)
al-Mawrid

al-Mughni

al-Mounged

Sound asleep

--------

asleep

--------

Rapid growth

--------

rapid

--------

Commit suicide

commit

--------

commit/suicide

Make a move

move

move

make/move

Take a walk

walk

walk

walk
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Pay attention

attention/pay

pay

pay/attention

Have a look

have

look

--------

Reach an agreement

--------

agreement

--------

Reckless driver

--------

reckless

--------

Good chance

--------

chance

--------

Integral part

integral

integral

--------

Bad blood

main entry

main entry

Bad

Strong tea

strong

strong

--------

Confirmed bachelor

--------

confirmed

--------

Dim light

dim

dim

--------

Balance the budget

--------

balance

--------

Written consent

--------

--------

written

Easy prey

prey

prey

--------

Administer justice

--------

administer

justice

Heavy drinker

heavy

--------

--------

Maiden speech

--------

--------

maiden

Harbour a grudge

--------

harbour

--------

Set a fire

fire

set/fire

set/fire

Mother tongue

mother

tongue

mother/tongue

Heavy traffic

heavy

heavy

heavy/traffic

Make a progress

--------

progress

progress

Quench thirst

quench

--------

quench

Foreseeable future

--------

foreseeable

--------
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Team spirit

--------

team

team

Fill the gap

--------

gap

--------

Stroke of genius

stroke

--------

stroke

Catch a glimpse

--------

catch/glimpse

glimpse

Earn a living

living

--------

living

Tackle a problem

tackle

--------

--------

Take advantage

advantage

take/advantage

take/advantage

Meet the requirement

--------

meet/requirement meet/requirement

Raise a question

--------

raise

question

Have an effect

--------

effect

effect

Take shape

shape

shape

shape

Keep control

--------

control

--------

Table 7.9: English collocations entries

Figure 7.8: Entry of bad in al-Mounged
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As far as the Arabic-English dictionaries are concerned, their documentation of the
Arabic collocations is not that extensive, as they cover only around thirty to thirty-four,
as shown in Chapter 6. Regarding the documentation, the Arabic-English dictionaries,
like their English-Arabic counterparts, document some collocations in their own separate
entries, which are ًٌكٌح ك, ٪ًٍٱ ىڃ, خٱ٫ُ ٓڂ, يً ٿيًى٫, َٱ٣ ٞٯ, ٦ْڂ ٯ٨ٻ, and لْشٛ ټش٫ً.
These listed collocations are the only main lemmatized items in the Arabic-English
dictionaries. Still, there is an inconsistency in the documentation since the above
collocations are not main lemmatized in all three dictionaries except for ٪ًٍٱ ىڃ, which is
main entried in both al-Mawrid and Elias. Nevertheless, the inconsistency is still evident.
For example, ًٌ كٌح كis main-lemmatized in al-Mawrid only, as it is included in the entry
of ًٌ كin both Hans Wehr and Elias. The same can be said for خٱ٫ُ ٓڂ, which is mainlemmatized in Hans Wehr only, as it is covered within the entry of خٱ٫ُ/ٲ٫ُ in alMawrid and Elias.
Moreover, Table 7.10 shows that even the sub-lemmatized collocations are
inconsistently documented, which means that the collocations are not included in the
same entry in all three dictionaries. For example, al-Mawrid covers  روْ كٶin the entry
of ْرو, but then, it is documented in the entry of  كٶin Hans Wehr. Similarly, ؼَس٫ َ كـis
documented in all three dictionaries; however, it is documented in the entry of َ كـin alMawrid and Elias and in the entry of ؼَس٫ in Hans Wehr. Likewise, ڀٶ٣  ىٌحءis
documented in the three dictionaries, but it is not consistent in the documentation since it
is covered in the entry of ڀٶ٣ in al-Mawrid and in the entry of  ىٌحءin Hans Wehr and
Elias. As far as Cop's statement regarding the entry of documentation, the Arabic-English
dictionaries vary in the base and collocator inclusion (Cop, 1990: 42). For example, all
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three dictionaries include  كٸن ىڃخءin the entry of the base which is  كٸنas shown in Figure
7.9, where the collocation is provided at the end of the entry of  كٸنalong with two
translation equivalents. On the other hand, all three dictionaries cover ًَّٟ  كَدin the
entry of ًَّٟ which is the collocator. There are some cases where all three dictionaries
vary in the inclusion of the same collocation. For instance, ًخ٫ًٍ خٵٟ is found in the
collocator (٩ًٍ) in al-Mawrid and Elias, but it is included in the entry of the base ( ْٶٟ)
in Hans Wehr.
Collocations

Place of word (entry)
al-Mawrid

Hans Wehr

Elias

ٌٽ٬پ ڃٴ٤أر

پ٤أر

--------

--------

حطوٌ اؿَحء

ٌحطو

حؿَحء

--------

حهظپ طٌحُڅ

حهظپ

--------

--------

اٍحٷش ىڃخء

اٍحٷش

--------

--------

روْ كٶ

ْرو

كٶ

--------

ٍرنخص أٳټخ

رنض

ارنش

--------

َسٟريّيش كخ

ٌٍ٠ك

ريه

--------

َطَٔد هز

--------

--------

َٓد

ڀٶ٤ ڃ/  ٻخڃپٌّٞطٴ

ٌّٞطٴ

ٌّٞطٴ

ٌٝٳ

َطټزي هٔخث

--------

--------

ٻزي

ذٜطٌٿَ ڃن

ذٜڃن

--------

--------

ذ٠ؿخځ ٯ

ؿخځ

--------

--------

ٞؿْ نز

ْؿ

ْؿ

ٞنز

َْ ٯٴ٪ؿڄ

َْٯٴ

--------

َْٯٴ
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كـَ

٫ؼَس

كـَ

كـَ ٫ؼَس

كًٌ

كًٌ

كٌح كًٌ

كٌح كًٌ

ًَّٟ

ًَّٟ

ًَّٟ

كَد ًَّٟ

كٸن

كٸن

كٸن

كٸن ىڃخء

ٳخىكش

--------

--------

هٔخٍس ٳخىكش

هڀٲ

--------

--------

هڀٲ ً٫ي

--------

ىّ

--------

ىّ ٓڂ

ًٍٱ ىڃ٪

--------

ًٍٱ ىڃ٪

ًٍٱ ىڃ٪

ٍڃٶ

ٓي

ٓي

ٓي ٍڃٶ

--------

ٓي

ٓيى

ٓيى ه٤خ

ُ٫ٲ

ٓڂ ُ٫خٱ

ُ٫خٱ

ٓڂ ُ٫خٱ

ٓپ

--------

--------

ٓپ ْٓٲ

ٗذ

ٗذ

ٗذ

ٗزض كَد

--------

ٗض

--------

ٗظض ٗڄپ

ٯڀْپ

ٗٴَ

ٗٴَ

ٗٴَ ٯڀْپ

ٛيٍ

ٛيٍ

ٍكخرش

ٛيٍ ٍكذ

ًٍ٩

ْٟٶ

ًٍ٩

ٟخٵ ًٍ٫خً

رنخڅ

رنخڅ

رنخڅ

 ٩ٌ٣رنخڅ

ىحڃْ

--------

--------

٧الځ ىحڃْ

ٿيًى

٫يً

٫يً ٿيًى

٫يً ٿيًى

٫نٴٌحڅ

٫نٴٌحڅ

--------

٫نٴٌحڅ ٗزخد

ٯَ٣ ٞٱ

ٯٞ

ٯَ٣ ٞٱ

ٯَ٣ ٞٱ

ٳْٞ

ٳْٞ

ٳخٝ

ٳخٟض ًٍف
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ٳٔن

--------

--------

ٳٔن ٫ٸي

ٳټٺ

--------

ٳٺ

ٳٺ أَٓ

--------

ٷٜخٍٍ

رٌٽ

ٷٜخٍٍ ؿيي

ٷٞ

ٷٞ

ٷٞ

ٷ ٞڃ٠ـ٪

ٻ٨ڂ ٯْ٦

--------

--------

ٻ٨ڂ ٯْ٦

ٿِځ حٿِ٘ء

ٿِځ

--------

ٿِځ رْض

ٿٴٶ

--------

--------

ٿٴٶ طيڄش

كظٲ

--------

ٿٸِ

ٿٸِ كظٴو

--------

ڃلٞ

--------

ڃل ٞاٍحىس

ك٢٤

ڃل٢

ڃل٢

ڃل ٢أن٨خٍ

نٸٞ

--------

--------

نٸ٫ ٞيي

ىزٌ

--------

ىزخء

ىزخء ڃنؼٌٍ

ىٌحء

ىٌحء

٣ڀٶ

ىٌحء ٣ڀٶ

--------

--------

ً٫ټش ٛلْش

ً٫ټش ٛلْش

Table 7.10: Arabic collocations entries
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Figure 7.9: Entry of  كٸنin al-Mawrid

Based on the results seen in Tables 7.9 and 7.10, the policies for English and Arabic
collocation documentations are arbitrary, as some dictionaries document the collocation
under the entry of the base, while others include it under the entry of the collocator.
However, the researcher proposes a policy that is based on the suggestions of Svensén
(2009: 176), namely, that collocations should be documented under the entry of the
collocator in the L2→L1 dictionaries because they are the most problematic and under
the entry of the base in the L1→L2 dictionaries because „it is about the base that one
wants to say something‟ (2009: 177).
Collocations

Proposed placed of entry (word)

a.English collocations
Sound asleep

asleep

Rapid growth

growth
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Commit suicide

suicide

Make a move

move

Take a walk

walk

Pay attention

attention

Have a look

look

Reach an agreement

agreement

Reckless driver

driver

Good chance

chance

Integral part

part

Bad blood

blood

Strong tea

tea

Confirmed bachelor

bachelor

Dim light

light

Balance the budget

budget

Written consent

consent

Easy prey

prey

Administer justice

justice

Heavy drinker

drinker

Maiden speech

speech

Harbour a grudge

grudge

Set a fire

fire

Mother tongue

tongue

Heavy traffic

traffic
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Make progress

progress

Quench thirst

thirst

Foreseeable future

future

Team spirit

spirit

Fill the gap

gap

Stroke of genius

genius

Catch a glimpse

glimpse

Earn a living

living

Tackle a problem

problem

Take advantage

advantage

Meet the requirement

requirement

Raise a question

question

Have an effect

effect

Take shape

shape

Keep control

control

b. Arabic collocations
ٌٽ٬پ ڃٴ٤أر

پ٤أر

حطوٌ اؿَحء

ٌحطو

حهظپ طٌحُڅ

حهظپ

اٍحٷش ىڃخء

اٍحٷش

روْ كٶ

ْرو

ٍرنخص أٳټخ

رنخص

َسٟريّيش كخ

ريّيش
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طَٔد

طَٔد هزَ

طٴٌّٞ

طٴٌّ ٞٻخڃپ  /ڃ٤ڀٶ

طټزي

طټزي هٔخثَ

طٌٿَ

طٌٿَ ڃنٜذ

ؿخځ

ؿخځ ٯ٠ذ

ؿْ

ؿْ نزٞ

ؿڄ٪

ؿڄ ٪ٯٴَْ

كـَ

كـَ ٫ؼَس

كٌح

كٌح كًٌ

كَد

كَد ًَّٟ

كٸن

كٸن ىڃخء

هٔخٍس

هٔخٍس ٳخىكش

هڀٲ

هڀٲ ً٫ي

ىّ

ىّ ٓڂ

ًٍٱ

ًٍٱ ىڃ٪

ٓي

ٓي ٍڃٶ

ٓيى

ٓيى ه٤خ

ٓڂ

ٓڂ ُ٫خٱ

ٓپ

ٓپ ْٓٲ

ٗزض

ٗزض كَد

ٗظض

ٗظض ٗڄپ

ٗٴَ

ٗٴَ ٯڀْپ

ٛيٍ

ٛيٍ ٍكذ
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ٟخٵ

ٟخٵ ًٍ٫خً

٩ٌ٣

 ٩ٌ٣رنخڅ

٧الځ

٧الځ ىحڃْ

٫يً

٫يً ٿيًى

٫نٴٌحڅ

٫نٴٌحڅ ٗزخد

ٯٞ

ٯَ٣ ٞٱ

ٳخٟض

ٳخٟض ًٍف

ٳٔن

ٳٔن ٫ٸي

ٳٺ

ٳٺ أَٓ

ٷٜخٍٍ

ٷٜخٍٍ ؿيي

ٷٞ

ٷ ٞڃ٠ـ٪

ٻ٨ڂ

ٻ٨ڂ ٯْ٦

ٿِځ

ٿِځ رْض

ٿٴٶ

ٿٴٶ طيڄش

ٿٸَ

ٿٸِ كظٴو

ڃلٞ

ڃل ٞاٍحىس

ڃل٢

ڃل ٢أن٨خٍ

نٸٞ

نٸ٫ ٞيي

ىزخء

ىزخء ڃنؼٌٍ

ىٌحء

ىٌحء ٣ڀٶ

ً٫ټش ٛلْش

ً٫ټش ٛلْش

Table 7.11: Proposed collocations entries
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7.2 Equivalent
This section focuses on the equivalents of the multi-word items and the accuracy of
the translations along with proposed treatments by the researcher. This section covers the
English and Arabic multi-word items and indicates whether the equivalents are correct or
partial equivalents, where the former is an accurate rendition of the multi-word item and
the latter is a partial translation of the meaning of the item and does not indicate the
whole intended meaning. In this section, only flawed/inaccurate treatments of equivalents
will be assessed along with proposed equivalents by the researcher. In all sections,
English items will be assessed first, then followed by the Arabic items.

7.2.1 English and Arabic Idioms
The results in Chapter 6 showed that both English-Arabic and Arabic-English
dictionaries covered idioms. English-Arabic al-Mawrid included 50 idioms, al-Mughni
covered 79, and al-Mounged included 68. The results in this chapter show that only 27
idioms had inaccurate equivalents; 17 in al-Mawrid, 23 in al-Mughni, and 18 in alMounged.
The first case is for the idiom as the crow flies is documented in al-Mawrid, alMughni and al-Mounged as follows:
-َٵ٤َ حٿٜ رؤٷ،  ڃٔظٸْڂ٢( ٳِ هal-Mawrid)
-ّ ڃٔظٸْڂ٢ڀَ ه٫ = ًخڃيح٫ = ًيحٛ( ٷخal-Mughni)
-)ّ ڃٔظٸْڂ (ڃٔخٳش٢ڀَ) ه٫ ً( ٳِ (أal-Mounged)
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Although all three dictionaries provide equivalents for the idiom, the equivalent in alMughni is not as accurate as the synonyms (  ڃٔظٸْڂ٢ڀَ ه٫/ّخڃيح٫) provided with it. The
synonym is similar to the equivalents provided in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged and covers
the intended meaning of the idiom, which is „by the shortest and direct route‟. Therefore,
al-Mughni should use it as an equivalent rather than as a synonym.
Similarly, the idiom Achilles' heel is documented in all three dictionaries and its
equivalents are the following:
-٪ْ ٯَْ ڃن٪ ڃٌٷ:ٸذ أهْپ٫ (al-Mawrid)
-  ٯڄِْس (أً) ًىْش، ٲ٬ٟ ڀشٜ ه، ٲ (أً) ىزظش٬ٟ ن٣ٌّْش (أً) حٿوڀٶ) ڃٜ( (ٳِ حٿ٘وal-Mughni)
- )ٲ ٳِ (أهالٵ حإلنٔخڅ٬ٟ ش٤ نٸ، )َّْپ اٿْخًس ىٌڃ٤ٸذ أهْپ (ر٫ (al-Mounged)
As shown here, the equivalents do vary among the dictionaries. For example, alMawrid provides a literal meaning of the idiom ٸذ أهْپ٫, while al-Mughni and alMounged include the figurative meaning of Achilles' heel as a „weakness‟ ٲ٬ٟ ن٣ٌڃ. The
consultation of the idiom in al-Mawrid will not help the translation student produce an
accurate and natural translation in the text since the intended figurative meaning is
missing. al-Mawrid should provide the figurative meaning instead of the literal since the
latter is not helpful to translation students.
Moreover, the idiom castles in the air is documented in the three English-Arabic
dictionaries. The equivalents of this idiom are the following:
-ً أً آڃخٽ ٿن طظلٸٶ أريح٪ٍّ ڃ٘خ:( ٳِ حٿيٌحءal-Mawrid)
-)ٌٍ ٳِ حٿيٌحء (ڃٌىٌڃشٜ ٷ. (al-Mughni)
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-ٰخع أكالځٟ أ،ٌٍ ٳِ حٿيٌحءٜ( ٷal-Mounged)
Based on the metaphorical meaning of castles in the air, the only dictionary that
provides the correct equivalent is al-Mounged, e.g. „ ٰخع أكالځٟ ‟أsince the equivalents in
al-Mawrid and al-Mughni are literal and are not helpful to the translator. However, the
definition provided in al-Mawrid

ّ أً آڃخٽ ٿن طظلٸٶ أريح٪ٍّ ڃ٘خdoes explain the intended

meaning of castles in the air.
Next, the idiom make amends is documented in all three dictionaries along with
translation equivalents:
-ْشَٟخً أً ط٠ٌّ٬( ّٸيځ طal-Mawrid)
-ٚ( طالٳَ (أً طيحٍٹ) حٿنٸal-Mughni)
-) اىخنش، ٍَٟ( ن٫ ٌّٝ٫ ، ن٫ ْشَٟ( ٷيّځ طal-Mounged)
The three dictionaries provide different translation equivalents for make amends, but
only those in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged are suitable. The problem with the equivalent in
al-Mughni ٚ طالٳَ حٿنٸis that it does not indicate the intended meaning of the idiom „to
compensate for loss/injury/insult‟, which is what the equivalents in al-Mawrid and alMounged do indicate.
In the case of take a back seat, it is documented in al-Mughni only along with three
translation equivalents:
-ًٍِ حن،  حكظ٘ڂ، )ٍيٜن حٿ٫ ًيح٫ (ٻخٿٌُ ّوظخٍ أڅ ّټٌڅ ڃظزخ٪ٟطٌح
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As apparent, there are three equivalents provided for this idiom; however, they are
inaccurate since the correct meaning of the idiom is „to occupy an inferior position/spot‟.
The above equivalents refer to the concepts „humility/decency‟. To make up for the
missing equivalent, al-Mughni should include the following equivalent:
-...حكظپ أٷپ أىڄْش ڃن
The idiom wet blanket is documented in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged only along with
explanatory equivalents:
- ّٴٔي رټآرظو ًٍَٓ حٓهَّنٚ( ٗوal-Mawrid)
-ټَّ رټآرظو ًٍَٓ أً أٳَحف حٓهَّن٬ّ ٚ( ٗوal-Mounged)
As indicated, al-Mawrid and al-Mounged do not provide translation equivalents since
there are no ready-made equivalents for this idiom. That is the reason the dictionaries
resort to explanatory equivalents. Although translation students cannot use the
explanatory equivalents directly in the texts, they can use them to provide emphasis to the
meaning of the idiom in the text.
Next, the idiom let the cat out of the bag is documented in all three dictionaries with
translation equivalents and a synonym provided as follows:
-يٜ( ّٴِ٘ َّٓحً ڃن ٯَْ ٷal-Mawrid)
-ق حٿَّٔ = أٳ٘خه٠( ٳal-Mughni)
-ڄّي٬( أٳَ٘ َّٓح ريًڅ طal-Mounged)
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All three dictionaries provide the corresponding equivalent of let the cat out of the
bag, but only al-Mawrid and al-Mounged provide the whole meaning of the idiom, as the
idiom means „a person reveals a secret by accident‟. That meaning is not indicated in alMughni, because the element of „by accident‟ is omitted. Other than that difference, the
equivalents are correct, natural and can be used in a text for translation.
Furthermore, even though al-Mawrid and al-Mughni do document the idiom bring
home the bacon, they provide inaccurate translation equivalents, such as:
- ّٴٌُ رخٿـخثِس،  ّنـق.
-َٴ٨ ٳخُ رخٿ، ( أنـِ ڃيڄظوcolloq.)
These equivalents indicate that bring home the bacon is about „winning a prize‟,
which is not what the idiom actually means. The idiom means to 'earn a living'.
Therefore, a proposed more accurate equivalent would be:
-ٻٔذ ٍُٷو
On the other hand, the idiom chapter and verse, which is covered in al-Mughni and alMounged, does not have as an accurate treatment as the previous idiom does. In alMughni, one equivalent and its synonym are provided:
- ڃخ) رخٿظليّي ًحٿظيٷْٶ٪زخٍس (ٳِ ڃَؿ٬حٿٌٍٔس ًحّٓش = اٗخٍس اٿَ ڃټخڅ ًؿٌى حٿ
It can be argued the inaccuracy of this equivalent is a literal translation of the idiom.
Even though al-Mughni includes a correct explaining synonym زخٍس٬اٗخٍس اٿَ ڃټخڅ ًؿٌى حٿ, it
does not use an accurate equivalent. The dictionary could simply use the following
proposed equivalent instead:
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-ْپٛ حٿظٴخ٪ْؿڄ
The next idiom is blessing in disguise, which is documented only in al-Mughni and alMounged. The included translation equivalents are the following:
-ڄش ٳِ ُُ نٸڄش٬ڄش ڃوٴّْش = ن٬( نal-Mughni)
-)َٔ أڅ طټَىٌح ْٗجخً ًىٌ هٌَْ ٿټڂ٫ً( ، ش٬خٍّس نخٳٟ ّ( ٍُدal-Mounged)
As noted, both dictionaries provide equivalents that are significantly correct and are
supported by a synonym ڄش ٳِ ُُ نٸڄش٬ نand a quotation from the Quran َّٔ أڅ طټَىٌح ْٗجخ٫ً
ًىٌ هَُْ ٿټڂ. Regarding the equivalents, the one included in al-Mounged ش٬خٍس نخٳٟ  ٍدis
more accurate than the one provided in al-Mughni ڄش ڃوٴْش٬ نmainly because the former
preserves the intended meaning of the idiom. Yet, this does not mean that the equivalent
in al-Mughni is not accurate, but rather that, when used in a text, it should be explained
according to context.
Next, the idiom get/have cold feet is documented in both al-Mughni and al-Mounged
along with translation equivalents and synonyms:
-ش = أكـڂ = ىخد٫( ؿزن = ٿڂ ّـي ٳِ نٴٔو حٿ٘ـخal-Mughni)
-...ن٫  أكـڂ، ( ؿزنal-Mounged)
Both dictionaries provide equivalents, but the synonyms ىخد، أكـڂ،ش٫ٿڂ ّـي ٳِ نٴٔو حٿ٘ـخ
are only included in al-Mughni, which is quite helpful, as the translation student can
choose the adequate one based on context. Regarding the equivalents, even though they
are correct translation equivalents of the idiom, there should one more equivalent like this
proposed equivalent:
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-طَىّى ًحٍطزٺ
This equivalent should be included because all the provided equivalents cover the
sense of 'cowardice', which is not always what get cold feet means, as it may be used to
indicate the sense of 'hesitation' and the 'doubt of committing' something.
In the case of the idiom with flying colours, it is documented in al-Mughni and alMounged where translation equivalents and contextual examples are provided:
-  نـخف، ٴَّّش٨ ڃ، ًالځ ڃنٌٍ٘س حكظٴخال٫( أal-Mughni)
-To come with flying colours ًخٳَحً (أً) ڃٌٳّٸخ٧ َذ حٿٔزٶ = أطٜ( أطَ رٸal-Mughni)
-To come off with flying colours

ًكٸٶ نـخكخً ٻزَْح

The above shows that al-Mughni is the only dictionary of the two that includes
translation equivalents. The equivalents are correct, as they indicate the concept of
'success', but they should be included as a corresponding equivalent as the translations of
the contextual example of the idiom in the same dictionary ( ذٜأطَ رٸ/ًكٸٶ نـخكخً ٻزَْ ح
ًخٳَح٧ َأط/)حٿٔزٶ.
Moreover the idiom elbow-room is covered in al-Mawrid and al-Mughni with
translation equivalents provided:
-  كَّّش، ڄپ٬ ٿڀلَٻش أً ٿڀ٪ٓ ڃـخٽ ًح، ٪ّٔ( ڃظal-Mawrid)
- ٩ ًّٓخ، ٪ٓ ڃـخٽ ًح، ش٬ٓ( ٳٔلش ًحal-Mughni)
As shown above, all equivalents provided in the two dictionaries are accurate
translation equivalents of elbow-room and show that both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni
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maintain the meaning of the idiom by providing several equivalents that are synonymous
and can be used in all contexts of the idiom except for the equivalent „ ‟كَّش. The
equivalent is provided in al-Mawrid because it is not as specific as the other equivalents
in terms of 'space'.
Next, at a loose end is documented in the three dictionaries with equivalents and an
example:
-)ًڄپ (ڃئٷظخ٬ن حٿ٫ پ٣خ٫ (al-Mawrid)
-To be at a loose end

َْ ٯ٪ًٟ ِٳ-2

.)ڄپ (ٿْْ ٿيّو ڃخ ّٰ٘ڀو أً ڃخ ىٌ ؿيَّ رخالىظڄخځ٬ٳخٍ٭ ڃن حٿ-1

َ( ڃٔظٸal-Mughni)
- )ٚپ (ٗو٬ ال ّيٍُ ڃخًح ّٴ، َ ٯَْ ڃٔظٸ، پ ڃخ
ٍ ڄ٬( ٯَْ ڃٌٰ٘ٽ رal-Mounged)
Like the previous cases, the equivalents in this case are correct equivalents of the
idiom. The equivalents in al-Mughni and al-Mounged are similar in meaning, whereas the
equivalent in al-Mawrid ڄپ٬ن حٿ٫ پ٣خ٫ covers the sense 'unemployed', which is correct if
used in the right context.
The idiom the end justifies the means is documented in al-Mughni and al-Mounged
along with equivalents:
-ش٤ٓ( حٿٰخّش طزٍَّ حٿٌحal-Mughni and al-Mounged)
As shown, both al-Mughni and al-Mounged provide the same translation equivalent,
which is not as correct as the proposed translation should be:
-حٿٰخّش طزٍَ حٿٌْٓڀش
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In the case of more than meets the eye, it is documented in al-Mounged only:
-There is more than meets the eye ًَ ڃڄّخ ّزي٤حألڃَ أه
The dictionary provides both an example of the idiom and its translation. However,
the example does not indicate the whole use of more than meets the eye, which might
confuse the translation student, who is in dire need of every detail about the multi-word
items. The above translation ًَ ڃڄّخ ّزي٤ حألڃَ أهcannot be used with all uses of the idiom.
Thus, a proposed translation of the idiom should be:
-َخى٧ ٌأٻؼَ ڃڄّخ ى.
Moreover, the idiom flash in the pan is documented in al-Mawrid and al-Mughni
along with equivalents:

- ؿيي ڃوٴٶ، ( اهٴخٵal-Mawrid)
- )ن ال ِٗء٫ َخڅ ڃخ ّٔٴ٫َٓ(  حٿَّٔحد٪ٻؤنّو ٿڄ

،ض٤ ًٍُ رال نخٍ = ىڄّش ڃخ ٿزؼض أڅ كز، ًٍ( ىًڅ ؿيal-

Mughni)
As shown, the equivalents provided in the two dictionaries are not precisely correct
since all equivalents do not provide the intended meaning of the idiom, which refers to
only having „brief success‟. The above equivalents indicate that the meaning of flash in
the pan is „failure‟, which is not correct at all. The Dictionary of Idioms English-Arabic
suggests two translation equivalents that emphasise on the figurative meaning „temporary
success‟, which are:
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- ٗيخد هزخ، ش٫ٳٸخ
The idiom go against the grain is documented in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni and alMounged with the following equivalents:
-َُ٤ي ڃِحؽ حٿڄَء أً ڃْڀو حٿٴٟ (al-Mawrid)
- (أً) حٿٔـّْش٪ز٤يّ حٿٟ ، ش٬ْز٤يّ حٿٟ (al-Mughni)
- ڃْڀو/  ٍٯزظو/ ّيٟ ٍ( ٓخal-Mounged)
Although the equivalents are correct, they are not entirely accurate since they do not
include the concept of 'going against the natural/direction/mainstream'. The equivalents
above indicate instead the concept of „going against one‟s inner choice‟ The dictionaries
should provide the following proposed equivalents in order to contain the whole intended
sense of go against the grain:
-َٱ٬ ّٸٌځ رِ٘ء ڃوخٿٲ ٿڀ، ڀْو٫ خٍٱ٬ ڃَ٘ ٳِ ىٍد ٯَْ ڃظ، ٍټْ حٿظْخ٫ ّٔزق
In the case of fall on deaf ears, it is documented in al-Mughni only with one
equivalent:
-ْش٫ٿڂ طڀٶ آًحنخً ًح
Even though the equivalent does maintain the meaning of the idiom, it should be
translated as „خٯْشٛ ً ‟ٿڂ طڀٶ آًحنخinstead of „ْش٫‟ٿڂ طڀٶ آًحنخً ًح
Further, the idiom change hands is covered in all three dictionaries, but with
equivalents only. Those equivalents are the following:
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-َ( ّنظٸپ ڃن ّي اٿَ ّي أً ڃن ڃخٿٺ اٿَ آهal-Mawrid)
- طيحًٿظو ًطنخٷڀظو، ُخًٍطو حألّي٬ ط،  حنظٸپ ڃن ّي اٿَ ّي، ُ( طيحًٿظو (أً طزخىٿظو) حألّيal-Mughni)
-)( حنظٸپ ڃن ڃخٿٺ اٿَ آهَ (ڃڀټّْشal-Mounged)
The equivalents of change hands in the three dictionaries are valid and do assist the
translation student in understanding the meaning of the idiom. Yet, some of these
equivalents are more adequate than others. For example, „ َ ‟حنظٸپ ڃن ڃخٿٺ اٿَ آهserves the
metaphorical meaning of change hands better than „ ُخًٍطو حألّي٬ ‟طeven though they both
provide the meaning of the idiom as „successive ownership‟. Indeed, the former
equivalent is more specific than the latter is, as it refers to a 'property' that has a new
owner rather than one that is borrowed, which is what ُخًٍطو حألّي٬ طmight entail.
On the other hand, the equivalents of hanging by a thread provided in al-Mughni and
al-Mounged are not accurate. These equivalents are the following:
-َس٬٘ڀٸش ر٬ (كْخطو) ڃ، )َْ انٔخڅٜ ًحكي (ٻڄ٢ْڀّٶ رو٬ ڃ، ٢ْڀّٶ رٴَى ه٬( ڃal-Mughni)
-َ أً ڃٸڀٸپ٤ ه٪ًٟ ِ( ٻخڅ ٳal-Mounged)
As noted, all the equivalents are invalid, with the exception of the one listed in alMounged

َ٤ ه٪ًٟ ِٻخڅ ٳ, mainly because

َس٬٘ڀّٸش ر٬ كْخطو ڃand ٢ْڀّٶ رو٬ ڃare literal

translations of the idiom, which is not understood by interpreting its parts. The
equivalents provided in al-Mughni are not as valid as the one in al-Mounged, which does
indicate the intended figurative meaning of the idiom „being in a dangerous
spot/position‟. Any use of the equivalents in al-Mughni by the translation student will
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result in an unnatural translation in the text. Therefore, the equivalent included in alMounged is the only valid equivalent of hanging by a thread.
The next idiom is jump the gun and it is documented in al-Mughni with one
equivalent:
- اٿَ ريء حٿٔزخٵ ٷزپ حألًحڅ٩ٍحٓظزٶ أًحڅ ريء حٿٔزخٵ = ٓخ
Although this equivalent is an adequate equivalent of jump the gun, it is contextspecific since the meaning of the idiom does not refer to a race, etc. Indeed, the idiom
covers the concept of being 'premature' and the equivalent reflects that, but it should be
...حٓظزٶ حألًحڅ.
In the case of rat race, it is documented in al-Mawrid with an equivalent and its
synonym:
-نْٲ أكڄٶ٫ ْ طنخٳ:ٓزخٵ حٿـًَحڅ
The translation equivalent  ٓزخٵ حٿـًَحڅand its synonym نْٲ أكڄٶ٫ ْ طنخٳare invalid since
the equivalent is a literal translation of rat race and does not indicate what the idiom
means and the synonym is erroneous. The idiom means „a struggle for success‟ and has
nothing to do with „rats‟. Therefore, the proposed translation equivalent should be the
following:
-ْٖ٬ڀَ ٿٸڄش حٿ٫ ٌٽٜ حٿڄ٘ٸش ٳِ ٓزْپ حٿل، حٿټٴخف ٿڀنـخف
In contrast, al-Mawrid and al-Mughni document red herring along with equivalents
and an example as the following:
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-)ن حٿڄٔؤٿش حٿلٸْٸْش٫( َٱ حإلنظزخهٛ  ِٗء َّحى رو، ( ٓڄټش ٍنټش ڃيهّنشal-Mawrid)
-ِن حألڃَ حٿلٸْٸ٫ ڄپ ٿڀٴض حإلنظزخه ًاٰٗخٿو٬ ِٗء ّٔظ، ( ٓڄټش حٿٴْٔن حٿڄيهّنشal-Mughni)
The treatment in the two dictionaries shows that both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni
provide both translation and explanatory equivalents of red herring. Regarding the
translation equivalents „ ٳْٔن ڃيهنش/‟ٓڄټش ٍنټش, they cannot be used by the translation
student because they are literal translations as in „pickled fish‟ and does not reflect the
underlying meaning of the idiom as „something misleading that is used to divert
attention‟. However, both explanatory equivalents in the dictionaries are precise and do
indicate the intended meaning of the idiom.
Next, the treatment of run amok in the three dictionaries shows that it consists of
translation and explanatory equivalents and synonyms. The treatment in the dictionaries
is the following:
-)خىٳوّٜ  ٻخٿڄـنٌڅ (ًّٸظپ ٻپ ڃن٩ٍ اٿَ حٿ٘خ٪( ّنيٳal-Mawrid)
-)خٍ ڃٔظٸظالً (ٻخٿڄـنٌڅ٫ = ( ٗڄٶ = ط٘ڄّٶal-Mughni)
-خىٳوٛ  ٻخٿڄـنٌڅ ًٷظپ ٻپّ ڃن٩ٍ اٿَ حٿ٘خ٪( حنيٳal-Mounged)
The three English-Arabic dictionaries provide inconsistent translation equivalents of
the idiom because they differ in their choice of equivalents. In fact, the equivalents
provided in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged are accurate only if they are used to describe a
specific context like „a murder‟. On the other hand, the equivalent  ٗڄٶand the synonyms
خٍ ڃٔظٸظالً ٻخٿڄـنٌڅ٫/ ط٘ڄّٶprovided in al-Mughni are correct since they state the specific
meaning of run amok, which is to 'act in an uncontrolled manner'. Thus, for clarity, both
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al-Mawrid and al-Mounged should provide similar equivalents to the one used in alMughni.
Next, the treatment of sweet tooth in the three dictionaries includes the following
equivalents:
- ريخ٩ٌ( كذّ حٿلڀٌّخص أً حٿٌٿal-Mawrid)
- ريخ٪ڂ = ًٿ٬٤( حٗظيخء حألْٗخء حٿلڀٌس حٿal-Mughni)
- ريخ٩ٌ( كذّ حٿلڀٌّخص أً حٿٌٿal-Mounged)
All three dictionaries use explanatory equivalents of sweet tooth to explain the
meaning of the idiom and do so accurately. However, the translation student/dictionary
user cannot use these for translation since they are explanatory rather than translation
equivalents. In this case, the translation student can resort to the strategy of paraphrasing
depending on the context to render sweet tooth accurately and keep the figurative
meaning of this idiom intact.
In the case of no strings attached, its treatment in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged includes
the following:
-١َٗ (a proposal with no strings attached) (al-Mawrid)
-With no strings attached ١َٗ ( رال ٷْي ًالal-Mounged)
Both dictionaries provide examples of no strings attached in context, but only alMawrid provides a translation equivalent of the idiom ( ١َٗ) that is not a complete
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equivalent „condition‟. The correct equivalent should instead be „ ١ًَٗ ً‟رال ٷٌْى أ, which
means „with no conditions‟
As for Arabic idioms, Chapter 6 showed that the Arabic-English al-Mawrid covered
51 idioms, Hans Wehr provided 55, and Elias included 39 idioms. Chapter 7 shows that
the Arabic idioms with flawed/inaccurate equivalents were 11; 8 in both al-Mawrid and
Hans Wehr, and 7 in Elias.
First, the idiom رْن نخٍّن, which is included in Elias, is documented with two translation
equivalents:
-Between two fires
-Between the devil and the deep sea
The two translation equivalents provided are full translation equivalents and portray
the intended meaning of the idiom. However, the first equivalent between two fires is
more of a literal translation than a direct equivalent in the target language. On the other
hand, the second equivalent between the devil and the deep sea is a direct equivalent in
the target language and can convey the metaphorical element of „ رْن نخٍّنunder a threat
from two sides‟ as a corresponding idiom in English.
Next, the idiom َ٤ىٵ نخٷٌّ حٿو, is an idiom covered in both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr,
and is documented with the same translation equivalent:
-To sound the alarm
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The equivalent provided in both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr is a complete translation
equivalent, as it portrays the intended meaning of َ٤„ ىٵ نخٷٌّ حٿوwarning of approaching
danger‟ in English and thus does preserve the meaning of the idiom.
Moreover, the documentation of ٩يٜ ٍأد حٿin al-Mawrid, Hans Wehr, and Elias is
supported by the following equivalents:
-Patching (up), healing, making up, mending, repairing, reparation (al-Mawrid)
-Reconciliation, conciliation, peacemaking (Hans Wehr)
-To repair, mend, put right (Elias)
The above equivalents show that there are some full and partial equivalents provided
in the dictionaries. In al-Mawrid and Elias, healing, mending, repairing and reparation
are partial equivalents because they are not full equivalents even though they convey the
meaning of the idiom „mend/repair‟. Using any of the aforementioned equivalents will
cause some flawed translation in the text; however, the equivalents reconciliation,
conciliation and peacemaking in Hans Wehr are full translation equivalents and maintain
the direct lexical corresponding meaning in English „settle a dispute‟.
Furthermore, the documentation of

ْن رڀّش٤ ُحى حٿis included with the following

equivalents:
-To aggravate (complicate, worsen) the situation, make things (even) worse, add fuel to
the fire, add yeast to the brew (al-Mawrid)
- To make things worse, aggravate or complicate the situation (Hans Wehr)
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- To add fuel to the fire, add insult to injury (Elias)
The above equivalents show that all three dictionaries include correct full translation
equivalents of ْن رڀّش٤ ُحى حٿwhich are also corresponding equivalents of the idiom in the
target language like add fuel to the fire and add insult to injury. The use of these
equivalents in the text will produce a natural translation in the text.
Next, the idiom ْٲٛ  ٓلخرشis covered in Elias along with one equivalent:
-٪ٷڀ: cumulus
This equivalent does not maintain the intended meaning of ْٲٛ ٓلخرش. In fact, the
equivalent provided is a literal translation of the idiom „cloud‟ which by nature loses the
figurative element of the idiom „a passing event‟ and once used in a text, it will lead to an
unnatural and confusing translation. The proposed equivalent should, therefore, indicate
the intended meaning of the idiom, which is used to describes a passing and temporal
event. The proposed translation equivalent is:
-Temporal, passing.
The next idiom is ش حٿٰخد٬َّٗ and is documented in al-Mawrid along with one
translation equivalent:
-Law of the jungle
Although the equivalent is correct, it should have been included with other equivalents
that might paint a clearer picture about the figurative meaning of ش حٿٰخد٬َّٗ. The
inclusion of the other equivalents does not indicate that the already included equivalent is
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an inaccurate equivalent, but more of a support. The proposed equivalents are then the
following:
-The stronger survives or survival of the fittest
Moreover, the documentation of يه٫ن ٓخ٫ َ ٗڄin the three dictionaries is provided with
various equivalents, which are the following:
-To get ready for, prepare oneself for, gird oneself for, gird (up) one's loins for, to buckle
down to, knuckle down to, apply oneself to, get to work, embark upon, set out to (alMawrid)
-To bare the upper arm (by rolling up the sleeve), get to work (Hans Wehr)
-To turn up one's sleeves, put one's best leg foremost (Elias)
As shown, all three dictionaries include equivalents of the idiom and even more than
one, as in al-Mawrid and Elias; however, they differ in their meanings. The equivalents
provided in al-Mawrid are full translation equivalents and the same can be said about the
second equivalent in Elias put one's best leg foremost, but to bare the upper arm (by
rolling up the sleeve) in Hans Wehr is not since it is a literal translation. The inclusion of
the literal translation of يه٫ن ٓخ٫ َ ٗڄdoes not transfer the meaning of the idiom in the
target language „to be ready to do something‟. On the other hand, the equivalents
provided in al-Mawrid, Elias and get to work in Hans Wehr do. Providing the literal
translation of the idiom will not help the translator, as the dictionaries should provide full
corresponding translation equivalents only.
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Furthermore, the idiom ٢ حٿلخثَٝ٫ َد روٟ documented in al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr
is supported by the following equivalents:
-To brush aside (away, off), throw aside (away, off, out), discard, refuse, reject, to
belittle, make little of, make light of, undervalue, think nothing of, attach no importance
to, not take seriously, to disregard, neglect, pay no attention to, ignore (al-Mawrid)
-To make little of something, scorn, disdain, despise something, to reject something,
discard something, throw something overboard, to ruin, thwart, foil something (Hans
Wehr)
The above equivalents show that both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr include various
translation equivalents for ٢ حٿلخثَٝ٫ َد روٟ; however, they vary in their suitability, as
equivalents of this idiom because some of the equivalents are not full equivalents. The
equivalents provided in al-Mawrid are all full equivalents and indicate the metaphorical
meaning of the idiom „to think unworthy of‟, but some of the equivalents in Hans Wehr
are not. In Hans Wehr, to reject/discard/throw overboard are the only full equivalents
provided whereas to ruin/thwart/foil/scorn/disdain, which are also in Hans Wehr, are not
because they do not project the intended meaning of the idiom specifically.
Similarly, the idiom ٩ٌّپ حٿزخ٣ documented in all three dictionaries is covered with
these equivalents:
-Mighty, powerful, strong (al-Mawrid)
-Able, capable, efficient, learned, well-informed, generous, liberal, openhanded,
freehanded (al-Mawrid)
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-Mighty, powerful, capable, efficient, generous, liberal, openhanded (Hans Wehr)
-Capable, powerful (Elias)
The equivalents above show that the three dictionaries provide not only similar
equivalents, but also both full and partial equivalents. Indeed, the equivalents powerful,
generous, liberal, openhanded and strong are not as reflective of the meaning of the
idiom as are capable, efficient, learned and well-informed. The latter equivalents are full
translation equivalents and state what ٩ٌّپ حٿزخ٣ exactly means „having the capacity‟.
Thus, dictionaries should never include all these equivalents, as it may confuse the
translator who needs the right equivalents in order to produce a natural translation of ٌّپ٣
٩حٿزخ.
In the case of the idiom ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش٫, it is covered in all three dictionaries with the
following examples:
-Hairbreadth, hair, hair's breadth, inch (al-Mawrid)
-ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش٫  الnot one inch, not one iota (Hans Wehr)
-An iota, jot (Elias)
The above equivalents show that the three dictionaries provide more than one
equivalent. Still, some of these equivalents are not complete as they miss certain
components. For example, the equivalents included in al-Mawrid are partial equivalents
of ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش٫ because they all miss the component „away’ The same can be said about the
equivalents in Elias. In order to point out the whole figurative meaning of ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش٫ „the
slightest/closest‟, the proposed equivalents should be as follows:
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-Hairbreadth away, an inch away.
On the other hand, the equivalents not one inch/iota in Hans Wehr are full translation
equivalents of the idiom. However, they are equivalents of the idiom in a specific context
and are so noted with the Arabic contextual example ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش٫ ال.
Next, the idiom ٳِ ڃيذ حٿَّق, which is documented in Hans Wehr, is included with the
translation equivalents:
-Storm-swept, exposed to storms, threatened by storms
Although the dictionary covers the idiom and provides equivalents for it, they are not
correct equivalents. In fact, the equivalents provided in Hans Wehr are literal translations
of ٳِ ڃيذ حٿَّق, which is not what the idiom means exactly „in danger‟. The translation
equivalent should be the following:
-In danger, exposed to danger or difficulty

7.2.2 Phrasal Verbs and Prepositional Verbs
The results in Chapter 6 showed that the documentation of phrasal verbs in the
English-Arabic dictionaries is 68 in al-Mawrid, 78 in al-Mughni, and 71 in al-Mounged.
Also, the documentation of the prepositional vebs in the Arabic-English dictionaries is 72
in both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr, and 53 in Elias. All the documented prepositional
verbs are provided with correct equivalents; however, six phrasal verbs in this chapter are
supported with flawed equivalents; 3 in both the English-Arbic al-Mawrid and alMounged, and 4 in al-Mughni.
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The first case of phrasal verbs is accede to, which is covered in al-Mughni along with
an equivalent and three English examples:
-ًزخٜش (أً) ڃن٤طٌٿّؾ ٓڀ
The English examples are:
1-To accede to a treaty ڀْيخ٫ خىيس = ًحٳٶ٬ڂّ اٿَ حٿڄ٠ان
2-To accede to his request ڀزو٣ َأؿخرو اٿ
3-To accede to the throne َٕ٬طٌٿِّ حٿ
The equivalent provided in this dictionary is accurate, but the dictionary fails to
include the other sense of accede to, which is:
-ڀذ٣ َ أؿخد اٿ، َڀ٫ ًحٳٶ
Interestingly enough, even though al-Mughni provides one correct sense of accede to,
it includes all of its three senses in examples along with their translations. The three
examples reflect different contexts of the phrasal verb, which assist the translation
student in knowing how accede to functions in each context.
In the case of balk at, its treatment in al-Mawrid provides an equivalent of balk at:
-ّظٌٷٲ ٳـؤس
Although the dictionary provides an equivalent, it is not the only sense of balk at. The
dictionary should have provided the two different senses of balk at:
-ٞ َّٳ، ّظٌٷٲ ٳـؤس
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Further, the treatment of beat down in al-Mughni and al-Mounged reveals that the
translation is covered in both dictionaries, whereas the contextual example is provided in
al-Mughni only as follows:
-To beat him down (in price)  حٿؼڄنٚ( ڃخٻٔو كظَ نٸal-Mughni)
-)َ٤( انيڄَ (حٿڄal-Mounged)
This treatment shows that each dictionary provides only one of three senses of beat
down. In addition, an example of one of the senses is included in one of the two
dictionaries. The dictionaries should have covered all three different senses of beat down
as:
-  ىزّض حٿَّخف،  ٓخًځ، َ٤حنيڄَ حٿڄ
In the treatment of fit in in al-Mughni and al-Mounged, two examples and their
equivalents are provided:
-To fit in with ) = طالثڂ ًحنٔڀٺ٪( طالٳٶ (ڃal-Mughni)
-Fit in perfectly with ٪( ّظٴٶ طڄخڃخً ڃal-Mounged)
Although the equivalents are correct translation equivalents, they are not the only
senses of fit in. The dictionaries should include all the senses of this phrasal verb in order
to indicate the ambiguous meaning of fit in, which are the following:
-) (ڃټخڅ، ) (ًٷض٪ّٔظ
-)٪ّظڄخَٗ (ڃ
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Next, the coverage of hammer out in the three dictionaries includes a translation
equivalent and examples of hammer out along with their translations:
-(to hammer out a policy) َٷخص حٿڄظټٍَس٤( ّليع رڄؼپ حٿal-Mawrid)
-ٴخثق = ٍٷّٶٜپ ٻخٿ٬ٵ كظَ ؿ
ّ َّٵ = ى٣ (al-Mughni)
-To hammer out a solution ڄّپ كظَ حٓظوَؽ كال٬( طal-Mughni)
-Hammer out a plan ڀشٛي ڃلخًالص ڃظٌح٬ش ر٤ ه٪ًٟ َپ اٿٌٛ( طal-Mounged)
The equivalent provided in al-Mughni is the equivalent of the literal sense of hammer
out, which is correct, but this literal sense should be included along with the figurative
sense of the phrasal verb, which is „reach a solution‟:
-پ اٿَ كپٌٛط
Additionally, the phrasal verb send up is documented in al-Mawrid with the following
translation equivalents:
- ٌّٔٵ اٿَ حٿٔـن، ّلټڂ رخٿٔـن
Although the dictionary provides two translation equivalents, both are inaccurate and
do not indicate the intended meaning of send up. The following equivalents should be
included instead:
- ڃن حٿٸْڄش٪ ٍٳ،  ٷڀّي رظيټڂ، َّٳـ
As for the prepositional verbs, they are better treated in the Arabic-English
dictionaries than are phrasal verbs in the English-Arabic dictionaries. Prepositional vebs
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are all provided with full equivalents that precisely carry the figurative meaning of the
prepositional verbs. The following cases demonstrate the full translation equivalents that
are included:
The prepositional verb أرو ٿـ, which is covered in al-Mawrid, Hans Wehr and Elias, is
documented with the following equivalents:
- ّ حىظڂ، حٻظَع:

to take notice of, pay attention to, mind, heed, care for or about, take an

interest in (al-Mawrid)
-To heed, to take notice (Hans Wehr)
-To notice, to take notice of (Elias)
As shown, all three dictionaries provide translation equivalents of the prepositional
verbs, and all are full and correct translation equivalents. Using the above equivalents
will result a natural and accurate translation of the multi-word item in the text.
Similarly, َ طِٿّٲ اٿis documented in all three Arabic-English dictionaries with
equivalents provided:
-To fawn on, curry favour with, ingratiate oneself with, toady, bootlick, to adulate, flatter
(servilely), coax, cajole, wheedle, blandish, sweet talk (al-Mawrid)
-To flatter, fawn, curry favour, ingratiate oneself (Hans Wehr)
-To fawn upon (Elias)
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The three dictionaries support the prepositional verb with full translation equivalents,
some of which are corresponding translation equivalents in the target language like fawn
on and fawn upon.
Likewise, all three dictionaries cover the prepositional verb  ٗزّذ رـalong with the
following equivalents:
-To celebrate in love poems, rhapsodize about (al-Mawrid)
-To rhapsodize about a beloved woman and one's relationship with her, celebrate her in
verse, to flirt with a woman (Hans Wehr)
-To laud, sing the praises of (Elias)
The above shows that the three dictionaries provide different equivalents of ٗزّذ رـ.
The ones in al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr are explanatory equivalents, whereas the
equivalent in Elias is a translation equivalent. Indeed, all are correct equivalents and
maintain the meaning of the prepositional verb ٗزّذ رـ.

7.2.3 Compounds and iḍāfas
The results in Chapter 6 showed that 83 compounds were documented in al-Mawrid,
86 in al-Mughni, and 79 in al-Mounged. In this section, seven compounds were included
with incorrect equivalents; 6 in al-Mawrid, 5 in al-Mughni, and 4 in al-Mounged.
The first case in the compound section is couch potato, and it is covered in al-Mawrid
with one equivalent, which is:
- حٿټٔالڅ، حٿټٌٔٽ
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Although the meaning of the compound relates to the concept of 'laziness', it also
revolves around 'sitting on the couch and watching television for a long period of time'.
The problem with this compound is that it may be understood in the target language, but
then not contained effectively in a ready-made translation equivalent. This means that the
above equivalent is not valid enough for the compound, an issue that can be rectified by
the inclusion of a proposed explanatory equivalent as in:
-ٌّڀش٣ ڀَ حألٍّټش ًّ٘خىي حٿظڀٴخُ ٿڄيس٫ ّْـڀ
The next case is egghead, which is covered in al-Mawrid and al-Mughni with the
following equivalents:
-ڀڂ٬ حٿ٪ٓ حٿٌح،  حٿؼٸخٳش٪ْ( حٿَٳal-Mawrid)
-)َڃٴټَ (ڃن ٍؿخٽ حٿٴټ. (al-Mughni)
The equivalents provided in al-Mawrid are accurate, as they note the exact meaning of
egghead as indicated in the adjectives ' ٪ْ 'ٍٳand ' ٪ٓ'ًح. On the other hand, the equivalent
included in al-Mughni is not exactly accurate, as it does not indicate the intended
meaning of the compound as that of being „an intellectual‟. al-Mughni should have
provided an equivalent similar to the ones included in al-Mawrid. Nevertheless, the
equivalents provided in al-Mawrid are suitable for the translation of the compound and
should be provided instead of „َ ‟ڃٴټin al-Mughni.
Next, the compound darkroom is covered in the three dictionaries along with the
following equivalents and definitions:
-)ٌيَْ حألٳالځ (ٳ٨ڀڄش ٿظ٨ ٯَٳش ڃ:ڀڄش٨( حٿَٰٳش حٿڄal-Mawrid)
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-)َٰحٳْش٤ٌٍ حٿٴٜڀڄش (ّټٌڅ حٿنٌٍ ٳْيخ ڃٰڄَ ٿظن٘جش حٿ٨( ٯَٳش ڃal-Mughni)
-)ٌَّٜڀڄش (ٿڀظ٨( ٯَٳش ڃal-Mounged)
Although the dictionaries cover darkroom and provide its equivalents, they are not
valid equivalents mainly because they are literal translations of darkroom, which does not
make sense in the target language. The inclusion of such literal translations in a text for
translation will cause an unidiomatic translation. However, the definitions provided in alMawrid ( يَْ حألٳالځ٨ڀڄش ٿظ٨ )ٯَٳش ڃand al-Mughni (

ٌٍٜ )ّټٌڅ حٿنٌٍ ٳْيخ ڃٰڄَ ٿظن٘جش حٿare

accurate and do indicate the correct meaning of darkroom as a „room used for developing
pictures‟. Still, this is not the case for the equivalents. Thus, the proposed equivalents
should be included in the three dictionaries as follows:
-ٌٍٜ حٿْٞ ٯَٳش طلڄ، ْٞٯَٳش حٿظلڄ
-ٌٍٜيَْ حٿ٨ٯَٳش ط
In the case of awe-inspiring, its coverage in al-Mughni and al-Mounged reveals a
difference in the choice of equivalents, which are the following:
-ْش ٳِ حٿنٴ٫ًَ ّيهپ حٿ، ٪ ٍحث، ( ڃيْذal-Mughni)
-) ڃ٘يي، َ٨ (ڃن٪َّ ڃ، ( ٍىْذal-Mounged)
The above treatment shows that the translation equivalents provided in the two
dictionaries do indeed differ. For instance, the equivalents provided in al-Mughni are
correct equivalents of awe-inspiring, whereas the ones in al-Mounged are not. The
equivalents in al-Mounged denote a meaning of 'terrible' and 'frightening' while the
equivalents in al-Mughni indicate the meaning of being 'positive'. It would thus be
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appropriate to include equivalents similar to the ones in al-Mughni in any dictionary that
covers awe-inspiring.
In the treatment of white-collar, the three dictionaries provide the following:
-

) حٿٌّن.ٴْن حٿن٧ٌڀٶ رـ ) ٳجش ڃن ًًُ حٿًَحطذ (ٻخٿڄيٍْٓن أً حٿڄ٬ڀَ (أً ڃظ٫  ىحٽ: حٿْخٷش أً حٿٸزشْٞ أر، َ٘ڃن

يَ أنْٶ٨يٌٍ أڃخځ حٿنخّ رڄ٨خثٴيڂ حٿ٧ً ْيڂ٠( طٸظal-Mawrid)
-white-collar jobs (al-Mawrid)
-ڄخٽ حٿظـخٍّش٫ڄخٽ حٿټظخرْش (أً) حٿڄلخڃخس (أً) حأل٫لخد حألٛ رؤٙ( هخal-Mughni)
-A white-collar job )ٍُڄپ حٿټخطذ ٳِ ڃټظذ اىح٬ڄخٿِ (ٻ٫ َْڄپ ٯ٫ (al-Mughni)
-A white-collar worker

ِڄخٿ٫ َْ حٿْخٷش = ٯْٞٲ أر٧ٌ( ڃal-Mughni)

-White-collar crimes: ( ؿَحثڂ ًًُ حٿْخٷخصal-Mounged)
-White-collar jobs: خء٠ْخثٲ حٿْخٷخص حٿز٧ً (al-Mounged)
-White-collar worker: ڄال ٻظخرْخ٫ ُٲ ّئى٧ٌ( ڃal-Mounged)
The above treatment of this compound shows that the three dictionaries vary in their
lexicographical treatment of white-collar. For instance, the equivalent provided in alMawrid is a translation equivalent, whereas the one in al-Mughni is explanatory.
Regarding these equivalents, the one in al-Mawrid is not an accurate equivalent of whitecollar even though its supporting definition accurately describes the meaning of the
compound as „jobs belonging to office and professional tasks‟. On the other hand, the
explanatory equivalent in al-Mughni correctly describes the intended meaning of the
compound.
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Moreover, the compound blueprint is covered in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni and alMounged with the following equivalents:
-

ڄپ٫  رَنخڃؾ، ٢٤ ڃو، ٍُڄخ٬ڄْڂ ڃٜن ٍٓڂ ڃْټخنْټِ أً ط٫ ش٤ٌٍْٔس ٳٌطٌٯَحٳْش رٛ :ش حٿٍِٷخء٬ز٤( حٿal-

Mawrid)
-) ٍُٷخءٍٝڀَ أ٫ خء٠ْ ر١ٌ٤ (رو٢٤( ڃوal-Mughni)
-ِْڀٜ طٴ٢٤ ڃو، ِٓلْق) ىنيٌٍٜس ٍٓڂ (أً طٛ (al-Mounged)
The provided equivalents in the three dictionaries vary in their accuracy or validity.
For instance, the equivalents included in al-Mounged are correct and indicate the
meaning of blueprint, which is „a photographic print used for architecture‟. However, this
is not the case in the other dictionaries. The equivalent covered in al-Mughni is
incomplete „ ٢٤ ‟ڃوand should be similar to the one in al-Mounged „ ِْڀٜ طٴ٢٤‟ڃو,
whereas the one in al-Mawrid is a literal translation of blueprint. al-Mawrid includes
three equivalents; one is the same equivalent that is provided in al-Mughni, which is
incomplete „ ٢٤‟ڃو, while the other is fitting „ ڄپ٫ ‟رَنخڃؾ. However, the first equivalent
' ش حٿٍِٷخء٬ز٤ 'حٿis a literal translation of the compound and may not assist the translation
student even though it is supported by an accurate definition that describes the intended
meaning. Thus, al-Mawrid should provide an equivalent like the ones in al-Mounged.
In the case of download, this compound is covered in al-Mawrid with one explanatory
equivalent, which is:
-َٰٛڀٌڃخص اٿَ ٻڄزٌْطَ أ٬ّنٸپ حٿڄ
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The explanatory equivalent describes the meaning of the compound download
„transfering data/information from a larger to a smaller computer‟, which is correct, but it
would be appropriate to include the use of the compound as a noun too. A proposed
equivalent of download as a noun is:
-َڀٌڃخص حٿڄنٸٌٿش اٿټظًَنْخً اٿَ حٿټڄزٌْط٬حٿڄڀٲ أً حٿڄ
Regarding iḍāfas, Chapter 6 showed that 33 iḍāfas were covered in al-Mawrid, 40 in
Hans Wehr, and 29 in Elias. However, there are only two cases where the documenting
dictionaries provide inaccurate equivalents of the multi-word items. The two cases are in
al-Mawrid and Elias.
The first case is  طـخًُ حٿليand it is documented in Elias only along with one translation
equivalent:
-ّي٬ط: trespassing
Although Elias provides an equivalent for طـخًُ حٿلي, it is not the correct equivalent of
the iḍāfa. The dictionary provides the literal translation equivalent trespassing, which is
acceptable in certain contexts of „trespassing a property‟. However, it does not convey
the intended meaning of „ طـخًُ حٿليoverstep/provoke‟, which should be:
-To cross the line
In the second case, al-Mawrid and Elias document ْٖ٬ ٍٯي حٿalong with the following
equivalents:
-To be or become pleasant, comfortable, easy (al-Mawrid)
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-Ease, comfort (Elias)
Although al-Mawrid and Elias do cover the equivalents for ْٖ٬ٍٯي حٿ, they are still
only partial equivalents because they are not complete even with the correct adjectives
provided in the two dictionaries. Therefore, the equivalent(s) should be the following:
-Comfortable/easy life

7.2.4 English and Arabic Collocations
In Chapter 6, the results showed that 19 English collocations were included in alMawrid, 32 in al-Mughni, and 23 in al-Mounged. In this section, seven English
collocations have incorrect equivalents.
The first case is the collocation rapid growth and is covered in al-Mughni along with
one translation equivalent:
-خؿپ٫ )ً (أ٪َّٓ ٌّنڄ
The equivalent provided is an accurate translation equivalent of rapid growth but it
would be also appropriate to include a synonym like ' ٪َّٓ ٌٍ٤ 'طto indicate that this
collocation can be used in a context of industries and not in a context of physical growth.
The collocation strong tea is documented in both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni with the
following equivalents:
-ِ( ڃَٻal-Mawrid)
-( ٗخُ ػٸْپal-Mughni)
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The above treatment shows that the dictionaries do differ in their selection of
equivalents. For example, the translation equivalent  ٗخُ ػٸْپprovided in al-Mughni is an
accurate corresponding translation equivalent of strong tea in the target language, but the
same cannot be said for the equivalent ِّ ڃَٻin al-Mawrid. In fact, the translation
equivalent provided in al-Mawrid is not a complete equivalent of strong tea, as it
provides the adjective ' ِ 'ڃَٻwithout including the accompanying noun ' ُ'ٗخ. Therefore,
dictionaries that cover strong tea should use  ٗخُ ػٸْپas the equivalent.
In the case of confirmed bachelor, its treatment in al-Mughni is similar to the
treatment of strong tea in al-Mawrid, as al-Mughni provides only half of the equivalents
of confirmed bachelor and they are:
- ڃِڃن، ڃيڃن
The two translation equivalents are not only incomplete, but also inaccurate, as they
do not indicate the intended meaning of confirmed bachelor as „a person who stays single
for a long time‟, but the equivalents provided in al-Mughni mean „chronic‟, which is not
the correct meaning of confirmed bachelor. The equivalents should be like the following
equivalent:
- ػخرض، ِد ىحثڂ٫أ
Next, the collocation dim light, which is covered in al-Mawrid and al-Mughni, is
supported with the following equivalents, an example and a synonym:
-ْٲ٬ٟ (dim light) (al-Mawrid)
-٪٣خطڂ = ٯَْ ٓخ٫ )ٌءٟ ً( نٌٍ (أal-Mughni)
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The equivalent خطڂ٫ ٌٍ نprovided in al-Mughni is an accurate corresponding equivalent
of dim light, however, the one in al-Mawrid is not. The equivalent included in al-Mawrid
is wrong since it means „weak‟ and should be treated like the one in al-Mughni, which
should be 'ْٲ٬ٟ ٌٍ'ن.
The next collocation is heavy drinker, which is covered in al-Mawrid with one
equivalent:
-ڃَٔٱ
As shown, the translation equivalent is invalid due to the fact that it is incomplete.
Indeed, the equivalent does not maintain the whole meaning of heavy drinker as an
„excessive drinker of alcohol‟, so the dictionary should include ' َخٷَ ٿڀوڄ٬ ڃ/ َ'ڃيڃن حٿوڄ
instead. The equivalent provided in al-Mawrid does not indicate the excessivenss of
alcohol consumption, which does not serve its purpose.
In the case of mother tongue, it is covered in all three dictionaries with these
equivalents:
-ِ( ٷٌڃmother tongue) (al-Mawrid)
-ڀْشٛ( حٿڀٰش حألal-Mughni)
- )َرْش ٿٰش ڃٌٿيه٬ ٿٰش ڃٌٿي (حٿ، ( ٿٰش حٿڄٌٿيal-Mounged)
All three dictionaries provide equivalents of mother tongue; however, they vary in
their accuracy. For instance, the translation equivalents provided in al-Mughni and alMounged are accurate corresponding translation equivalents, as they maintain the
meaning of the collocation as „native language‟. On the other hand, al-Mawrid includes
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not only an incomplete, but also an invalid equivalent, which should be like those in alMughni and al-Mounged. The equivalent included in al-Mawrid indicates that mother
tongue means „nationalistic‟, which does not explain the real meaning of the collocation.
Thus, the equivalents in al-Mughni and al-Mounged are the appropriate equivalents of
mother tongue.
Next, the collocation heavy traffic is covered in all three dictionaries along with the
following:
-( ٻؼْٲheavy traffic) (al-Mawrid)
-ش (أً) ڃِىكڄش٨( كَٻش َْٓ ڃټظal-Mughni)
-Heaviness of traffic .ًٍَ( اُىّخى كَٻش حٿڄal-Mounged)
The above reveals that al-Mughni and al-Mounged provide precise equivalents of
heavy traffic as „traffic congestion‟. On the other hand, al-Mawrid includes the invalid
equivalent „heavy‟. al-Mawrid should have included the proposed equivalent:
-ُكخځ هخنٶ
Thus, this equivalent is a corresponding equivalent of heavy traffic in Arabic and should
be provided in all dictionaries.
In the case of Arabic collocations, the findings in Chapter 6 showed that 35 Arabic
collocations were covered in al-Mawrid, 30 in Hans Wehr, and 37 in Elias. There are
three cases where some dictionaries provide flawed equivalents for the Arabic
collocations; 1 in Elias, and 2 in both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr.
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The first case is the collocation ٌٽ٬پ ڃٴ٤ أرand it is documented in al-Mawrid only with
these equivalents:
-To neutralise, counteract, make ineffective, put out of action
-To thwart, frustrate, foil
Although al-Mawrid provides various equivalents of the collocations, only the ones in
the first line are the appropriate translation equivalents of ٌٽ٬پ ڃٴ٤ أرbecause they indicate
the intended meaning of the collocation as „make something inaffective‟. On the other
hand, the equivalents provided in the second line do not maintain the meaning. Thus,
only the equivalents used in the first line are the appropriate ones for the translation of
ٌٽ٬پ ڃٴ٤أر.
In the second case, all three dictionaries cover  ٓي ٍڃٶwith several equivalents:
-To keep barely alive, keep body and soul together, provide with a bare existence, keep at
subsistence level, allay someone's hunger (al-Mawrid)
-To keep someone or oneself barely alive, eke out an existence, to provide someone with
a bare existence, to allay someone's hunger (Hans Wehr)
-To keep soul and body together (Elias)
As shown here, the three Arabic-English dictionaries provide various equivalents of ٓي
ٍڃٶ, all of which are full and correct translation equivalents except for to keep body and
soul together, which is included in al-Mawrid and Elias. This equivalent is not a full
equivalent because it represents only a partial meaning of ٓي ٍڃٶ, whereas the rest of the
equivalents maintain the intended figurative meaning of the collocation as „to allay
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hunger‟. Therefore, to keep body and soul together should not be included as an
equivalent of  ٓي ٍڃٶbecause it will confuse the dictionary user/translator who needs an
equivalent that indicates the sense „to allay hunger‟
The third and last case is ٌٍىزخء ڃنؼ, which is covered only in Hans Wehr with one
equivalent provided:
-Atoms scattered in all directions
The above equivalent cannot be used as a translation of the collocation ٌٍىزخء ڃنؼ
because it is a literal rendering of the form of the Arabic collocation and will result in an
inconsistency of the meaning in the text. Hans Wehr provides an Arabic example of ىزخء
ٌٍ ڃنؼin its context along with its translation, both of which are accurate and they are the
following:
-ً ىزخء ڃنؼٌٍح٩خٟ/ ًىذto go up in smoke, fall through, come to nought, dissolve into
nothing.
The Arabic example indicates the exact context of the collocation in Arabic and is
supported by its full and corresponding translations, all of which should be used as
translation equivalents of ٌٍ ىزخء ڃنؼinstead of using atoms scattered in all directions to
insure that the translator renders ٌٍ ىزخء ڃنؼin the target language appropriately.

7.3 Examples
Atkins and Rundell (2008: 454) state that bilingual dictionaries provide examples in
the entry in order to explain the meaning of the word and elucidate meaning. They point
out that examples ''illustrate usage and are often a helpful complement to the definition'',
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which is true since examples explain the meaning of the item by providing it in a context.
Atkins and Rundell (2008: 454) also note that examples are useful when dictionaries
provide polysemous words, which are achieved through the indication of the different
meanings of the item. In addition, examples, as Atkins and Rundell (2008: 454) maintain,
do illustrate the contextual features of an item, such as syntax, collocation and register.
That means that examples show the words that collocate with the item and their
collocational behaviour. This echoes Drysdale's (1987: 215) statement about the
functions of examples:
o To supplement the information in a definition
o To show the entry word in context
o To distinguish one meaning from another
o To show other typical collocations
The examples provided in bilingual dictionaries assist the translation student/language
learner in understanding the definition since they explain the meaning of the item by
providing its context. Also, examples, as Drysdale (1987: 216) points out, have a purpose
to ''aid interpretation and encourage imitation by placing the word in a typical and
acceptable semantic environment''. This means that examples help indicate the specific
context of the item and alert the dictionary user/translation student to the lexical
surroundings of the word/multi-word item. In addition, examples can distinguish the
meaning of one item from another, which is critically important for items with more than
one translation equivalent. Such polysemous items may confuse the translation student
who is not aware of the different meanings. In this case, examples can be included for all
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the different meanings and show not only the different contexts for the item, but also the
different senses of the item. Moreover, the examples can also indicate words that
collocate with a certain item or phrase in a language, assisting the translation students by
rendering a grammatical and sound lexical equivalent in the target text.
The results presented in Chapter 6 show that examples are provided in both EnglishArabic and Arabic-English dictionaries; however, English-Arabic dictionaries provide
more examples than do Arabic-English dictionaries. Although this section focuses on
examples, only the examples that are incomplete and/or inaccurate are assessed.

7.3.1 English and Arabic Idioms
Chapter 6 shows that all three of the English-Arabic dictionaries include examples for
idioms. 4 idioms are supported with examples in al-Mawrid, 20 in al-Mughni, and 15 in
al-Mounged. However, not all of the examples are accurate and some are incomplete. The
erroneous examples of English idioms in this section are nine; 4 in both al-Mawrid and
al-Mughni, and 3 in al-Mounged. Although this section focuses on the incomplete
examples, one correct example is included in this section in order to show what
constitutes a good example in the translation dictionaries. The idiom back to square one
is covered in al-Mughni with the following example:
-All my papers were lost, so now I'm back to square one with the work

َڀ٫ ٌُى٫ ض٬ٍؿ

ريثِ = ڃن حألًّٽ
As shown, this example is not only an accurate example of the idiom, but also a useful
one. It shows the entire context of the idiom and indicates the intended meaning of back
to square one to the dictionary user/translation student who may not be aware of the
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meaning and context. Drysdale (1987: 215) states that examples should show the context
of the entry word and this example does along with its translation in the target language.
In this case, the translator not only has the idiom placed in its context to assist him/her in
understanding it, but also has the translation of the whole context which leads to a correct
translation in the translation text.
The first inaccurate example provided for an idiom is for cool as a cucumber, an
idiom covered in all three dictionaries but only supported by an example in al-Mounged.
The example provided is:
-As cool as a cucumber
The above example shows that although al-Mounged includes an example of the
idiom, it is not a good example in that it is an incomplete example of as cool as a
cucumber because it is decontextualised. This example will not be helpful to the
translation student who is not only unaware of the figurative meaning of the idiom, but
also unaware of the context in which it functions. It would be useful if al-Mounged would
include an example and its translation, as proposed by the researcher, which show the
meaning of as cool as a cucumber by specifying its context like the following:
-Although the reporters grilled him, the Prime Minister was as cool as a cucumber.
-.ڀَ حٿَٯڂ ڃن ڃٔخإٿش حٿڄَحٓڀْن ٿو٫ ٕ حٿـؤ٢ٻخڅ ٍثْْ حٿٌٍُحء ٍحر
Next, the idiom fish out of water is covered in al-Mughni twice in two subentries; one
includes an equivalent, and the other provides an example as well as an equivalent. The
example and its equivalent are:
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-To be like a fish out of water ٻخٿٔڄٺ هخٍؽ حٿڄخء = ٳِ ڃټخڅٍ ال ّالثڄو
Although the dictionary does provide an example of fish out of water along with a
translation equivalent  ٻخٿٔڄٺ هخٍؽ حٿڄخءand a synonym ٳِ ڃټخڅ ال ّالثڄو, it would be better to
provide the whole context of fish out of water in order to show the translation student
how the idiom behaves in its context as in this proposed example and its translation:
Fred does not like working in the archives department, he feels like a fish out of water.
-.ڄپ ٳِ ٷٔڂ حألٍْٗٲ إلكٔخٓو رؤنو ٳِ ڃټخڅ ال ّالثڄو٬ال ّلزٌ ٳَّي حٿ
Moreover, the idiom food for thought, documented in al-Mughni, is provided with two
translation equivalents and an example:
-This is food for thought َٯٌحء ٿڀٴټ-2 .ِٗء كَُّ رخٿظٴټَْ ٳْو-1
The dictionary provides one literal equivalent َ ٯٌحء ٿڀٴټand one correct translation
equivalent of the idiom  ِٗء كَُّ رخٿظٴټَْ ٳْوas well as an example. However, the example
does not reveal the full context of the idiom which is not helpful to the translation
student who needs to know that context. The equivalent  ِٗء كَُ رخٿظٴټَْ ٳْوis an accurate
translation of food for thought, but it needs to be supported by a complete example like
the following proposed one:
-My boss told me that I could work on the project from another angle, which I think is
food for thought.
-.ظٸي رؤنو كَُ رِ حٿظٴټَْ ريٌح حإلٷظَحف٫ أ،ٌٍَ آه٨ ڃن ڃن٩ًَ٘ڄپ ريٌح حٿڄ٬نِ ڃيَُّ رؤنو ّڄټننِ حٿ٬ڀ٣أ
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Furthermore, the idiom curry favour is documented in all three dictionaries, but is
supported by an example in only al-Mawrid. al-Mawrid provides an example of curry
favour along with one translation equivalent as follows:
-To curry favour (with) خهَّٟظڄڀّٸو ٻٔزخً ٿ
Like the previous case, al-Mawrid provides an uncontextualised example of the idiom
which may be confusing for the translation student who is not aware of the full context of
curry favour. Providing the whole context of curry favour would indicate its figurative
meaning and support the correct translation equivalent as the proposed example here
shows:
-Sam was currying favour with the boss in order to get the promotion.
-ڀَ حٿظَٷْش٫ ٌٽٜاڅ ٓخځ ّظڄڀٶ ڃيَّه ڃن أؿپ حٿل
The next case of incomplete example is of kith and kin, which is included in alMawrid along with a translation equivalent:
- ( أنٔخدkith and kin)
The dictionary provides an example of kith and kin; however, it is just the idiom itself
without any contextualisation, and that is not useful for the translation student. The
inclusion of a decontextualised example will not provide any value simply because it is
an idiom that is provided in the example section. The translation equivalent provided is a
correct equivalent, but it would be more appropriate to support it with a contextualised
example like this proposed one:
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-Tim invited every one of his kith and kin, as he wants it to be a close and small dinner
party.
-خٍٳو٬٘خء ڃلٴٌٳش رڄ٫ خٍٳو ٿَٯزظو رلٴڀش٬ أٷَرخثو ًڃ٪َْ طْڂ ؿڄ٫ى
The idiom left out in the cold, which is documented in all three dictionaries, is
provided with an example in al-Mughni along with three translation equivalents:
-To be left out in the cold )ڃيڄالً (ال ٍٳْٶ ٿو-3 .ڃظًَٻًخ ًكيه-2 .أهَؿٌه ڃن َٗٻظيڂ-1
In this case, the example provided in al-Mughni is not incomplete, but it still needs the
whole context in order to indicate its figurative meaning as this supplements the included
translation equivalents. Therefore, a proposed example and its translation, such as the
following, should be provided in that dictionary:
-The team did not want Vicky to travel with them, so they traveled without her. She was
left out in the cold.
-. ڃڄخ أىٍ اٿَ طَٻيخ ًكْيس،يځ ٍٯزظيڂ ريخ٬ٓخٳَ حٿٴَّٶ ڃن ىًڅ ٳْټِ ٿ
Similarly, the idiom storm in a teacup is documented in both al-Mawrid and alMughni, but only al-Mughni provides an example of the idiom and its translation:
-It was only a storm in a teacup ش ٳِ ٳنـخڅ٬ال ًُر
ّ ٿڂ طټن ا
Like the treatment of left out in the cold, al-Mughni provides an example of storm in a
teacup without a wider context that would be helpful to indicate the use of this idiom in a
text. It would be easier for the translation student to understand the intention of the use of
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storm in a teacup if the dictionary could provide its wider context like this proposed
example along with its translation:
-The general manager insisted that the rumours were just a storm in a teacup.
-ش ٳِ ٳنـخڅ٬خص ٿْٔض ٌٍٓ ًُر٫خځ رؤڅ حإلٗخ٬َ حٿڄيَّ حٿٛأ
Likewise, the documentation of the writing on the wall in al-Mounged constitutes an
example of the idiom with its translation provided:
-To see the writing on the wall َ رٸَد حٿنيخّش٬ٗ
Like the examples provided for storm in a teacup and left out in the cold, the example
provided for the writing on the wall does not entail the whole context of this idiom either.
This example indicates the verb that collocates with this idiom, which is see, as noted by
Drysdale‟s (1987: 215) argument for the functions of examples. Still, this example does
not show when this idiom is used in a text, which might confuse the translation student
who is a foreign language learner and is not aware of all the multi-word items in English.
Thus, the researcher proposes an example and its translation that can indicate the whole
context of this idiom, and that is the following:
-Tom heard about the next firing in the company. He sees the writing on the wall and
thinks that he is next.
- َىه آص ال ڃلخٿش٣ ن رؤڅ٧ً َ رٸَد حٿنيخّش٬٘ آهَ ٳَٚى ٗو٤ڀڂ طٌځ رؤڅ حٿَ٘ٻش ٓظٸٌځ ر٫ َنڄَ اٿ
Next, the idiom, no strings attached is documented in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged as
both dictionaries provide examples for this idiom:
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-١َٗ (a proposal with no strings attached) (al-Mawrid)
-With no strings attached ١َٗ ( رال ٷْي ًالal-Mounged)
As shown, both dictionaries cover no strings attached and include examples, but only
al-Mawrid provides a translation equivalent, even though it is an incomplete equivalent.
Regarding these examples, although both dictionaries include examples of no strings
attached, only the example in al-Mawrid fits because it covers the whole context of the
idiom. The example in al-Mounged does not indicate the context at all. al-Mounged
should have provided a contextual example to show the whole context of the idiom and
thus to assist the dictionary user/translation student in knowing not only the meaning of
the idiom, but also how to use it in a text.
As for the Arabic idioms, the results in Chapter 6 showed that Elias provided 1
example, Hans Wehr included 2; however, no examples were provided in al-Mawrid. In
terms of the erroneous examples, only one example is incomplete and it is in Hans Wehr.
In Hans Wehr, the idiom ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش٫ is documented with one translation equivalent and its
Arabic example:
1-ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش٫  الnot one inch, not one iota
Although the Arabic example is provided in the dictionary, it is not useful for the
translation student since the example does not indicate the meaning of the idiom because
the context is not provided. It is helpful to provide an example of the idiom in the source
language, and it would be better to include its translation in the target language, i.e.
English. A proposed example of the Arabic idiom ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش٫ and its translation should be
similar to the following:
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-.ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش ڃن طلٸْٶ ىيٳيخ٫ ٿٸي ٻخنض
-She was an inch away from achieving her goal.

7.3.2 Phrasal Verbs and Prepositional Verbs
The results presented in Chapter 6 show that 26 examples were provided in alMawrid, 40 in al-Mughni, and 35 in al-Mounged. In terms of incomplete/flawed
examples, 8 examples of phrasal verbs are assessed in this section; 6 in al-Mawrid, and 7
in both al-Mughni and al-Mounged. The first case of incomplete examples of phrasal
verbs is bear out, which is documented in all three English-Arabic dictionaries with the
following:
-To bear somebody out َڀ٫ ( ٌّحٳٶ ٳالنخً أً ّٸَّهal-Mawrid)
-To bear out what somebody says ( ّئّي ڃخ ّٸٌٿو ٳالڅal-Mawrid)
-To bear out لّظوٛ  أػزض، يّٵٛ (al-Mughni)
-To bear somebody out َڀ٫  أٷَه، َڀ٫ )ً( ًحٳٶ (ٳالنخal-Mounged)
The above list shows that all three dictionaries provide examples of bear out.
However, the examples provided in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged do cover the contexts of
bear out, whereas the example in al-Mughni does not. The example in al-Mughni does
not indicate the meaning of the phrasal verb, because it does not provide the context of
bear out, and that lack is not helpful to the translation student. On the other hand, the
examples in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged show the whole context and allow the translation
student to understand the phrasal verb because of the inclusion of the context.
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Next, the documentation of boil down in the three dictionaries shows that all three
dictionaries provide the following examples:
-To boil down

َّٜوظ-2 .ِ رخٿٰڀّٚنٸ-1 (al-Mawrid)

-To boil down ) (ڃنّٚ (أً) هڀّٚ( ڃلal-Mughni)
-To boil down to ظوٛڀو (حً) هالٛ( كخal-Mughni)
-Boil down ِ (حٿڄخء) رخٿٰڀٚ( طنخٷal-Mounged)
Even though the three dictionaries include examples of boil down, these examples are
not helpful due to their decontextualisation, which does not distinguish the ambiguous
meanings of boil down. There are two meanings for this phrasal verb, and the examples
in these dictionaries do not show the distinction, but the translation does. Still, without
that contextual distinction, the different meanings of boil down will not be indicated.
Thus, the researcher proposes two different examples of boil down in their different
contexts with their translations provided:
-I boiled down the sauce.
-شٜڀٜٿٸي ٯڀْض حٿ
-The whole argument boiled down to whether we should vote for this candidate or not.
-ٌّض ٿڀڄَٗق أځ الٜش حٿنٸخٕ ىِ ڃيٍ ًؿٌد حٿظٛاڅ هال
The same can be said about the phrasal verb boil over, which is covered in all three
dictionaries along with examples and their translations. They are the following:
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-To boil over ًزخّٟنٴـَ ٯخ-2 .ّٴٌٍ أػنخء حٿٰڀْخڅ-1 (al-Mawrid)
-To boil over زو٠ىخؽ ٯ-2 .ٝٯڀَ ًٳخ-1 (al-Mughni)
-Boil over زو٠ن ٻزض ٯ٫ ِـ٫-2 .ٳخٍ (حٿڄخء) أػنخء حٿٰڀْخڅ-1 (al-Mounged)
Similar to the treatment of boil down, the three dictionaries cover boil over and
support it by including decontextualised examples that do not distinguish between the
two different meanings of the phrasal verb. The translations provided for the example
indicate that boil over has two different meanings, but the examples do not. This
treatment does not alert the translation student to the ambiguous meaning of boil over,
which can lead to the choosing of the wrong equivalent of the phrasal verb in a text. In
this case, two different proposed examples and their translations should be provided to
distinguish the different senses of boil over:
-The tea in the pot boiled over.
-ٳخٍ حٿ٘خُ أػنخء ٯڀْخنو
-The politician boiled over when the reporters asked him about his scandal.
-ْلظو٠ن ٳ٫ نيڃخ ٓؤٿو حٿڄَحٓڀٌڅ٫ زو٠ن ٻزض ٯ٫ ِٓـِ حٿْٔخ٫
The two proposed examples and their translations help the translator understand both the
literal and metaphorical meanings of boil over and how these meanings are in context.
Furthermore, the phrasal verb book in is documented in al-Mounged is supported by
the following example:
-Book in (out) ٓـپ حٿيهٌٽ ٳِ (ٳنيٵ) أً حٿوًَؽ ڃنو
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Although al-Mounged includes an example of book in along with its translation, the
example, like the previous treatments of examples, is not contextualised, which makes
the example incomplete and not supportive to the translation student. The inclusion of the
translation of the example is the only information provided to indicate the meaning of the
phrasal verb. Therefore, the proposed context of book in and its translation should also be
included:
-I booked the guests in that hotel.
-ٌْٱ ٳِ ًٿٺ حٿٴنيٵ٠ٿٸي ٓـڀض ىهٌٽ حٿ
The next case is one for the phrasal verb burst into, which is documented in all three
dictionaries with the following examples:
-To burst into tears ( ّنٴـَ رخٿزټخءal-Mawrid)
-To burst into ّ( ٗذal-Mughni)
-Burst into tears  أؿيٖ رخٿزټخء/ َ( انٴـal-Mounged)
-Burst into the room ( اٷظلڂ حٿلـَسal-Mounged)
The provided examples of burst into in the three dictionaries show an inconsistency in
the use of examples since the examples provided in al-Mawrid and al-Mounged include
examples of burst into in their own contexts, whereas the example provided in al-Mughni
does not. In addition, the examples included in al-Mounged provide not only the context,
but also the different senses of burst into ( أؿيٖ رخٿزټخء/ )حٷظلڂ حٿَٰٳشalong with their
translations, leading to an accurate translation of burst into in the target language. The
example in al-Mughni indicates neither the context nor the different sense of burst into,
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which can be shown by following the same lexicographical treatment as found in alMawrid and al-Mounged.
Next, the phrasal verb bowl over is documented in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni, and alMounged and supported by examples in all three dictionaries as the following:
-To bowl over ش ّخثٔش٣ًٍ ِو ٳ٬َّرټو أً ٌّٷ-2 .ًخٍَٟكو أ٤ّ ً و٫َّٜ-1 (al-Mawrid)
-To bowl over ٸذ) = ٗٸڀذ٫ َڀ٫ ً( ٷڀذ (ٍأٓخal-Mughni)
-Bowl somebody over )ٸو (نزؤ٬ٛ ،  أًىڀو، )ًأىىٖ (ٳالنخ- .ڀْو٫  طٰڀذ، )ً (ٳالنخ٢أٓٸ-(al-Mounged)
The three dictionaries provide examples of bowl over along with translations. Still, the
examples provided in al-Mawrid and al-Mughni do not assist the translation student in
understanding the use of bowl over in its context, as the aforementioned examples do not
contain their contexts. On the other hand, the example provided in al-Mounged shows the
context to supplement the included translations and produce an accurate translation in the
target language. Following the lexicographical treatment of al-Mounged will indicate the
use of bowl over in context.
Moreover, the phrasal verb carry away is documented in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni and
al-Mounged with the following examples:
-To carry away (al-Mawrid)
-To carry away with enthusiasm (al-Mughni)
-Carry away (al-Mounged)
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Like the previous cases, the documentation of carry away in the English-Arabic
dictionaries involves the inclusion of three examples of the phrasal verb. Yet, only one of
these examples is provided with a context, in al-Mughni. The examples documented in
al-Mawrid and al-Mounged are decontextualised and do not indicate the context in which
carry away is used. Both al-Mawrid and al-Mounged should treat the examples of carry
away as al-Mughni to show the translation student/dictionary user its context in the
clearest way.
In the case of paper over, its treatment in al-Mughni consists of an example and its
translation:
-To paper over the cracks اله٣ = ْذ٬الكو = ڃٌّه حٿْٛذ ريالً ڃن ا٬ڀَ ٓظَ حٿ٫ ڄپ٫
This example is a valid example because it covers the context of the phrasal verb, but
it would be still appropriate to include the entire context, like this:
-The manager tried to paper over the cracks of the project.
-٩ًَْ٘ذ حٿڄ٫ َكخًٽ حٿڄيَّ أڅ ّٔظ
Regarding the translation of the example in al-Mughni, it is an explanatory translation
that indicates the intended meaning of the paper over. It is precisely supported by two
correct synonyms ْذ٬ ڃٌّه حٿand اله٣, which clarify the meaning even further for the
dictionary user.
In the case of the examples of prepositional verbs, the findings in Chapter 6 show that
6 examples were included in al-Mawrid, 11 in Hans Wehr, and 10 in Elias. However,
only two examples were incomplete. The first case is َڀ٫ِّ٫ in Hans Wehr and Elias.
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Both dictionaries provide Arabic examples and their translations, and they are the
following:
-ڀْو أڅ٫ ِ٫ he is sorry that… (Hans Wehr)
-ڀِ أڅ٫ ِّ٬ّ it pains me to (Elias)
As shown, although both dictionaries include examples of َڀ٫ ِّ٫ in the source
language and their translations, they are not complete since they do not offer the whole
context of the item. The translations of the two examples are correct; however, it would
be more suitable to include the whole context along with their translations as in these
proposed examples:
-ڀِ أڅ أٳخٍٷٺ٫ ِّ٫
-It pains me to leave you.
-ًْٔخ٬ڀْيخ أڅ طَحه ط٫ ِّ٫
-She is really sorry to see him so miserable.
Next, the prepositional verb

نّ ٿـ٫ is documented in all three Arabic-English

dictionaries, but only Hans Wehr provides an example of this prepositional verb:
1-نّ ٿو أڅ٫ it occurred to him that…
As in the case of َڀ٫ ِّ٫, the example provided for the prepositional verb نّ ٿـ٫ is an
incomplete example as well as its translation. Although the translation student is a native
speaker of Arabic, s/he should have access to both the Arabic example and its translation
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as it shows the way this prepositional verb is translated in the target language, as in the
proposed example and translation below:
- َّڀْو ڃَحٓڀش حٿڄي٫ َه أنو ّـذ٣نّ ٿوخ٫
-it occurred to him that he should contact the manager.

7.3.3 Iḍāfa
In Chapter 6, the findings showed that the English-Arabic al-Mawrid covered 8
examples, al-Mughni included 7, and al-Mounged provided 15. All of these examples
were correct and served their purpose. In the case of the examples in Arabic-English
dictionaries, 4 examples were in the Arabic-English al-Mawrid, 5 in Hans Wehr, and 1 in
Elias. Only 1 example of iḍāfa is incomplete. The iḍāfa ْن٬ ٍأُ حٿis documented in alMawrid and Hans Wehr and is supported by both equivalents and examples and
translation. These examples are as follows:
-ْن٬ ٍأٍ ٍأُ حٿto see with one's own eyes (al-Mawrid)
-ْن٬( ٍأٍ ٍأُ حٿHans Wehr)
Similar to the examples provided for the idioms and prepositional verbs, the above
examples of ْن٬ ٍأُ حٿare not complete examples even though they provide the verb ٍٍأ
which collocates with ْن٬ٍأُ حٿ. Like the proposed treatment for the previous cases, both
al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr should include a wider context of the iḍāfa ْن٬ ٍأُ حٿalong
with its translation to show the translation student/dictionary user how this multi-word
item is translated in its context in the target language. Here are the proposed examples:
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-ْن ٳِ ىٌح حٿڄظلٲ٬ّڄټنٺ أڅ طٍَ حٿٴن حٿَّٔخٿِ ٍأُ حٿ
-You can see the surreal art in this museum with your own eyes.
-٩ٍْن ٳِ حٿ٘خ٬ٍأّض حٿلخىع ٍأُ حٿ
-I saw the accident with my own eyes at the street.

7.3.4 English and Arabic Collocations
The documented English collocations are supported by examples in the EnglishArabic dictionaries, as shown in Chapter 6, as 11 examples were included in al-Mawrid,
21 in al-Mughni, and 4 in al-Mounged. However, the incomplete examples in this section
are only 7: 3 in al-Mawrid, 4 in al-Mughni, and 1 in al-Mounged. The first case of
incomplete examples of collocations is balance the budget, which is documented in alMughni:
-To balance the budget
This example cannot be considered an example because it does not show the context
of the collocation balance the budget. It simply states the collocation. This is a fine case
of an incomplete and decontextualised example. In this case, the translation student will
not be able to indicate the context of balance the budget, but that problem can be solved
by adding the proposed context along with its translation:
-Due to the economic recession, many companies cut their employees to balance the
budget.
- ُخىْٜٴيخ ٿڀظٌٳْٶ رْن حٿيهپ ًحٿوَؽ حٿڀظِ ٓززيخ حٿَٻٌى حإلٷظ٧ٌ نٔزش ڃٞيس َٗٻخص روٴ٫ ٷخڃض
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Providing an example of balance the budget with a translation of the example allows the
translation student to see how this collocation behaves in context and how it should be
translated. This treatment allows the translator to understand the collocation in order to
translate it accurately in the target language.
Next, the collocation mother tongue is documented in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni and alMounged. However, an example is provided in al-Mawrid only:
-Mother tongue
Like the previous case, the collocation mother tongue is included without its context,
and thus it is not the clear treatment the translation student needs in order to understand
the meaning of the collocation. Thus, the researcher proposes examples that offer a
complete context with their translations such as:
-Khaled speaks English but his mother tongue is Arabic.
-َرْش٬ّظليع هخٿي حٿڀٰش حإلنـڀِّْش ًٿټن ٿٰش ڃٌٿيه ىِ حٿڀٰش حٿ
-Nobody understood Lee because he switched from English to his mother tongue.
- ن حٿڀٰش حإلنـڀِّْش٫ ًٿڂ ّٴيڂ أكي ٻالځ ٿِ ٿظليػو رڀٰش ڃٌٿيه ريال
Similarly, the documentation of the collocation heavy traffic in al-Mawrid provides an
incomplete example, which is the following:
- heavy traffic
Like mother tongue and balance the budget, the treatment of heavy traffic in alMawrid does include an incomplete example since this example is only the collocation
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itself without its context. This lexicographic treatment is not what the translation student
needs since s/he needs to know how the multi-word item behaves in its context to clarify
its meaning. Therefore, the researcher proposes a contextual example and its translation
instead of a decontextualised example like the one above:
-Even though I live 5 minutes away from work, I was two hours late because of the heavy
traffic.
- نو٫ ي هڄْ ىٷخثٶ٬ڀَ حٿَٯڂ ڃن ٷَد ٓټنِ حٿڀٌُ ال ّز٫ ڄڀِ رٔزذ حٿِكخځ حٿوخنٶ٫ ن٫ ظْن٫طؤهَص ٿڄيس ٓخ
The next case is foreseeable future, which is documented in al-Mughni with one
example:
-In the foreseeable future
The example provided in al-Mughni is correct because it includes in the as part of the
context, but the context is not complete, which would not be as helpful as indicating the
entire context. In this case, the researcher suggests the inclusion of the following example
and its translations:
-In the foreseeable future, the company will buy all the necessary equipment.
-ڀٌرش ٳِ حٿڄٔظٸزپ حٿٸَّذ٤يحص حٿڄ٬ حٿڄ٪ٌْٓٱ ط٘ظَُ حٿَ٘ٻش ؿڄ
Moreover, the collocation take advantage is documented in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni and
al-Mounged with the following:
-To take advantage of an opportunity شَٛ( ّنظيِ ٳal-Mawrid)
-To take advantage of somebody ڀْو٫  ّلظخٽ، و٫( ّويal-Mawrid)
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-To take advantage of… (al-Mughni)
-Take advantage of an opportunity شَٛ حٿٴ/  حٯظنڂ/ ِ( حنظيal-Mounged)
-Take advantage of some one ظو٬ حٓظٰڀو ٿڄنٴ، ڀْو٫ ( حكظخٽal-Mounged)
As shown here, all three English-Arabic dictionaries cover the collocation take
advantage, along with examples of take advantage. However, the example provided in
al-Mughni does not indicate the context of the collocation, whereas the examples in alMawrid and al-Mounged do. The above shows that both al-Mawrid and al-Mounged
provide examples to indicate the entire contexts and even indicate the different meanings
the collocation has in different contexts. Also, both al-Mawrid and al-Mounged provide
translations of the examples based on their different contexts and thus assist the
translation student in knowing the context of use of the collocation as well as knowing
how to translate each context accurately.
On the other hand, the collocation have an effect is documented in al-Mughni and alMounged. The example of the collocation is included in al-Mughni:
-To have an effect
This case is like all the previous cases in which a dictionary documents a collocation
and its example, but without any indication of its context of use, which does not add any
value to the example. The researcher proposes two different examples of have an effect in
context and their translations to note its use in text. They are the following:
-Eating fast food will have an effect on your body.
-ڀَ ؿٔيٹ٫ ش٬َّْٔٓؤػَ طنخًٽ حٿٌؿزخص حٿ
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-Tim neglected his injury, but it will have an effect on his athletic career.
-ْشٟڀَ ڃينظو حٿَّخ٫ َٓضػ
خرظو ًٿټنيخ إٛأىڄپ طْڂ ا
Likewise, the documentation of keep control in al-Mughni shows a similar treatment,
as this dictionary documents the collocation keep control along with its translation
equivalent and its example as follows:
-To keep control of ڀْو٫ َطو٤ْٓ )ًڀَ طلټّڄو رو (أ٫ ٦كخٳ
However, the example provided is not complete enough since there is no context. The
problem can be solved by providing the following proposed examples:
-The girl could not keep control of her emotions after the break up.
- خٽٜي حإلنٴ٬ٿڂ طظڄخٿٺ حٿٴظخس نٴٔيخ ر
-The police surrounded the area to keep control of the situation.
-ڀَ حٿلخٿش٫ َطيخ٤ْٓ َٝش حٿڄټخڅ ڃن أؿپ ٳ٣َ٘ض حٿ٣ًكخ
As for Arabic collocations, 2 examples are covered in bth al-Mawrid and Elias, and 7
in Hans Wehr. In the case of incomplete examples, there are only 2 cases. The first case
of an incomplete example of collocations in the Arabic-English dictionaries is for ّْؿ
ٞنز. This collocation is documented and covered in al-Mawrid, Hans Wehr, and Elias,
but only Hans Wehr provides an example as follows:
- حٿَ٘ءٞ ؿّْ نزto probe, sound out, try to find out something (fig.)
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The treatment of the examples of collocations is even similar to the treatment of the
examples of idioms, prepositional verbs and iḍāfas, as they are incomplete examples. The
example provided in Hans Wehr is supported by its translation, which indicates the
figurative meaning of ٞؿْ نز. Still, the collocation is decontextualised, a problem that
can be solved by referring to the context as well as providing its complete translation:
- نخهزْوٞأٍحى حٿڄَٗق أڅ ّـّْ نز
-The candidate wanted to sound out his voters.
Moreover, the documentation of the collocation ڀٶ٣  ىٌحءin the three dictionaries
shows that Hans Wehr is the only dictionary that provides an example of the collocation,
which is:
-ڀٶ٤ ٳِ حٿيٌحء حٿoutdoors, in the open, in the fresh air
As with the previous treatments, the provided example of ڀٶ٣  ىٌحءdoes not indicate
the context of this collocation. That can be achieved by stating the whole context as
proposed below:
-ڀٶ٤ٷَأص ٌٓٓن حٿټظخد ٳِ حٿيٌحء حٿ
-Sawsan read the book outdoors.
In sum, the results in Chapter 6 show that both the English-Arabic and the ArabicEnglish dictionaries provide examples of English and Arabic multi-word items and
demonstrate that English-Arabic dictionaries provide more examples than do their
Arabic-English counterparts. The results in the examples section show that EnglishArabic dictionaries provide more incomplete examples than the Arabic-English ones do.
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For example, in the case of English multi-word items, there were 9 incomplete examples
of idioms, 8 for phrasal verbs and 7 for collocations, but no incomplete or inaccurate
examples of compounds. In the instance of the Arabic multi-word items, there was 1
incomplete example of idioms, 2 for the prepositional verbs, 1 for iḍāfas and 2 for
collocations. These results indicate that although the Arabic-English dictionaries provide
fewer examples than do the English-Arabic dictionaries, the incomplete examples are
included more often in the English-Arabic dictionaries than they are in their ArabicEnglish counterparts. The problems with the examples provided in English-Arabic and
Arabic-English dictionaries is that they are incomplete examples of the multi-word items,
which means that these items are out of context. Thus, they have no value to the
dictionary user/translator who needs to know how these items behave in their contexts.
Therefore, proposed examples of these items in context along with translations of these
examples were provided in this section as suggestions for better lexicographical
treatments of these items that would lead to better translations of multi-word items. All
the proposed examples in this section were invented examples rather than corpus-based
because the examples provided in the these six dictionaries were invented, hence, they
preserve the policy of treatment followed by the dictionary makers.

7.4 Meaning Discrimination
In all the dictionaries, the entries provided translation equivalents of items and there
were cases where the dictionaries provided more than one equivalent. In the case of a
polysemous word/multi-word item, some dictionaries listed all the different senses
without distinguishing between the translation equivalents. This listing confuses the
translation student who, as a foreign language learner, may not be aware of the
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difference. Thus, once a dictionary covers a polysemous multi-word item, then it should
distinguish between its different senses as well. Iannucci (1967: 202) argues that meaning
discrimination can be achieved by definitions, which are used in monolingual
dictionaries, by synonyms, or by examples. In this section, the focus is only on
polysemous multi-word items with a list of equivalents that are not distinguished from
each other along with proposed meaning discriminations by the researcher. In this
section, meaning discriminations will be provided for 4 cases of English idioms, 11 cases
of phrasal verbs, 12 of compounds, and 1 case of English collocations. Regarding Arabic
multi-word items, only 4 cases of prepositional verbs are included in this section, as there
are no cases in the other types of Arabic items.

7.4.1 English Idioms
The first case was of the treatment of flotsam and jetsam, and it is documented in alMawrid and al-Mounged along with translation equivalents:
- ق حٿڄخء٤ٓ َڀ٫ ِخٳ٤خځ حٿٔٴْنش (أً كڄٌٿظيخ) حٿ٤ ك، جْڀش حألىڄْشٟ أْٗخء ڃوظڀٴش- د.أنخّ ڃظَ٘ىًڅ أً طخٳيٌڅ-أ
(al-Mawrid)
-

 حٿزئٓخء ًحٿڄظَ٘ىًڅ (رٔزذ،خٳْش٣  ڃٸًٌٳخص، ت٣خثڄش ًاڃخ ڃنـَٳش اٿَ حٿ٘خ٫ خځ ٓٴْنش ًؿيص كڄٌٿظيخ اڃخ٤ك

)( حٿلَدal-Mounged)
The equivalents above cover the different senses of this idiom and are accurate, but
the problem lies in the fact that the translation student does not know when to use each
equivalent. The lexicographical solution is to include more than one example of the idiom
to distinguish between the different senses as in:
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-The coast guard found the flotsam and jetsam floating near the beach.
- ت٣خٳلخً رخٿٸَد ڃن حٿ٘خ٣ خځ حٿٔٴْنش٤ڀَ ك٫ ؼَ هٴَ حٿٌٔحكپ٫
-Do not think about flotsam, it is not that important.
-  ٳيِ ٿْٔض رظڀٺ حألىڄْش، ٌٍاّخٹ ًحٿظٴټَْ رظٌحٳو حألڃ
Similarly, the idiom under fire is covered in al-Mawrid and al-Mughni with precise
translation equivalents:
- ڃڀٌځ،  ڃيخؿڂ، ًي٬ ٿنَْحڅ حٿَّٝ٬( ڃal-Mawrid)
- ًي٬ ڃٔظييٱ ٿنَْحڅ حٿ، ( طلض ًحرپ ڃن حالنظٸخىal-Mughni)
Both dictionaries use correct translation equivalents of under fire, but they still need to
use examples of the idiom to show not only the context, but also differentiate between the
different senses (ًي٬ ٿنَْحڅ حٿَّٝ٬ڃ/ )ڃڀٌځof the under fire such as:
-Soldiers are under fire in the battlefield.
-يً ٳِ ٓخكش حٿٸظخٽ٬ٌڅ ٿنَْحڅ حٿَٟ٬اڅ حٿـنٌى ڃ
-The director was under fire because of his film.
-  حٿڄوَؽ ٿٌحرپ ڃن حإلنظٸخى رٔزذ ٳْڀڄوَٝ٬ط
Likewise, the three English-Arabic dictionaries cover left out in the cold with valid
translation equivalents that indicate the meaning of the idiom. However, the example of
the idiom that is used does not show the whole function of the idiom in the text. The
following equivalents and example are included in the dictionaries:
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-ڀَ حٓهَّن٫  حٿڄٔزٰش٪ ڃلًَځ ڃن حٿڄنخٳ، ( ڃيڄپal-Mawrid)
-To be left out in the cold ) ڃيڄالً (ال ٍٳْٶ ٿو،  ڃظًَٻخً ًكيه، ( أهَؿٌه ڃن َٗٻظيڂal-Mughni)
-( أُىڄپ ٗؤنوal-Mounged)
The example provided in al-Mughni should show the whole use of the idiom, which
should be an example like this one:
-Jason invited all my friends, but I was left out in the cold.
-ُيحُ ٳٸي طَٻض ٿٌكي٫لخرِ ڃخٛ أ٪َْ ؿٌْٔڅ ؿڄ٫ى
Moreover, the treatment of rank and file shows that all three dictionaries cover the
idiom with equivalents without the support of examples as in the following:
- ن حٿٸخىس٫ ْش أً حٿيًٿش طڄِْْحً ٿيڂ٬ ؿڄيٌٍ أٳَحى حٿڄئٓٔش أً حٿـڄ:يس٫ حٿٸخ، ّٲ ًحٿـنٌىٜ حٿ١زّخٟ ، خىٌّّڅ٬حٿـنٌى حٿ
ڄخء٫ِ( ًحٿal-Mawrid)
-ذ٬٘ حٿ/ خڃّش حٿـنٌى٫ (al-Mughni)
-ڄخء٫ِن حٿٸخىس ًحٿ٫ ًذ طڄِْْح٬٘خڃش حٿ٫ ، ( حٿـنٌىal-Mounged)
Although the equivalents are correct, they might confuse the translation student who
needs an example to show him/her how the idiom precisely functions in a text in order to
distinguish between the two different senses of rank and file. Examples like the following
should be included in the dictionaries:
-The general has ordered the rank and file to move.
-ٲ ًحٿـنٌى رخٿظلَٹٜ حٿ١زّخٟ أڃَ حٿـنَحٽ
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-In the meeting, the rank and file signed the contract extension.
-ٸي٬ أٳَحى حٿڄئٓٔش طڄيّي حٿ٪ًّٷ
In contrast, al-Mawrid and al-Mughni document red herring along with both the
equivalents and an example, as follows:
-)ن حٿڄٔؤٿش حٿلٸْٸْش٫( َٱ حإلنظزخهٛ  ِٗء َّحى رو، ( ٓڄټش ٍنټش ڃيهّنشal-Mawrid)
-ِن حألڃَ حٿلٸْٸ٫ ڄپ ٿڀٴض حإلنظزخه ًاٰٗخٿو٬ ِٗء ّٔظ، ( ٓڄټش حٿٴْٔن حٿڄيهّنشal-Mughni)
The English contextual example is:
1-To draw a red herring across the path ڄّخ ٻخڅ ٳْو ڃن أڃَ ڃيڂ٫ َٳوًّٜ  ٿو رِ٘ء ّڀيْوَّٝ٫
The treatment in the two dictionaries shows that both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni
provide both translation and explanatory equivalents of red herring. The translation
equivalent cannot  ٓڄټش حٿٴْٔن حٿڄيهّنشbe used by the translation student because it is a literal
translation and does not reflect the underlying meaning of the idiom. However, both
explanatory equivalents in the dictionaries are precise and indicate the intended meaning
of the idiom. In addition, the inclusion of an example of red herring and its translation
will assist the translation student in knowing how the idiom functions, i.e. what it means
and how it should be translated. Yet, al-Mughni should have provided another example in
order to indicate the literal meaning of red herring, which will show the translation
student both meanings of the idiom. A proposed example and its translation would be the
following:
-I saw a red herring while I was diving.
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-ٌِٛٗخىيص ٓڄټش حٿٴْٔن أػنخء ٯ

7.4.2 Phrasal Verbs and Prepositional Verbs
The first case of providing equivalents of a phrasal verb without distinction is call on.
The treatment of call on in the three dictionaries covers the two senses of this phrasal
verb without including their examples. The equivalents provided in the three dictionaries
are:
-َْسٜ ًٍِّه ُّخٍس ٷ، َڀ٫ َؽ٬ّ ، ڀذ ڃن٤ّ ، ( ّٔؤٽal-Mawrid)
-ٍ( ُحal-Mughni)
- )يّٸوَْٜس (ٿٜ ٷخځ رِّخٍس ٷ، )خد ٳِ كٴڀش ڃيٍْٓش٤ڀذ ڃنو (اٿٸخء ه٣ ، ( نخٗيهal-Mounged)
Like the previous case, the equivalents in the three dictionaries are accurate translation
equivalents, but they need to be accompanied by a few examples in order to show the
translation students the different uses of call on (نخٗيه/ )ًٍِّهin different contexts as in:
-Sam went to the town to call on his sick friend.
- ٳِ حٿزڀيسَّٞيّٸو حٿڄَْٜس ٿٜٷخځ ٓخځ رِّخٍس ٷ
-The tutor called on the student to give a speech on the topic.
-٩ٌٌٟن حٿڄ٫ ًخرخ٤خٿذ أڅ ّڀٸِ ه٤ڀذ حٿڄيٍّ ڃن حٿ٣
In the case of sell out, the three dictionaries provide all the different senses of the
phrasal verb; however, one example provided in al-Mughni covers one sense only:
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- ،)يخ ٳِ َٗٻش٠٬ظو (أً رٜ حٿڄَء ٻخڃپ ك٪ْ ر،  ڃڄظڀټخص حٿڄيّن ًٳخء ٿڀيّّن٪ْ ّز، ش ڃخ٬ ٻخڃپ حٿڄوًِڅ ڃن ٓڀ٪ّْز
خٷخطيخ ٻڀيخ٤ نٴيص ر. كٴڀش حٿن، ( هْخنشal-Mawrid)
-٪ْ) رخٿز... (ڃنٚ طوڀ، ) (ڃنٚ ًطوڀ٩ رخ، يَ حٿڄـن٧ ( هٌٽ = ٷڀذ ٿوal-Mughni)
-To sell out his country نو٣ٌڀَ حٿوْخنش ٿ٫ ٪ّ( طزخal-Mughni)
- نٴي،  ٻپ ڃخ ّڄڀٺ٩( رخal-Mounged)
As shown, the three dictionaries cover the various senses of sell out, but only one
sense is covered in the example provided in al-Mughni. It is recommended that
dictionaries provide not only the different meanings of the phrasal verb, but also include
the phrasal verbs in their own contexts in order to show the translation student when to
use each sense. Examples like the following should be included in the dictionaries:
-All the tickets for the gig are sold out.
-خٷخص حٿلٴڀش ٻڀيخ٤نٴيص ر
-Everybody hates Jim because he sold us out to management.
-ني حإلىحٍس٫  ٿوْخنظو ٿنخ٪ْاڅ ؿْڂ ٿڄټًَه ڃن حٿـڄ
-The shop was sold out of all the DVD players.
-ٌحنخص٤ٓ حٿڄلپ ٻپ أؿيِس طْٰ٘پ أٳالځ حأل٩رخ
Next, the three dictionaries' treatment of black out involves the inclusion of
equivalents only. These equivalents are the following:
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-

، ) هالٽ ٯخٍس ؿٌّشَٝظْڂ (طٴ٬ٳظَس حٿظ- د.)ڀَ ه٘زش حٿڄَٔف٫( ٴخء حألنٌحٍ ٻڀيخ٣ا- ا، ِ أً حٿٌحٻَس٫ٌّٴٸي حٿ

خص٫ٌز٤ڀَ حٿڄ٫ َّٶ حٿَٷخرش٣  ٻزض (ٿڀَأُ أً حٿوزَ) ڃن، ًِ أً حٿٌحٻَس ڃئٷظخ٫ٌ( ٳٸيحڅ حٿal-Mawrid)
-)ًي٬ٴؤ (أً ٻڂّ) حٓنٌحٍ (حٓظظخٍحً ڃن حٿ٣( أal-Mughni)
-

زض٤ٗ ذ (حٿَٷخرش٤ٗ ،  ڃلخ، ًِ أً حٿٌحٻَس ڃئٷظخ٫ٌ ٳٸيحڅ حٿ، )الځ (طلٔزخً ٿٰخٍس ؿٌّش٧ ا، ظْڂ٬ ط، ٍٴخء حألنٌح٣ا
ْش٫ً  ٳٸي، ڀْو٫ َ أٯڄ، )ٌء (هٌٳخً ڃن ٯخٍس ؿٌّش٠َ ڃنخٳٌ حٿ٤ٯ، ڀڂ٧ أ، ظّڂ٫، )ِٓ حٿٴٸَحص ڃن ڃٸخٿو حٿْٔخٞ٬ر

ً( ڃئٷظخal-Mounged)
The dictionaries may cover all the different meanings of black out, but the chances
that the translation student will choose an erroneous sense are high. The only solution is
to provide an example of the phrasal verb for every sense to make the choosing task
easier for the translator. Examples like the following should thus be included:
-I blacked out after he hit me.
-َد ڃنو٠ض ٿڀَٟ٬ي ط٬ِْ ر٫ً ٿٸي ٳٸيص
-The editor blacked out a few words submitted by the controversial writer.
- ٻڀڄخص حٿټخطذ حٿڄؼَْ ٿڀـيٽٞ٬ذ حٿڄلٍَ ر٤ٗ
-The whole country was blacked out due to a potential air raid.
-ٴخء حألنٌحٍ ٳِ ٻخٳش أٍؿخء حٿيًٿش طلٔزخً ٿٰخٍس ؿٌّش٣طڂ ا
The treatment of give up in the three dictionaries shows that all the different senses of
the phrasal verb are covered, but there is only one contextual example. The treatment in
the three dictionaries is as follows:
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- ڀن أڅ ْٗجخً ٯَْ ٷخرپ ٿڀ٘ٴخء٬ّ ،  ڃخَٰٝ ْٗجخً ٿٜٚ ّو، ٌٍ ڃخ٬٘ڄپ ڃخ أً ّٔظٔڀڂ ٿ٬ ٿ٪٤ ّنٸ، ن٫  ّټٲ/ َّظوڀ
ش٣َ٘ ّٔڀڂ اٿَ حٿ، ـِه٬ ّٸَ ر، ڄپ ڃخ٫  ّنٔلذ ڃن،  ّْؤّ ڃن ٍإّش ٻٌح، ( أً حٿلپal-Mawrid)
-

٪٤ طٴَّ٭ = طٴَّ٭ (أً) حنٸ، )ن٫( ّ (أً ) ٻٲ٪٤ حنٸ، َ ىـ،  طَٹ، )ِْ (ًطَٹ حٿڄزخٍحس٫ ، ) (حألڃپ٪٤ ٷ، ٓڀّڂ

)ً( (ٿڀڄَٔحص ڃؼالal-Mughni)
-

، ْن (ٍأُ) ّج٫ يٽ٫ ، )خىس حٿظيهْن٫( ن٫ ٪ أٷڀ، )٩ًَ٘ن (ڃ٫ َ٨َٱ حٿنٛ ، )ن (كٶ٫  طنخُٽ، ن٫ َطوڀ

 حٿَؿخء٪٤( ٷal-Mounged)
The English example is:
1-Give oneself up to study ٻَّّ نٴٔو ٿڀيٍحٓش
As stated, all of the different correct senses of give up are provided in the three
dictionaries; however, only one example is covered, which may not be helpful to the
translation student who needs to know how to distinguish the different senses from each
other. Therefore, the dictionaries should include several examples to support the various
senses of the multi-word item and indicate the difference of every sense and clarify the
matter. The translation student should be aware of every context of the senses. The
following examples and their translations would be helpful if they are included in the
three dictionaries:
-I gave up on her, as she would not listen to my advice.
-ِخثلِٰٜ ٿنٜٿٸي ّؤٓض ڃنيخ ٳيِ ال ط
-The boxer gave up in the third round.
-آظٔڀڂ حٿڄالٻڂ ٳِ حٿـٌٿش حٿؼخٿؼش
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-Jeff gave up smoking last month.
-َن حٿظيهْن ڃنٌ ٗي٫  ؿْٲ٪أٷڀ
-The criminal gave himself up to the police.
-ش٣َ٘ٓپځ حٿڄـَځ نٴٔو ٿڀ
-Tracey will give herself up to scuba diving.
-ٌٰٙش حٿٟٻَّٓض طَِّٔ نٴٔوح ٿَّخ
-Stan liked this girl, but he had to give her up.
-ـخرو ريخ٫ڀَ حٿَٯڂ ڃن ا٫ ىـَ ٓظخڅ ىٌه حٿٴظخس
The inclusion of these proposed examples and their translations show the different
meanings of give up. This treatment allows the translator to choose the correct equivalent
of the sense.
In the case of break away, the three dictionaries cover it with various accurate
translation equivalents of the polysemous senses of break away. Still, the inclusion of a
list of equivalents is never enough unless it is accompanied by several contextual
examples to support them and distinguish between them. The equivalents provided are:
- ّٴڀض، َ ّٴ، خىس٫ ن٫ ٪ ّٸڀ، )ن ٍٳخٷو اٿن٫( پٜ( ّنٴal-Mawrid)
-ّ ني، ً ًٿَ ىخٍرخ،  ٳخٍٵ، )ن٫( ّ (أً) حنٔڀنٞ حنٴ، ( أٳڀضal-Mughni)
-َّ ٳ، ( أٳڀضal-Mounged)
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Indeed, the equivalents are correct and maintain the meaning of the phrasal verb, but
without any distinction to indicate their specific use. Thus, the translation student will
end up choosing an erroneous equivalent due to some confusion. A set of equivalents
should be supported by contextual examples and their translations like the following:
-The lead singer broke away from the band.
-ن ٍٳخٷو ٳِ حٿٴَٷش٫ ِْٔپ حٿڄٰنِ حٿَثٜانٴ
-The roof broke away when we were painting.
-زٮٜنيڃخ ٻنخ ن٫  حٿٔٸٲٞحنٴ
Similarly, the treatment of break down in the English-Arabic dictionaries provides a
set of equivalents, which are accurate, with no examples to indicate the difference in
them. Although al-Mounged provides an example with a translation, without covering all
the senses as in al-Mawrid and al-Mughni, one meaning is not enough, as dictionaries
should include all of them. The treatment in the three dictionaries is as follows:
-

 طوٴٶ، )لشٜظپ (حٿ٬ ط،  ّظٴټٺ، پ (حٓٿش) ّنلپ٤٬ طظ،  ّٔلٶ، َ ّيڃ، )ً ّلپ أً ّلڀّپ (ڃَٻزخً ٻْڄْخثْخ، پ٤٬ّ

)ش٤( (حٿوal-Mawrid)
-

 طـٌٍّ = حنيي، )ِڃو أً ىڄظو٫( ٍ هخ، )لظوٛ(  حنٴٔوض، ڄپ٬ن حٿ٫ ٪٤ذ = حنٸ٤٫ ، ( ٿڂ ّظڄخٿٺ نٴٔوal-

Mughni)
-Break down resistance ڂ حٿڄٸخًڃش٤( كal-Mounged)
The above list shows that the equivalents are included without any distinction, which
may lead to an erroneous translation once the translation student picks an unrelated
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equivalent. The inclusion of examples here shows the translator what break down means
in different contexts. Therefore, a set of contextual examples of the set of equivalents is
proposed and is the following:
-My job in this firm is to break down the annual data.
-ڀذ طلڀْپ حٿزْخنخص٤ڂ ٽُ ٳِ حٿَ٘ٻش ّظ٫ اڅ
-The burglar broke down the door and robbed the entire house.
-ڂ حٿٔخٍٵ حٿزخد ًَٓٵ حٿڄنِٽ رؤٻڄڀو٤ك
-My car broke down in the middle of the road.
-َّٶ٤ٲ حٿٜڀض ْٓخٍطِ ٳِ ڃنظ٤٬ط
-The peace initiations for the two countries broke down.
-حنلڀض ڃزخىٍحص حٿٔالځ رْن حٿزڀيّن
-She broke down when she found out that her cat ran away.
-ظيخ٤ڀڄيخ ريًَد ٷ٫ ني٫ ٿڂ طظڄخٿٺ نٴٔيخ
Furthermore, both al-Mawrid and al-Mounged cover catch on along with its
equivalents:
-).( ّيٍٹ أً ّٴيڂ (حٿٴټَس حٿنal-Mawrid)
-)٩( ڄخٽ٬زْخً أً ٻؼَْ حإلٓظ٬ٗ زقّٜ ،  ًَّؽ، َ٘( ّنal-Mawrid)
-)َن٬ ٳيڂ (حٿڄ، ( أىٍٹal-Mounged)
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-)ُُ ،  ٍحؽ (أٯنْش، ٩( ٗخal-Mounged)
Indeed, the above equivalents are precise equivalents of catch on for its two different
senses, but without the examples to guide the translation student, s/he might end up
choosing the wrong equivalent. Both al-Mawrid and al-Mounged provide collocates for
( َن٬ ٳيڂ )حٿڄand ( ٍحؽ )أٯنْش, but it would be appropriate then to include examples and their
translations in order to make the distinction clear as in:
-This song will catch on with the youth.
-ني حٿ٘زخد٫ ٌٓٱ طًَؽ ىٌه حألٯنْش
-When he joined the advertising agency, he tried hard to catch on to our method.
- خّخص٫ڄخڃو ٿٌٻخٿش حٿي٠ني حن٫ ٿٸي كخًٽ اىٍحٹ أٓڀٌرنخ
In the case of chip in, its coverage in the three dictionaries shows equivalents only and
they are:
-) ّظيهپ (ٳِ حٿليّغ، )خً ّظليعٜ (ٗو٪٣ ّٸخ، ٌَڅ اٿ٬( ّٸيځ حٿڄخٽ أً حٿal-Mawrid)
- حٿليّغ٪٤( ٷcolloq.) (al-Mughni)
- طيهّپ ٳِ كيّغ،  رڄخٽ٩َ( طزal-Mounged)
This treatment provides accurate equivalents of the senses (  حٿليّغ٪٤ٷ/ رڄخٽ٩َ)طز, but it
did not inform the dictionary user when to use each, so the translation student may use
the wrong equivalent. Thus, two examples should be included to distinguish between the
two senses as in:
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-They all chipped in and bought him a present.
-ٿٸي ٓخىڄٌح ٻڀيڂ ٳِ َٗحء ىيّش ٿو
-He chipped in while I was talking, and that was rude.
-ِ كيّؼ٪٣ ٿٸي ٷخ،٦ّخ ٿو ڃن ٳ
Likewise, the coverage of clean out in the three dictionaries provides equivalents only,
and they are the following:
- ّٴَ٭ أً ّوڀِ (ڃټخڅ) ڃن حٿٔټخڅ أً حٿڄلظٌّخص حٿن، ٌ ّٔظنٴ،  ّٔظيڀٺ، ٲ٨( ّنal-Mawrid)
-)ِّٽ = أٳَ٭ = هڀَّ (ڃن٫ (al-Mughni)
-  ٓڀذ (ٳالنخ، )َٱ ٿڀڄْخهٜ ڃن ڃ، ڄش ًحٿڀلٌځ٬٣ ڃن هِحنش حأل، زپ٤ٓ أُحٽ حٿٸخًًٍحص (ڃن حإل، ًْٴًخ طخڃخ٨ٲ طن٨ن
)ٍ( ڃخٿو ڃن حٿٸڄخal-Mounged)
Like the previous case, clean out has more than one meaning, which cannot be
understood by using only the precise translation equivalents listed above. Precision can
be achieved by the inclusion of various examples of clean out in context that indicate the
context for each sense as in:
-I cleaned out the entire house.
-ٴّض حٿزْض رټخڃڀو٨ٿٸي ن
-I found out that the burglars cleaned the house out.
- ٿٸي حٻظ٘ٴض رؤڅ حٿٔخٍٷْن ٷي ٓڀذًح حٿڄنِٽ رؤٻڄڀو
-The casino cleaned him out.
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-ڀَ ٻپ أڃٌحٿو٫ ٌٿٸي حٓظٌٿَ حٿټخُّن
Next, the coverage of die down in al-Mawrid and al-Mughni includes the following:
-( ّوڄيwind died down) (al-Mawrid)
- ً طيٍّـْخٞ حنوٴ، )ٍ ىڄي (أً) هڄي (ٻخٿنخ، ( هٴض كيّس حٿِ٘ءal-Mughni)
The above coverage shows that the equivalents in both dictionaries are correct
translation equivalents, especially those provided in al-Mughni as they indicate the
different senses of die down. Still, only one contextual example is included, and it is in
al-Mawrid. The dictionary should include examples for the other senses to distinguish
between them. It would be appropriate to provide examples and their translations like the
following:
-The chants of the cheering fans died down after the match.
-ي حٿڄزخٍحس٬ حٿـڄخىَْ ر٪ْٿٸي هٴض كيس ط٘ـ
-The fire died down.
-ٍٿٸي هڄيص حٿنخ
The two examples clearly indicate when to use the two different senses of die down,
which then lead to correct rendering of this phrasal verb in the target language.
The next case is the treatment of ease off in the three dictionaries. The phrasal verb is
included with several translation equivalents of the different senses along with one
example:
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-ِ( َّهto ease off a rope) (al-Mawrid)
- كڀلپ،  ٳَّؽ، َ( أٍهal-Mughni)
-)الٷخص٬ هٴٲ طٌطَ (حٿ، )( ٓټن (أٿڂal-Mounged)
All the equivalents provided in the three dictionaries are precise and to the point, but
without contextual examples to support them, the translation student might not use the
appropriate equivalent in translation. As for the examples, only one is provided in alMawrid, and is valid because it indicates the context of ease off. Still, a few more
examples are needed in order to cover the ambiguity of ease off. Therefore, these
proposed examples should be considered:
-I saw Randy shout at his brother, and I told him to ease off.
-َحهوٛ ڀزض ڃنو أڅ ّوٴٲ ڃن كيس٤َم رٌؿو أهْو ٳّٜ ٍُأّض ٍحني
-I visited him in the hospital, and he told me that the pain had finally eased off.
-.ني ُّخٍطِ ٿو ٳِ حٿڄٔظ٘ٴَ رؤڅ حألٿڂ ٷي ٓټن٫ ِأهزَن
In the case of prepositional verbs, the treatment by Arabic-English dictionaries of the
Arabic multi-word items shows that only 4 cases of prepositional verbs with polysemous
meanings are not distinguished.
The first case is the prepositional verb َرخىٍ اٿ, which is documented in al-Mawrid,
Hans Wehr, and Elias as the following:
-To take the initiative, make the first step or move, to begin, start, be the first (person) to,
to set out to, embark upon, enter upon, set about, undertake, to proceed to, move, act,
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take action, begin to act, resort to, to hurry to, hasten to, rush to, run to, to come early to,
to get ahead of, forestall, anticipate, act in advance of, to surprise, take by surprise, come
unexpectedly or suddenly upon, overtake (al-Mawrid)
-To do something promptly, without delay, hasten to do something, to fall upon someone
(Hans Wehr)
-٩َٓأ: to hasten to or towards (Elias)
This list shows that all three Arabic-English dictionaries provide correct translation
equivalents of the prepositional verb. However, the dictionaries do not discriminate the
polysemous meanings of َرخىٍ اٿ, except for Elias, which only provides one sense along
with its synonym ٩َٓأ. Thus, the proper solution for discriminating the different senses is
to propose synonyms in Arabic, the source language in this case, for each sense of the
translation equivalents of the prepositional verb in the aforementioned dictionaries. This
is effective because the dictionary user of the Arabic-English dictionaries is a native
speaker and can understand the different meanings based on the synonyms provided for
each different sense. The proposed synonyms are:
-يَ ڃنو ٳـؤس٧: to surprise, take by surprise, come unexpectedly or suddenly upon.
-َ اٿ٩ٍٓخ: to do something promptly, without delay, hasten to do something.
Next, the prepositional verb َڀ٫ َٰ رis documented in Hans Wehr and Elias along with
the following:
-To wrong, treat unjustly, oppress, commit outrage, whore, fornicate (Hans Wehr)
ڀڄو٧: to wrong, injure (Elias)
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Like the previous case, Hans Wehr and Elias provide more than one translation
equivalent of the prepositional verb without any indication of their different meanings,
which then can be solved by proposing the following synonyms:
-َڀ٫ ٍ ؿخ، ڀڂ٧: to wrong, oppress
-ُنخ: to whore, fornicate
Moreover, the prepositional verb َڀ٫ زٶ٣ أis documented in al-Mawrid, Hans Wehr
and Elias with the following:
- َڀ٫ ْٶ حٿونخٵٟ ،َڀ٫ ىـڂ: 1-to fall upon, bear down upon, swoop down upon, rush upon,
attack, assail, assault, charge. 2-to close in on, clamp down on (al-Mawrid)
-َڀ٫ ٪أؿڄ: to agree unanimously on, be agreed on, concur in (al-Mawrid)
-To cover, cover up something, to surround, encircle, encompass someone, to be agreed,
agree, come to an agreement (on) or (about), to be applicable, apply (to), fit, suit
someone, something, hold good for, be true of, to be in conformity, be consistent, be
compatible (Hans Wehr)
-َڀ٫ ٪أؿڄ: to agree upon (Elias)
As shown above, all three dictionaries cover the prepositional verb َڀ٫ زٶ٣ أas well as
including various translation equivalents. However, meaning discrimination is provided
in al-Mawrid and Elias, whereas the equivalents in Hans Wehr are not distinguished from
each other. The equivalents in Hans Wehr are listed without any discrimination between
them, which might not be dictionary user-friendly. Hans Wehr should have treated the
prepositional verb the same way al-Mawrid and Elias did by distinguishing between the
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different meanings of َڀ٫ زٶ٣ أby using synonyms and short definitions. Such a
lexicographical treatment alerts the translation student/dictionary user to the polysemous
meaning of this prepositional verb and results in him/her choosing the right translation
equivalent.
In a similar manner, the prepositional verb ٌف رـ٣ is documented in al-Mawrid, Hans
Wehr, and Elias along with the following:
-َأٿٸ: to fling, hurl, throw, cast, toss (al-Mawrid)
-َ٤ ٿڀوَّٝ٫: to endanger, expose to peril (al-Mawrid)
-To throw, cast, fling, hurl, toss, carry away, sweep away, to cause to or let perish, to
endanger, expose to peril, to throw away, toss away, hurl away, to carry away, transport
(Hans Wehr)
-ڀَ ٍٻٌد حٿڄيخٿٺ٫ كڄڀو: to endanger, expose to peril (Elias)
-أٿٸخه: 1-to fling. 2-hurl. 3-throw away (Elias)
The treatment of ٌف د٣ shows that it is covered with translation equivalents of its
ambiguous meanings and with definitions َ٤ ٿڀوَّٝ٫/ڀَ ٍٻٌد حٿڄيخٿٺ٫  كڄڀوand synonyms
ِأٿٸ/ أٿٸخهincluded for meaning discrimination. However, the meaning discrimination, like
the previous case, is included in al-Mawrid and Elias, whereas the equivalents in Hans
Wehr are not supported by any. The above list shows that Hans Wehr provides several
translation equivalents of the prepositional verb without distinguishing between them, as
they do not have the same semantic sense. Therefore, the only solution is to treat this
prepositional verb the same way al-Mawrid and Elias did, which is by using definitions
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and synonyms to show the translation student how each translation equivalent is for a
different meaning.

7.4.3 Compounds
In the case of compounds, the equivalents of uplift in the three dictionaries indicate the
meaning of the compound and are as follows:
-

)ِ (أهالٷِ أً ػٸخٳٝ كَٻش حنيخ،  دٌٝ ني،  طَٷْش، ٪ ٍٳ،  د٩ حٍطٴخ، ٪ َّطٴ، َ َّٷ،  رـٞ ّني، ٪( َّٳal-

Mawrid)
- ڀق حألهالٵٛ أ، )َڀ٫ (اٿَ حأل٪ ٍٳ، ِالف أهالٷٛ كَٻش ا، ِالف (أً طلٔن) أهالٷ٤ٛ ح، ٩ حٍطٴخ، ڀْش٬ ط، ٪ٍٳ
ْش٫( أً حٿلخٿش حإلؿظڄخal-Mughni)
- ٝ انيخ، ٌٝ ني، نٌّش٬ٖ حٿًَف حٿڄ٬ أن/ ٪( ٍٳal-Mounged)
The above equivalents are provided in the three dictionaries and are accurate and
precise, but they are listed without any distinction of the three senses of uplift, which may
not help the translation student as s/he may not be aware of the differences. The listed
equivalents are not identical and cannot be used for the same contexts. Therefore, these
proposed examples and their translations of uplift in context should help clarify the
differences between the equivalents as is:
-His speech uplifted my spirit.
-ِنٌّخط٬خرو ڃن ڃ٤ ه٪ٍٳ
-The bulldozer uplifted the pipes.
-ض حٿـَحٳش حألنخرْذ٬ٍٳ
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-Theatre is a social and artistic uplift.
-ْش ًٳنْش٫ حؿظڄخٝي حٿڄَٔف كَٻش انيخ٬ّ
In the case of overtake, its coverage in the three dictionaries reveals that its treatment
consists of equivalents as follows:
)ـذ حٿن٬ ّٔظزي رو (حٿوٌٱ أً حٿ،  ّزخٯض،  ّٴخؿت،  ّڀلٶ، ّيٍٹ, ، َ٤ ّظو، ًُ( ّظـخal-Mawrid)
-ِ ًحٳ،  ٍىٶ، ِ٘ ٯ، ) أٿڂ (د،  ىحٍٹ،  أىٍٹ، ( ٿلٶal-Mughni)
- )َّٶ٤ٴش ٳِ حٿٛخ٫  ٳخؿؤ(طو، ٿلٶ رـ، )( أىٍٹ (ىخٍدal-Mounged)
All the provided equivalents of the polysemous meanings of overtake are precise and
correct equivalents of overtake, but students still need examples of overtake in context in
order to be able to choose an equivalent without resulting in an unidiomatic translation.
The listed equivalents do not have the same meaning, i.e. ( ٳخؿؤsurprise), ًُ( ّظـخpass). It
would thus be appropriate to include the following proposed contextual examples and
their translations:
-I was overtaken by surprise when he was let go.
-َىه٣ َٿٸي طٴخؿؤص ڃن هز
-The Internet is overtaking television.
-َُ حإلنظَنض حٿظڀٴخ٤طو
-Road accidents occur because drivers try to overtake each other.
-ٞ٬يڂ حٿز٠٬َٵ رٔزذ طـخًُ حٿٔخثٸْن ر٤ كٌحىع حٿ٪طٸ
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Furthermore, knee-deep is documented in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni and al-Mounged with
these equivalents:
-knee-high.  ڃٰڄٌٍ اٿَ حٿَٻزظْن، ( ڃنيڄٺ أً ڃٌٰ٘ٽ ؿيحal-Mawrid)
-)ًڄٸخ٫(  اٿَ كي حٿَٻزش، )ڄٸخ٫( ( اٿَ حٿَٻزشal-Mughni)
-)كظَ حٿَٻزش (ٻخڅ حٿڄخء كظَ حٿَٻزش. (al-Mounged)
The above list shows that all these equivalents are correct translation equivalents of
knee-deep. However, they are literal translations of the compound, which is appropriate.
Still, the dictionaries fail to indicate the ambiguity of knee-deep, with the exception of alMawrid. It provides both the literal and figurative senses. The inclusion of these two
senses indicates the competence and performance of the metaphorical element of the
multi-word item, which is what the translation student needs. Still, al-Mawrid should
have covered both examples and their translations of the literal and metaphorical senses
of this compound as in:
-This swimming pool is knee-deep.
- ًڄٸخ٫ اڅ كڄخځ حٿٔزخكش اٿَ كي حٿَٻزش
-He cannot join us because he is knee-deep in homework.
-ِنخ ٿټٌنو ڃنيڄٺ رخٿٌحؿذ حٿڄنِٿ٬ٌٍ ڃ٠ حٿل٪ْ٤ٿن ّٔظ
These examples and their translations show the translator when to use the literal and
figurative senses of knee-deep.
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In the case of upgrade, al-Mughni and al-Mounged document the compound along
with the following equivalents:
-

ِ ٳ، ٩ ٳِ حٍطٴخ، ِ ٳِ ٍٷ، )ي (ڃن حٿـزپ٫خٛ ٴقٛ = ٌى٬ٛ ،  ىٍؿظو (أً) ڃَطزظو٪ ٍٷَّ = ٍٳ، َ٬ٔ حٿ٪ٍٳ

ٌى٬ٛ (on the upgrade) (al-Mughni)
-ىٍؿظو/٪ٍٳ/َ( ٍٷal-Mounged)
The translation equivalents provided in al-Mughni and al-Mounged are fitting and
maintain the meaning of the compound, but it would be appropriate to support these
equivalents with examples and their translatons of each sense of upgrade as in:
-I upgraded my economy ticket to a business class one.
-ڄخٽ٫ش رِ اٿَ ىٍؿش ٍؿخٽ أٛ ىٍؿش حٿٔٴَ حٿْٔخكْش حٿوخ٪ٿٸي ٷڄض رَٳ
-I saw an ad on TV for the upgraded Mercedes; it is better than the previous model.
-پ ڃن ٓخرٸظيخ٠ انيخ أٳ، ٌٍُس ٳِ حٿظڀٴخ٤الڅ ْٓخٍس حٿڄَْٓيّ حٿڄ٫ٿٸي ٗخىيص ا
-I got this basic computer, but I suppose I should upgrade it now.
-ٌٍه٣ڀِ أڅ أ٫ ن أنو ّـذ٧ ًٿټننِ أ٢ْٔڀَ ىٌح حٿلخٌٓد حٿز٫ ڀضٜٿٸي ك
-The officer was upgraded after working fifteen years on the force.
- ًخڃخ٫ َ٘٫ ي هيڃش ىحڃض هڄٔش٬ ر٢خر٠طڄض طَٷْش حٿ
The inclusion of these examples and translations will not make the translator use the
provided equivalents in the wrong context.
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The next compound is powerhouse and it is documented in the three dictionaries with
the following equivalents:
- ًٌْڂ حٿٸٌس أً حٿنٴ٨٫ . حٿنٚٗو، يٍ طؤػَْ أً اٿيخځٜڃ- د.ش طٌٿْي حٿٸٌس حٿټيَرخثْش٤ڃل-( أal-Mawrid)
-( ڃزنَ طٌٿْي ٷٌس ٻيَرخثْش = رْض حٿٸٌصal-Mughni)
-خٷش حٿټيَرخثْش٤ش طٌٿْي حٿٸيٍس أً حٿ٤( ڃلelect) (al-Mounged)
The three dictionaries cover the equivalent of powerhouse in the target language, but
only al-Mawrid includes two equivalents of powerhouse (

ش طٌٿْي حٿٸٌس٤ڃل/ْڂ حٿٸٌس٨٫ ٚٗو

)حٿټيَرخثْش. The inclusion of the two senses of the compound is correct, but it may confuse
the translation student who may not be aware of the difference. Therefore, proposed
contextual examples and their translations like these two should be included in the
dictionaries in order to have the dictionary user/translator distinguish between the two
senses:
-This wrestler is a powerhouse; he lifted a 200 pound man with ease.
-َّٔ پ رټپ٣ٍ ْڂ حٿٸٌس ٳٸي كڄپ ٍؿپ ِّڅ ڃجظخ٨٬ ٿ٩ٍخٜاڅ ىٌح حٿڄ
-The electricity for the city comes from the powerhouse.
-خٷش حٿټيَرخثْش٤ش طٌٿْي حٿ٤اڅ حٿټيَرخء طؤطِ ڃن ڃل
The same can be said for the treatment of henchman, which is covered in the three
dictionaries with several equivalents:
-ڀلش حٿٌحطْش ٳِ حٿڄٸخځ حألًٽٜ ْٓخِٓ طليًه حٿڄ٪ طخر،  أڃْن أً ڃٌػٌٵ٪( طخرal-Mawrid)
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-َش) = ُحٳ٬خً ٳِ ڃنٴ٬ڄ٣( ِْٓڂ ْٓخ٫ِ ٿ٪ آڃپ = طخر، ٩ْخ٣ حأل٩( ُرْنش = أكي حٿِرخنْش (أً) حألطزخal-Mughni)
-ش٬ّ اڃ، يخ أًنخد٬ ًنذ ؿڄ، َِْٓ ْٓخٜ ن،  أڃْن٪( طخرal-Mounged)
Like the previous example, henchman is supported with two or three different
equivalents in the dictionaries, which is the appropriate treatment for an ambiguous
multi-word item. However, the equivalents are not distinguished from each other. Thus,
all three English-Arabic dictionaries should include contextual examples and their
translations of henchman in order to indicate the difference of each sense clearly as in:
-The mob consists of a Don and his henchmen.
-خرش ڃن ٍثْٔيخ ًُرخنْظوٜ٬طظټٌڅ حٿ
-Every dictator has his trusted henchmen.
-و٫َ ٻپ ىّټظخطٌٍ دأطزخ٨ّل
In the case of broadcast, the three dictionaries cover the compound with the following
equivalents:
-  ّظليع أً ّڄؼپ ٳِ رَنخڃؾ،  (حألهزخٍ أً حٿڄٌْٓٸَ حٿن) رخٿَحىٌّ أً حٿظڀٴٌِّڅ٪ٌّّ ، )ش٫ ّنَ٘ (اٗخ، )ّنؼَ (حٿلذ
،  حٿـيخص٪ْ ڃنؼٌٍ ٳِ ؿڄ، ِ٫ رَنخڃؾ اًح، ٌٍ رخٿَحىٌّ أً رخٿظڀٴٌِّڅٌٜص أً حٿٜش حٿ٫ اًح، ِِ أً طڀٴٌِّن٫اًح
ٍ حإلنظ٘خ٪ٓ ًح،  رخٿَحىٌّ أً حٿظڀٴٌِّڅ٩( ڃٌحal-Mawrid)
- broadcast discontent (al-Mawrid)
- )ًخً (ح٬ٓ ڃنَ٘ حنظ٘خٍحً ًح، ً رٌٍح،  ڃنؼٌٍ ٳٌٵ ڃٔخكش ٳْٔلش، ًٌٍ ڃز،  ڃزؼٌع، ٩ ڃٌح، ٌٍ ر، ّ رغ، )ٌّ (رخٿَحى٩أًح
( ڃزؼٌػخً ٳِ ٻپ ڃټخڅal-Mughni)
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1-  رَنخڃؾ، )ُِ رغ (طڀٴ، ش٫ اًح، رغ رَحڃؾ/٩ أًح، )َ ڃٌْٓٸ،  نزؤ،  رغ رخٿَحىٌّ (ٍٓخٿش، ٩ أًح، )ً رٌٍ (كزخ، َنؼ
٪ٓ ًح، ش٫ رخإلًحٙ هخ، ِ٫ اًح/ )َ ڃٌْٓٸ، خد٤ ه،  رخٿظڀٴٌِّڅ (ٍٓخٿش/ٌّ رخٿَحى٩ ڃٌح،  رٌٍ حٿلزٌد، ِ٫اًح
) حٓظْخء، ٢( حإلنظ٘خٍ (ٓوal-Mounged)
-Live broadcast ش ڃزخَٗس٫ اًح، َٗ( رغ ڃزخal-Mounged)
-Outside broadcast ش هخٍؿْش٫( اًحal-Mounged)
The above list shows that all three dictionaries document broadcast with various
translation equivalents, i.e. َ( ّنؼsprinkle) and َ٘( ّنspread), but they may confuse the
translation student who needs to know when to use each sense. The only solution is to
provide examples, which are utilised by al-Mawrid and al-Mounged. The proposed
examples and their translations of the other senses are needed as in:
-Laura broadcast the rumours after hearing them from Lisa
- يخ ڃن ٿِْح٫ي ٓڄخ٬خص ر٫نَ٘ص ٿٌٍح حإلٗخ
-Charity organisations broadcast appeals to help the unprivileged.
-يس حٿڄلظخؿْن٫ًؿيض حٿڄئٓٔخص حٿوَّْش حٿنيحء ٿڄٔخ
-I will broadcast the seeds in this garden.
- حٿزًٌٍ ٳِ حٿليّٸش٩ٌٍُٓٱ أ
-The news will be broadcast shortly.
-ً حألهزخٍ ٷَّزخ٩ٌٓٱ طٌح
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Moreover, the treatment of jellyfish in the three dictionaries involves the inclusion of
both equivalents and synonyms:
-ْشْٜٲ حٿ٘و٬ٟ ٚ ٗو، ِ حٿٔڄٺ حٿيالڃ، َ( ٍثش حٿزلal-Mawrid)
- َة حٿزل
ڂ ٳٸخٍُ = ٷنيّپ حٿزلَ = هالځ حٿزلَ = ٍ س٨٫ ( ٗڀٶ = ٓڄٺ ىالڃِ ٿْْ ٿوal-Mughni)
-ِّڄش٬ْش أً حٿْٜٲ حٿ٘و٬ٟ ٚ ٗو، ِ ٓڄٺ ىالڃ، َ ٷنيّپ حٿزل، َ( ٍثش حٿزلal-Mounged)
The three dictionaries cover the equivalents of jellyfish, but with variation. For
example, al-Mughni provides one correct translation equivalent with four different
synonyms َ ٍةس حٿزل, َ هالځ حٿزل, َٷنيّپ حٿزل, and

ٍُڄٌى ٳٸخ٫  ٓڄٺ ىالڃِ ٿْْ ٿو. However, al-

Mawrid and al-Mounged include two different equivalents of the two senses of jellyfish.
The two equivalents are accurate equivalents of jellyfish, but without the contextual
examples, the translation student will not be able to distinguish between the senses, i.e.
َ( ٍثش حٿزلjellyfish) and ْشْٜٲ حٿ٘و٬ٟ ٚ( ٗوa weak person). Thus, including the proposed
examples and their translations as in these two below will clarify the ambiguity of the
compound:
-I need to go the hospital, as I have been stung by a jellyfish.
- َڀِ حٿٌىخد اٿَ حٿڄٔظ٘ٴَ ٳٸي ٿيٯنِ ٷنيّپ حٿزل٫
-John is such a jellyfish, everybody laughs at him
- ڀْو٫ لٺ٠ّ ْٴش ؿيحً ٳخٿټپ٬ٟ ْش ؿٌڅٜاڅ ٗو
Likewise, the treatment of moonshine in the three dictionaries consists of different
equivalents, which are as follows:
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-ْش٫َٗ ََّْٸش ٯ٤َ ر٤ش ًّٔټِ طٔظٸٛ ڃٔټَ ًروخ،  ٻالځ ٳخٍ٭،  كَحء، ٌَء حٿٸڄٟ (al-Mawrid)
- ٻالځ = ٳني٪ْ ىَحء = طٴٸ، َ( نٌٍ حٿٸڄal-Mughni)
-ْش٫َٗ ََّْٸش ٯ٤َ ر٤ ًّٔټِ ڃيَد أً ڃٔظٸ،  ىَحء،  ػَػَس، ٌَء حٿٸڄٟ (al-Mounged)
As shown already, the three English-Arabic dictionaries provide more than one
equivalent of moonshine, which are all accurate and emphasise the ambiguity of this
compound. Still, the translation student may find these equivalents confusing as they are
not clearly differentiated, i.e. ٌَء حٿٸڄٟ (moon light) and ( ىَحءnonsense). That problem
can be solved by including the proposed examples and their translations of moonshine in
context such as:
-The moonshine adds some romance to the setting.
-َّش ٳِ حٿڄټخڅ٫ حٿ٘خ٪خر٣ ْٲ٠ّ ٌَء حٿٸڄٟ اڅ
-What you are saying is moonshine.
-اڅ ڃخ طٸٌٿو ىَحء
-The customs found cases of moonshine in an abandoned car.
-نخىّٶ حٿٌّٔټِ حٿڄيَد ٳِ ْٓخٍس ڃيـٌٍسٛ ٞ٬ًؿي ٍؿخٽ حٿـڄخٍٹ ر
Next, bittersweet is covered in al-Mawrid, al-Mughni and al-Mounged with the
following equivalents:
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، ْڀش حٿزخًنـخنْشٜ٘زِ ڃن حٿٴ٫  نزخص:َ حٿڄٰي حٿلڀٌ حٿڄ، ش ڃٌ٘رش أً ڃڄًِؿش رؤٿڂ٬ ڃظ:شْٛٗت ڃَ كڀٌ ًروخ

-

ڀَ ٷڀْپ ڃن٫  حٿٌ٘ٻٌال ّ٘ظڄپ٩ٌ رنٙ هخ، َ كڀٌ ڃ،  حٿلَحرْش (أً ٗـَس حٿلَحد) حٿڄظٔڀٸش، ًَّ حٿڄظٔڀٶ٤ٔحٿټڀ
 ٿٌٌّ ڃئٿڂ، َ( حٿٔټal-Mawrid)
-خٱ ال ّوڀٌ ڃن ٻيًٍسٛ ،  ٳْو كالًس ڃٌّ٘ش رڄَحٍس، ( (ْٗت) كڀٌ ٳِ ڃزيثو ڃَّ ٳِ نيخّظوal-Mughni)
-خىس ًحألٿڂ٬ٔ ڃِّؾ ڃن حٿ، ٞ رْن حٿلڀٌ ًحٿلخڃ، َ( ڃal-Mounged)
The above list shows that all three translation dictionaries provide accurate translation
and explanatory equivalents of bittersweet. Each dictionary includes more than one
equivalent in order to cover the various different senses of the compound. However, the
translation student needs to know when to use each sense to produce a correct translation
and avoid picking an unrelated equivalent. This goal can be achieved by proposing
examples and their translations for the dictionaries like the following:
-I never liked bittersweet chocolate.
-ٌڂ حٿڄَ ًحٿلڀ٬٤ال أكزٌ حٿٌ٘ٻٌالس ًحص حٿ
-Many teenagers consider their lives full of bittersweet memories.
-ْيس ًحألٿْڄش٬ٔيّي ڃن حٿڄَحىٸْن كْخطيڂ رؤنيخ ڃِّؾ ڃن حٿٌٻَّخص حٿ٬ظزَ حٿ٬ّ
-I told my friends about the bittersweet plant, but they never believed me.
- ِيٷٌننّٜ ن ٗـَس حٿلَحد ًٿټنيڂ ٿڂ٫ ِلخرٛٿٸي أهزَص أ
Likewise, the treatment of downfall in the three dictionaries includes equivalents, such
as:
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-١ٌ ٓزذ حٿٔٸ، َ أً ػڀؾ٤ ڃ١ٌ ٓٸ، )ش اٿن٬ْ ڃٴخؿت (ڃن ڃنِٿش ٍٳ١ٌ( ٓٸal-Mawrid)
-Drink was his downfall (al-Mawrid)
- ٍ حنيڄخ،  نټزش،  حنييحځ، ١ٌ( ٓٸal-Mughni)
-حٿؼڀؾ/َ٤ حٿڄ١ٌ ٓٸ، ) (كټٌڃش١ٌ ٓٸ، ) ػًَس،  آڃخٽ، ٌٍّش٣( انيْخٍ (اڃزَحal-Mounged)
Like the previous case, all three dictionaries cover downfall with several different
equivalents which are correct. However, they should be distinguished to indicate the clear
context of each sense. al-Mounged provides collocates ( ػڀؾ/كټٌڃش/ػًَس/آڃخٽ/ٌٍّش٣ )اڃزَحfor
the different equivalents ( ١ٌٓٸ/ٍ)انيْخ, which is helpful, but the other dictionaries do not.
This issue can be solved by the inclusion of examples and their translations as in the
following:
-Alcohol, drugs, and fame are the downfall of many celebrities.
-َْٸخٷَْ ًحٿڄويٍحص ًحٿ٘يَس ٓزذ حنظټخٓش حٿڄ٘خى٬ي اىڃخڅ حٿ٬ّ
-Tom was a clever politician, but his scandal was his downfall.
-ْلظو ٻخنض ٓزذ نټٔظو٠ٿٸي ٻخڅ طٌځ ْٓخْٓخً كٌٷخً ًٿټن ٳ
-The downfall of snow is the cause of many accidents.
-يّي ڃن حٿلٌحىع٬ حٿؼڀؾ ٓزذ حٿ١ٌي ٓٸ٬ّ
The last case of meaning discrimination of compounds is that of watertight, which is
covered in al-Mawrid and al-Mughni along with these equivalents:
- ٓيًى حٿڄخء، ( ڃْٔٺal-Mawrid)
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- ال ّلظڄپ ٯَْ طٴَْٔ ًحكي،  ال ٿزْ ٳْو، ٪( ڃخنal-Mawrid)
- خٽٜپ طڄخځ حإلنٴٜ ڃنٴ، ) ڃلټڂ حٿٔي (ٳال ّيهپ اٿْو أً ّوَؽ ڃنو ڃخء، ) ىحڃٮ (ٻخٿلـش، ٞ ال ّيك، َ( ال ّنټalMughni)
Both al-Mawrid and al-Mughni cover the two different senses of the compound
watertight ,which are ' ڃلټڂ حٿٔيimpervious to water' and ٞ' ال ّيكimpossible to defeat'; all
of which are accurate translation equivalents of watertight. However, the meanings of the
compound are not distinguished, which can be puzzling for the translation student who
might not be aware of the difference between them. Thus, two proposed definitions and
examples and their translations should be provided:
- ال ٿزْ ٳْو، ٞ ال ّيك، َ ال ّنټ: impossible to evade.
- ڃلټڂ حٿٔي،  ٓيًى حٿڄخء: impervious to water.
-The lawyer has prepared a watertight contract.
-ٸيحً ال ٿزْ ٳْو٫ ِي حٿڄلخڃ٫أ
-Most ships have watertight cabins.
-ڂ حٿٔٴن ٻزخثن ڃلڄټش حٿْى٨٬ٌّؿي ٿيٍ ڃ

7.4.4 English Collocations
Unlike the other multi-word items, there is only one case of collocations where the
translation dictionaries do not provide meaning discrimination to the polysemous multiword item, and it is for the collocation make a move. In this case, the collocation is
covered in the three dictionaries with equivalents and an example and they are as follows:
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-ڄپ٬ ّزيأ حٿ، َ( ّنظٸپ اٿَ ڃټخڅ آهal-Mawrid)
-ًڄال٫ ڄپ٫ ،  حطوٌ اؿَحء، ( حنظٸپal-Mughni)
-Unless we make a move now, we shall miss the opportunity

ڄپ =اًح٫ ُّاًح ٿڂ نزخىٍ اٿَ حطوخً أ

ڄپ٬( ٿڂ نزخىٍ اٿَ حٿal-Mughni)
-َ حنظٸپ اٿَ ڃټخڅ آه، ڄپ٬ ريأ حٿ، ( ريح ڃنو كَٻشal-Mounged)
As shown here, all three translation dictionaries provide precise equivalents of the two
senses of make a move. In al-Mughni, one contextual example of make a move is
included along with its translation. However, the example covers only one sense of the
collocation, which is حطوٌ اؿَحء, and the dictionary(s) should have included an example of
the other sense, which is ريح ڃنو كَٻش, as in this example:
-The cops pulled the suspects over because they made a move.
- ش حٿڄ٘ظزو ريڂ كْغ ريح ڃنيڂ كَٹس ڃ٘زٌىش٣َ٘أًٷٴض حٿ
The above results show that the translation English-Arabic and Arabic-English
dictionaries have some lexicographical problems with their treatments in the case of the
equivalents, examples, and meaning discrimination. Translation dictionaries are not
expected to cover and document all the multi-word items of languages due to size
constraints. However, the documented items should be provided the proper
lexicographical treatment.
The above subsections show that even though English-Arabic dictionaries provide
more examples, many of these examples do not contain the whole context. Similarly, the
equivalents provided in English-Arabic dictionaries have more problems than the ones in
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Arabic-English dictionaries. Likewise, English-Arabic dictionaries may provide many
equivalents for the polysemous items; however, many of these are not distinguished. In
the case of Arabic-English dictionaries, only the prepositional verbs need meaning
discrimination.
In sum, this analysis shows that Arabic-English translation dictionaries treat the multiword items better than English-Arabic dictionaries do even though English-Arabic
dictionaries document more multi-word items than their counterparts. This can be
attributed to the fact that the lexicographers of these dictionaries are native speakers of
Arabic, except for Hans Wehr, which was compiled by a German dictionary maker.
Consequently, there are no problems in providing accurate definitions and/or equivalents
of Arabic multi-word items in the translation dictionaries. On the other hand, the Arabic
lexicographers encountered several problems with the English multi-word items in the
English-Arabic dictionaries, as indicated in this chapter. The treatment of the English
multi-word items was not complete, and there were cases where the equivalents were
inaccurate, examples were decontextualised, and no meaning discrimination provided for
the polysemous items. Proposed treatments for these cases were provided by the
researcher. Proposed correct equivalents were provided for the flawed equivalents, and
examples of the multi-word items in context were proposed for the decontextualised
examples. In addition, meaning discrimintation of the polysemous/ambiguous multi-word
items were proposed in the form of examples and their translations for the English items
and synonyms and definitions for the Arabic items. The dictionary user is a native
speaker of Arabic and his/her use of definitions and synonyms can distinguish the
different senses of the Arabic item. In the case of the examples and their translations,
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their inclusion shows the dictionary user the difference between each sense of the English
item based on the context. Synonyms and definitions can be helpful, but examples of
each sense in context allow the dictionary user to see what a certain equivalent from the
provided list means based on the context. The findings in this chapter show that EnglishArabic items are more polyesemous than their Arabic counterparts. Thus, the use of
definitions, synonyms, and examples achieve this purpose.
This chapter assessed the general features of the lexicographical treatment of the
English and Arabic multi-word items in English-Arabic and Arabic-English dictionaries
with an emphasis on the dictionary entry, the equivalent, the examples, and meaning
discrimination. The next chapter will focus on the proposed model of lexicography along
with its application to English and Arabic multi-word items.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: A LEXICOGRAPHICAL MODEL

This chapter presents a proposed lexicographical model and a discussion of its
application for the English and Arabic multi-word items. The analysis shown in Chapter
7 indicates a flawed lexicographic treatment of multi-word items in the English-Arabic
and Arabic-English dictionaries. This proposed model will provide a translator-friendly
documentation and treatment of these multi-word items and help provide correct
translations of the items in the target text. The proposed model consists of the dictionary
entry and its components which the translator needs for that production.

8.1 The Proposed Model
8.1.1 Entry
The proposed model is mainly a combination of the suggestions by Atkins and
Rundell (2008) and Svensén (2009) with a few from the researcher. Both books focus on
the compilation of dictionaries, both monolingual and bilingual. Both books pay attention
to the entry and its planning and point out that the components of the entry, the ones that
assist in the process of translation, are the lemma headword, the definition, the equivalent
and examples.

8.1.1.1 Lemma Headword
Most scholars argue about the placement of multi-word items in dictionaries, both
monolingual and bilingual. For example, Nuccorini (1988: 154) suggests that multi-word
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items should be documented under their most important component, whereas Lorentzen
(1996: 415) states that idioms and/or other multi-word items should be placed under the
first noun. If not, then they should be documented under the first word used as a noun
since the meaning of the idiom and other multi-word items is contributed by the noun. If
the multi-word item does not include a noun, then it should be documented under the first
verb, and if not, then under the first adjective, and if not, then under the first adverb.
Svensén (2009: 195), on the other hand, states that if there is no noun in the idiom, then
the placement should be under the first adjective, and if not, then under the first verb.
In the case of the documentation of phrasal verbs, Atkins and Rundell (2008: 254)
note that the dictionary user should look up the phrasal verb under the entry of the verb in
case the phrasal verb is not main lemmatised. On the other hand, compounds should be
documented in their own main lemmas because they behave as single words even though
they consist of two words according to Gouws (1988: 91). This view echoes Rāndik‟s
argument that the complexity of compounds is what gives them a headword status (996:
452).
For collocations, Svensén (2009: 176) argues that collocations in the L2→L1
dictionaries (English-Arabic dictionaries in this research) should be documented under
the entry of the collocator (second component of the collocation) since it is problematic,
while the base (first component of the collocation) is not since it rarely causes any
problems of interpretations. However, Svensén states that L1→L2 dictionaries (ArabicEnglish dictionaries in this research) should place the collocation in the entry for the base
because „it is about the base that one wants to say something‟ (2009: 177). The above
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suggestions of these scholars are directed toward English multi-word items, but they will
apply to Arabic multi-word items as well.

8.1.1.2 Definition
In dictionaries, a definition is the second component in the entry after the lemma
headword. The definition is provided „in order to catalogue the meanings in a language‟
(Atkins and Rundell, 2008: 407). Atkins and Rundell stress that dictionary users rely on
definitions when they encounter unknown words or expressions to explain their meanings
or when users want to produce a word or an expression in the target language. (2008:
407). In addition, Atkins and Rundell argue that there are certain requirements of a good
definition. They are the following:


To help explain the word in context, the definition should provide enough
information to the dictionary user.



Definitions should allow the dictionary user to interpret the word or expression in
any applicable context.



Definitions should allow the dictionary user to use the word or expression
correctly in any context.

Atkins and Rundell (2008: 414) state that the content of the definition should
traditionally consist of a superordinate word or expression and/or additional information
to indicate the uniqueness of the item that is being defined. However, they found that this
might lead to either too long definitions or ones that are too short and vague. In some
cases, it is preferable to include synonyms of the item under the definition in order to
convey the content and also be economic in space. Yet, synonyms as definitions are not
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always a good choice for definition because, as Atkins and Rundell (2008: 421) argue, no
two words are exactly the same, and this means that some synonyms are not appropriate
for every situation.

8.1.1.3 Equivalent
Next, once the definition is included to support the headword, the equivalent is
provided in the target language so as to be used in the target text by the translator. Atkins
and Rundell (2008: 467) argue that it is rare to have a perfect translation of a source
language (henceforth SL) item in the target language (henceforth TL), except for names
of a real object in the real world such as places, artefacts, etc. In the case of multi-word
items, the scholars maintain that there are occasions where the SL multi-word item
matches the TL multi-word item in form and content like all ears, which has a matching
equivalent in form and meaning in the TL which is خٯْشٛ ٌٻڀِ آًحڅ. However, there are
cases where the TL equivalent matches the SL item in meaning but not in form. For
instance, the TL multi-word item ْنو٫  ٷَسdoes not match the form of the SL item apple of
his eyes; however, it does match the meaning.
Moreover, equivalents provided in the dictionary are either translational or
explanatory equivalents, as Zgusta points out (1971: 319). The former can be inserted
into the translation text, whereas the latter gives information about the lexical word.
According to Svensén (2009: 257), explanatory equivalents have a higher degree of
explanation, but a lesser degree of insertability and vice versa. Furthermore, once the type
of equivalent is settled on, then the presentation of the equivalent(s) should be decided
for those cases where the multi-word item is polysemous. This can be solved by
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indicating both polysemous meanings along with their definitions and equivalents as in
the following example:
-Bump into:
-1-Meet someone unexpectedly: ًخىٳشٜاٿظٸَ ڃ.
2-hit against something: ڂ رـ٤حٍط.

8.1.1.4 Examples
In monolingual dictionaries, examples of the headword in context are common;
however, they are not always included in the bilingual dictionaries. Examples should also
be included in bilingual dictionaries because, as Atkins and Rundell (2008: 454) point
out, they elucidate meaning and complement the definition. The inclusion of such
examples in dictionaries can also help distinguish between the different meanings of a
polysemous word. Each example of each meaning provides the context and allows the
translator/dictionary user to understand the difference in the meanings. In addition,
Atkins and Rundell (2008: 454) note that examples illustrate the contextual features and
collocational range. For example, television is „watched‟ and not „looked at‟.
Also,

Atkins

and

Rundell

(2008:

458)

stress

that

naturalness/typicality,

informativeness and intelligibility are characteristics that make a good example. By
typicality, they mean that the example should show the context, syntax, and collocational
pattern of the headword; by naturalness, they mean that the context of the example is
natural, which does not mean that the example cannot be made up, but rather have a
normal amount of context in the example. In the case of informativeness, examples
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should support and complement the definition to help explain the meaning of the
headword to the translator. As for intelligibility, it connects with comprehensible
examples, as examples that are not understood by the dictionary user are useless. Thus,
examples should be easy to understand to reach the end goal of indicating the context and
complementing the definition clearly.

8.1.1.4.1 Authentic vs. Invented Examples
The source of examples, as Svensén (2009: 283) maintains, is a controversial area, as
there are types of examples. They are either authentic or invented. Authentic examples
are extracted from English corpuses, such as COBUILD and BNC, while invented
examples are those made up by lexicographers without input from the corpuses. Svensén
(2009: 284) notes that lexicographers who support the corpus-based examples do not
approve of invented examples because these examples do not exist in the corpus. Thus,
they regard them as less typical. However, Svensén (2009: 284) believes that invented
examples convey „necessary‟ information and are not as space-consuming as authentic
examples. The authentic corpus-based examples are generally longer than the invented
examples.
Most importantly, Svensén states that lexicographers are native speakers of the
language and can produce reliable examples, an aspect that indicates the significance of
the invented examples. What distinguishes the authentic examples from the invented
examples is that the former are natural and part of the corpus, which is comprised of
existing spoken and written language. On the other hand, invented examples are not
natural-sounding even though they are grammatically and semantically correct. In this
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proposed model, priority will be given to authentic corpus-based examples in all entries.
That focus is consistent with multi-word items compiled from the same on-line corpus
(BNC and BYUAC). However, invented examples will be provided as well in any case
where the corpus-based authentic examples are difficult to understand and/or spaceconsuming. Therefore, invented examples will be used in this model when authentic
examples fail, and will be indicated as such accordingly.

8.2 Application of the Model
In this section, the proposed lexicographic model is applied based on the suggestions
offered in section 8.1 on English and Arabic multi-word items. Each type of multi-word
item in this model consists of the four most frequent multi-word items from the corpus
compiled in this research. For example, the idioms included in this section are the four
most frequent idioms in the corpus. The same criterion applies to all other types of multiword items. The proposed entry consists of the lemma headword (and sub-headword in
some cases) in bold, followed by a definition and then the equivalent, followed by the
examples.

8.2.1 English Multi-word Items
8.2.1.1 Idioms
The documentation of idioms in the dictionaries is not as simple as with other multiword items. Lorentzen (1996: 415) stresses that idioms should be placed under the entry
of the first noun, if there is no noun in the idiom and then under the first verb, and if not,
then under the first adjective, and if not, then under the first adverb. Regarding idioms,
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the four most frequent idioms from the compiled corpus are the following (the figures in
brackets refer to their frequencies):


In the light of (1809)



In the air (1789)



Under the influence (313)



Bread and butter (204)

The first idiom is in the light of, which is the highest ranked idiom in the compiled
corpus in the BNC. As stated by Lorentzen (1996: 415), the placement of that idiom is in
the entry of the first noun, which is light in this case:

Light:
Idiom: In the light of. Taking into account: ٌءٟ َڀ٫
Thus, in the light of the particular facts, the patient may be discomforted by the doctor's
conduct.
زْذ٤ ٯَْ ڃَطخف ٿٔڀٌٹ حٿَّٞ ٳٸي ّټٌڅ حٿڄ،ٌء ىٌه حٿلٸخثٶٟ َڀ٫ً ،ٿٌٿٺ

The next idiom is in the air, which is the second most frequent idiom of that compiled
corpus. Like the previous case, the documentation of the idiom will be in the entry of the
first noun, which is air.

Air:
Idiom: In the air. In circulation: َ٘ڃنظ
War in the air.
اڅ حٿلَد ڃنظَ٘س
The third idiom is under the influence and has a frequency of 313 in the BNC.
Regarding its dictionary documentation, the idiom should be placed under the entry of
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influence rather than the entry of under because the former is the first noun in the idiom,
whereas under is a preposition:

Influence
Idiom: Under the influence. The state of being under the effect of alcohol/drugs: َْطلض طؤػ
حٿڄويٍحص/حٿټلٌٽ
She seems under the influence of a drug, I think.
ن أنيخ ٷي طټٌڅ طلض طؤػَْ حٿڄويٍحص٧أ
The idiom bread and butter is the fourth idiom in this model and the fourth highest in
the compiled corpus. In the case of its documentation, the placement of the idiom is
under the entry of the first noun bread and the example provided is invented because of
the complexity of the examples already in the BNC:

Bread:
Idiom: Bread and butter. The source of livelihood: يٍ ٍُٵٜڃ/ٍُٵ
Trading was the bread and butter of Arabs.
َد٬يٍ ٍُٵ حٿٜٿٸي ٻخنض حٿظـخٍس ڃ

8.2.1.2 Phrasal Verbs
Regarding the documentation of the phrasal verbs, Atkins and Rundell (2008: 254)
note that phrasal verbs should be documented in the entry of the verb in case it is not
documented in a main entry. Therefore, this model will document all four phrasal verbs
in the entry of their respective verbs. The four most frequent phrasal verbs from the
compiled corpus are the following (the figures in brackets refer to their frequencies):


Set up (8502)



Make up (2359)



Carry on (2029)



Give up (1717)
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The first phrasal verb is set up, which is the most frequent phrasal verb from the
compiled corpus. The lexicographic documentation of this phrasal verb should be under
the entry of the verb, which is set in this case:

Set:
Phrasal verb: Set up. 1-To arrange a meeting for two people in order to establish a
relationship:ْنٜي ٯَحڃِ رْن ٗو٫ٌكيّى ڃ
This is the bloke they are trying to set me up with.
و٬ي ٯَحڃِ ڃ٫ٌ حٿٌُ ّلخًٿٌڅ طليّي ڃٚاڅ ىٌح ىٌ حٿ٘و

2-To form: ّْٗي
The home secretary announced plans to set up a special police unit to investigate
suspects.
 حٿڄ٘ظزو ريڂ٪ش ٿڀظلٸْٶ ڃٛش هخ٣َٗ  ٿظْْ٘ي ًكيس٢٤ن ه٫ ڀن ًَُّ حٿيحهڀْش٫أ

3-To establish and make the necessary arrangements happen: ٗټّپ
A new fund would be set up with pensioners and staff making up half the trustees.
ٲ ڃـڀْ أڃنخءهٜٴٌڅ ن٧ٌيًڅ ًحٿڄ٫نيًٵ ؿيّي ًّ٘ټپ حٿڄظٸخٛ ٌٓٱ ّٸخځ

4-To make people think that someone is guilty or did something illegal: ًذ ٿو ٳوخٜن
They set me up as a target.
ًزٌح ٿِ ٳوخٜٿٸي ن

The second phrasal verb is make up and is the second highest phrasal verb in the
compiled corpus. As stated by Atkins and Rundell (2008: 254), phrasal verbs are placed
under the entry of their verbs. In this case, make up is included in the entry of make and
all the examples are invented except for the one used for the second meaning, which is
„to compensate‟:
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Make:
Phrasal verb: Make up. 1-To settle the difference and reconcile: ٌٍٓ حٿوالٳخص.
James and Tina made up after ten years of separation.
ٌحځ٫َ٘س أ٫ خٿيڄخٜي أڅ حٓظَٰٵ حنٴ٬ٌٍّٓ ؿْڄِ ً طْنخ هالٳخطيڄخ ر
2-To compensate for: ٌٝ٫
A two week tour of Europe was organised for late-June/July in order to make up for the
shows cancelled at the end of last year.
ِٟخځ حٿڄخ٬ حٿڄڀٰخس ٳِ نيخّش حٿًَٝ٬ حٿٌّٞ٬ْن ٿظ٫ٌْڂ ٍكڀش ألًًٍرخ ٿڄيس أٓز٨طڂ طن

3-To decide: ِڃو٫ ڄڂٛ.
I told Jennifer to make up her own mind because I cannot buy her all three dresses.
ًخ٬ڀَ َٗحء حٿؼالع ڃ٫ ِيځ ٷيٍط٬ حٿٴٔخطْن ً ًٿٺ ٿِٚڃيخ ٳْڄخ ّو٫ ڄڂٜٿٸي أهزَْص ؿْنْٴَ رؤڅ طٸٍَ ًط
4-Made of, comprised: َٗټّپ
The merchants make up half of the country.
يى ٓټخڅ حٿيًٿش٫ ٲّٜ٘ټپ حٿظـخٍ ن
5-To invent (sometimes used in a negative situation): )ًٌٍح٫( حهظڀٶ
The tutor did not forgive Tim for making up the excuse.
ٌٍ٬ڀڂ ٿظْڂ الهظالٷو حٿ٬ٿڂ ّٰٴَ حٿڄ

Next is the phrasal verb carry on, which appears 2029 times in the BNC and is
included in the entry of carry in our proposed model:

Carry:
Phrasal verb: Carry on. 1-To continue doing something: َّحٓظڄ
I'll eat until I feel sick and even then carry on eating.
ٺ ًٌٓٱ أٓظڄَ ٳِ حألٻپ٫ٌَ رظ٬ٌٗٓٱ آٻپ كظَ أ

2-To manage: )ًڄال٫( ٍأىح
He seems to have been trained, along with his three brothers, to carry on the family
business.
خثڀش٬ڄخٽ حٿ٫ أٗٸخءه حٿؼالع إلىحٍس أ٪ّزيً أنو ٷي طيٍّد ڃ
3-To be in an affair: الٷش ٯَحڃْش٫ َڀ٫
My God… you're still carrying on with her.
يخ٬الٷش ٯَحڃْش ڃ٫ َڀ٫ انٺ ال طِحٽ...ِّخ اٿي

The fourth phrasal verb is give up, which has the lowest frequency of the four phrasal
verbs. Like the above cases, give up is covered in the entry of give. All the examples
provided are authentic except for the one for the meaning „to surrender‟ and „to devote‟
because of space-consuming examples found in the BNC:
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Give:
Phrasal verb: Give up. 1-To surrender: حٓظٔڀڂ.
The military gave up after the air raid.
ي حٿٰخٍحص حٿـٌّش٬حٓظٔڀڂ حٿـْٖ ر
2-To abandon hope: حٿَؿخء/ حألڃپ٪٤ٷ.
Don't try to give up at a time when you are already stressed.
خص٣ٌٰ٠ ٿڀَّٝ٬نيڃخ طظ٫  حألڃپ٪٤ال طٸ

3-To stop doing some activity or bad habit: ن٫ ٪أٷڀ
You may be able give up gradually, or decide one day to remove everything connected
with smoking from your house --; and give up from that day on.
ڀٶ رخٿظيهْن ڃن ڃنِٿٺ حرظيح ًء ڃن حٿٌْځ٬ طيٍّـْخً أً اُحٿش ٻپ ڃخ ّظ٩ٷي ّڄټنٺ حإلٷال

4-To devote to something: طٴَ٭ ٿـ
I give up valuable time to read the study
ٿٸي طٴَّٯض ٿٸَحءس حٿزلغ

8.2.1.3 Compounds
The compiled corpus shows that the following compounds are the most frequent
compounds that appear in the BNC (the figures in brackets refer to their frequencies):


Background (6060)



Landlord (2763)



Undertake (1735)



Broadcast (1483)

The first compound included here is background, as it has the highest frequency of the
compiled compounds in the BNC. According to Gouws (1988: 91) and Rāndik (996:
452), compounds should be documented in the main lemma because of their complexity;
therefore, they will be included in this proposed model. In addition, two translation
equivalents will be provided along with examples. The first sense of background is
supported by an invented example instead of the long examples provided in the BNC,
while the second and third senses are supported by authentic examples:
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Background:
1-The area in the rear: هڀٴْش
Susan’s portrait is with a blue background.
ٌٍس ٌُٓحڅ ًحص هڀٴْش ٍُٷخءٛ اڅ
2-Social and / or historical causes of a certain event: ْش أً ْٓخْٓش٫ؿًٌٍ اؿظڄخ
With a background of socialism, these PTAs were not averse to spending public money
on promoting public transport.
خځ ٻٌنيڂ ًً ؿًٌٍ حٗظَحٻْش٬ِِّ حٿنٸپ حٿ٬خځ ٿظ٬ي انٴخٵ حٿڄخٽ حٿٟ خځ ىئالء٬ڄش حٿنّٸپ حٿ٨خء ڃن٠٫ٿڂ ّټن ح
3-A previous experience or education of a person:  أً ػٸخٳظوٚرْجش حٿ٘و
There is a heavy reliance on family background characteristics as indicators of
treatment need.
الؽ٬ظزخٍىخ ڃئَٗحً إلكظْخؿخص حٿ٫خثڀش رخ٬ رْجش حٿٚخثٜڀَ ه٫ َْظڄخى ٻز٫ىنخٿٺ ح

The second compound is landlord, which has the second highest frequency of the four
compounds. Like background, landlord is documented in a main lemma headword
because of the nature of the compound, and should be as follows:

Landlord:
1-A person who leases his / her property to another person: ٍٸخ٬خكذ حٿٛ.
My landlord chucked me out.
ٍٸخ٬خكذ حٿٛ َِىن٣ ٿٸي
The third compound is undertake, and it is included in its lemma headword with the
following:

Undertake:
1-To accept the responsibility of something and work on it: ٷخځ رـ.
Why did these three young men undertake this task?
ٿڄخًح طٌٿَ ىئالء حٿ٘زخڅ حٿؼالػش ىٌه حٿڄيڄش؟
2-To promise to do something: يي٬ط
He had decided to undertake an epic enterprise.
وڄشٟ ٪ٍّيي ربٷخڃش ڃ٘خ٬ٿٸي ط

The last compound is broadcast, and it has the lowest frequency of the four compounds
in the BNC. The entry of broadcast is the following:
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Broadcast:
1-To transmit on the television or radio: ٩أًح
Every radio and television station submits lists of music which they broadcast to the
PRS.
ّش ٿڀزِ آٍ أ٫ش ًحٿظڀٴٌِّڅ ٷٌحثڂ حٿڄٌْٓٸَ حٿڄٌح٫خص حإلًح٤طَٓپ ٻپ ڃل
2-To spread news or announcements widely: الڅ٫ح/َنَ٘ هز
She could get them to broadcast an announcement for her.
الڅ ٿيخ٫ٷي ّڄټنيڂ نَ٘ ا

8.2.1.4 Collocations
In the case of collocations, the four highest collocations from the compiled corpus in
the BNC are the following (the figures in brackets refer to their frequencies):


Have a look (1920)



Take advantage (1126)



Foreseeable future (294)



Rapid growth (243)

As shown, the most frequent collocation from the compiled corpus is have a look.
Svensén (2009: 176) argues that collocations should be documented under the entry of
the collocator in the L2→L1 dictionaries because they are the most problematic. In this
case, have a look should be included in the entry of look in a section dedicated to that
collocation:

Look:
Collocation: Have a look. To look with attention: َس٨أٿٸِ ن.
We’ll just have a look at what we’ve got.
ڀَ ڃخ ٿيّنخ٫ َس٨ڀْنخ أڅ نڀٸِ ن٫
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The second most frequent collocation is take advantage, and in our model, it is
documented in the entry of advantage:

Advantage:
Collocation: Take advantage. 1-Take advantage of an opportunity: شَٛحنظيِ حٿٴ
Dental treatment is free during your pregnancy and until your baby is one year old, so
take advantage of this!
شَٛ ٳخنظيُِ حٿٴ، خڃو حألًٽ٫ ِٴڀٺ٣ الؽ حألٓنخڅ ڃـخنِ هالٽ ٳظَس كڄڀٺِ ًكظَ رڀٌ٭٫ اڅ
2-Take advantage of someone: حٓظٰپ
People he looked on as friends took advantage of him.
يٷخثوٛيّىڂ أ٬ّ ٿٸي حٓظٰڀّو ڃن ٻخڅ

Next is the collocation foreseeable future, which has a frequency of 294 in the BNC. It
is the third collocation in this model and documented in the entry of future:

Future:
Collocation: Foreseeable future. ِAs far as one can see: ٳِ حٿڄٔظٸزپ حٿٸَّذ.
The US’s foreign trade deficit was likely to continue for the foreseeable future, he said
ـِ حٿظـخٍس حٿوخٍؿْش ٿڀٌالّخص حٿڄظليس حألڃَّټْش كظَّ ٳِ حٿڄٔظٸزپ حٿٸَّذ٫ ًًٍٻَ رؤنو ڃن حٿڄَؿق حٓظڄَح

The last collocation is rapid growth, which has a frequency of 243 times in the BNC.
It is covered in the entry of growth in this model:

Growth:
Collocation: Rapid growth. A quick rise: خؿپ٫/٪َّٓ ٌنڄ.
An outstanding feature of the UK economy in recent years has been the rapid growth in
employment in the service industries.
 حٿويڃخص٩خ٤ْٲ ٳِ ٷ٧ٌ ٳِ حٿظ٪َّٔخى حٿڄڄڀټش حٿڄظليس هالٽ حٿٔنٌحص حألهَْس ىِ حٿنڄٌ حٿٜٿٸي ٻخنض حٿٔڄش حٿزخٍُس ٳِ حٷظ

8.2.2 Arabic Multi-word Items
8.2.2.1 Idioms
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The documentation of the Arabic idioms should be the same as the documentation of
their English counterparts, and idioms should be documented under the first noun. If not,
then they should be documented under the first verb; if not there, then under the first
adjective, if not there, then under the first adverb. The four most frequent Arabic idioms
in the compiled corpus are as follows (the figures in brackets refer to their frequencies):


پ٧ ِ( ٳ17575)



 ٳظْپ٩ِ( ن372)



( ٻزق ؿڄخف333)



ڀَ حٿڄلٺ٫ (322)

The first idiom in this proposed model is پ٧ ِ ٳsince it is the highest idiom in
frequency in the compiled corpus. Its documentation should be placed under the entry of
پ٧:

:ًظ

Under the protection of/auspices of/patronage of :خّش أً كڄخّش٫ٍ  طلض.پ٧ ِ ٳ:رعجير إصطالدي

.ٍخ٤٬پ ٷْخىس ػٸخٳْش طڄؼڀيخ حٿيٻظٌٍس نـخف حٿ٧ ِٳ

Under the esteemed patronage of Dr. Najah Al-Attar

The second idiom is  ٳظْپ٩ِن, which appears 372 times in the BYUAC. Although the
first component of this idiom is the verb ٩ِن, the placement of the idiom should be under
the entry of  ٳظْپsince this noun is part of the idiom:
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:ًفزي

To defuse :َ٤ أُحٽ حٿو. ٳظْپ٩ِ ن:رعجير إصطالدي

 ٳظْپ حٿظٌطَ ًّنيِ حإلكَحؽ حٿٌُ طٌحؿيو حٿلټٌڃش٩ِ ٳِ ٗؤڅ حالٓظـٌحد رن٢ًٓ ڀَ كپ٫ َ حٿلټٌڃش اٿَ حالطٴخٵ٬ٔط
.ْخص حٿْٔخْٓش٫ڃن حٿظيح
The government seeks to reach a compromise regarding the interrogation by defusing the
situation and ending the embarrassment caused by the political repercussions

The next idiom  ٻزق ؿڄخفhas a frequency of 333 in the BYUAC and is covered in the
entry of  ٻزقin this model:

:وجخ

To curb/repress someone : طلټڂ ٳْو، ڀْو٫ َ٤ْٓ . ٻزق ؿڄخف:رعجير إصطالدي
.ذ ٳْيخ هالٽ حٿ٘يٌٍ حٿڄٸزڀش٠َٰرْش أڅ طټزق ؿڄخف حٿ٫ ڄشٛخ٫ ڀِ أّش٫ ذ٬ٌٜٓٱ ّټٌڅ ڃن حٿ
It will be difficult for any Arab capital to repress people’s anger in the coming months.

The fourth idiom in this model is ڀَ حٿڄلٺ٫. It is the fourth most frequent Arabic idiom
in the compiled corpus. The documentation of this idiom should be placed in the entry of
حٿڄلٺ:

:مذه

At stake :ٍ ٳِ حإلهظزخ.ڀَ حٿڄلٺ٫ :رعجير إصطالدي
.ڀَ حٿڄلٺ٫ ڀَ حٿٌٳخء رخٿظِحڃخطيخ ًڃٔئًٿْخطيخ٫ ض ٷيٍحص حألڃڂ حٿڄظليس٬ًُٟ 1990 خځ٫ ِٳ
In 1990, the ability of the United Nations to hold on to its commitments and
responsibilities were at stake.

8.2.2.2 Prepositional Verbs
In this proposed model, the documentation of the prepositional verbs will be like the
documentation of the phrasal verbs, in which the multi-word item is documented in the
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entry of the verb. The four most frequent prepositional verbs in the compiled corpus are
the following (the figures in brackets refer to their frequencies):


َڀ٫ ( ٍٱ2783)



ِڄپ ٳ٫ (1867)



( طخف ٿـ721)



َخٍ اٿٛ (650)

The first prepositional verb is َڀ٫ ٍٱ, which has the highest frequency in the
compiled corpus. In terms of its lexicographic documentation, َڀ٫  ٍٱis placed under the
entry of ٍٱ:

:رف

Have sympathy for :ڀْو٫ ٲ٤٫ .َڀ٫ ّ ٍٱ:فعً مزعد ثذرف جر
.ڀْو٫ ٍّٱ
He had sympathy for him.

The second prepositional verb is ِڄپ ٳ٫, which has a frequency of 1867 in the BNC,
and is documented in the entry of ڄپ٫:

:ًعم

To affect something : أػَّ ٳْو.ِڄپ ٳ٫ :فعً مزعد ثذرف جر
. ًڄپ ٳْو طٌّ٘يخ٬ رپ انيخ ط، انيخ ڃخىس ىالڃْش رال ٗټپ ً ال ٿٌڅ
It is a gel with no colour or shape, and it causes disfigurement.

Next, the prepositional verb طخف ٿـ, which is the third prepositional verb in this model
and its documentation is in the entry of the verb طخف:
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:ربح

To be granted/given : ٓڄق ٿو،  ٷيٍّ ٿو. طخف ٿـ:فعً مزعد ثذرف جر

.َٜش ٿويڃش ڃَٛيىڂ أڅ طظخف ٿيڂ حٿٴ٬ًّٔ  َّّ٘ٳيڂ%100  اٿَ أڅ٩ال٤أٗخٍص نظخثؾ حالٓظ

Results of the poll indicated that 100% are honoured to be given an opportunity to serve
Egypt.
The fourth and last prepositional verb is َخٍ اٿٛ and it appears 650 times in the
BUYAC. Like the above prepositional verbs, َخٍ اٿٛ is documented in the entry of ٍخٛ in
this model along with an invented example since the examples in the BNC are long and
difficult to understand:

:صبر

To end/wind up in : انظيَ اٿَ حٿٰخّش.َخٍ اٿٛ :فعً مزعد ثذرف جر
.َرخص٠يّي ڃن حٿ٬ي طڀٸِ حٿ٬ ر٪ٌٟخٍ حٿڄالٻڂ اٿَ ىٌح حٿٛ

The boxer ended up in this shape after receiving several blows.

8.2.2.3 Iḍāfas
Similar to the documentation of compounds, iḍāfas should be documented in their
own main lemmas because of their complexity. The four most frequent iḍāfas in the
compiled corpus are as follows (the figures in brackets refer to their frequencies):


َ٨( ًؿيخص حٿن2641)



ْٖ٬( ٿٸڄش حٿ435)



نيًٵ حٿينْخٛ (389)



ش٬َّ٘زْٶ حٿ٤( ط369)

The first iḍāfas is َ٨ ًؿيخص حٿنand it is the most frequent in the compiled corpus. Its
frequency in the BNC is 2641. As pointed out above, iḍāfas should be lexicographically
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documented in the main lemmas; thus, the entry of َ٨( ًؿيخص حٿنdocumented in the
singular form) is:
Point of view :ُ ٍأ:)َجٍخ اٌىظر (جمعٍب َجٍبد اٌىظر

.َ حألڃَّټْش ًحألنيًنْْٔش ريص ڃظٴخًطش ٿڀٰخّش كٌٽ ىٌه حٿڄٔؤٿش٨أٻي حٿڄٔجٌٽ أڅ ًؿيخص حٿن

The official stressed that the American and Indonesian views differed regarding this issue.

The second iḍāfa is ْٖ٬ٿٸڄش حٿ, which appears 435 times in the BNC. As in the previous
case, ْٖ٬ ٿٸڄش حٿis placed in its lemma headword in our proposed model:
Livelihood : حٿَُٵ أً ٷٌص ٌّځ:ٌممخ اٌعيش

.ش حٿڄْخه٤ْٖ ًنٸ٬ّظلٌٽ حٿزَ٘ اٿَ كٌْحنخص ٻخَٓس طظٸخطپ ٳِ ٯخرش ڃن أؿپ ٿٸڄش حٿ

Humans turn into wild animals fighting for their livelihood.

The iḍāfa نيًٵ حٿينْخٛ is the third most frequent iḍāfa in the compiled corpus, and it is
placed in its main lemma in the proposed model:
Kaleidoscope : حٿٴن٩ ڃن أنٌح٩ٌ ن:صىدَق اٌدويب

.لخءٛڀْيخ حال٫  رخٿيځ ّٸيځ٩َنيًٵ حٿينْخ اٿَ حٿلذ ًحٿظآهِ ًحٿظزٛ َ٫َّ ٿنخ أڃپ ٻزَْ حڅ

We have great hope that kaleidoscope could bring harmony and brotherhood to the
people which could inspire the healthy ones to donate blood.

The fourth iḍāfa is ش٬َّ٘زْٶ حٿ٤ طand it is the fourth most frequent iḍāfa in the compiled
corpus and is placed in its main lemma as follows:
The application of Sharia :زخىه ڃن حٿيّن٬و حهلل ٿ٫َٗ زْٶ ڃخ٤ ط:رطجيك اٌشريعخ

.ٌٍس حٿظِ أنِٿيخ حهلل ٓظئىُ حٿَ طلٸْٶ ٻپ طڀٺ حٿڄزخىةٜش رخٿ٬َّ٘زْٶ حٿ٤ڀڄخء حالٓالځ ّٸٌٿٌڅ اڅ ط٫ أڅ

Muslim scholars state that the true application of Sharia as regarded by God will achieve
and serve its purposes.
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8.2.2.4 Collocations
Unlike their English counterparts, Arabic collocations should not be placed in the
entry of the collocator. Svensén states that L1→L2 dictionaries should place a collocation
in the entry of the base because „it is about the base that one wants to say something‟
(2009: 177). Consequently, all the collocations in this model will be documented in the
entry of the base. The four most frequent Arabic collocations in the compiled corpus are
the following:


خٍٍ ؿييٜ( ٷ318)



ٌحٷذ ًهْڄش٫ (249)



ؼَس٫ َ( كـ222)



( اٍحٷش ىڃخء220)

The first collocation in this model is خٍٍ ؿييٜٷ, which is the most frequent collocation
in the compiled corpus. As Svensén stressed, L1 collocations should be placed in the
entry of the base, which is ٍٍخٜ ٷin this particular case:

:ِلصبر

Go to a great length :خٷظو٣  ٻپ.خٍٍ ؿييٜ ٷ:مزالزَ ٌفظي

.َْس٤خٍٍ ؿييُ الػزخص رَحءس ڃٌٻڀِ ڃن ىٌه حٿظيڄش حٿوٌٜٓٱ حرٌٽ ٷ

I will go to great lengths to prove that my client is not guilty of this outlandish
allegation.

The second collocation is ٌحٷذ ًهْڄش٫. It appears 249 times in the BYUAC. The
placement of ٌحٷذ ًهْڄش٫ should be in the entry of the base (the base in the singular form):
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عبلجخ

Bad results : نظخثؾ ْٓجش.)ٌحٷذ ًهْڄش٫ يخ٬خٷزش ًهْڄش (ؿڄ٫ :مزالزَ ٌفظي

خى حٿٸٌڃِ ٻټپٜڀَ حإلٷظ٫ ٌحٷذ ًهْڄش٫ َ ٳِ كي ًحطو ّڄټن أڅ ّئىُ اٿْٞاڅ حٿظوٴ

Devaluation could lead to serious consequences on the national economy as a whole.

Next, the collocation ؼَس٫ َكـ, which has a frequency of 222 in the BYUAC and is
covered in the entry of َ كـin this proposed model:

:دجر

An obstacle :خثٶ٫ ًٸزش أ٫ .ؼَس٫ َ كـ:مزالزَ ٌفظي

.٢ًٓخص ٳِ حٿَ٘ٵ حألًٟؼَس حڃخځ حٿڄٴخ٫ َٸش ًٓزپ حىحٍطوح كـ٤ًطڄؼّپ ڃ٘ټڀش حٿڄٌحٍى حٿڄخثْش حٿ٘لْلش ٳِ حٿڄن

The problem of scarce water resources is considered an obstacle to negotiations in the
Middle East.

The last collocation in this model is  اٍحٷش ىڃخءand it is the fourth most frequent
collocation in the compiled corpus. As in the previous three cases,  اٍحٷش ىڃخءis placed in
the entry of  اٍحٷشwith an invented example provided as well since the examples from the
corpus are out of context and do not clearly indicate the specific context of this
collocation:

:إرالخ

Bloodshed :خٍٹ ًٻؼَس حٿٸظپ٬خٽ حٿلًَد ًحٿڄ٬ٗ ا. اٍحٷش ىڃخء:مزالزَ ٌفظي
ْٓئىُ ىٌح حٿوالٱ اٿَ اٍحٷش حٿيڃخء
This conflict will lead to bloodshed.

As shown in this chapter, the proposed model is applied on both English and Arabic
multi-word items. The model covered the parts that assist the translator in rendering
multi-word items into the target language, which are entry, definition, equivalent and
example. This model helps the translator by assisting him/her in finding multi-word items
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in clear entries, based on the policies of item placement of Atkins and Rundell (2008) and
Svensén (2009). These policies tell the translator that English and Arabic idioms are
placed under the entry of the first noun, if not, then under the first verb, adjective, or
adverb. Phrasal and prepositional verbs are placed in the entry of the verb, compounds
and iḍāfas are included in main entries because of their complexity. As for English and
Arabic collocations, the former are placed in the entry of the collocator, while the latter
are placed under the entry of the base.
The application of these policies solves the first problem which translators face when
looking up multi-word items in the dictionary. Also, the model assists the translator by
providing definitions that explain the meaning of the item. English definitions were
provided for English items and Arabic definitions were provided for Arabic items based
on the direction of the dictionary. The inclusion of definitions in this model allows the
translator to understand the intended meaning of the item and eliminate any confusion
that might arise from the figurative meaning of the multi-word items. In addition, the
inclusion of translation equivalents in particular in this model provides ready-made
equivalents of these items in the target language in order to achieve correct translation in
the translation text. Although explanatory equivalents explain the metaphorical meaning
of the item, they cannot be used in the translation text because they are not ready-made
equivalents. Moreover, the explanation of the metaphorical meaning has been achieved
by definitions; therefore, definitions and translation equivalents achieve the task in this
model. This model assists the translator by providing contextual examples of multiword
items along with the translation of these examples. The inclusion of examples shows the
translator how the item behaves in context and distinguish the different meanings of the
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item in case of a documentation of a polysemous multi-word item. Thus, the inclusion of
these entry components in this proposed model allows the translator to look up the multiword item in a dictionary and understand and translate the metaphorical meaning easily.
In conclusion, this chapter presents a proposed lexicographic model, which shows
how both English and Arabic multi-word items should be documented and treated
lexicographically. The model proposed suggests that idioms should be included in the
entry of the first noun, while phrasal/prepositional verbs should be placed in the entry of
the verb. Compounds and iḍāfas should be documented in their main lemma headwords.
In the case of collocations, English collocations should be placed under the entry of the
collocator and their Arabic counterparts need to be included in the entry of the base. In
addition, the model proposes the inclusion of both authentic and invented examples in
order to provide corpus material in the model and provide both made-up and simple
examples for best understanding.
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CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSION

This chapter aims to report the findings of the thesis and answers the research
questions stated in Chapter 1. Also, this chapter presents the specific contribution of this
research to the fields of translation studies and lexicography and offers some
recommendations for future research.

9.1 Findings of the Study
Chapter 2 focused on the English and Arabic multi-word items: idioms,
phrasal/prepositional verbs, compounds/iḍāfas and collocations and provided a detailed
overview of the syntactic form and semantic content of each type and included a
contrastive analysis of these items in their respective languages. It was indicated in the
overview that multi-word items have significant characteristics that distinguish them
from single words such as the figurative meaning and fixed structure. The figurative
meaning is what makes multi-word items difficult to understand because the literal
meaning does not reveal the intended meaning of the item. For instance, kick the bucket,
which figuratively means „to die‟, cannot be literally understood because it cannot be
interpreted by its individual parts. However, there are some cases in which the literal
meaning may be understood, as in the case of beating a dead horse, which may happen in
some cases, but the figurative meaning of „wasting time discussing a matter‟ has no
relation to the literal meaning. Regarding the fixed syntax, the overview indicated that
some multi-word items may allow syntactic changes without affecting the metaphorical
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meaning, such as pull one’s leg and bury the hatchet. The two idioms allow passivisation
and still keep the figurative meaning intact, but there are cases in which the syntax of
multi-word items is frozen and does not allow passivisation because it affects the
intended meaning, such as shoot the bull and sit on pins and needles.
In the case of contrastive analysis, the results show that multi-word items cause
problems in their translation. For example, some idioms do not have ready-made
equivalents because of their cultural input as in the case of down the hatch (used when
drinking alcohol and meaning „cheers‟). This idiom will puzzle the translator when s/he
tries to translate into Arabic, because it does not exist in the target language. However,
there are occasions in which an idiom is shared in English and Arabic, like play with fire,
which is translated as ٍذ رخٿنخ٬ّڀ. In this case, the idiom is not only shared in the two
languages, but also in the form and content. However, some idioms may share the content
but differ in form, as in the apple of my eyes, which can be translated as ِْن٫ ٷَس. In the
case of compounds and iḍāfas, there are items that are difficult to translate to
Arabic/English, like the compound couch potato „a lazy person who watches television
excessively‟ or the iḍāfa َ٬ٌْ٘څ حٿ٫, which means „choicest works of poetry‟. Similarly,
some English and Arabic collocations are not easy to translate unless the translator is
aware of their metaphorical meanings, like mother tongue and كٸن ىڃخء, which mean ٿٰش
حٿڄٌٿي

and

„prevent

bloodshed‟

respectively.

The

same

can

be

said

about

phrasal/prepositional verbs in cases like notch up and ٌف رـ٣, as they mean ًخ٣ أكَُ نٸخand
„toss/endanger‟ respectively. These examples reveal that English and Arabic multi-word
items are not easy to understand and translate unless the translator is aware of their
figurative senses in order to render correct and accurate equivalents. However, if the
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translator chooses to translate the multi-word items word for word then s/he will end up
with flawed translations, which will affect the quality of the text.
In Chapter 3, a detailed survey of translation and lexicography literature was presented
in order to point out the theoretical and practical aspects of these two fields. The literature
covered indicated the importance of dictionaries to translators and that they are referred
to as the tools of the translators (Varantola, 1998: 179) and that both are involved in
communication in language (Hartmann, 1989: 14)). Also, dictionaries are produced to
satisfy the needs of the users and because of that, lexicographers should keep the users in
mind when compiling dictionaries (Tarp, 2004: 27).
Regarding dictionary use, four problems concern translation students: knowing what
to look for in a dictionary, knowing where to look for lexical information, knowing how
to interpret the lexical information and knowing when and how to consult dictionaries
during the translation process (Roberts, 1992: 53). These problems can be solved by
teaching dictionary use in academic translation programmes to show students the
different types of multi-word items, the different types of dictionaries (monolingual vs.
bilingual/general-purpose vs. specialised), the entries in these dictionaries and the skills
required for dictionary consultation (Roberts, 1992: 75).
In the case of multi-word item documentation, several studies (Hoogland, 1993,
Bahumaid, 2006, Abu-Ssaydeh, 2005) covered in Chapter 3 revealed that translation
dictionaries lag behind monolingual dictionaries and cover multi-word items such as
collocations and idioms poorly. However, the compiled corpus of these studies was
small, so it does not show that all translation dictionaries are not suitable for translation.
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The results in Chapter 5 show that phraseological competence and performance differ
among translation students in the translation and lexicography classes. The results show
that less figurative English multi-word items were identified and translated accurately by
most of the translation students in these classes, such as look at, focus on, blame for and
junk food. On the other hand, multi-word items with metaphorical meanings such as
passive smoking, cosy-sounding and honest look scored the lowest percentages of correct
translations because of their figurative meanings, which show that highly figurative
multi-word items were not easily identified by the translation students. Moreover, the
findings in Chapter 5 reveal that the percentages of correct translations are higher in the
advanced classes of translation because each class level is exposed to a certain level of
translation skills and multi-word item competence, and the higher the level of the class,
the higher the percentages of correct translations. Similarly, the amount of dictionary use
is higher in advanced classes of translation and lexicography, which indicates the
awareness of the importance of translation dictionaries in these classes even though the
students were in higher level classes.
Moreover, the results in Chapter 5 show that a majority of the translation students in
the Arabic-English classes did not have problems in translating sixteen out of thirty-eight
multi-word items; however, some Arabic multi-word items, such as ُحى طٌطَه, ظخد٬طالَٗ حٿ
and َ طَٹ حألػwere difficult to translate because of their highly idiomatic meanings.
Furthermore, the findings in Chapter 5 reveal that translation students in the ArabicEnglish classes consult dictionaries less than the students in the English-Arabic
translation classes because they deal with texts of their own native language, which is
reflected in the higher percentage of correct translations in the Arabic-English than in the
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English-Arabic classes. Regarding the connection between class levels and correct
translations, the findings show that the higher the level of the class, the higher the
percentages of correct translations, which is similar in the English-Arabic classes, as
advanced students have better competence and performance in multi-word items.
As for the documentation of the English and Arabic multi-word items, the findings in
Chapter 6 show that the documentations vary among the three English-Arabic translation
dictionaries. The findings show that the most covered type of English multi-word item is
compounds with al-Mughni as the most inclusive dictionary (86%) and al-Mounged as
the least inclusive (79%). In addition, the results show that English collocations are the
least covered among the other multi-word items with al-Mughni as the most inclusive
(32%) and al-Mawrid as the least inclusive dictionary (19%). In the case of phrasal verbs
and English idioms, the percentage of coverage in the three dictionaries ranged from 68%
(al-Mawrid) to 78% (al-Mughni) for phrasal verbs and from 50% (al-Mawrid) to 79%
(al-Mughni) for idioms. As far as Arabic-English dictionaries are concerned, Arabic
idioms and prepositional verbs are the most covered types among the other Arabic multiword items, as the documentations ranged from 39% (Elias) to 55% (Hans Wehr) for
idioms and 53% (Elias) to 72% (both al-Mawrid and Hans Wehr) for prepositional verbs.
In addition, the findings show that collocations and iḍāfas are not covered as much as
idioms and prepositional verbs, as the coverage ranged from 29% (Elias) to 40% (Hans
Wehr) for iḍāfas and from 30% (Hans Wehr) to 37% (Elias) for collocations.
Consequently, prepositional verbs have the highest documentation and collocations have
the lowest documentations in Arabic-English dictionaries.
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In the case of lexicographical treatment, the findings in Chapter 6 reveals that all
English-Arabic and Arabic-English dictionaries document multi-word items in subentries
more than in main entries, except for compounds, as most of them were treated in main
entries. Also, the equivalents provided for the English and Arabic multi-word items were
mostly translation equivalents, as there were few cases of explanatory equivalents in the
aforementioned dictionaries. In addition, definitions were used in Arabic-English more
than in English-Arabic dictionaries; however, synonyms were provided only in EnglishArabic dictionaries. Moreover, examples were provided in both English-Arabic and
Arabic-English dictionaries, but mostly in the former. Other results showed the results of
back-translation, or the lexicographical inclusion of multi-word items in the other
direction. The findings in Chapter 6 showed that four types of English and Arabic multiword items were provided as back-translations in dictionaries of the other direction as
equivalents of single words, which indicates that dictionary makers are aware of the
importance and use of multi-word items in language.
Furthermore, the results and findings in Chapter 7 revealed that the provided
equivalents, examples and meaning discrimination were not very satisfactory. Although
the English-Arabic and Arabic-English translating dictionaries documented multi-word
items, some of their treatments were not user-friendly. The findings in Chapter 7 show
that English-Arabic dictionaries contained more examples than Arabic-English
dictionaries; however, the former provided more incomplete contextual examples than
the latter. In addition, the findings indicate that various equivalents provided in EnglishArabic dictionaries were not accurate and did not maintain the intended meaning of the
English multi-word items. Similarly, some of the polysemous multi-word items were
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supported by equivalents; however, their different meanings were not distinguished. In
the case of Arabic-English dictionaries, the only polysemous multi-word items with no
meaning discriminations were prepositional verbs. Based on these findings and results,
the Arabic multi-word items were treated better than the English multi-word items in
their respective dictionaries even though the latter document more than the former; the
main problems for the treatments of the English multi-word items were inaccurate
equivalents, incomplete examples and a lack of meaning discriminations for several
multi-word items. As a result, a proposed model for English-Arabic and Arabic-English
dictionaries was provided in Chapter 8, in order to rectify the aforementioned errors of
the existing translation dictionaries, taking into account the placement of the multi-word
item in the entry, its equivalent, inclusion of definition and examples and meaning
discrimination for the polysemous items.

9.2 Contribution to the Fields of Translation Studies and Lexicography
This thesis contributes in theory and practice to the fields of translation studies and
lexicography. Theoretically, this thesis indicates a contrastive analysis of English and
Arabic multi-word items by defining them and pointing out their syntactic forms and
semantic contents. It also shows the similarities and difference of the form and content of
multi-word items and their counterparts in the other language, as well as indicating the
problems that might arise in their translation to the target language. In addition, it reviews
the previous literature of dictionary consultation for the translation of multi-word items
and evaluates the approach of similar studies to this research.
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The thesis provides a practical approach to the translator-dictionary relationship by
testing dictionary use in translation and lexicography classes at a university level. The
evaluation of this relationship is provided through translation tests that include English
and Arabic multi-word items in their respective texts. These tests assess the identification
of the multi-word items in the texts and indicate the level of dictionary consultation in
different classes of translation and lexicography. Moreover, the thesis presents a
compiled corpus of 800 multi-word items, based on their metaphorical meanings and
their frequency in on-line corpora, which is bigger than the corpus of previous studies.
Also, the thesis provides a statistical breakdown of the documentation of the 800 multiword items in six translation dictionaries and provides a detailed assessment of the
lexicographical treatment of these multi-word items based on entry, equivalents,
examples and meaning discrimination. Furthermore, the thesis proposes a new
lexicographical model that provides user-friendly documentation and treatment for the
English and Arabic multi-word items, and applies it to the four most frequent multi-word
items in each type.

9.3 Recommendation for Future Research
The study shows some interesting findings regarding the two fields of linguistics:
translation studies and lexicography. There is an opportunity to present suggestions for
future research in order to develop this interdisciplinary study.
First, the current research focused only on the four best known types of multi-word
items such as idioms, compounds, phrasal verbs and collocations, and their
documentation and treatment in translation dictionaries. Future research can investigate
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other less common types of multi-word items like proverbs, formulaic sequences,
euphemisms and hyperbole, and provide contrastive analysis in both English and Arabic.
Second, future research can consider a comparative analysis for the translation tests in
which the research compares the results of the translations of undergraduate with
postgraduate students at Kuwait University. This point was considered at the early stage
of this thesis in order to provide translation tests for translation students at both the
undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Both levels provide translation and lexicography
classes and may indicate the connection between class levels of translation with multiword identification; however due to time constraints and the limited number of MA in
Translation students in comparison to the large number of the undergraduate students,
this recommendation could not be carried through for the current research. In addition,
future research could analyse the translation performance of students of other universities
and compare the results.
Third, the current research covers one on-line corpus in English and one in Arabic,
BNC and BYUAC, respectively. It would be interesting to test the frequency of the multiword items in more than one on-line corpus in both languages and compare the results.
For example, the frequency of the idiom wet behind the ear could be tested in both BNC
and Cobuild of English for comparison.
Fourth, the current study focused on a micro structure of the entry, which were
definitions, equivalents and examples, but future research could expand the analysis by
covering both macro and micro structure of the dictionary as well by analysing the
overall word list, the preface, dictionary grammar, illustrations and symbols.
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Fifth, the current study analysed three Arabic-English dictionaries and compared their
documentations and treatments of 400 Arabic multi-word items. Future research could
consider expanding the analysis by checking the documentation and treatment of the
aforementioned 400 multi-word items in other languages which might add more to the
logic behind the policy of multi-word documentation in bilingual dictionaries.
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APPENDIX II: English Multi-word Items Test Results
Princ. of Trans.

Translation 1

Translation 2

Lexicography

correct

incorrect

correct

nncorrect

correct

incorrect

correct

incorrect

Drip, drip, drip
of Arguments

8%

92%

100%

0%

50%

50%

0%

100%

Television
Viewing

69%

31%

0%

100%

100%

0%

100%

0%

Television
Violence

23%

77%

0%

100%

75%

25%

50%

50%

Look at

85%

15%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

Focus on

92%

8%

100%

0%

75%

25%

75%

25%

Relay by

38%

62%

100%

0%

75%

25%

25%

75%

Conscious
Decision

92%

8%

100%

0%

50%

50%

100%

0%

Lifestyle

85%

15%

0%

100%

75%

25%

75%

25%

Arise from

54%

46%

0%

100%

50%

50%

25%

75%

Understatement

46%

54%

100%

0%

75%

25%

50%

50%

Key Studies

54%

46%

100%

0%

0%

100%

75%

25%

Overdose

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

Accepted
Concept

92%

8%

100%

0%

50%

50%

100%

0%

Cosy-sounding

0%

100%

0%

100%

25%

75%

0%

100%

Overstatement

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

50%

50%

Slob out

42%

58%

75%

25%

75%

25%

0%

100%

Buy time

92%

8%

75%

25%

75%

25%

0%

100%

Straightforward

67%

33%

25%

75%

50%

50%

100%

0%

Additive agents

67%

33%

75%

25%

50%

50%

33%

67%

MWI
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Hidden fats

83%

17%

100%

0%

75%

25%

67%

33%

Blame for

100%

0%

100%

0%

75%

25%

100%

0%

Honest look

0%

100%

0%

100%

75%

25%

0%

100%

Tends to

83%

17%

50%

50%

75%

25%

100%

0%

Base on

92%

8%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

Waiting lists

75%

25%

75%

25%

50%

50%

67%

33%

Sunbathing

75%

25%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

Sitting Room

83%

17%

100%

0%

75%

25%

100%

0%

Junk Food

100%

0%

50%

50%

75%

25%

100%

0%

Passive Smoking

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

Screen Time

17%

83%

0%

100%

0%

100%

33%

67%
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APPENDIX III: English-Arabic Dictionary Consultation
MWI

Princ. Of
Trans.

Translation 1

Translation 2

Lexicography

(dictionary use)

(dictionary use)

(dictionary use)

(dictionary use)
Drips of
Arguments

62%

100%

100%

75%

Television
Viewing

62%

100%

100%

75%

Television
Violence

62%

100%

100%

75%

Look at

62%

100%

100%

75%

Focus on

62%

100%

100%

75%

Relay by

62%

100%

100%

75%

Conscious
Decision

62%

100%

100%

75%

Lifestyle

62%

100%

100%

75%

Arise from

62%

100%

100%

75%

Understatement

62%

100%

100%

75%

Key Studies

62%

100%

100%

75%

Overdose

62%

100%

100%

75%

Accepted Concept

62%

100%

100%

75%

Cosy-sounding

62%

100%

100%

75%

Overstatement

62%

100%

100%

75%

Slob out

50%

50%

100%

67%

Buy time

50%

50%

100%

67%

Straightforward

50%

50%

100%

67%

Additive agents

50%

50%

100%

67%
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Hidden fats

50%

50%

100%

67%

Blame for

50%

50%

100%

67%

Honest look

50%

50%

100%

67%

Tends to

50%

50%

100%

67%

Base on

50%

50%

100%

67%

Waiting lists

50%

50%

100%

67%

Sunbathing

50%

50%

100%

67%

Sitting Room

50%

50%

100%

67%

Junk Food

50%

50%

100%

67%

Passive Smoking

50%

50%

100%

67%

Screen time

50%

50%

100%

67%
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APPENDIX IV: The Arabic Text Defeated Lover
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APPENDIX IV (continued):

465

APPENDIX IV (continued):
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APPENDIX V: Arabic Multi-word Items Test Results
Lexicography

Translation 4

Translation 3

incorrect

correct

incorrect

correct

incorrect

correct

0%

100%

90%

10%

82%

18%

كَٹ ڃ٘خَ٫ىخ

0%

100%

5%

95%

18%

82%

حكظٴ ٦رـ

50%

50%

10%

90%

47%

53%

أٳٔي ٳَكظيخ

0%

100%

25%

75%

35%

65%

أػخٍ ؿنٌنيخ

0%

100%

20%

80%

6%

94%

ڃلظٌّخص حٿڄًَ٨ٱ

50%

50%

75%

25%

88%

12%

طَٹ حألػَ

50%

50%

40%

60%

24%

76%

٫الٷظيڄخ حٿلڄْڄش

50%

50%

5%

95%

6%

94%

ّټ٘ٲ ٿـ

0%

100%

15%

85%

18%

82%

ّٔظڄَ رـ

100%

0%

70%

30%

65%

35%

ًٷخث ٪حألكيحع

50%

50%

40%

60%

65%

35%

ّٔظَؿ ٪ڃن

0%

100%

15%

85%

0%

100%

حٿڄَكڀش حٿؼخنٌّش

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

ٌّحؿو ٌ٬ٛرش

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

ّٔظ٬ي ٿـ

0%

100%

15%

85%

12%

88%

حٿٌْځ حٿټجْذ

0%

100%

0%

100%

6%

94%

ٻْٴْش حٿظَٜٱ

0%

100%

40%

60%

47%

53%

ًىذ اٿَ ؿٌحٍ ٍرو

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

أٻڄپ ىٍحٓظِ

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

حٓظـزض ٿـ

0%

100%

15%

85%

12%

88%

أٗ َ٬رـ

0%

100%

5%

95%

6%

94%

أىٍٍ رـ
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MWI

0%

100%

10%

90%

12%

88%

أطنخُٽ ٫ن

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

اٿظٴض اٿَ

14%

86%

5%

95%

0%

100%

أطزخىَ رـ

14%

86%

5%

95%

0%

100%

طٸڀٶ ٫ڀِ

14%

86%

0%

100%

0%

100%

أٍؿ٬يخ اٿَ

29%

71%

0%

100%

0%

100%

ّڀٌف ٿيخ

71%

29%

90%

10%

100%

0%

طالَٗ حٿ٬ظخد

43%

57%

0%

100%

0%

100%

ًىزخ اٿَ

43%

57%

0%

100%

0%

100%

ٗ َ٬أڅ

43%

57%

0%

100%

0%

100%

ّليٷٌڅ ٳْو

57%

43%

5%

95%

0%

100%

حٷظَد هٌ٤س

43%

57%

20%

80%

50%

50%

حُىحى ّٸْنخً

57%

43%

25%

75%

0%

100%

ٿڄق ڃن

57%

43%

30%

70%

50%

50%

ّز٬ي حٿنَ٨

100%

0%

90%

10%

50%

50%

ُحى طٌطَه

57%

43%

0%

100%

0%

100%

ّزظٔڄٌڅ ٳِ

86%

14%

35%

65%

50%

50%

ًٷٲ ٳِ
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APPENDIX VI: Arabic-English Dictionary Consultation
Lexicography
)(dictionary use

Translation 4
)(dictionary use

Translation 3
)(dictionary use

MWI

100%

55%

29%

كَٹ ڃ٘خَ٫ىخ

100%

55%

29%

حكظٴ ٦رـ

100%

55%

29%

أٳٔي ٳَكظيخ

100%

55%

29%

أػخٍ ؿنٌنيخ

100%

55%

29%

ڃلظٌّخص حٿڄًَ٨ٱ

100%

55%

29%

طَٹ حألػَ

100%

55%

29%

٫الٷظيڄخ حٿلڄْڄش

100%

55%

29%

ّټ٘ٲ ٿـ

100%

55%

29%

ّٔظڄَ رـ

100%

55%

29%

ًٷخث ٪حألكيحع

100%

55%

29%

ّٔظَؿ ٪ڃن

100%

55%

29%

حٿڄَكڀش حٿؼخنٌّش

100%

55%

29%

ٌّحؿو ٌ٬ٛرش

100%

55%

29%

ّٔظ٬ي ٿـ

100%

55%

29%

حٿٌْځ حٿټجْذ

100%

55%

29%

ٻْٴْش حٿظَٜٱ

100%

55%

29%

ًىذ اٿَ ؿٌحٍ ٍرو

100%

55%

29%

أٻڄپ ىٍحٓظِ

100%

55%

29%

حٓظـزض ٿـ

100%

55%

29%

أٗ َ٬رـ

100%

55%

29%

أىٍٍ رـ
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100%

55%

29%

أطنخُٽ ٫ن

57%

55%

0%

اٿظٴض اٿَ

57%

55%

0%

أطزخىَ رـ

57%

55%

0%

طٸڀٶ ٫ڀِ

57%

55%

0%

أٍؿ٬يخ اٿَ

57%

55%

0%

ّڀٌف ٿيخ

57%

55%

0%

طالَٗ حٿ٬ظخد

57%

55%

0%

ًىزخ اٿَ

57%

55%

0%

ٗ َ٬أڅ

57%

55%

0%

ّليٷٌڅ ٳْو

57%

55%

0%

حٷظَد هٌ٤س

57%

55%

0%

حُىحى ّٸْنخً

57%

55%

0%

ٿڄق ڃن

57%

55%

0%

ّز٬ي حٿنَ٨

57%

55%

0%

ُحى طٌطَه

57%

55%

0%

ّزظٔڄٌڅ ٳِ

57%

55%

0%

ًٷٲ ٳِ
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APPENDIX VII: Back-translations in Arabic-English Dictionaries
English Multi-word Items

al-Mawrid

Hans Wehr

Elias

As the crow flies

-

-

+

Achilles’ heel

+

-

-

Castles in the air

+

-

-

Make amends

+

-

+

Behind bars

+

-

-

A chip off the old block

+

-

+

Around the clock

+

-

-

Dog days of summer

+

+

+

Down to earth

+

-

-

The end justifies the means

+

+

-

Curry favours

+

+

-

Follow suit

+

-

-

Change hands

+

-

+

Kith and kin

+

-

-

Learn by heart

+

+

+

In the light of

+

+

+

Odds and ends

+

-

-

a.Idioms

471

Rank and file

+

-

-

Out of sorts

+

-

-

No strings attached

+

-

-

On tenterhooks

+

+

+

Call off

+

-

-

Call on

+

-

+

Bail out

+

-

+

Sell out

+

-

-

Blot out

+

+

+

Give up

+

+

+

Break away

+

-

-

Break down

+

-

-

Burst into

-

-

+

Carry away

+

-

-

Carry on

+

-

-

Cave in

+

-

-

Cut out

+

-

-

Close in

+

-

-

Come across

+

+

+

Conjure up

+

-

-

b.Phrasal verbs

472

Cool off

+

+

-

Die down

+

-

-

Draw back

+

-

-

Ease off

+

-

-

Feel for

+

+

+

Got along

+

-

-

Give out

+

-

-

Go off

+

+

+

Wind up

+

+

-

Stand for

+

+

-

Knock down

+

-

-

Lay down

+

+

-

Make up

+

-

-

Mix up

+

+

-

Open up

-

+

-

Patch up

+

+

-

Round up

+

+

-

Rub off

+

+

+

Send away

+

+

+

Set up

+

+

+

Take in

+

-

-

473

Turn up

+

+

+

Wear down

+

+

-

Uplift

+

-

-

Overtake

+

+

+

Toothpick

+

+

+

Shortcut

+

-

-

Blindfold

+

-

+

Fireplace

+

+

+

Handbook

+

+

-

Afterthought

-

-

+

Middle-aged

+

+

+

Awe-inspiring

+

-

+

Far-reaching

+

+

-

Pickpocket

+

+

+

Far-fetched

+

-

-

Cutthroat

+

-

-

Thunderstruck

+

+

+

Landlord

+

-

+

Skyscraper

+

+

+

Corkscrew

+

+

+

c.Compounds

474

Blueprint

+

-

-

Windmill

+

+

+

Babysitter

+

-

-

Doorknob

+

-

-

Searchlight

+

+

+

Snowflake

+

+

-

Ashtray

+

+

+

Daydreaming

+

-

-

Showroom

+

-

-

Rattlesnake

+

-

-

Heartfelt

+

-

-

Duty-free

+

+

-

Bullet-proof

+

-

-

Eye-witness

+

+

+

Brainwash

+

-

-

Greenhouse

+

-

-

Blackboard

+

+

+

Blackmail

+

-

-

Upgrade

+

-

-

Outburst

+

+

+

Backstage

+

-

-

475

Fortune-teller

+

+

+

Shortcoming

+

+

+

Broadcast

+

+

+

Drycleaning

+

-

-

Jellyfish

+

-

+

Background

+

-

+

Pocket money

+

+

+

Headstrong

-

+

-

Downfall

+

+

+

Turncoat

+

-

-

Daredevil

+

+

-

Poorhouse

+

-

+

Watertight

+

-

-

Undertake

+

+

+

Sound asleep

+

+

-

Commit suicide

-

-

+

Take a walk

-

-

+

Pay attention

+

+

+

Easy prey

+

+

-

Administer justice

+

+

+

e.Collocations

476

Set on fire

+

+

-

Mother tongue

-

+

+

Make progress

+

-

+

Quench thirst

+

+

+

Take advantage

+

+

-

Raise a question

-

+

-
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APPENDIX VIII: Back-translations in English-Arabic Dictionaries
Arabic Multi-word Items

al-Mounged

Al-Mughni

al-Mawrid

+

+

-

أػٸپ ٻخىڀو

+

+

-

أٓڀڂ حٿًَف

+

-

-

حٷ٘ َ٬رينو

+

-

-

حٻٴيَ ًؿيو

+

-

-

رْض حٿٸْٜي

+

+

+

رْن نخٍّن

+

+

-

رْ٬ي حٿٌٍٰ

+

-

-

طلض أڃَس

+

-

-

طنٴْ حٿ٬ٜيحء

+

-

-

ػخد اٿَ ٍٗيه

+

+

-

ػخٍص ػخثَطو

+

+

+

كپ ٫ٸيه

+

+

-

هخٿِ حٿٌٳخٝ

+

-

-

ىٵ ٫نٸو

+

+

-

ًىذ أىٍحؽ حٿَّخف

+

-

+

ًٍ حٿَڃخى ٳِ حٿٌْ٬څ

+

+

+

ٍىن حإلٗخٍس

a.Idioms

478

+

-

-

ُحً حٿْ٤ن رڀش

+

-

-

َّٗ٬ش حٿٰخد

+

-

+

ٌٍٗ ڃٌٍ

+

-

+

ٗڄَ ٫ن ٓخ٫يه

+

+

+

ٟز ٢نٴٔو

-

+

-

َٟد أ٣نخرو

+

-

+

َٟرش ڃ٬ڀڂ

+

+

+

٫ٸي ٿٔخنو

+

+

-

٫ڀَ أكَ ڃن حٿـڄَ

+

+

+

٫ن ٧يَ ٷڀذ

+

-

-

٫نٶ حٿِؿخؿش

+

+

+

ٯٜن حٿِّظٌڅ

+

+

-

ٷخد ٷٌْٓن

-

+

-

ٷ٣ٌٗ ٪٤خً

-

+

-

ٷڀزًخ ًٷخٿزخً

+

-

-

ٻخٿڄٔظـَْ ڃن حٿَڃ٠خء رخٿنخٍ

+

-

+

ٻزٖ ٳيحء

+

-

-

ٻزق ؿڄخف

+

-

-

ال ٯزخٍ ٫ڀْو

-

-

+

نِ ٩ٳظْپ
b.Prepositional verbs

479

+

+

+

أرو ٿـ

+

+

-

أطَ ٫ڀَ

+

+

-

حٓظؤػَ رـ

-

+

-

طؤَٓ رـ

+

-

+

أٻي ٫ڀَ

+

-

+

أىپ ٿـ

+

-

-

حنزؼٶ ڃن

-

+

-

ر٬غ ٫ڀَ

+

-

-

رخء رخٿٴ٘پ

+

+

+

طـَأ ٫ڀَ

-

+

-

أؿيِ ٫ڀَ

-

+

-

كَُ رـ

+

+

+

هخٽ ڃن

+

-

+

طِٿٲ اٿَ

+

+

+

ٓ٤خ ٫ڀَ

+

+

-

ٓ َ٬ٿـ

+

+

+

ٓخء اٿَ

+

+

+

ٗيى ٫ڀَ

-

+

+

أ٣زٶ ٫ڀَ

+

+

-

ٌ٣ف رـ

+

+

+

٫يح ٫ڀَ

480

-

+

-

 َٝ٫رـ

+

+

+

ط٬ڄي اٿَ

+

+

-

٫ڄپ ٳِ

+

+

+

ٯپ ٳِ

-

+

-

ٻَ ٫ڀَ

+

-

-

نـڂ ٫ن

-

+

-

طـخًُ حٿلي

+

-

-

طنټْْ حٿ٬ڀڂ

-

-

+

طٌٻْي حٿٌحص

+

+

+

ك ٌٍ٠حٿٌىن

-

+

+

ه ٢حٿنخٍ

+

+

+

ًؿيش حٿنَ٨

+

+

-

ٍحث٬ش حٿنيخٍ

+

-

-

ًٍحث ٪حٿٴن

+

+

-

ٍّ٬خڅ حٿ٘زخد

+

-

-

ُڃخځ حألڃٌٍ

+

+

+

ٓٸ ٢حٿڄظخ٩

+

-

-

ٓال٣ش حٿڀٔخڅ

+

+

-

ٓڄٌ حألهالٵ

+

-

-

ٗزق حٿلَد

c. iḍāfa

481

-

+

-

ٗ٨ٲ حٿْٖ٬

+

-

-

ًَٛٱ حٿيىَ

+

-

+

ٛنيًٵ حٿينْخ

-

-

+

َٟد حٿَڃپ

+

+

+

َّ٣ق حٿٴَحٕ

-

+

-

٣ڀٶ حٿْيّن

+

-

-

٣ڀٶ حٿڄلْخ

+

-

+

٫ٴٌ حٿوخَ٣

+

+

-

ٷَ ٝحٿَ٘٬

-

+

-

ٷٜذ حٿٔزٶ

-

+

-

ٿڄق حٿزَٜ

+

+

+

ٿْن حٿَّ٬ټش

-

+

-

ڃټٌٍٔ حٿوخَ٣

-

+

-

ڃڄٌ٘ٵ حٿٸٌحځ

+

+

-

أر٤پ ڃٴٌ٬ٽ

+

+

+

حطوٌ اؿَحء

+

-

+

اٍحٷش ىڃخء

+

+

+

كً ٌٍ٠ىن

+

-

+

طَٔد هزَ

-

-

+

طٴٌّ ٞٻخڃپ/ڃ٤ڀٶ

d.Collocations

482

+

+

-

طټزي هٔخثَ

-

-

+

طٌٿَ ڃنٜذ

+

-

+

ٛذ ؿخځ ٯ٠زو

+

+

-

ؿْ نزٞ

+

+

-

ؿڄ ٪ٯٴَْ

+

+

+

كـَ ٫ؼَس

+

+

+

كٌح كًٌ

+

-

+

كَد ًَّٟ

-

+

-

كٸن ىڃخء

+

-

-

هٔخٍس ٳخىكش

-

+

-

هڀٲ ً٫ي

+

-

-

ىّ ٓڂ

+

+

+

ًٍٱ ىڃ٪

-

+

-

ٓڂ ُ٫خٱ

-

+

-

ٓپ ْٓٲ

+

-

+

ٛيٍ ٍكذ

+

-

-

 ٩ٌ٣رنخڅ

+

-

-

٫يً ٿيًى

+

-

-

ٻ٨ڂ ٯْ٦

+

-

-

ٿِځ رْض

-

+

-

ٿٴٶ طيڄش

483

-

+

-

ڃل ٢أن٨خٍ

+

-

+

ىٌحء ٣ڀٶ

+

-

-

ً٫ټش ٛلْش

484

APPENDIX IX : Documentation and Frequency of English Multi-word Items
Multi-word items

Frequency

al-Mawrid al-Mughni

al-Mounged

28

+

+

+

33

+

+

+

19

-

+

+

31

-

+

-

52

-

+

-

8

+

+

+

10

-

+

-

1789

+

+

+

30

-

-

-

109

+

+

+

14

-

-

-

28

+

+

+

38

-

+

-

7

+

+

+

23

-

+

+

a.Idioms
As the crow flies
Achilles’ heel
All ears
At the drop of a hat
Back to square one
Castles in the air
Actions speak louder than words
In the air
Into the air
Make amends
Babes in the wood
Axe to grind
Take a back-seat
Kick the bucket
Spill the beans

485

Behind bars

126

-

-

+

Throw in the towel

23

-

+

-

Behind the time

32

+

+

+

Wet blanket

17

+

-

+

A chip off the old block

14

+

+

+

At first glance

168

-

+

-

Let the cat out of the bag

12

+

+

+

Bread and butter

204

+

+

+

Bring home the bacon

9

+

+

-

Bitter pill

23

-

+

+

Full of beans

16

+

+

+

Cream of the crop

9

-

-

-

Draw the line

94

-

+

-

Chapter and verse

36

-

+

+

Fight tooth and nail

7

+

+

-

Best bib and tucker

4

-

+

+

Blessing in disguise

30

-

+

+

Break the ice

29

+

+

+

486

When the chips are down

18

-

+

-

Come full circle

36

-

+

+

Around the clock

69

+

+

+

Behind closed doors

113

-

-

+

Get/have cold feet

5

-

+

+

True colours

36

+

+

+

With flying colours

39

-

+

+

Cool as a cucumber

5

+

+

+

Devil-may-care

28

+

+

+

Dog days of summer

3

+

+

+

Down-to-earth

142

+

+

+

Easier said than done

62

-

-

-

Elbow-room

3

+

+

-

At a loose end

44

+

+

+

The end justifies the means

10

-

+

+

Green with envy

94

-

+

+

Face the music

27

+

+

+

More than meets the eye

3

-

-

+

487

Feet of clay

24

-

-

-

Fish out of water

10

-

+

-

Flash in the pan

22

+

+

-

Flotsam and jetsam

19

+

-

+

Follow your nose

5

-

+

-

Food for thought

84

-

+

+

Get away with murder

17

-

-

-

Go against the grain

6

+

+

+

Raise an eyebrow

7

-

+

+

Lose face

25

+

+

+

Fall on deaf ears

7

-

+

-

Curry favour

12

+

+

+

Under fire

202

+

+

-

Shot down in flames

8

-

-

-

Follow suit

163

+

+

+

Change hands

55

+

+

+

Hanging by a thread

6

-

+

+

Under the influence

313

-

+

+

488

In the same boat

44

-

+

+

Jump the gun

5

-

+

-

Jump on bandwagon

12

+

+

+

Kith and kin

9

+

+

+

Left out in the cold

17

+

+

+

Learn by heart

7

-

+

+

A new lease on life

120

+

+

+

In the light of

1809

+

+

+

Make waves

17

-

-

-

Mind over matter

13

-

-

-

Nuts and bolts

72

-

-

-

Off-the-wall

14

+

-

-

Odds and ends

54

+

+

+

Buy a pig in a poke

16

+

+

+

Rank and file

160

+

+

+

Rat race

27

+

-

-

Red herring

56

+

+

-

Run amok

22

+

+

+

489

Scratch the surface

15

-

+

+

Still waters run deep

5

-

-

+

A shot in the arm

19

-

+

-

Out of sorts

34

+

+

+

Sweet tooth

43

+

+

+

Storm in a teacup

16

-

+

+

Tongue-in-cheek

47

-

+

+

Tip of the iceberg

95

-

-

-

The writing on the wall

25

-

-

+

No strings attached

15

+

-

+

Turn the tables

37

+

+

+

With kid gloves

10

-

+

+

On tenterhooks

15

+

+

+

77

-

+

-

68

+

+

+

470

+

+

+

38

+

+

-

b.Phrasal verbs
Accede to
Call off
Call on
Bail out

490

Balk at

20

+

-

-

Sell out

124

+

+

+

Answer for

254

+

+

+

Average out

14

+

-

-

Bar in

238

-

-

-

Bear out

56

+

+

+

Beat down

291

-

+

+

Black out

28

+

+

+

Blend in

57

-

-

-

Blot out

51

+

+

+

Boil down to

22

+

+

+

Boil over

22

+

+

+

Book out

55

-

-

+

Bottle up

15

-

+

+

Bow down

28

-

-

-

Bowl over

29

+

+

+

Give up

1717

+

+

+

Break away

166

+

+

+

491

Break down

635

+

+

+

Burst into

605

+

+

+

Buy out

72

+

+

+

Carry away

36

+

+

+

Carry on

2029

+

+

+

Carve up

22

-

-

-

Cash in

366

+

+

+

Cast aside

62

-

+

-

Catch on

132

+

-

+

Cave in

84

+

+

+

Check in

117

+

+

+

Chip in

79

+

+

+

Clean out

78

+

+

+

Cut out

864

+

+

+

Close in

242

+

+

+

Come across

896

+

+

+

Conjure up

130

+

+

+

Cool off

38

-

+

+

492

Crack up

19

+

+

+

Cough up

54

+

+

+

Cross over

99

-

-

-

Die down

55

+

+

-

Dig into

29

-

+

-

Drag down

13

-

-

-

Draw back

60

+

+

-

Drop out

179

+

+

-

Ease off

38

+

+

+

Even up

46

-

-

-

Fade out

16

-

+

+

Fall for

125

+

+

+

Feel for

250

-

+

+

Figure out

177

+

+

+

Fit in

700

-

+

+

Frown upon

8

-

+

-

Gather around

12

-

-

-

Get ahead

40

-

+

+

493

Get along

139

+

+

+

Give out

135

+

+

+

Gloss over

46

-

-

+

Go off

677

+

+

+

Wind up

191

+

+

+

Stand for

564

+

+

+

Hand out

223

-

-

+

Hammer out

25

+

+

+

Hang up

86

+

+

+

Head off

291

-

+

+

Hold back

206

+

+

+

Idle around

2

-

-

-

Invalid out

1

-

-

-

Jack up

12

-

+

-

Knock down

43

+

+

+

Keep under

21

+

-

+

Lash out

56

-

+

+

Lay down

631

+

+

+

494

Loosen up

42

-

-

-

Make up

2359

+

+

+

Measure up

101

+

+

-

Mix up

35

-

+

+

Nail down

11

+

+

-

Notch up

18

-

-

+

Open up

744

+

+

+

Own up

71

+

+

+

Paper over

45

-

+

-

Pay off

368

+

+

+

Patch up

53

+

+

+

Rear up

19

-

+

-

Round up

128

+

+

+

Rub off

36

+

+

+

See through

214

+

+

-

Send away

18

+

+

+

Send up

37

+

-

-

Set back

142

+

+

-

495

Set up

8502

+

+

+

Shake up

43

+

+

+

Take in

715

+

+

+

Turn up

1085

+

+

+

Use out

17

+

-

+

Wear down

15

+

+

+

39

+

+

+

12

+

-

-

341

+

+

+

362

+

+

+

230

+

+

+

17

+

+

-

20

-

-

-

23

+

+

+

22

-

-

-

45

+

+

+

27

+

+

+

c.Compounds
Outlive
Couch potato
Uplift
Lifelong
Overtake
Egghead
Counterculture
Toothpick
Sugar-free
Knee-deep
Shortcut

496

Blindfold

89

+

+

+

Proof-Reading

18

+

+

+

Downgrade

44

+

+

+

Outgoing

615

+

+

+

Jailbird

12

+

-

+

Darkroom

59

+

+

+

Fireplace

668

+

+

+

Handbook

543

+

+

+

Afterthought

142

+

+

+

Middle-aged

700

+

+

+

Awe-inspiring

65

-

+

+

Far-reaching

433

+

+

+

White-collar

228

+

+

+

Spoilsport

21

+

+

+

Pickpocket

23

+

+

+

Far-fetched

97

+

+

+

Cut-throat

74

+

+

+

Dreadnought

91

+

+

-

497

Redhead

85

+

+

+

Thunderstruck

18

+

+

+

Landlord

2673

+

+

+

Jetlag

8

-

-

-

Skyscraper

50

+

+

+

Corkscrew

88

+

+

+

Blueprint

320

+

+

+

Checkpoint

103

+

+

+

Punchcard

123

-

+

-

Windmill

181

+

+

+

Babysitter

74

+

+

+

Doorknob

26

+

+

-

Searchlight

81

+

+

+

Snowflake

32

+

+

+

Ashtray

205

+

+

+

Daydreaming

33

+

+

+

Showroom

240

+

+

+

Rattlesnake

38

+

+

+

498

Heartfelt

148

+

+

+

Homesick

140

+

+

+

Duty-free

97

+

+

+

Sunblock

19

-

-

-

Bullet-proof

41

+

+

+

Eye-witness

76

+

+

+

Brainwash

9

+

+

+

Greenhouse

997

+

+

+

Blackboard

244

+

+

+

Blackmail

395

+

+

+

Upgrade

687

-

+

+

Backswing

80

-

-

-

Download

33

+

-

-

Outburst

334

+

+

+

Bodysuit

6

-

-

-

Briefcase

333

+

+

+

Storyline

95

-

+

-

Powerhouse

94

+

+

+

499

Henchman

33

+

+

+

Backfire

55

+

+

+

Roleplay

13

-

-

-

Journeyman

58

+

+

+

Backstage

188

+

+

+

Fortune-teller

30

+

+

+

Fanbase

2

-

-

-

Shortcoming

50

+

+

+

Letter head

3

+

+

+

Book cover

8

-

-

-

Loudmouth

8

+

+

+

Chain-smoking

15

-

+

+

Broadcast

1483

+

+

+

Stir-fry

10

-

-

-

Dry-cleaning

16

+

+

+

Ghost-writer

2

+

+

+

Jellyfish

83

+

+

+

Background

6060

+

+

+

500

Mind-boggling

59

-

+

-

Oak-tree

5

+

+

-

Sidekick

80

+

+

-

Makeshift

252

+

+

+

Mastermind

81

+

+

+

Pocket-money

25

+

+

+

Moonshine

24

+

+

+

Headstrong

54

+

+

+

Bittersweet

26

+

+

+

Downfall

332

+

+

+

Turncoat

10

+

+

+

Daredevil

43

+

+

+

Poorhouse

13

+

+

+

Bigwig

217

+

+

+

Highbrow

75

+

+

+

Watertight

136

+

+

-

Undertake

1735

+

+

+

d.Collocations

501

Sound asleep

29

-

+

-

Rapid growth

243

-

+

-

Process information

13

-

-

-

Crane (his) neck

9

-

-

-

Sheer abundance

4

-

-

-

Gain access

220

-

-

-

freak accident

28

-

-

-

Outstanding achievement

28

-

-

-

Strict adherence

19

-

-

-

Commit suicide

127

+

-

+

Growing concern

128

-

-

-

Make a move

73

+

+

+

Take a walk

47

+

+

+

Pay attention

235

+

+

+

Have a look

1920

+

+

-

Show respect

17

-

-

-

Reach an agreement

47

-

+

-

Reach a verdict

20

-

-

-

502

Reckless driving

118

-

+

-

Target audience

50

-

-

-

Herd of cows

19

-

-

-

Good chance

343

-

+

+

Experience difficulty

26

-

-

-

Critical acclaim

36

-

-

-

Unwitting accomplice

4

-

-

-

Integral part

619

+

+

-

High probability

41

-

-

-

Bad blood

33

+

+

+

Strong tea

28

+

+

-

Nagging pain

8

-

-

-

Confirmed bachelor

5

-

+

-

Dim light

94

+

+

-

Mark the beginning

33

-

-

-

Launch a bid

5

-

-

-

Major breakthrough

48

-

-

-

Balance the budget

13

+

+

-

503

Carry the burden

22

-

-

-

Constitute a breach

24

-

-

-

Hard cash

54

-

-

-

Dramatic climax

7

-

-

-

Reach a climax

3

-

-

-

Crack the code

6

-

-

-

Verge of collapse

13

-

-

-

Unspoilt coastline

7

-

-

-

Bitter cold

27

-

-

-

Deep coma

10

-

-

-

Ruddy complexion

9

-

-

-

Fully comprehend

11

-

-

-

Clear conscience

44

-

-

-

Written consent

93

-

-

+

Winning combination

16

-

-

-

Easy prey

39

-

+

+

Adopt a policy

19

-

-

-

Administer justice

5

-

+

+

504

Heavy drinker

16

+

-

-

Maiden speech

33

-

-

+

Harbour a grudge

6

-

+

-

Set on fire

62

+

+

+

Hard evidence

83

-

-

-

Significant contribution

161

-

-

-

Perform a task

6

-

-

-

Gain confidence

35

-

-

-

Mother tongue

143

+

+

+

Heavy traffic

91

+

+

+

Declare bankruptcy

1

-

-

-

Make progress

121

-

+

+

Award custody

3

-

-

-

Impose an embargo

2

-

-

-

Reverse a decision

4

-

-

-

Quench thirst

2

+

-

+

High hopes

139

-

-

-

Settle a dispute

6

-

-

-

505

Disparaging remark

16

-

-

-

Inky darkness

3

-

-

-

Heated debate

61

-

-

-

Issue a warning

7

-

-

-

Feeding frenzy

7

-

-

-

Full fruition

5

-

-

-

Proper fulfilment

4

-

-

-

Foreseeable future

294

-

+

-

Key issue

105

-

-

-

Team spirit

121

-

+

+

Fill the gap

107

-

+

-

Deep gash

15

-

-

-

Stroke of genius

12

+

-

+

Catch a glimpse

85

-

+

+

Bumper harvest

18

-

-

-

Cause havoc

23

-

-

-

Earn a living

89

+

-

+

Stage a protest

6

-

-

-

506

Tackle a problem

3

+

-

+

Take advantage

1126

+

+

+

Meet the requirement

16

-

+

+

Raise a question

5

-

+

+

Have an effect

153

-

+

+

Stock a range

6

-

-

-

Take shape

75

+

+

+

Make a telephone call

10

-

-

-

Flaming red

7

-

-

-

Keep control

59

-

+

-

507

APPENDIX X: Documentation and Frequency of Arabic Multi-word Items
Multi-word item

Elias

Hans Wehr

al-Mawrid

Frequency

-

+

+

4

أػٸپ ٻخىڀو

+

+

+

2

أػڀؾ ٛيٍه

-

-

-

4

حٓظ٬خى أنٴخٓو

+

+

+

16

أٓڀڂ حٿًَف

-

+

+

7

أ٣ڀٶ ٓخٷْو ٿڀَّق

+

-

-

12

أٳپ نـڄو

-

-

-

3

أىحٍ ٿو ٧يَه

+

+

+

4

اٷ٘ َ٬رينو

+

-

-

5

حٻٴيَ ًؿيو

+

+

+

4

حنٴَ٫ ١ٸيىڂ

-

-

-

10

رِ٭ نـڄو

-

-

-

3

ر٬ي هَحد ڃخٿ٤خ

+

+

+

221

رْض حٿٸْٜي

+

-

-

48

رْن نخٍّن

-

-

-

15

رْن حٿڄَ٤ٷش ًحٿٔنيحڅ

a.Idioms

508

-

+

+

7

رْ٬ي حٿٌٍٰ

-

-

-

155

طلض حألٌٟحء

-

+

-

119

طلض اڃَس

+

+

+

88

طنٴْ حٿ٬ٜيحء

+

-

+

8

ػخرض حٿـنخڅ

+

+

+

3

ػخد٫/خى اٿَ ٍٗيه

+

+

+

17

ػخٍص ػخثَطو

-

-

-

5

ؿؼڂ ٫ڀَ ٛيٍه

-

-

-

7

ؿَ أًّخٿو

-

+

+

2

ؿخٽ ٳِ نٴْ/هخً/َ٣ىن

-

+

-

8

ؿِحء ٓنڄخٍ

-

+

-

4

كَٹ ٓخٻنو

-

-

-

6

كَٹ حٿنٴْ

-

-

+

25

كٴ ٦ڃخء ًؿيو

+

-

+

10

كپ حٿ٬ٸيس

+

+

+

3

كڄِ حٿٌْْ٣

-

+

+

11

كڄڀش حألٷالځ

+

+

+

107

هخٿِ حٿٌٳخٝ

509

-

-

-

30

ه٤ٲ حألٌٟحء

+

-

-

3

هَ٠حء حٿيڃن

-

-

-

10

هٴٲ حٿٌ١ء

-

-

-

139

ىحثَس حٿٌ٠ء

-

+

+

129

ىٵ نخٷٌّ حٿوَ٤

-

+

-

3

ىٵ ٫نٸو

-

-

-

6

ىٵ آٴْنخ

+

+

+

50

ًىذ أىٍحؽ حٿَّخف

+

+

+

71

ًٍ حٿَڃخى ٳِ حٿٌْ٬څ

-

-

-

8

ًٍٱ ىڃٌ ٩حٿظڄخْٓق

+

-

+

245

ٍأد حٿٜي٩

+

+

+

56

ٍٯڂ أنٴو

+

+

+

5

ٍىن حإلٗخٍس

+

+

+

154

ُحى حٿْ٤ن رڀش

+

-

-

68

ٓلخرش ْٛٲ

-

-

+

109

َّٗ٬ش حٿٰخد

-

-

-

30

َٗ٬س ڃ٬خًّش

+

+

+

4

ٌٍٗ ڃٌٍ

510

+

+

+

2

ٗڄَ ٫ن ٓخ٫يه

-

-

-

29

ٛخٽ ًؿخٽ

-

-

-

16

َٛهش ٳِ ًحى

-

+

-

4

ٟخٷض رو حٿٔزپ

+

+

+

20

ٟز ٢نٴٔو

+

+

+

14

َٟد أ٣نخرو

-

+

+

7

َٟد رو  َٝ٫حٿلخث٢

-

-

+

30

َٟرش ڃ٬ڀڂ

-

-

-

16

ٟڄي ؿَحكو

-

-

-

4

٣زپ أؿٌٱ

-

-

-

9

ٌّ٣ٵ ٫نٸو

-

+

-

3

٣خٕ ٫ٸڀو

-

+

+

2

٣ال ٩حٿؼنخّخ

+

+

+

3

ٌّ٣پ حٿزخ٩

-

+

+

60

ْ٣ذ حهلل ٍحه

+

+

+

8

٫ٸي ٿٔخنو

-

-

-

5

٫ڀٶ رٌىنو

-

+

-

46

٫ټَ ٛٴٌه

511

+

+

+

39

٫ڀَ أكَ ڃن حٿـڄَ

-

-

-

322

٫ڀَ حٿڄلٺ

+

+

+

17

٫ن رټَس أرْيڂ

+

+

+

5

٫ڀَ ٷْي أنڄڀش

-

-

-

72

٫ڀَ ٻٲ ٫ٴَّض

+

+

+

209

٫ن ٧يَ ٷڀذ

-

-

+

203

٫نٶ حٿِؿخؿش

+

-

-

36

ٯٜن حٿِّظٌڅ

-

-

-

16

ٯَْ ؿڀيه

-

-

+

6

ٯڀذ ٫ڀَ أڃَه

-

+

-

4

ٳڀٌس حٿټزي

-

+

-

57

ٳِ هزَ ٻخڅ

-

+

+

17575

ٳِ ٧پ

-

+

-

201

ٳِ ڃيذ حٿَّق

+

+

+

309

ٷخد ٷٌْٓن

-

-

-

100

حٿٸخً ِٛحٿيحنِ

+

+

+

24

ٷََّ حٿْ٬ن

-

+

+

123

ٷ٣ٌٗ ٪٤خ

512

+

+

+

81

ٷڀزخ ً ٷخٿزخ

-

+

-

15

ٻخٿڄٔظـَْ ڃن حٿَڃ٠خء رخٿنخٍ

-

-

+

134

ٻزٖ ٳيحء

+

+

-

333

ٻزق ؿڄخف

-

-

-

29

ٻ٘ٲ أًٍحٷو

+

+

+

120

ال ٯزخٍ ٫ڀْو

-

-

-

54

ڃَر ٢حٿٴَّ

-

-

-

20

ڃڀٺ ُڃخځ

-

-

+

372

نِ ٩ٳظْپ

-

-

-

8

نٴٌ رـڀيه

-

+

-

4

ىزّض ٍّلو

-

+

+

15

ً٬ٟض حٿلَد أًُحٍىخ

-

+

-

4

ّنيٍ ٿو حٿـزْن

+

+

+

90

أرو ٿو

+

+

+

27

أطَ ٫ڀْو

-

+

-

17

أطَ ڃنو

-

+

-

9

أػَ ٫نو

b.Prepositional verbs

513

-

-

+

469

طؤػَ رو

-

+

-

29

ريڂ ٫ڀَ

-

-

-

28

طؤطَ ٿو

-

-

+

5

آظؤػَ رو

-

-

+

88

أهٌ ٫نو

-

-

+

6

طؤَٓ رو

-

-

+

142

أٻي ٫ڀْو

-

-

-

271

أٿٲ ڃنو

-

-

-

5

طؤٿٶ رو

-

-

-

7

أڃي ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

14

أنْ اٿْو

+

+

+

4

أنٲ ڃنو

+

+

+

106

أىپ ٿو

-

-

+

30

انزؼٶ ڃنو

+

+

+

21

رخىٍ اٿْو

-

-

+

116

انزٍَ ٿو

-

+

+

13

ر َٜرو

+

+

+

595

ر٬غ ٫ڀَ

514

+

+

-

6

رَٰ ٫ڀْو

-

-

+

16

أرٸَ ٫ڀْو

-

+

+

17

رخء رخٿٴ٘پ

-

-

-

14

رخء اٿْو

+

+

-

721

طخف ٿو

-

+

+

47

ؿزپ ٫ڀَ

-

-

+

15

طـَأ ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

9

ؿِځ ٫ڀَ

-

-

-

127

ؿخُ ڃن

-

-

-

47

ؿ٬پ ٳْو

-

-

-

11

طـڀَ ٿو

-

+

+

6

ؿنق اٿْو

-

-

+

14

أؿيِ ٫ڀْو

-

+

+

7

كيد ٫ڀْو

-

-

+

37

طلَؽ ڃن

+

+

+

35

كَُ رو

+

+

+

65

ك٫ ٞڀَ

+

+

+

327

كخٵ رو

515

-

+

+

409

هخٽ ڃن

-

-

-

18

ىد اٿْو

+

-

+

10

حٓظيٽ ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

10

ًد ٫نو

-

+

+

7

ٍرؤ رنٴٔو

-

-

-

2783

ٍٱ ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

487

ٍنخ اٿْو

+

+

+

6

طِٿٲ ٿو

+

+

+

11

ٓ٤خ ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

17

ٓ َ٬رو

+

+

+

63

ٓ َ٬ٿو

+

+

+

54

ٓخء اٿْو

-

+

-

6

ٓخى ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

148

ٗيى ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

2

ٗزذ ريخ

-

-

-

19

ٗ ٢رو

-

+

-

6

حٓظ٘ٲ ڃنو

-

+

+

13

ٗٴ ٪رو

516

-

+

+

18

ٛزخ اٿَ

+

+

+

2

ٛيٱ ٫نو

+

+

+

54

٬ٛي رو

+

+

-

61

ٛن ٪رو

+

+

+

21

ط ٌٍٜٿو

+

+

+

650

ٛخٍ اٿَ

+

+

+

58

ٛخف رو

-

-

-

25

ٟڂ ٳْو

+

+

+

24

أ٣زٶ ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

309

َ٣أ ٫ڀْو

-

+

-

2

٣ڀ٫ ٪نو

-

+

-

499

٣ڀ ٪اٿْو

+

+

+

5

٣ڄق رو

-

-

+

4

ٌ٣رَ ٿو

+

+

+

17

ٌ٣ف رو

+

+

+

10

٣خٱ ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

19

ط َْ٤رو

+

+

+

8

٫يح ٫ڀْو

517

+

+

+

32

أ٫ َٝ٫نو

+

+

+

62

 َٝ٫رو

-

+

-

9

 ِ٫رو

+

+

+

65

٫ ِ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

10

ِ٫ٱ ٫نو

-

+

-

2

ط ٍِ٬رو

-

-

-

9

٫ڀٸض ڃنو

+

+

+

230

ط٬ڄي اٿَ

+

+

+

1867

٫ڄپ ٳْو

+

+

+

100

٫ن ٿو

-

+

-

24

ٯَد ٫نو

+

+

+

200

ٯپ ٳْو

-

-

-

38

طٴظٶ ٫ن

-

-

-

333

ٳخء رو

+

+

+

55

ٷَأ ٫ڀْو

+

+

+

389

ٷَ ٫ڀَ

+

+

+

27

طٸٌٽ ٫ڀَ

+

+

+

203

ٻَ ٫ڀْو

518

+

+

+

8

ٿؾ ٫ڀْو

-

+

-

53

الف ٿو

-

+

+

374

طڄو٫ ٞن

+

+

+

39

نؤٍ ٫ن

+

+

+

527

نـڂ ٫نو

+

+

+

27

ىٖ ٿو

-

+

+

25

أٍرخد حٿٌٔحرٶ

+

+

+

10

آظَحٵ حٿٔڄ٪

-

-

-

8

آظٸ٤خد حٿټٌحىٍ

-

+

-

61

أَ٣حٱ حٿليّغ

-

-

-

84

أڃيخص حٿټظذ

+

-

-

6

انټٔخٍ حٿنٴْ

-

-

-

40

أًح َٛحٿڄلزش

-

-

-

52

رخد حٿ٬ڀڂ

+

-

-

231

طـخًُ حٿلي

-

-

-

49

طًَّ ٪حٓڃنْن

-

-

-

369

ط٤زْٶ حٿَّ٘٬ش

c. Iḍāfa

519

+

+

-

7

طٸخىځ حٿ٬يي

-

+

-

57

طٌكْي حٿټڀڄش

-

-

-

3

طالٷق حألٳټخٍ

-

-

+

3

طنټْْ حٿ٬ڀڂ

-

-

+

3

طٌٻْي حٿٌحص

-

-

-

2

ػزخص حٿَأُ

-

-

-

30

ؿيحٍ حٿٜڄض

+

+

+

5

ك ٌٍ٠حٿٌىن

+

+

+

18

ك٤خځ حٿينْخ

-

-

+

31

ه ٢حٿنخٍ

-

-

-

3

هڀِ حٿٸڀذ

-

+

-

6

هْخٍ حٿنخّ

-

-

-

19

ىٍء حٿڄٴخٓي

-

-

-

14

ىٱء حٿ٬الٷخص

-

-

-

54

ىٳش حٿلټڂ

+

-

-

17

ىڃخػش حٿوڀٶ

-

-

-

22

أرنخء حٿًَ٬رش

-

-

-

12

ٗي حٿونخٵ

520

+

+

-

2641

ًؿيخص حٿنَ٨

-

-

-

121

ىِ حٿ٘زخٹ

-

-

-

3

آهَ حٿٸخٳڀش

-

-

-

7

ًؿٌه حٿْٔخٓش

+

+

+

5

ِِّ٫س حٿـخنذ

+

+

+

2

ٍحث٬ش حٿنيخٍ

-

+

+

21

ٍأُ حٿْ٬ن

-

-

-

19

ٍرٌ ٩حٿزالى

-

+

-

11

ًحٓ ٪حٿٜيٍ

+

+

+

3

ٍع حٿيْجش

-

-

-

1

ٍكخد حألٍٝ

-

+

+

16

ٍكَ حٿلَد

-

-

-

2

ٍهخء حٿْٖ٬

+

+

+

2

ٍرخص حٿلـخٽ

+

-

+

26

ٍٯي حٿْٖ٬

-

-

-

16

ٍٳخٵ حٿيٍد

-

-

-

10

ٍٳْ ٪حٿڄٸخځ

-

+

+

59

ٍىن حٿظلٸْٶ

521

-

+

-

37

ًٍحث ٪حٿٴن

-

+

-

20

ٍّ٬خڅ حٿ٘زخد

-

+

+

170

ُڃخځ حألڃٌٍ

-

-

-

37

ُّنش حٿلْخس

+

+

+

17

ٓٸ ٢حٿڄظخ٩

-

-

+

3

ٓال٣ش حٿڀٔخڅ

-

+

+

3

ٓڄٌ حألهالٵ

+

-

-

64

ٗزق حٿلَد

-

-

-

3

ٗـِ حٿٌٜص

+

+

+

6

ٗيّي حٿزؤّ

+

+

-

19

ٗيّي حٿٌ٣ؤس

-

+

+

49

ٗ٨ٲ حٿْٖ٬

-

-

-

2

ٗڂ حألنٌٱ

-

-

-

9

ٛيٍ حٿڄټخڅ

+

+

+

13

ًَٛٱ حٿيىَ

-

-

-

44

ٛڀذ حٿڄٌ٩ٌٟ

+

-

+

389

ٛنيًٵ حٿينْخ

-

-

-

2

ٟلپ حٿظٴټَْ

522

-

-

-

5

َٟحًس حٿٸظخٽ

-

+

+

6

َٟد حٿَڃپ

+

+

-

158

طْْ٠ٶ حٿونخٵ

-

+

-

2

ْٟٶ حٿن٤خٵ

+

+

+

28

َّ٣ق حٿٴَحٕ

+

+

+

6

٣ڀٶ حٿْيّن

+

+

+

2

٣ڀٶ حٿڄلْخ

-

-

-

31

٣ڄْ حٿلٸخثٶ

-

-

-

3

٣ڄؤنْنش حٿٸڀذ

+

+

-

21

٫ٴٌ حٿوخَ٣

-

-

-

143

٫ٸخٍد حٿٔخ٫ش

-

-

-

18

٫ٸٌٵ حٿٌحٿيّن

-

+

-

20

ٌْ٫څ حٿَ٘٬

-

-

-

23

ٯؼخء حٿْٔپ

-

+

-

4

ٯَِّ حٿڄخىس

-

-

-

3

ٯْخىذ حٿ٨الځ

-

-

-

5

ٳٌ٠ٽ حٿټالځ

-

-

-

9

ٳڀٌٽ حٿـْٖ

523

-

+

+

2

ٷخٛڄش حٿ٨يَ

-

-

+

36

ٷَ ٝحٿَ٘٬

-

+

+

50

ٷٜذ حٿٔزٶ

-

-

-

5

ٻَد حٿينْخ

-

-

-

6

ٻَٔس حٿـَس

-

-

-

34

ٻٔذ حٿْٖ٬

-

-

-

4

ٿْ٤ٲ حٿڄَ٘٬

-

-

-

5

ٿٌٰ حٿليّغ

+

+

+

120

ٿڄق حٿزَٜ

-

-

-

435

ٿٸڄش حٿْٖ٬

+

+

+

5

ٿْن حٿَّ٬ټش

-

-

-

5

نْ٨ٲ حٿټٲ

+

+

-

19

ڃخء حٿ٘زخد

-

-

-

12

ڃٌؿش حٿٰالء

+

-

-

16

ڃټٌٍٔ حٿوخَ٣

+

-

-

2

ڃڄٌ٘ٵ حٿٸٌحځ

+

-

+

13

نٴق حٿْ٤ذ
d.Collocations

524

-

-

+

27

أر٤پ ڃٴٌ٬ٽ

-

+

+

40

حطوٌ اؿَحء

-

-

-

142

أػخٍ كٴْ٨ش

-

-

+

26

حهظپ طٌحُڅ

-

-

-

17

اكٔخّ ڃَىٲ

-

-

+

220

اٍحٷش ىڃخء

-

-

-

32

أٍَٓ ٷٌح٫ي

-

-

-

16

حٓظٸزخٽ كخٍ

-

-

-

109

أَٟحٍ ؿْٔڄش

-

-

-

13

أٗالء ڃظنخػَس

-

-

-

8

ريى ٗټٌٹ

+

-

+

13

روْ كٶ

-

+

+

77

رنخص أٳټخٍ

-

+

+

3

ريّيش كخَٟس

-

-

-

30

طَحؿ٣ ٪ٴْٲ

+

-

-

9

طَٔد هزَ

+

+

+

8

طٴٌّ ٞٻخڃپ/ڃ٤ڀٶ

-

-

-

44

طٸڄٗ ٚوْٜش

525

+

-

-

76

طټزي هٔخثَ

-

-

+

209

طٌٿَ ڃنٜذ

-

-

-

20

طٌؽ ؿيٌى

-

-

-

13

ػَحء ٳخكٖ

-

-

-

41

ػٌٍس ٫خٍڃش

-

-

-

8

ػْخد ٍػش

-

-

+

115

ؿخځ ٯ٠ذ

-

-

-

81

ؿؼش ىخڃيس

-

-

-

31

ؿَّڄش نټَحء

+

+

+

102

ؿْ نزٞ

+

-

+

69

ؿڄ ٪ٯٴَْ

-

-

-

67

ؿيٌى ڃ٠نْش

+

+

+

222

كـَ ٫ؼَس

+

+

+

39

كٌح كًٌ

+

+

+

50

كَد ًَّٟ

-

-

-

11

كٴنش طَحد

+

+

+

58

كٸن ىڃخء

-

-

-

21

هيٕ كْخء

526

-

-

-

6

هَ ٬َّٛخ

+

-

-

70

هٔخٍس ٳخىكش

+

-

-

23

هڀٲ ً٫ي

-

-

-

10

ىك ٞاٳظَحء

-

+

-

84

ىّ ٓڂ

-

-

-

142

ىٷش ڃظنخىْش

-

-

-

25

ىٿْپ ىحڃٮ

-

-

-

16

ىٌّڅ ڃظَحٻڄش

+

-

+

23

ًٍٱ ىڃ٪

-

-

-

6

ًًٍس نـخف

-

-

-

13

ًًٵ ٍٳْ٪

-

-

-

14

ٍأُ ٓيّي

-

-

-

2

ٍحًى ٗٺ

-

-

-

26

ٍٯزش ڃڀلش

-

-

-

11

ُكخځ ٗيّي

+

+

+

62

ٓي ٍڃٶ

-

-

-

49

َٓد ڃ٬ڀٌڃخص

-

+

+

56

ٓيّى ه٤خ

527

-

-

-

32

َٓ٫ش هخ٣ٴش

-

-

-

45

ٓ٬خىس ٯخڃَس

+

+

+

3

ٓڂ ُ٫خٱ

-

-

-

37

ٓ ِ٬كؼْغ

+

-

-

9

ٓپ ْٓٲ

-

-

-

3

َْٓس َ٤٫س

+

+

+

24

ٗزض كَد

-

+

-

21

ٗظض ٗڄپ

-

-

-

24

َٗ ڃٔظَْ٤

+

+

+

5

ٗٴَ ٯڀْپ

+

+

+

62

ٛيٍ ٍكذٍ/كخرش ٛيٍ

-

-

-

8

ٌٛص ٗـِ

+

+

+

39

ٟخٵ ًٍ٫خ

-

-

-

48

ْٟٶ أٳٶ

+

+

+

21

 ٩ٌ٣رنخڅ

+

-

-

62

٧الځ ىحڃْ

-

-

-

12

٫خ٣ٴش ؿْخٗش

+

+

+

17

٫يً ٿيًى

528

+

+

-

8

٫نٴٌحڅ ٗزخد

-

-

-

249

ٌ٫حٷذ ًهْڄش

+

+

+

8

ٯَ٣ ٞٱ

+

+

+

22

ٳخٟض ًٍف

+

-

-

85

ٳٔن ٫ٸي

-

-

-

84

ٳ٘پ ًٍّ٪

+

-

+

64

ٳٺ أَٓ

-

-

-

41

ٳٌ٫ َٟخٍڃش

-

-

-

21

ٷيٍ ڃلظٌځ

-

+

+

318

ٷٜخٍٍ ؿيي

+

+

+

60

ٷ ٞڃ٠ـ٪

+

-

-

25

ٻ٨ڂ ٯْ٦

+

+

-

12

ٿِځ رْض

+

-

-

4

ٿٴٶ طيڄش

-

-

-

18

أٿٴخ ٥نخرْش

-

-

-

111

ٿيغ ًٍحء

+

-

+

70

ٿٸِ كظٴو

-

+

-

7

ڃل ٞاٍحىس

529

+

+

+

151

ڃل ٢أن٨خٍ

-

-

-

3

ن َٜڃئٍُ

+

-

-

10

نٸ٫ ٞيي

+

+

-

34

ىزخء ڃنؼٌٍ

+

+

+

3

ىٌحء ٣ڀٶ

-

-

-

5

ًحٍٍ ؿؼڄخڅ

-

-

-

171

ًؿو حنظٸخى

-

-

-

4

ً٣ي ٫الٷش

-

-

+

102

ً٫ټش ٛلْش

-

-

-

79

ىِّڄش ٓخكٸش

530

